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While school districts across the nation are pressed to make better and more
frequent use of a range of educational data, they have few resources that help guide the
process of improving educator capacity for data use. To date, there have been few efforts
to examine the intersection of professional learning and data use to better guide efforts at
improving educator data use capacity.
In order to learn more about how school districts attempt to meet educator needs
in terms of data-related learning, and how they use policies to approach this issue, I
examined the intersection of data use and professional learning in three school districts. I
used a qualitative case study methodology to examine these issues, and relied on
interview data from n=110 individuals across the three districts, as well as document
analysis in each district, to better understand the existing structures in each context and
how those structures came to be. I also utilized random sampling for some focus groups,
and used a peer nomination process for other focus groups, which allowed me to identify
educators thought by their colleagues to be ―exemplar‖ data users.
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I found that across the districts, educators at all levels articulated with remarkable
consistency a range of skills and knowledge they said were essential to good data use.
Also, educators were consistent in describing the kinds of professional learning structures
they thought best supported their needs as learners. However, in most cases, district
structures fell short of these ideals. The districts rarely codified expectations related to the
structure of professional learning or to data-related skills and knowledge in formal policy,
and planning related to data use tended to be fragmented among many departments and
leaders. As a result, there were many assumptions that ―someone else‖ or another
department was providing support in terms of data-related professional learning, while
many times data use-related learning simply fell between the cracks. Informed by
existing research and the results of this study, I posited a model aimed at supporting
policymakers as they engage in planning for data-related professional learning.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Over the past century, policymakers in the United States have enacted numerous
and varied reforms with the hopes of improving educational opportunities for our nation‘s
children. These reforms have addressed completion requirements and increases in equity
issues, among other aims (Beadie, 2004; Cuban 2004a, 2004b). But only in the last few
decades, enabled by modern technology, have reform efforts been able to lean more and
more heavily on outcomes-based accountability provisions (Wells, 2009; Beadie, 2004;
Thomas & Brady, 2005). These policies typically require large-scale testing
(necessitating a reliance on standardized exams) and the subsequent reporting and
publication of results (Hamilton, 2003; Stecher, Hamilton, & Gonzalez, 2003). Testing
data are expected to either inform instruction or to at least act as a catalyst for systemic
change (Elmore, 2003; Loeb, Knapp, & Elfers, 2008; Earl & Fullan, 2003).
The result of the development of modern technologies (e.g., handheld devices,
data warehouses) related to educational data use, coupled with a decades-long trend
toward a reliance on test-based accountability policies, is that educators in the United
States are tasked in numerous ways to use data (Earl & Fullan, 2003; Kerr, Marsh,
Ikemoto, Darilek, & Barney, 2006; Thomas & Brady, 2005). Educators are faced with
district requirements to use local data, state mandates to meet accreditation or rankings
thresholds, and federal targets related to Adequate Yearly Progress provisions under the
No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB) (e.g., United States Department of Education,
2007; Young, 2006; Valli & Buese, 2007) . By all accounts, educators have plentiful data
1

(e.g., Wayman, Cho, & Johnston, 2007; O‘Day, 2002; Valli & Buese, 2007). Yet
effective data use at the campus and in the classroom is hampered by at least two ongoing
problems: a lack of educator capacity specific to data use and a lack of guidance for
districts as they work to structure supports to build this capacity.
Problem #1: A Lack of Educator Data Use Capacity
In Texas (the context for this study), accountability-related exams were first used
in 1979 (Texas Education Agency, 2010) thus, no teacher under the age of 53 who has
spent his or her career in Texas public schools has ever taught in a system where annual
testing and reporting of data were not part of the typical work context. One might expect,
then, that the majority of Texas teachers use data to inform instruction as commonly as
they might use a computer or a smart phone. Unfortunately, that is not the case: There is
more to using data than having data. For data to affect instruction, educators should
understand how to embed data in a process of continual improvement (Boudett, City, &
Murnane, 2005; Kerr et al., 2006; Means, Padilla, DeBarger, Bakia, 2009; Wayman, Cho,
& Shaw, 2009).
At present, not all—or even most—educators can be described as being wellversed in educational data use. Numerous studies document that teachers and
administrators struggle with data use (e.g., Wayman et al., 2007; Lachat & Smith, 2005;
Earl & Fullan, 2003; Kerr et al., 2006). Educators struggle to make sense of data
individually and collaboratively (Lachat & Smith, 2005; Means et al., 2009; Park &
Datnow, 2009). They also frequently lack the knowledge and skills to effectively access
and analyze a variety of data (Means et al., 2009; Earl & Fullan, 2003; Gallagher, Means,
2

& Padilla, 2008). In short, educators are often ―data rich and information poor‖—they
have copious amounts of data, but are unsure about what to do with those data to effect
changes in practice (Wayman et al., 2007; Kerr et al., 2006).
Problem #2: Lack of Guidance Specific to Data-Related Professional Learning
Effective data use requires knowledge and skills that many teachers lack; yet
federal and state policies have largely left the issue of developing educator capacity for
data use to districts. For example, NCLB requires teachers to be ―highly qualified‖ and
supports this effort by providing some funding to be used in professional development
efforts; however, apart from offering a broad general definition of ―high-quality
professional development,‖ it gives little direction to districts for improving data use
capacity (U.S. Department of Education, 2007). It does not tie funding for professional
development to assurances that what districts expend funds on even approximate the
broad definition offered, and it does not offer specific best practice guidance for
professional development.
Neither has the State of Texas provided guidance specific to data-related
professional learning: Most statutory text regarding professional learning is concerned
with total number of professional development hours required for certification or what
topics must be covered (e.g., classroom management, acceptable use policies). In turn,
district personnel have little research that points to the types of policies or structures most
likely to improve educator data use capacity. There are solid resources related to
promising professional development structures (e.g., Desimone, Porter, Garet, Yoon, &
Birman, 2002; Borko, 2004; Wei, Darling-Hammond, Andree, Richardson, & Orphanos,
3

2009). Likewise, there is a developing research base on effective data use (e.g., Wayman
& Stringfield, 2006; Gallagher et al., 2008; Lachat & Smith, 2005; Park & Datnow,
2009). But there is precious little research that addresses the issue of data-related
professional learning in a way that can provide insight into the creation of district
professional learning supports geared to increase educator capacity for data use.
This study focused on the second problem, which examines how districts might
effectively support improvements in educator capacity for data use, as a likely pathway to
addressing the first. That is, I came to this study with the hope that if I could generate
better information to help districts support data-related professional learning, the
resulting district-level policies and actions could build the educator data use capacity
needed to improve practice. To more fully lay out the rationale and significance of this
investigation, this chapter explores current policy disconnects between professional
development and data use in Texas. I then examine three reasons that policymakers at all
levels—but in particular those at the district level—should look for ways to support
increased educator data use capacity. I lay out the particular research questions that
guided this study, and conclude with a brief glossary of frequently used terms.
The Data Use-Professional Development Nexus
Despite increasing pressures on educators to use evidence (e.g., O‘Day, 2002;
Elmore, 2009; Vasquez Heilig & Darling-Hammond, 2008; United States Department of
Education, 2007), policy supports to help educators learn how to use data to change
practice are largely absent (Borko, 2004). Perhaps wishing to defer the ―how‖ to local
educational agencies, federal and state policy is primarily oriented toward codifying
4

required outputs and then taking a hands-off approach (Elmore, 2003; Ingram, Louis, &
Schroeder, 2004; Opfer, Henry, & Mashburn, 2008). In essence, federal and state policy
gives rise to a ―black box.‖ What goes on inside the black box of classroom practice—
how teachers collect and make sense of data, what teachers do with the overwhelming
amounts of data available to them, and how they go about using that data to inform
classroom practice—is largely left to school districts to puzzle out (Bernhardt, 2000;
Elmore, 2003). The policies (and policymakers) make the broad assumption that
educators have the capacity to use data to effectively inform instruction (Elmore, 2003,
2009) and that educators have ready access to appropriate, high-quality learning
opportunities to build this capacity (Opfer et al., 2008). Yet a growing body of research
tells us that across district contexts, educator capacity for effective data use continues to
fall short (e.g., Wayman et al., 2007; Wayman & Stringfield, 2006; Means et al., 2009).
Ambiguity in policy can create space for innovative problem solving; however,
policy ambiguity is not always good. If an organization lacks the knowledge or
experience necessary to make constructive decisions, then ambiguous policies can create
barriers to improvement (Leavitt & March, 1988). Specifically, without some guidance,
districts lacking data use capacity are left struggling to make sense of existing data in
ways limited by a lack of knowledge or skill throughout the organization. Overly
ambiguous policy can contribute to situations in which schools and districts ―learn‖ the
wrong lessons (generally by drawing faulty causal links between particular actions and
outcomes); this can lead to the perpetuation of unhealthy and ineffective organizational
practices (Knapp, 2008; O‘Day, 2002). If educators lack a robust capacity to access and
5

use data appropriately to inform instruction, no amount of policy pressure will produce
the kind of improved instruction (at a systemic level, or a campus level, or a classroom
level) that policymakers desire. In fact, in the absence of clear policy support, the
situation becomes one in which well-intended professionals grope about in the dark for
something that works. Elmore (2008) writes:
Teachers and administrators generally do what they know how to do—they do not
deliberately engage in actions they know will produce substandard performance,
nor do they intentionally withhold knowledge that they know might be useful to
student learning. If schools are not meeting expectations for student learning, it is
largely because they do not know what to do. And, given the longstanding
disconnect between policy and practice, neither do the policymakers. In its least
desirable face, educational reform can become a kind of conspiracy of ignorance:
policymakers mandating results they do not themselves know how to achieve, and
educators pretending they do know what to do but revealing through their actions
that they don‘t. (p. 217)
School districts personnel do not always know what to do to support data-informed
practice. This study was conceptualized as a way to inform those policies and supports
through research, with an eye toward identifying the high-leverage structures that might
help educators learn to be more savvy consumers and users of an array of data.
Relevance: The Critical Nature of Data-Related Professional Learning
It is clear that current mandates at the federal (NCLB) and state levels push
educators to engage in data use. But there are other reasons that policymakers ought to be
concerned with finding ways to improve educator data use capacity. For one, there is the
issue of fiscal stewardship: Policymakers and district leaders are turning to technology to
provide increasing amounts of data to more rapidly inform policy- and decision-making.
Millions of dollars per year are spent by school districts and states on technology6

supported data systems, assessments, and programs to generate and disaggregate
voluminous amounts of data (Means et al, 2009; Wayman et al., 2004; Hamilton, 2003).
Still, educators report difficulty in accessing these data in efficient ways that can inform
instruction as intended (Means et al, 2009; Wayman, Cho, & Shaw, 2009; Wayman &
Stringfield, 2006). Without robust professional learning opportunities that help educators
link data generation, access, use, and evaluation, those funds are less than effectively
invested.
Also, a lack of policy supports to improve educator data use capacity across all
schools can lead to systemic inequities (Johnson, 2002, Scheurich & Skrla, 2003). Elmore
(2003) suggests that when schools lack capacity to respond to accountability pressures,
they apply the knowledge and resources they already have in an attempt to meet these
unfamiliar challenges. Other studies suggest that leveraging improvements through data
use may be occurring differentially in districts across the nation, as districts with greater
capacity are able to better respond to policy and technological challenges (Means et al.,
2009; Diamond & Spillane, 2004). As a consequence, differences in the ability to
effectively use data to inform instruction could risk widening – rather than closing –
achievement gaps (Scheurich & Skrla, 2003; Elmore, 2003).
We know that data use can provide educators with robust knowledge about their
students (e.g., Wayman et al., 2007; Wayman & Stringfield, 2006; Copland, Knapp, &
Swinnerton, 2008). We know that we as taxpayers and as educators are spending large
sums of money for professional development and for assessment programs purposed to
leveraging instructional improvement (e.g., Hamilton, 2003; United States Department of
7

Education, 2009a; Kerr et al., 2006; Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on Education,
2010). We know that addressing systemic capacity to generate useful information about
instruction is critical to closing achievement gaps in schools (e.g., Johnson, 2002;
Scheurich & Skrla, 2003; Elmore, 2003, 2009). What we do not know with any certainty
is what characterizes professional development structures that are effective in helping
educators learn to use data. There is a need for research that fills this gap.
Purpose of the Study
The main objective of this study was to examine the intersection of school district
policy and data use-related professional learning. Specifically, I was interested in how
school districts plan for, provide, and shape professional learning opportunities in light of
federal, state, and district policies that encourage (and even require) educators to be
regular users of a broad array of educational data. I wanted to learn how districts and
district personnel made the connection between educators needing to be capable users
and consumers of data to inform practice and the available district- and campus-level
supports that ostensibly exist to improve educator capacity (thus leveraging higherquality learning opportunities for students). Finally, I wanted to learn if there were
enough common needs in the areas of professional learning and data use to posit a
framework that might assist district-level policymakers in future planning for data-related
professional learning.
Research Questions
Effective data use has the potential to provide a wealth of robust information with
which to improve practice, yet we currently know relatively little about the nature of
8

district learning supports purposed to increasing educator data use capacity. To address
this research-practice gap, this study aimed to establish how districts approach datarelated professional learning and how well those approaches align with what educators
need in order to use data more effectively. To this end, data collection and analysis were
guided by three broad, foundational questions:
1.

How do districts use policy to approach data-related professional learning?

2.

What is the nature of district planning processes for data-related professional
learning?

3.

How do campus needs fit with district policy and planning processes for datarelated professional learning?
Significance of the Study
Current research in the area of professional learning tends to explore formal and

informal learning opportunities in ways disconnected with data use. Some examine
professional learning related to specific content areas such as math and science
instruction (Desimone et al., 2002; Garet, Porter, Desimone, Birman, & Yoon, 2001;
Supovitz & Turner, 2000) while others look at professional learning from a more general
standpoint (e.g., Yates, 2007; Ingvarson, Meiers, & Beavis, 2005). On the other hand,
most research in the area of data use either opts to explore other issues (ignoring
professional learning specific to data use entirely) or discusses professional learning in
passing, but not as a primary focus of the study (e.g., Wayman, Brewer, & Stringfield,
2009; Kerr et al., 2006; Chen, Heritage, & Lee, 2005). This study connects these largely
disparate research streams and then explores how districts approach data-related
9

professional learning. In these efforts I privileged neither data use nor professional
learning, but approached these as themes that can (and should) be intertwined throughout
district policies and structures.
Preliminary data collection suggested that there were several areas of disconnect
between educator learning needs and current district professional learning structures. This
study explored these gaps through the analysis of a data collected in three district
contexts. This study aimed at two goals: (1) extend the research dialogue in the area of
professional learning to incorporate structures mindful of educator data use; and (2)
provide district-level policymakers with a research-informed and empirically-developed
framework to guide data-related professional learning. Specifically, this study:
1. Explores data-related professional learning through a lens informed by existing
theories on organizational learning (Argyris & Schön, 1996; Senge, 2006;
Supovitz, 2010) and social learning theory (Bandura, 1969; Greeno, Collins, &
Resnick, 1996; Borko, 2004; Lave & Wenger, 1991). This exploration extends the
dialogue on these theories to expand how we think about educator professional
learning with respect to data use.
2. Contributes to new knowledge of teacher professional learning specific to data
use for improved instruction. By privileging neither data use nor professional
learning, this study intentionally approaches these concepts as interconnected.
This adds to the research dialogue by providing in-depth analyses of district
approaches to data-related professional learning.

10

3. Provides new practitioner knowledge that can help restructure existing
professional learning to embed data-related elements so that learning
opportunities better support educator data use capacity. There are currently few
research-based resources that intentionally link professional learning and data use.
This study addresses this knowledge-resource gap.
Definitions
Data
For the purposes of this study, ―data‖ are defined as any information that helps
teachers know and serve their students‘ needs better. This is in line with the broad
construal set forth in the data use literature (e.g., Wayman et al., 2007; Boudett et al.,
2005; Bernhardt, 2009), and includes not only state- and district-level student
achievement data, but an array of academic, demographic, institutional, and personal
data.
Data-Informed Instruction
Data-informed instruction is construed to mean instruction at the teacher level, the
small group level (e.g., content-area department, interdisciplinary team), or campus level
that takes into account multiple forms of data for curricular and instructional planning,
but which is always filtered through a lens of professional judgment (e.g. Shen & Cooley,
2008; Wayman, Cho, & Shaw, 2009; Wayman, Cho, Jimerson, & Snodgrass Rangel,
2010). Within this definition, professional judgment is considered to be the ―glue‖ that
coheres multiple data points to inform instruction and planning (Wayman, Cho, Jimerson,
& Snodgrass Rangel, 2010).
11

Data Use
While there may be many ways in which data are used in a school district (e.g.,
business functions, budgeting, transportation planning), the focus of this study is on
educational uses of data. Therefore, ―data use‖ throughout this paper means the various
data elements that are connected, analyzed, and used to provide more and better
information about teaching and learning processes, and is oriented toward the
improvement of an array of student outcomes.
Data Use Capacity
Borko, Wolf, Simone, & Uchiyama (2003) define individual educator capacity as
"the subject-matter specific knowledge, skills, and dispositions of individual teachers" (p.
196). In a similar vein, I use ―data use capacity‖ to mean the knowledge, skills, and
dispositions (e.g., attitudes, beliefs) of individual teachers specific to data and data use.
Data use capacity includes but is not limited to: assessment literacy, ability to access
information from particular data systems, ability to generate queries, and competency at
engaging in collaborative, data-oriented dialogues.
Professional Learning vs. Professional Development
Professional learning is broadly construed to describe a process that results in an
increase of teacher knowledge, skills, and capacity for improved classroom practice
(Elmore, 2004; DuFour, Eaker, & DuFour, 2005). As addressed in this study,
professional learning may be an umbrella term that encompasses these formal and
informal learning structures—including more narrowly delineated ―professional
development‖ structures created by state, district, or campus policymakers.
12

Knapp (2003) defines professional development as "the full range of activities,
formal and informal, that engage teachers or administrators in new learning about their
professional practice" (p. 112). Professional development is considered by some authors
to define a narrower, more formal iteration of professional learning (e.g., DuFour et al.,
2005). However, in this study I approach professional development from a perspective
that in any district professional development plan or program, decision-makers could opt
to make space for informal learning to be codified or recorded in a way that conveyed
value or credit hours.
Throughout the study, I encountered district personnel that used both terms,
though ―professional learning‖ seems more prevalent in the current research literature. At
least some of the educators in our districts noted that they considered ―professional
development‖ as denoting more constrained, training-type structures. In my experiences
(both my personal experience and in my conversations with personnel in all three
districts), I found no consistent application of these terms to denote significantly different
learning structures. Rather, district structures called by either name might in practice
embody a variety of settings, formats, topics, or levels of formality. In my estimation, it is
too simple to label a learning structure ―professional learning‖ and assume it is
characterized by different qualities than a structure labeled ―professional development‖
when in actuality the underlying content and activities in the session are indistinguishable
from traditional training or professional development. In other words, I do not consider
the quality of the learning structure to inhere in the label. I consider the quality
characteristics of educator learning to affix to what happens within each construct rather
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than what the construct is labeled; thus, I use these terms somewhat interchangeably,
except that in most instances ―professional learning‖ is used to construe a more abstract
process, while ―professional development‖ tends to represent more concrete, timebounded learning opportunities. However, I acknowledge both terms here, as any
literature review that excluded either term would prove an incomplete survey of existing
research.
Limitations and Delimitations
This study primarily examines the professional learning structures for data use at
the district level. As these may be shaped by state and federal level policies, those
policies are, where necessary, examined through that lens. However, while I hope this
study can inform future policy iterations at other levels, it does not take as the primary
unit of analysis state or federal policy. This is intentional: if teachers are to be afforded
opportunities to increase capacity and students are going to be the beneficiaries of that
teacher growth, then I believe the place to start this equipping is at the district level.
Thus, my unit of analysis is what happens at the level of the school district (inclusive of
campus structures and activities) with regard to professional learning and data use.
Beginning at another policy level without first determining what works for teachers in
learning how to use data to inform practice could result in well-intentioned but poorly
crafted policy.
While the state-level policy context varies from state to state, the school districts
involved in this study are all located in Texas; as such, the state-level policy context used
to inform this study is limited to that state alone. Findings may eventually inform similar
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studies in other contexts, but certain policy weaknesses or strengths may not apply
elsewhere. However, I anticipate that because the primary focus is on district-level
structures, and because findings will be generated in part at the teacher level, that
findings may prove somewhat consistent across contexts.
Last, this study takes the form of a multiple case study; it is not intended to
produce findings that are generalizable to every other district context. However, by
exploring data-related professional learning in three district contexts, and from multiple
data points for each district, the findings from this study may well apply in degrees to
similarly- situated contexts. Further, I hope that the research design proves helpful for
other researchers who choose to investigate district data-related professional learning
structures. Thus, while not wholly generalizable, the findings provide insight into an
important issue and as such, can prove useful in other contexts.
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
School districts are local entities, but they are also nested in regulatory and
funding systems that necessitate responsiveness to state and federal policy contexts.
Accordingly, this chapter begins by exploring the federal and state policy context
surrounding Texas school districts. Specifically, I examine how certain state and federal
accountability policies incentivize data use for compliance and improvement purposes. I
then turn to a synthesis of current literature regarding educator data use, focusing on what
research indicates supports or impedes educators as they learn to access and use data.
Next, I examine at the literature on educator professional learning and what that research
reveals about characteristics common to promising professional learning structures. The
last part of this chapter lays out the theoretical framework that guides my approach to this
study.
The Policy Context for Texas Schools
At present, policies related to data use are primarily the accountability policies
that require schools and districts to report quantitative data (e.g., test results, dropout
numbers, attendance, and subpopulation information). Accountability policies at the state
and federal levels often turn on a policy assumption that the generation and reporting of
testing data will incentivize changes in practice. They do this in at least two ways: (1)
Aggregated test scores can indicate strengths and weaknesses that characterize a system,
thus informing instruction at the school level (O‘Day. 2002; McDonnell, 2002); (2) By
making results public, accountability systems aim to mobilize actors both within and
outside of the system to enact changes to increase effectiveness (Loeb et al., 2008; Linn,
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2000; Wells, 2009; Elmore, 2003, 2009). In the context of this study, the question
becomes whether the copious amounts of data generated by these policies actually inform
classroom instruction, or whether they are primarily compliance-oriented. If the case is
the latter, and state-level assessments are deemed insufficient for generating needed
information to better classroom practice, it falls to district-level systems to craft
assessment processes that are capable of generating useful data. Ideally, this would
include the provision of professional development that enables educators to make sense
of various types of data.
To further explore how federal and state policies—and accountability policies in
particular—affect the context in which the districts in this study exist, I briefly examine
two policies that incentivize data use by educators in the pursuit of improved student
achievement: (1) The No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB); and (2) Race To The
Top (RTT), an initiative funded by the United States Department of Education. After
examining the major components of these particular policies and discussing how they
leverage educator data use in Texas, this section of the chapter will conclude with a
deeper examination of the Texas policy context with an eye toward linking statutory
requirements for data use with statutory requirements for professional development.
The No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 [NCLB]
The reason for NCLB‘s ubiquitous presence in data use studies is that NCLB not
only continued the trend of increasing accountability in exchange for federal education
dollars as rooted in the original Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965
(Thomas & Brady, 2005; Elmore, 2009), but also extended federal requirements for the
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collection and public reporting of standardized testing data in all grades (Wells, 2009;
Elmore, 2009; O‘Day, 2002). NCLB marked the first time that federal legislation directed
schools in all states to participate in, and report results, of annual testing. Further, states
were charged with setting passing thresholds on required assessments, but the federal
policy itself required states to incrementally increase the percentage of students meeting
these standards toward a 2014 goal of 100% of all students passing the state exams in
mathematics, reading, and science. Elmore (2009) notes that this timeline, coupled with
sanctions for failing to meet AYP, effectively narrowed variation among state
accountability policies. Because these sanctions—and requirements—turn on a mammoth
system of data reporting, NCLB continues to be a catalyst that requires states, districts,
and schools to utilize technology capable of collecting and reporting such data.
While NCLB has certainly catalyzed data use across the nation, it has also
resulted in some unintended consequences. As districts use data to examine trends and
problem-solve methods of improvement (an intended consequence), some—especially
those with lower levels of systemic capacity—simply lean more heavily on practices in
which they were already engaged (e.g., tutoring, remedial classes). Elmore (2003) found
that schools with lower capacity tended toward this pattern—if they used tutoring as an
intervention prior to receiving data feedback, they tended to use more or more frequent
tutoring as a ―solution.‖ Similar findings were reported by O‘Day, who referred to such
practice as ―triage assistance‖ (2002, p. 312). In her study of California high schools,
Holme (2008) found that there were few new solutions—rather, there were tried solutions
that were reworked and tried anew with more intensity. Additionally, she noted that in
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response to accountability data, some schools unwittingly widened opportunity gaps by
pushing failing students into tutoring courses, which commanded schedule time that
could have otherwise been allocated to coursework that built on other academic strengths
or provided more options for vocational interests (Holme, 2008). In short, the incentive
structures may encourage educators to act in ways that maximize short-term test score
gains but which may also prove detrimental to their schools in the long-term (Hamilton,
2003; O‘Day, 2002; Scheurich & Skrla, 2003).
Of import with regard to the current study is that while NCLB brought needed
attention to the use of data in the service of improved student achievement, it has tended
toward the assumption that the mere presence of data will jar a system into improvement
(O‘Day, 2002; Elmore, 2003; Wells, 2009). NCLB effectively provides the pressure and
incentive to improve, and to use data, but as a policy lever it has not aimed at leveraging
improved educator capacity to use an array of data. NCLB does approach the teacher
capacity issue in one high-leverage way—it requires that all public school educators be
―Highly Qualified‖ in the subjects they teach. Despite this policy attention to more
general teacher quality issues, NCLB does not require that teachers complete any
particular training or possess any particular skill related to data use. Neither do district
nor do preservice/certification programs regularly provide opportunities to help educators
become skilled in data use (Elmore, 2003; Bernhardt 2000, 2009; Gallagher et al., 2008).
For a policy that depends on educator data use, NCLB is strikingly silent when it comes
to helping teachers learn to use data effectively.
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Race to the Top [RTT] (2009-2010)
The ―Race to the Top‖ [RTT] competitive initiative is a second federal policy lever
that incentivizes data use; however, RTT does so not with the power of the mandate, but
by extending the promise of federal dollars (U.S. Department of Education, 2009b). It is
important to note that while Texas has chosen not to compete for RTT funds, RTT still
serves as a norming catalyst; if 48 other states adopt particular data use and reporting
practices, Texas policymakers will face pressure to follow suit. Taking RTT as a signal
for what may be to come in the arena of data use for all states, I briefly examine RTT‘s
stated priorities and strategies.
Part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 included a $4.35
billion allocation for RTT. A competitive initiative, the first cycle of RTT priorities
focused on:
... creating the conditions for education innovation and reform; achieving
significant improvement in student outcomes, including making substantial gains
in student achievement, closing achievement gaps, improving high school
graduation rates, and ensuring student preparation for success in college and
careers; and implementing four core education reform areas. (U.S. Department of
Education, 2009a, p. 2)
RTT delineates four ―core reform areas‖ that states were required to address in their
applications for funding: building data systems, recruiting and developing effective
teachers, adopting workplace and college readiness standards and assessments, and
turning around low achieving schools (U.S. Department of Education, 2009a, p. 2). Of
these four core areas, the first two may be linked directly to professional learning and
data use and the remaining two could not be addressed without effective data use by
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educators. As I will show, these four ―core reform areas‖ effectively put data use at the
forefront of federal education policy.
Incentivizing data systems and data use. RTT aims to encourage and reward
states through financial incentives for ―Building data systems that measure student
growth and success, and inform teachers and principals about how they can improve
instruction‖ (U.S. Department of Education, 2009a, p. 2). Further, RTT identifies
principals and teachers among key stakeholders the systems should be designed to
inform, and privileges plans that look to ―increase the acquisition, adoption, and use of
local instructional improvement systems‖ geared to informing and improving classroom
practice (U.S. Department of Education, 2009b, p. 8). The most direct link between RTT
as policy and educator data use, this reform area looks to strengthen ties between
collecting and reporting data and use of those data by educators in improving practice
(U.S. Department of Education, 2009b). By providing financial incentives for states to
create powerful data systems, and by indicating that a goal of those systems is to provide
data to educators to improve practice, RTT signals the desire of current leadership for
educators to be more engaged in data use.
Incentivizing data-oriented professional development. Where NCLB is silent
as to the connection between ―Highly Qualified‖ teacher status and data use, RTT makes
an explicit connection between the two. The grants process priority regarding ―recruiting,
developing, rewarding, and retaining effective teachers and principals‖ specifically
privileges applications that ―provide effective, data-informed professional development‖
and suggests that such support ―might focus on ... gathering, analyzing, and using data‖
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(U.S. Department of Education, 2009b, p. 10). This focus connects to data use in two
ways:
1.

To effectively track teacher training, placement, and retention, teacher data
must be part of an accessible data system;

2. RTT‘s focus on teacher development signals that federal policy is attentive to
professional learning and professional development needs specific to data use
(U.S. Department of Education, 2009b).
Such policy also aligns with the data use literature (explored more in the next section),
which consistently notes that teachers must learn both how to use the systems at hand
(technical skill) and to collaborate around data to improve practice (process knowledge)
(e.g., Wayman, Brewer, & Stringfield, 2009; Means et al., 2009; Young, 2006; Gallagher
et al., 2008). In its approach, RTT may reflect a growing acceptance that data use without
concomitant educator training for data use is a weak model for systemic reform.
The Texas Context: Policy Links between Data Use & Professional Learning
Texas has used widespread testing and data reporting of some kind since the
1970s. In 1993, the Texas accountability system was fully introduced and since that time
data have been collected for compliance and reporting purposes through the Public
Education Information Management System (Vasquez Heilig & Darling-Hammond,
2008). Considering that the accountability system requires students to take several
standardized exams a year, and that districts must track enrollments and report numerous
data elements (i.e., attendance, student classifications, teachers per grade level, etc.), it is
difficult to imagine the system operating without a powerful data system.
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Over the years the statewide test has shifted from the use of minimum
competency exams (the 1979 Texas Assessment of Basic Skills and the 1984 Texas
Educational Assessment of Minimum Skills) to the use of standards based exams (the
1990 Texas Assessment of Academic Skills, the 2003 Texas Assessment of Knowledge
and Skills, and the forthcoming State of Texas Assessments of Academic Readiness, or
STAAR) (Texas Education Agency, 2010). The acronyms and rigor may have shifted
over the years, but the machinations remain the same: Districts attempt to align
instruction to the standards and exams, and results are measured against predetermined
targets to determine rewards and sanctions. All in all, over the last few decades, Texas
educators have become acclimatized to engaging in the testing and data collection
associated with compliance-oriented accountability provisions. Districts have become
accustomed to using technology to report required data to the state, and receiving ―report
cards‖ detailing accountability data is part of the yearly school cycle, albeit one that still
produces anxiety across district offices statewide (McNeil, 2005). What is not as clear is
whether Texas educators are prepared to fully use data to inform instruction.
Despite these pressures for educators to engage in data-informed practice, there are
few policy links between data use and professional development requirements in Texas.
On the surface, this could be seen as a function of policymaker preference for mandating
outcomes but giving local districts the freedom (or burden) of creating systems capable of
meeting those challenges. In some areas of education policy this is the case. For example,
statute requires that all educators complete 150 to 200 clock hours of professional
development every five years to maintain an active and valid certificate (TAC Title 19,
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§232.850). The statute does not specify any particular model, but does mandate that
professional development opportunities include certain themes: at least 80% of required
hours must relate to certain topics, including discipline management, diversity and
special needs of students, the integration of technology into educational practices, and
―district and campus priorities and objectives,‖ among others. Beyond those broad
categories, districts and campuses have authority to design what they feel best meets the
needs of their contexts.
When it comes to data use, professional development priorities are more
convoluted. Missing from the current policy structure is any explicit requirement that
teachers receive professional development in data use or analysis skills. But this cannot
be because Texas policy privileges local decision-making authority in all situations. For
example, Texas law specifically requires that all districts make available training in the
use of automated external defibrillator (AED) devices to all employees annually, and
further requires that specific personnel (e.g., coaches, PE teachers, and band directors)
must receive such training. The implication is that knowledge of how to use this device is
critical to the ability of persons in these positions to responsibly perform their duties, and
thus the state mandates the requirement rather than leaving that determination to local
decision-making processes (TEC §22.902). Likewise, every educator who coaches any
activity governed by the University Interscholastic League (UIL) must complete yearly
sportsmanship training (Coaches and Officials Positive Expectations, or ―COPE‖) or risk
sanction by the UIL, which has been chartered to coordinate all extracurricular activities
among Texas public schools (UIL, 2009). Clearly, when Texas policymakers perceive a
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need to ensure educators are property equipped to respond to critical job duties, they do
not yield to local decision-making.
Compared to health and safety concerns, policies regarding the development of
effective teaching and learning practices seem less of a priority. For teachers to do their
jobs well, they need relevant and appropriate data in order to tailor instruction to the
needs of students. Studies demonstrate that data are valuable to educators in a range of
tasks, from differentiating instruction (Valli & Buese, 2007; Copland et al., 2008; Chen et
al., 2005) to effectively participating in data-informed inquiry regarding teaching and
learning issues (Copland, 2003; Boudett et al., 2005; Supovitz & Klein, 2007). Despite
such research, Texas policy that in any way links required professional learning to data
use by teachers remains tenuous.
To arrive at the conclusion that policymakers intended any linkage between data
use for improved instruction and structured professional learning, one must engage in a
complicated triangulation of several policies. First, Texas Education Code requires that
all campuses and districts use collaborative models to create a Campus or District
Improvement Plan (TEC Chapter 11, Subchapter F). Next, the campus plan must ―assess
the academic achievement for each student in the school using the academic excellence
indicator system‖ as well as ―set the campus performance objectives based on the
academic excellence indicator system‖ (TEC §11.253). The same statute mandates that
campus committees must be involved in decisions regarding staff development. Finally,
TEC §21.451, which establishes professional development requirements, mandates that
staff development be ―predominantly campus-based, related to achieving campus
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performance objectives…and developed and approved by the campus-level committee.‖
As this policy loop closes—from required continuing education hours, to mandatory
improvement plans rooted in accountability data, to a requirement that professional
development be directly related to the objectives outlined in campus and district
improvement plans—it becomes apparent that policymakers may have assumed that
professional learning would orient toward data use for instructional improvement. But the
actual policy link between a data-informed campus plan and professional learning geared
to effective data use remains tenuous.
Current Texas policy runs counter to research that suggests a need for stronger
links between teacher learning, data use, and change in classroom practice. For example,
in a study that explored the links between changes in practice and accountability
requirements, Stecher et al. (2003) asserted that an assumption of accountability models
is that because ―incentives are attached to test results, the perceived content of the tests
will have a significant influence on practices, including… instructional decisions on
lesson content, instructional style, and classroom assessment" (p. 20). Honig & Coburn
(2008) concur, concluding that policy mandates for evidence use ―stem in part from
assumptions that evidence-based decision making leads to better decisions and ultimately
to improved student outcomes" (p. 604). And we know that, for better or worse,
accountability models do affect what happens in the classroom (e.g., Hamilton, 2003;
Elmore 2003, 2009; Holme 2008; Vasquez Heilig & Darling-Hammond, 2008).
However, Opfer et al. (2008) examined professional development supports in states with
high-pressure accountability systems and concluded that these pressures do not
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necessarily reshape district professional development practices in ways that equip
educators to improve classroom practice.
These studies suggest that while high stakes assessments and accountability
policy may be catalysts for many things, the tests themselves do not directly cause
systemic improvement (Elmore, 2004; O‘Day, 2002; Opfer et al., 2008; DarlingHammond, 2004). Structural support is needed to help educators connect the dots
between data and changes in practice. Yet Texas education policy fails to explicitly
stipulate that teachers must (or even should) participate in professional learning towards
the effective use of data to inform classroom practice. This presents a critical and
perplexing gap.
Opfer et al. (2008) conducted a study of education policies in states with strong
accountability models and found little connection between accountability policies and
professional development policies, and went further to say that in the states studied,
"there is no coherence between these policies" ( p. 310). The authors noted:
In most cases, choices about professional development activities rest with either
districts or schools. The decentralization of professional development
requirements has great potential for significant variation in both the type of
professional development offered to teachers and its connection to accountability
and testing policies. Further, this decentralization places increased importance on
district and school level capacity in selecting and offering high-quality
professional development. The decentralization of professional development also
means that there is very little information at the state level about the types of
professional development offered, the quality of professional development, and
the teachers who are receiving the assorted offerings. (p. 310)
Texas was not one of the states included in this particular study, but it might as well have
been, for the description aptly describes the current policy context in Texas. While Texas
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education policy is decidedly unambiguous in many areas, professional development
policy is linked only tenuously to data use, and that tenuous link requires decision makers
to piece together several disparate policies to make the connection. This lack of clear
policy itself is a barrier to instructional improvement that should be addressed in order for
Texas teachers and administrators to have the support they need to effectively use data at
the campus level.
Texas educators exist in a complex environment that is shaped by state policy as
well as federal policy. Yet for all of these pressures and incentives to use data to improve
instruction and thus improve levels of student achievement outcomes, none of the
policies currently provide strong supports that help educators learn to use data in a way
that is more improvement-oriented than compliance-oriented. This absence of strong
policy support may in part be explained by a lack of knowledge on the part of both
practitioners and policymakers as to what constructs might best help educators learn to
access, analyze, and use data to inform classroom practice.
The Data Use Context
Characteristics of Effective Data Use
In the previous section, I outlined how federal and state policies incentivize data
use, but largely fail to leverage professional development structures to improve educator
capacity for data use. If educator capacity to use data is to be addressed through
professional learning, then I needed to better understand the essential elements of
effective data use. Accordingly, my next step in exploring this issue was to synthesize the
literature on effective data use. Upon reviewing pertinent research, I concluded that nine
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elements appear to characterize the effective use of data by educators: (1) collaboration
around data; (2) workable data systems; (3) sufficient, structured time; (4) modeling by
leaders; (5) triangulation of data; (6) adequate data literacy; (7) shared leadership; (8)
focus on learning-centered problems; and (9) common understandings and language
about data use. In this section, I discuss these characteristics; where research has
identified related barriers to data use, I include discussion about those as well.
Collaboration around data. Effective data use has been frequently characterized
by educator collaboration around an array of student data (Wayman & Stringfield, 2006;
Young, 2006; Datnow, Park, & Wohlstetter, 2007; Lachat & Smith, 2005). Wayman &
Stringfield (2006) studied three schools identified as leaders in data use, and found that
teachers reported that data use helped them collaborate more effectively to problem-solve
around learner needs. Lachat and Smith (2005) studied data use in five low-performing
schools and found much the same pattern: Teachers who were able to collaborate around
data to address a clear set of questions were more effective in their data use and were
better situated to address learner needs. Similarly, leading practitioner texts about data
use by Bernhardt (2009) and Boudett et al. (2005) assert collaborative use of data as
essential to effective data use at the campus and district levels. In these and other studies
(e.g., Park & Datnow, 2009; Datnow et al., 2007), effective data use is characterized by
educators working together to access, analyze, and plan for instruction.
As Fullan (2007) notes, however, collaboration alone is not enough, because
professionals can ―do powerfully wrong things together‖ when collaboration is not aimed
at improved student instruction (p. 285). In a similar vein, Young (2006) found that group
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norms (established within grade-level or content-area teams) influenced data use among
educators—and not always for the better. In her study, she noted that sometimes the
―norm‖ among teacher teams was to eschew collaborative data use in favor of more
teacher autonomy, or to work in isolation. In these instances, data use was less effective
(Young, 2006). While there is already a general lack of educator data use capacity (e.g.,
Wayman, Brewer, and Stringfield, 2009; Means et al., 2009; Gallagher et al., 2008;
Bernhardt, 2000), this capacity may further be stymied when positively structured
opportunities for collaborative data use are lacking.
Workable data systems. Research consistently reports that effective data use is
untenable without workable data systems that provide teachers and administrators with
easy access to pertinent data (Wayman, Stringfield, & Yakimowski, 2004; Wayman et
al., 2007; Means et al., 2009). Effective data use requires teachers to be able to generate
and access student data in a timely, formative assessment cycle (Chappuis & Chappuis,
2007). But such use requires data systems that can provide fast turnaround of data in
formats that educators find useful (Boudett et al., 2005; Wayman et al., 2004; Bernhardt,
2009; Wayman, Cho, & Richards, 2010). Supovitz and Klein (2003) indicated that
district data systems should be able to upload and provide access to this type of
formative, day-to-day data as well as more formal, district- and state-level assessments.
Other work suggests that systems should also be capable of web-based access, so
that educators are not limited to workplace access, and that these systems should be
capable of performing educator-delineated queries (e.g., Wayman et al., 2007; Wayman,
Cho, Jimerson, and Snodgrass Rangel, 2010). Bernhardt (2000, 2009) concurs,
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concluding that workable systems are not only critical to enabling effective educator uses
of data, but also that systems should encompass a variety of types of student and school
data. Unfortunately, access to such systems continues to be problematic (Shen & Cooley,
2008; Means et al., 2009). Shen and Cooley, in particular, asserted that there is, in
general, a ―technology problem‖ in that many districts lack the technological abilities to
provide data analysis tools that prove efficient for teachers and other educators (2008).
This assertion is consistent with other studies demonstrating that teachers and
administrators complain of a lack of access to systems that can provide appropriate data
in a timely manner (e.g., Wayman et al., 2007; Sharkey & Murnane, 2005; Wayman,
Jimerson, Cho and Snodgrass Rangel, 2010).
It is important to note, however, that simply having access to a data system does
not mean that educators have a workable tool that can support well-founded decisions.
Myles and Foley (2005) reported that a critical step in supporting effective data use is the
determination of what data elements should be housed electronically for educator access.
Too often, this consideration appears to be missing from discussions on workable data
systems. For example, Gallagher et al. (2008) examined national survey data collected in
2007 and found that while that most teachers nationwide reported having electronic
access to transactional data (e.g., attendance and grade books), only 37% had similar
access to any type of achievement data. Access to other data elements (e.g., course
schedules, software to aid in data analysis, or online assessments) was even more scarce
(Gallagher et al., 2008). Also, educators can have too much data. Wayman et al. (2007)
described the condition of some educators as being ―data rich but information poor‖ in
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that they were overwhelmed with copious amounts of data in confusing or disorganized
formats due to an unworkable data system. In such a context, educators tend to be
resistant or mistrustful of data use (Valli & Buese, 2007; Wayman & Stringfield, 2006;
Kerr et al., 2006; Ingram et al., 2004).
Sufficient time. Another critical resource in support of educator data use—apart
from the enabling technology itself—is allocated, structured time. Young (2006)
identified structured time to use data as a support that influenced how teams of teachers
engaged with data. In their study of three schools identified as effective data using
organizations, Wayman and Stringfield (2006) likewise found that the allocation of time
for data access, analysis, and reflective collaboration was a positive facilitator of educator
data use. Other studies have indicated that the very act of searching data for trends and
information requires the time to engage both with the data system at hand and with
colleagues to define appropriate queries for that system (Coburn & Talbert, 2006;
Coburn, Honig, & Stein, 2009). These studies come together to suggest that sufficient
time to engage in data use is necessary for educators to participate in robust data use in
ways that can improve practice.
Conversely, the lack of sufficient time is a frequently-noted barrier to data use.
Gallagher et al. (2008) reported that only 23% of teachers in their national survey
reported having time available in their regularly scheduled day for data use. Similarly,
Wayman et al. (2007) noted that even when educators articulated a desire to use data,
they often reported that their workday schedules allocated no time for data use—a finding
echoed in other studies (e.g., Wayman, Cho & Shaw, 2009; Wayman, Cho, Jimerson &
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Snodgrass Rangel, 2010). Valli and Buese (2007) found that teachers identified the lack
of time to engage in data use as a formidable barrier to improvement efforts. This body of
literature suggests that data use, when layered atop other job tasks rather than embedded
in the workday, is at risk of being perceived as one more ―thing to do‖ rather than as a
support for teaching and learning.
Modeling by leaders. Wayman et al. asserted that data use ―lives and dies in the
principal‘s office,‖ meaning that campus leadership is critical to the success of a data
initiative (2007, p. 55). Research bears this out: At the campus and at the district level,
examples of effective data use are consistently associated with leaders who have ample
data use capacity in terms of both technical skill (access and analysis) and process
knowledge (leading for data use in a context of continuous improvement efforts) (Datnow
et al., 2007; Park & Datnow, 2009; Supovitz & Klein, 2003). Lachat and Smith‘s (2005)
study of five low performing urban high schools revealed that the ability of campus
leadership to structure appropriate supports (e.g., allocate and structure time, model data
use in context) was key to the acceptance and use of data by teachers. Still other studies
that point to the commitment of leaders as key in helping teachers improve data use
capacity (Wayman & Stringfield, 2006; Datnow et al., 2007; Wayman, Brewer, &
Stringfield, 2009). In one recent broad-scale survey, 56% of all teachers with access to a
data system reported that a major source of support in learning to use the system
effectively had been encouragement by their principal (Gallagher et al., 2008). Together,
these point to the critical nature of leadership in supporting data use.
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It is important to note that research also reveals that principals themselves often
lack the skills necessary to use data and to lead faculties to engage in data-based
problem-solving (Means et al., 2009; Wayman et al., 2007; Wayman, Cho, Jimerson &
Snodgrass Rangel, 2010; Lachat & Smith, 2005). In fact, in one study conducted through
the Institute for Education Sciences, fewer than half the principals across 27 case study
schools demonstrated strong leadership for data use (Means et al., 2009). At best, we
know there is much variation in the capacity for data use among school leaders (e.g.,
Copland 2003; Copland, Knapp, & Swinnerton, 2008; Wayman, Cho, Jimerson &
Snodgrass Rangel, 2010). We also know that beyond technical capacity, there is also the
issue of school leaders misusing data. Both Ingram et al. (2004) and Earl and Fullan
(2003) assert that many teachers have experienced data as tools used to punish and
sanction, and that some teachers are consequently trepidatious about engaging in data
use.
In a district-wide evaluation of data use practices, Wayman, Snodgrass Rangel,
Jimerson, & Cho (2010) detailed some maladaptive data use practices of principals, such
as using data to identify teachers with high failure rates and then publishing those names.
Other studies echo similar concerns about the misuses of data (Valli and Buese, 2007;
Shen & Cooley, 2008). District and campus leaders who are unprepared to use data to
inform instruction may resort to a use of data for compliance and monitoring, and
unwittingly worsen this avoidance of data due to lack of trust among teachers and
administrators (Earl & Fullan,2003; Ingram et al., 2004). Effective data use must thus be
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supported not just by strong leadership, but by capable and systemically healthy
leadership, if there is a chance at improving practice.
Triangulation of data. In schools that use data effectively, educators incorporate
a broad array of data in planning and decision-making: They intentionally triangulate data
as they work to excavate and address student strengths and weaknesses (Wayman &
Stringfield, 2006; Wayman, Brewer, & Stringfield, 2009; Bernhardt, 2000, 2009).
Supovitz and Klein (2003) examined schools engaging in comprehensive school reform,
and found evidence that the campuses intentionally used multiple data points to
triangulate the evidence base for campus decisions. In fact, several studies and reviews of
literature assert that using one or only a few points of information about a student can
lead to poor decision-making: Fewer points of data means a heightened risk that the
conclusion drawn from those data is invalid or misleading (e.g., Shen & Cooley, 2008;
Mints, Fiarman, & Buffett, 2005; Price & Koretz, 2005; Hamilton, 2003).
Although the concept of considering an array of data is not uncommon, studies
also demonstrate that this is not what most teachers experience when they ―use data.‖
Shen and Cooley (2008) reported that most school-level uses of data tended to privilege
data ―of‖ learning, or summative, state-level data, rather than data ―for‖ learning, or dayto-day, interim-style assessment data. Others have reported that some teachers acquiesce
in using state-level data under pressure from superiors, even while expressing little trust
in these same data; These teachers perceived state-level data as less useful and less
reliable due to the fact that results often trail testing by weeks or months (e.g., Kerr et al.,
2006; Ingram et al., 2004; Valli & Buese, 2007). Thus, educators who experience ―data
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use‖ as a process dependent on one or few available sources of data (rather than on
multiple sources that teachers find relevant) may perceive data use as politically-driven
rather than as essential to well-informed instruction (Kerr et al., 2006; Ingram et al.,
2004; Valli & Buese, 2007). They may also perceive ―data use‖ as a process that
backgrounds professional judgment (Wayman, Cho, & Shaw, 2009). This all comes
together to suggest that effective data use should purposefully incorporate and encourage
the use of a range of data.
Adequate data literacy. Systemic data capacity necessarily depends on the
individual data use capacity of each educator in the system. This aligns with more general
work that says systemic capacity is inherently tied up with individual capacity, and
improving the system requires developing the individual (Elmore, 2003; Langley et al.,
2009; Knapp, 2008; Borko et al., 2003). For example, Lachat and Smith (2005) reported
that the effectiveness of data use in the schools they studied was directly affected by the
level of capacity for data use among the educators in those schools. Work by Popham
(2009, 2011) and Earl and Fullan (2003) also suggests that for systems to be effective,
those systems must attend to the capacity of educators, particularly in the area of
assessment literacy so that educators understand how to use data effectively and
appropriately. Similarly, Fullan asserts that is it critical for educators to develop
―assessment literacy,‖ which he defines in three parts as:
1. The capacity to examine student performance data and results, and to make
critical sense of them.
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2. The capacity to act on this understanding by developing classroom and school
improvement plans in order to make the kinds of changes needed to increase
performance.
3. The capacity of teachers to be effective players in the accountability arena by
being proactive and open about school performance data, and by being able to
hold their own in the contentious debate about the uses and misuses of
achievement data in an era of high-stakes testing. (2007, p. 142)
To employ a range of assessment and data analysis tools to effect changes in
practice, educators must apprehend the technological skills to access the data they want
and need from their respective data systems (Young, 2006). But good data use goes
beyond access: research also tells us that educators have to be able to make sense of those
data to affect teaching and learning (Bernhardt, 2009; Boudett et al., 2005; Earl & Fullan,
2003; Wayman & Stringfield, 2006). In a similar vein, Young (2006) detailed the
struggles some teachers encountered when trying to use data in collaborative groups. This
body of literature suggests that the ability to use data extends beyond giving assessments
and color-coding results to determine new tutoring groups: Data literacy means being
able to develop a range of assessments, use these (when appropriate), properly interpret
results, and make effective decisions based on a range of (assessment and other) data.
Still, we know that teachers often lack the knowledge needed to effectively use
data systems as well as the skills to make good use of the information available to them
(e.g., Wayman & Stringfield, 2006; Wayman, Brewer, & Stringfield, 2009; Chen,
Heritage, & Lee, 2005). Valli and Buese (2007) reported teachers who were frequently
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overwhelmed with data, despite fairly low-level uses. Similarly, one broad-scale survey
reported that 48% of teachers reported a need for more professional development on
interpretation of test scores and 50% said they could benefit from professional learning
on identifying types of data to collect to monitor progress (Means et al., 2009, p. 29).
Beyond teachers, multiple studies have found that administrators similarly express
insecurity with using data effectively (Earl & Fullan, 2003; Wayman et al., 2007;
Wayman, Jimerson, et al., 2010). Administrators in Earl and Fullan‘s (2003) study often
reported data as ―impenetrable‖ and struggled with data use themselves (p. 388). Findings
such as these are consistent with Bernhardt‘s assertion, based on her work with school
personnel:
Too few people at the school level are adequately trained to gather and analyze
data, or to establish and maintain databases. There are not enough good examples
of schools gathering, maintaining, and benefiting from the use of data. Teachers
don't have access to adequate computer resources, including hardware and
specialized data software, nor would they know how to use them. (2000, p. 34)
I interpret this body of literature to mean that while teachers and administrators need
support in terms of learning the technical ins-and-outs of a data system, they just as
urgently need support in terms of improving data and assessment literacy to make good
use of the information stored in any data system.
Shared leadership. Research points to a variety of structures through which
schools attempt to broaden and increase leadership capacity in pursuit of more effective
data use. Some studies specify ―leadership teams‖ (Copland, 2003; Elmore 2003) while
others construe data teams more broadly to include teacher leaders and or teams led or
resourced by support personnel (Lachat & Smith, 2005; Wayman, Brewer & Stringfield,
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2009). Others focus on the use of ―data coaches‖ to facilitate data use (Lachat & Smith,
2005; Wayman, Brewer, & Stringfield, 2009). Despite this variation among studies, the
unifying concept is a focus on the use of support models that depend on multiple, capable
data users who function as both leaders and resources for improved data use. In contrast,
no studies pointed to any kind of ―hero principal‖ model (e.g., a leader who bears the
burden of data use alone without shared supports) as successfully enabling long-term
effective data use (e.g., Copland, 2003; Copland et al., 2008).
Other studies were more specific to a ―distributed leadership‖ model, where the
leadership inheres in the actions and supports of a network, rather than in individual
persons (e.g., Copland, 2003; Park & Datnow, 2009). For example, Copland (2003) drew
from a longitudinal study of data use at turnaround campuses and reported that a
distributed leadership model, in which several leaders (administrators and teachers)
accepted responsibility for data use and leadership tasks, contributed to a culture of
achievement and effective data use. Similarly, Copland et al. (2008) noted that a
distributed leadership model was a positive support for effective data use (Copland et al.,
2008). These findings dovetail with those of Wayman, Brewer, and Stringfield (2009),
who studied data use practices at three schools; while not all schools used a support team
model, at least one campus successfully used a School Improvement Team to tie campus
goals to data use. From these studies it is clear that while there may be variation in how
districts structure supports, effective data using schools often report a degree of reliance
on data coaches, distributed leadership, or leadership team models as resources to
developing educator capacity for data use.
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It should be noted that the overuse of data use-specific roles may pose a barrier to
robust patterns of faculty-wide data use. For example, some research has noted that the
ambiguous definitions of the job role might actually be a hindrance (Wayman et al.,
2007; Wayman, Jimerson, Cho, & Snodgrass Rangel, 2010). In these studies, support
roles lacked definition, which resulted in some ―data coaches‖ performing clerk-like
tasks, printing off data reports and making copies of reports for teachers, rather than
enabling the teachers and administrators themselves to become better users of data. To
this point, Young (2006) suggested that when used, data coaches should help develop
teachers toward more complex uses of data and assist them in moving beyond data-forcompliance patterns toward formulating and answering rich questions concerning
teaching and learning. Taken together, I interpret this literature as suggesting that the
development of a broad base of formal and informal leaders can be an effective support
for data use, but that these leaders themselves must be supported and resourced with
effective tools, professional learning, and, when appropriate, role parameters.
Focus on learning-centered problems. A growing body of literature suggests
that data use may prove most engaging to teachers when they begin with a well-defined,
learning-centered problem and use data sources to work toward answers or solution
options for that problem (Bernhardt, 2009; Mintz et al., 2005; DuFour et al., 2005). Mintz
et al. (2005) suggest that for beginning data users, identifying a problem via a single data
source (e.g., attendance data, or state testing data) and then engaging other relevant data
sources during collaborative problem-solving, helps educators learn to use data in less
complex, less threatening ways. Lachat and Smith (2005) reported that when school
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leaders focused data use around clearly-defined questions, the practice became ―a potent
strategy for building staff skills and keeping the focus on student learning and
achievement" (p. 343). Young‘s (2006) study of data use in teacher groups similarly
suggested that data use be couched in terms of joint work or shared problems of practice,
although she cautions that variation in team norms meant that leaders need to utilize
―deliberate and strategic activities to set the stage for teachers to use data‖ (p. 543).
Whereas a lack of clear definition and focus on a problem of practice may
frustrate efforts at effective data use, the act of collaboratively defining a relevant
problem of practice can provide needed focus. When problems are ill-defined, or left
undefined, data use becomes difficult because educators are already overwhelmed with
volumes of data that lack a useful context (Wayman et al., 2007; Valli & Buese, 2007).
Other research has indicated that, when problems are not well-defined, data search may
proceed in a haphazard way, or in a manner greatly influenced by the preferences or
biases of the individual conducting the search, leading to less robust evidence use in
decision-making (Honig & Coburn, 2008; Coburn et al., 2009). This literature suggests
that better problem definition—and subsequent use of an array of data relevant to the
problem defined—may help focus educator data use in ways that make data use more
relevant and therefore more useful.
Common understandings and language about data use. Effective data use
gains traction when teachers, administrators, and other leaders both construct and operate
from common understandings or interpretations about data use (Datnow et al., 2007;
Wayman et al., 2007; Park & Datnow, 2009). In some systems, these understandings may
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adopt the language of a district‘s ―vision‖ or ―mission‖ (Wayman et al., 2007; Wayman,
Cho, Jimerson, & Snodgrass Rangel, 2010). Other research approaches the concept of
common understandings more specifically as jointly-constructed and held ideas and
beliefs about teaching, learning, and curricular expectations (Wayman, Midgley, &
Stringfield, 2006; DuFour et al., 2005; Bernhardt, 2009; Fullan, 2007).
One take on common understandings as a foundation for effective data use is the
concept of the ―Data-Informed District‖ in which shared articulations and understandings
of data use, teaching, and learning characterize the organization (e.g., Wayman et al.,
2007; Wayman & Cho, 2008; Wayman et al., 2006; Wayman & Stringfield, 2006). In the
Data-Informed District, educators engage in ―calibration,‖ an ongoing, structured
process in which educators at all levels engage in dialogue and activity to form (and reform) what is meant by teaching and learning in a district. Through the process, districts
include multiple voices from all district roles and work toward common articulations
from which more effective uses of data can flow. In addition to typical goal-setting or
visioning processes, calibration supports collegial engagement as educators work together
to establish shared goals, direction, and norms for both education and data use. Because
calibration is informed by agreed-upon measures, teachers and administrators effectively
participate in data-oriented dialogue that can serve as a model for future conversations
among their own work groups.
―Calibration,‖ as described by Wayman et al. (2007), aligns with research that
calls for educators to build and operate from a shared foundation of understandings or
purposes (e.g., Fullan, 2007; DuFour et al., 2005; Datnow & Stringfield, 2000). It also
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aligns with calls in the literature to actively work toward a common language or purpose
for data use (e.g., Bernhardt, 2009; Boudett et al., 2005). It is important to note that this
building of common understandings is a two-way process: Data use can benefit from
educators‘ use of common language, and the use of data can continually spur discussions
that refine this language as well as the understandings that support it. Mintz et al. (2005)
explain:
Perhaps [teachers] want students to be 'proficient' or 'advanced' or 'good readers'
or 'complex problem-solvers,' but what do those words really mean? … As
teachers examine various data sources, they develop a richer understanding of the
curriculum and external standards, as well as shared internal standards for highquality work. (p. 93)
This sense of the social construction and reconstruction of meanings about
teaching, learning, and data use is also found in the work of Young (2006), who noted
that both standards and the work of teaching are routinely mediated through teachers‘
social networks, including work groups. Processes that build common understandings
about data use make use of this tendency to norm behaviors through joint work by
actively engaging educators, parents, and central office personnel in examining an array
of data.
Conclusion: Effective data use. Effective data use is much more complex than
purchasing a data system and providing access to educators. Across the literature, the
nine characteristics discussed above appear to support effective educator data use. I
interpret this literature to indicate that districts should attend to multiple needs, from
building the individual data literacy and technical capacity of all educators, to structuring
opportunities for problem-based collaboration, to ensuring that data systems are
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populated with an array of relevant data. Not least, districts should strive to provide
campuses with leadership capable of modeling effective data use, and seek to support
data use through workable systems, support roles (where appropriate), and the resource of
time for data analysis and dialogue. To increase educator data use capacity across
contexts, and to ensure that all children—not just those who find themselves in schools
that happened into good data use practices—have rich learning opportunities, attention to
multiple elements is critical. To begin the exploration of how districts might best go
about building this capacity, I now turn to the literature on professional learning.
Professional Learning
To further explore the intersection of effective data use and professional learning
structures, I next examined the literature specific to professional learning. Upon
reviewing this literature, I determined that I would take the approach suggested by
Guskey (2009):
Rather than trying to identify indisputable best practices, we should acknowledge
that schools vary greatly, and that few if any professional development strategies,
techniques, or activities work equally well in all. A far more productive approach
would identify specific core elements of professional development that contribute
to effectiveness and then describe how best to adapt these elements to specific
contexts. (p. 229)
I thus approached the literature on professional learning with this intent—to describe not
particular methods or activities that some have found applicable for particular programs,
but to identify core elements that appear consistently throughout both expert-authored
literature (practitioner guides, technical reports, textbooks, or conference papers) and in
peer-reviewed publications. In what follows, I outline the ―core elements‖ I found woven
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throughout the literature and explore these both in terms of general professional learning
and as applicable to data use.
Professional Learning: Core Elements
Robust studies regarding professional development specific to data use are the
exception at this point, rather than the norm; however, there is a rich body of more
general professional learning literature. While no absolute consensus has been reached as
to the core elements of effective professional development (Guskey, 2009), this literature
does appear to coalesce around certain characteristics associated with improved
effectiveness in terms of improved student outcomes or teacher-reported changes in
practice. In other words, there are some characteristics of professional development that
appear more often than not in studies that look to identify quality indicators of
professional development. Here, I explore seven elements that appear to be characteristic
of quality professional learning: (1) Active, social learning; (2) Attention to context; (3)
Collaborative and collective participation; (4) Job-embeddedness; (5) Intensity; (6)
Measurability; and (7) Coherence.
Active, social learning. Professional development characterized by a core
element of active, social learning involves structuring the learning opportunity so that
teachers work together to construct and refine knowledge (Desimone et al., 2002; Garet,
Porter, Desimone, Birman, & Yoon, 2001; Elmore, 2004; Guskey & Yoon, 2009; Saxe,
Gearhart, & Nasir, 2001). This core element is not highly concerned with the format of
the learning itself except to go beyond ―sit-and-get‖ passive learning structures to
encourage social and mental engagement in the course of apprehending new information.
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In fact, as Guskey and Yoon (2009) point out, even traditional workshops can be
structured to include active learning structures. According to this literature, educators
should be involved in constructing knowledge; thus, learning might be project based, or
may require educators to problem-solve using new strategies or information that are the
subjects of the professional development at hand. Additionally, some studies report that
reflection on practice (for individuals and groups) is an important component of active
learning constructs (e.g., Yates, 2007; Gallucci, 2008).
This research works against the idea that educators do their best learning as
individuals: Educators not only need feedback from their peers, they also engage in
norming behaviors as they approach problems as a team (Gallucci, 2008; Young, 2006;
Desimone et al., 2002; Garet et al., 2001; Fullan, 2007). Learning opportunities that
attend to this element mimic how educators‘ work is co-constructed in their everyday
activities. The implication is that planners of professional development should recognize
that knowledge is mediated and deployed as a function of group learning. Accordingly,
they should work to create learning structures that require educators to use newly
acquired knowledge and skills as they work together as interdependent units (e.g.,
interdisciplinary team, department, grade level).
Attention to context. Taken together, the professional learning literature suggests
that educators respond best to professional learning that is attentive to the immediate
context of educator work in two ways: (1) Professional learning should relate directly to
the content area(s) in which educators work; and (2) Professional learning structures
ought to mimic as much as possible the actual contexts in which educators will be
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expected to deploy the newly acquired skills or knowledge. To the first dimension of
context-attentiveness, research tells us that teachers generally perceive professional
development as more effective when it directly relates to the actual content area(s) in
which they work (e.g., Ingvarson, Meiers, & Beavis, 2005; Garet et al., 2001; Guskey &
Yoon, 2009). For teachers, this means that the learning experience might be explicitly
tied to math, or science, or writing. For administrators, the learning experience might
include a connection to looking at disciplinary data, or another specific aspect of the dayto-day work experience. For either, the critical element is that the learning experience
forges connections between the training and the content—the ―what‖—of each educator‘s
main job (Borko, 2004; Garet et al., 2001; Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989).
With regard to the second dimension, context-attentiveness means structuring the
learning experience itself to mimic or simulate the educational context (e.g.,
administrative office, science classroom) in which those skills are expected to be
deployed (e.g., Brown et al., 1989; Lave & Wenger, 1991). If the first dimension of
context attentiveness addresses the ―what‖ of education, this second dimension deals with
the ―where‖ and ―how‖ of education. It could be thought of as how closely the
professional learning simulations approximate the actual conditions of practice. It takes
into account the future situations in which the skills and knowledge are expected to be
used, and structures the learning experience to approximate those contexts. This second
dimension is rooted in the concept of situated learning (e.g., Greeno et al., 1996; Lave
and Wenger, 1991; Borko, 2004). Greeno et al. (1996) explain that within this
perspective, ―the contexts and activities in which people learn become a fundamental part
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of what they learn" (1996, p. 32). Much like the sports adage, ―you play like you
practice,‖ research suggests that professional learning works best when educators have
the opportunity to practice using new knowledge and skills in ways very similar to how
they will be expected to deploy those skills in their ―real‖ work (Desimone et al., 2002;
Garet et al., 2001; Borko, 2004).
It is important to note that being context attentive does not mean that all
professional learning has to be located in the classroom. Borko reports that "a number of
programs have successfully used artifacts such as instructional plans and assignments,
videotapes of lessons, and samples of student work to bring teachers' classrooms into the
professional development setting" (2004, p. 7). Set alongside the work of Yates (2007),
Desimone et al. (2002), and Ingvarson et al. (2005), such work suggests that the most
effective professional development for teachers of English Language Learners will be
directly connected to ELL strategies and the content covered in those classes; the most
effective professional development for math teachers will be directly related to math; the
most effective professional development for English teachers will be directly tied to
English, and so on. Taken as a whole, I read this literature to suggest that professional
learning structures should be planned in ways that relate to specific content and that
approximate the contexts and situations in which educators will use new knowledge and
skills.
Collaborative and collective participation. Research suggests that professional
development can make use of group learning structures in two ways. First, learning
structures that support and even require collaboration among educators can support
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changes in practice (Desimone et al., 2002; Garet et al., 2001; Elmore, 2004). When
teams of educators engage in rich collaboration to define, investigate, and develop
solutions for a problem of practice, they engage in norm-setting as well as learning
(Gallucci, 2008; Young, 2006; Datnow et al., 2007). Other work similarly suggests that
structuring learning opportunities to include collaboration leads to teacher-reported
increases in knowledge and subsequent changes in practice (Garet et al., 2001; Desimone
et al., 2002; Knapp, 2003; Yates, 2007).
The second way professional learning can make use of group structures is through
collective participation. Here, research suggests that learning structures should be
planned so that existing teams of educators attend and participate in the learning as a
collective (Desimone et al., 2002; Borko, 2004; Wei et al., 2009; Yates, 2007). Thus,
teachers who work in interdisciplinary, content-area (department), or grade level teams
during the course of their regular work expectations should also attend and participate in
learning opportunities as a team. Research is not as clear as to why this phenomenon
occurs—perhaps educators who participate in like training together build norms of
reciprocal accountability to one another (Elmore, 2003). Or, perhaps participating in
learning initiatives with peers provides the support and pressure necessary for a change to
achieve a critical mass at which the innovation is more likely to be implemented than
ignored (Wei et al., 2009; Fullan, 2007). What is clear is that the best results in terms of
increased knowledge or skills and in terms of changed practice come about not when
educators ―go to‖ professional development as individuals and then return to work, but
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when they work as interdependent team members in both the learning and work contexts
(Desimone et al., 2002; Yates, 2007; Wei et al., 2009; Fullan, 2007).
Job-embeddedness. Job-embeddedness means that learning happens in the
course of the educator‘s regular day, within the educator‘s actual job performance
(DuFour et al., 2005; Guskey & Yoon, 2009; Elmore, 2003; Hirsch, 2009; Fullan, 2007).
While this could mean informal learning, it could also encompass planned learning
structures that are situated in the classroom or at a teacher‘s home campus. Key elements
of job-embedded learning are: (1) it occurs within the structure of the regular workday;
and (2) it is responsive to the needs of the educator at the point of need, at the moment of
need (Guskey & Yoon, 2009). Those who promote job-embedded learning often assert
that superior professional learning, ―occurs in the context of the workplace rather than the
workshop as teachers work together to address the issues and challenges that are relevant
to them‖ (DuFour et al., 2005, pp. 18-19; see also Elmore 2008). This is further supported
by Gallucci‘s (2008) study, in which teacher resistance to professional learning initiatives
decreased when the learning structures were embedded in their classroom contexts.
Desimone et al. (2002) and Garet et al. (2001) both analyzed survey responses of
teachers regarding professional development experiences, and noted that ―reform‖ style
learning formats (e.g., mentoring, study groups, networks) were associated with greater
increases in learning and changed practice than traditional (e.g., workshop) formats.
Their discussion of ―reform‖ structures situates these learning opportunities within the
course of the school day (i.e., as embedded structures). Job-embedded learning might
involve instructional or data coaches who go to a teacher‘s classroom, or consult with an
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administrative team engaged in problem-solving (Lachat & Smith, 2005; Wayman,
Brewer & Stringfield, 2009; Wayman et al., 2007). They might entail someone in a
support role modeling a lesson in the classroom then facilitating a reflective team
dialogue, or they might entail teachers simply observing one another and using a
discussion protocol to discuss student work as a result (Borko, 2004).
Intensity. The concept of intensity learning deals with two dimensions of time:
duration and span (Garet et al., 2001; Desimone et al., 2002; Yates, 2007; Wei et al.,
2009). Duration is concerned with ―how much‖ time was spent in learning, and span is
concerned with ―over what time period‖ did the educator engage in learning (e.g., days,
months, semesters, years). While districts may allocate time differently to various
learning structures as regards both span and duration, what appears key in the research is
that the learning involve this concept of intensity in some way, thus avoiding singlesitting learning structures that are never revisited (e.g., Knapp, 2003; Penuel, Fishman,
Yamaguchi, & Gallagher, 2007; Supovitz & Turner, 2000; Supovitz, Mayer, & Kahle,
2000; Wei et al., 2009).
Desimone et al. (2002) and Garet et al. (2001) both explored the dimension of
duration through survey responses of math and science teachers, and concluded that
learning structures that involved more contact hours were more likely to be associated
with reports of increased knowledge. In short, "intensity and duration of professional
development is related to the degree of teacher change" (Desimone et al., 2002, p. 82).
Teachers simply had more time to apprehend new knowledge and skills, they had more
time to practice using those knowledge and skills, and they had more time to reflect on
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and refine their efforts. Additionally, learning structures that are allocated more time may
provide participants with greater opportunities for active reflection (Yates, 2007; Fullan,
2007).
Elmore (2004) suggests that effective professional development structures
―sustain focus over time‖ in a cycle of continuous improvement (p. 96). This ―focus over
time‖ is akin to Desimone et al.‘s (2002) conclusion that professional learning that is
conducted and revisited over longer periods of time is more likely to increase teacher
knowledge and is also more likely to be associated with teacher-reported changes in
practice than learning structures that occur in a single session or over a brief span of time.
In a similar vein, Yates‘ (2007) study of Australian educators looked at differences in
responses among teachers who engaged in longer term learning opportunities and those
who engaged in shorter term opportunities. She found that teacher ratings on items
related to knowledge, efficacy, and renewed enthusiasm were significantly higher in the
case of teachers who had experienced the longer courses; similarly, teachers who had
experienced longer courses rated the applicability of professional development higher as
well. These findings are further bolstered by Wei et al.‘s (2009) analysis, which found
that learning structures sustained over time were more likely to be associated with
changes in classroom practice.
From this literature I take that increasing the intensity of learning opportunities
appears to be a constructive strategy for those responsible for planning and facilitating
educator learning. Still, planners must exercise caution in their use of these dimensions of
time to leverage learning intensity, for as Guskey (2009) notes, "doing ineffective things
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longer does not make them any better. So although time may be vitally important, simply
adding more for professional learning does not invariably make things better. What
matters most is how that time is used" (p. 230). That is where attention to other core
elements can help solidify effective professional learning structures.
Measurability. Guskey (1989) asserts that teachers will only hold on to practices
they find useful. In other words, practices have to be specific enough to address the
educator‘s work tasks, and measurable in some way such that educators can detect and
track improvements back to the change in question. If educators cannot point to some
type of evidence that what they have changed has resulted in improved outcomes (e.g.,
better student engagement, fewer disciplinary concerns, improved test scores), then they
will not be likely to retain the new practice (Guskey 1989, 2002). In practice this means
that districts must look to build-in mechanisms for follow-up for any professional
learning (Guskey, 1989; Elmore, 2004; Fullan, 2007). These mechanisms should enable
teachers to collect the data or information they need (e.g., achievement scores,
benchmark scores, behavioral data, or other observational data) to evidence how their
changes in practice are affecting student outcomes (e.g., Guskey, 1989; Guskey & Yoon,
2009).
Key to this element is that the learning must be relevant to the individual
educator. It must be relevant in terms of content (Borko, 2004; Elmore, 2004). It must be
relevant in terms of helping the educator extend his or her goals in his or her current
situation (Yates, 2007; Desimone et al., 2002). It must be demonstrably able, when put
into practice, to leverage improved student outcomes (Guskey, 1989, 2002). The core
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element of measurability focuses on the individual: It is the element that enables an
educator to say, ―Here is proof that these new practices helped me do my job better.‖
Coherence. Lastly, the literature reveals that effective professional learning is
marked by coherence: Learning structures should be connected to prior learning, to
current initiatives and organizational goals (both campus and district), and to the
individual learning goals of the educator (Desimone et al., 2002; Garet et al., 2001; Borko
et al., 2003; Yates, 2007; Penuel et al., 2007). The learning must make sense to the
educator, in that it must fit within the educator‘s own cognitive framework of where the
professional learner has been, and where the professional learner is expected to be, given
the focus and direction of the campus or district (e.g., Wei et al., 2009; Desimone et al.,
2002; Newmann, King, & Youngs 2000). Garet et al. (2001) noted that this element of
coherence is enhanced by professional learning that is ―integrated into the daily life of the
school‖ and is connected to later work and learning through intentional programmatic
follow-up (p. 935).
Despite the critical nature of coherence in planning for professional development,
few professional learning structures meet this standard (Knapp, 2003; Newmann et al.,
2000; Wei et al., 2009; Fullan, 2007). Many teachers not only experience professional
development as individuals (violating the core element of collaborative and collective
participation discussed earlier), but they also experience professional development as a
―shotgun‖ approach: They engage in multiple and varied short cycle workshops or
structures that are largely disconnected one from another (Desimone et al., 2002;
Supovitz et al., 2000; Penuel et al., 2007). Their learning experiences are more akin to a
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large buffet—where they are encouraged to sample numerous items with no coherent
theme—than they are to a planned, gourmet meal in which each course takes into account
the previous and the next, and in which connections and themes follow through from
beginning to end.
Conclusion: Elements of effective professional development. As Guskey
(1989) noted, there is no one ―right way‖ to structure professional learning. However, the
seven elements discussed in this section have been commonly identified in the research
as being associated with quality professional learning in terms of increased educator
knowledge and skills and with reported changes in practice. Unfortunately, even with this
research base, much professional development in the United States fails to embody these
characteristics (Borko, 2004; Desimone et al., 2002; Garet et al., 2001; Wei et al., 2009).
Rather, much professional development remains traditional in format (off-site
workshops), duration (short spans of time and few hours in any focused area), and
coherence (a smattering of offerings loosely coupled to organizational or individual
learning goals (Yates, 2007; Desimone et al., 2002; Wei et al., 2009). District planners of
professional learning are already challenged in turning general and content-area learning
structures toward this research base; however, those who would attend to improved
educator capacity for data use must do so in a way that also attends to the elements of
effective data use discussed earlier.
Theoretical Framework
In order to analyze data and to merge the examined research streams (i.e.,
research on professional learning and research on effective data use), I drew upon
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literature from the fields of organizational learning and social learning theory. Viewing
these as complementary bodies of work, I then used the essence of each to inform all
aspects of this study, from construction of data collection tools, to coding and analysis,
through reporting results and discussion of implications. In what follows, I outline the
major aspects of organizational learning theory and social learning theory that inform my
approach in this study. I then outline some ways in which these theories—and
particularly, Supovitz‘s (2010) take on knowledge-based organizational learning—
provide a framework that allowed me to connect research on professional learning and
research and data use.
Organizational Learning
Supovitz (2010) notes that organizational learning ―is the idea that an
organization can learn in and of itself, distinct from the learning of individual members‖
(p. 708). He notes that this is a controversial notion, as it appears to resituate ―learning‖
from the individual to an organizational entity. This characterization aligns with earlier
work in the area of organizational learning (e.g., Argyris, 1976; Argyris & Schön, 1996)
and is similar to work in improvement science, which focuses on intentional learning by
an organization as it engages in the collection of ideas, piloting of improvement
processes, and evaluation of outcomes in a continual, scaling-up process (e.g., Langley et
al., 2009).
The essence of organizational learning theory is the idea that through the creation
and support of structures that attend to the collection, analysis, and codification of
knowledge, an organization ―learns‖—that is, it either engages in the continual detection
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and correction of error (thus improving performance over time) or it fails to engage in
correction or innovation (thus decreasing performance over time) (Senge, 2006; Argyris
& Schön, 1996). Further, organizational learning can be ―facilitated by the development
of systems that capture, synthesize, and disseminate knowledge that help the organization
carry out its mission‖ (Supovitz, 2010, p. 709). Such a description fits with the concept of
data use in general: Both are concerned with marshalling information in such a way that
useful meaning can be drawn and effective plans of action initiated toward the
improvement of the organization (or the learning student).
Supovitz delineates three theoretical conceptions of organizational learning,
dependent on how the researcher reconciles the learning of the individual with the
learning of the organization as a whole (2010). He notes that such conceptions
alternately: (1) view organizational learning as the sum of the learning of the individuals
that make up the organization; (2) view organizational learning as a cultural (rather than
individual) attribute of the organization; or (3) emphasize organizational systems that
leaders actively construct to foster learning among the organization‘s members (2010, pp.
708-709). Senge‘s (2006) take on organizational learning aligns well with this third
conception in that it focuses on structures that can support the learning of both
individuals (vis-à-vis ―personal mastery‖) and of collective groups (i.e., ―team learning‖
and the development of ―shared mental models‖). In fact, Senge‘s work defines the
―learning organization‖ as one where ―people continually expand their capacity to create
the results they truly desire, where new and expansive patterns of thinking are nurtured,
where collective aspiration is set free, and where people are continually learning how to
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learn together‖ (2006, p. 3). In other words, the learning organization is, and must be,
comprised of learning individuals.
Social Learning
Whereas organizational learning theory foregrounds the learning processes and
structures of the organization, social learning theory places the focus squarely on the
individual learner (within or outside of an organization). Social learning theories assert
that individuals learn from (and with, and through) others: Individuals may observe how
others attend to a task, or otherwise engage in new behaviors because of what they have
seen or experienced via a modeled action (e.g., Bandura, 1969; Greeno et al., 1996;
Brown et al., 1989; Lave & Wenger, 1991; Borko, 2004). Further, peer influences or
policy structures may pressure learners to pattern their own actions after an ―approved‖
model. Learners exchange ideas, provide one other feedback and jointly explore and hone
knowledge and skills. Thus, ―social behavior is, in large part, developed through
exposure to modeling cues and regulated by reinforcement contingencies, many of which
are prescribed by one‘s organizational affiliations‖ (Bandura, 1969, p. 250). The
feedback one gives or receives in connection with professional learning, then, would be
shaped to a degree by the social network in which one exists professionally.
Situated learning. Another useful line of thought, nested within social learning
theory, is the idea of ―situated learning‖ as laid out in Lave and Wenger (1991) and as
discussed in Brown et al. (1989). This line of thought holds that the context in which
learning occurs is likely to affect how that learning is reenacted in practice. Thus,
learning opportunities must attend to active, social structures that approximate as much as
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possible the contexts in which the learning will actually be put into play. In comparing
learning a new skill or task to learning a language, Brown et al. (1989) note that ―People
generally learn words in the context of ordinary communication‖ rather than as disparate
arrangements of letters that carry meaning (1989, p. 32). The analogy of learning a
language is an apt one for educators learning about data use: Data use–related skills and
knowledge may be best learned in a context of actual use.
The theoretical implications of situated learning are also explored by Borko
(2004) as they relate to teacher professional development, in particular. Specifically,
Borko explains that in a professional development context, learning is conceptualized as
―changes in participation in socially organized activities, and individuals‘ use of
knowledge as an aspect of their participation in social practices‖ (2004, p. 6). Further, the
situative perspective holds that ―the contexts and activities in which people learn become
a fundamental part of what they learn" (p. 6). But this doesn't mean that all learning has
to be directly situated in the teacher's classroom. Borko (2004) notes that some situated
learning makes use of artifacts (e.g., videotapes, role-play, or peer observations). Further,
programs informed by situated learning often include mentoring, internship, or
apprenticeship-type structures so that novice learners can practice in an authentic
environment and still receive timely feedback (Lave & Wenger, 1991). A perspective
informed by situated learning requires that learning opportunities not be distant from the
intended contexts of implementation and that these learning opportunities be steeped in
social interaction.
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Teacher behavior change. A second line of thought consistent with the fabric of
social learning theory is Guskey‘s (1989) theoretical work regarding attitude and
perceptual change among teachers. Specifically, Guskey argued that changes in teachers‘
attitudes and perceptions of a given change often follow implementation (1989; 2002) in
that it is after putting a new practice into action that they can reflect on, discuss, receive
feedback on, and evaluate the efficacy of the new practice. He asserts that the reason this
occurs is that teachers are willing to accept change when and only when they are able to
point to observable improvements in their classrooms as a result of the new strategies
(1989). Without social interaction (i.e., without the follow-up and feedback that
undergird evaluation of the efficacy of the practice), changes in practice are not likely to
be adopted as permanent.
Because Guskey‘s theory is specific to professional development, and because the
purpose of the theory is to lay out the conditions that need be present for long-term
change to take root, he also lays out three ―essential principles‖ for professional learning:
1. Staff developers must ―see change as a gradual and, in most cases, a difficult
process for teachers‖ (1989, p. 446). Thus, teachers must have adequate
opportunity to try out new skills and collect and weigh evidence.
2. Staff development must include ―some mechanism by which teachers can receive
regular feedback on the progress of their students‖ (1989, p. 447). For teachers to
weigh evidence and determine usefulness of a new strategy, they have to be able
to access information (in the context of this study, somehow codified into ―data‖)
to aid in that decision-making process.
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3.

Staff development will succeed as a support only to the extent that it builds-in
follow-up and is supported (e.g., resources, time, and feedback).

Guskey clarifies that follow-up and ongoing support are essential because lasting change
in teacher behavior occurs after implementation. Thus, it is after the initial trial that
teachers need help refining the changes and gathering and analyzing evidence of
effectiveness (1989, p. 447) From Guskey‘s theory, I take that the learning of new skills
may be difficult, and that educators may only really embrace new practices (in this case,
data use), when they have adequate opportunities to learn and experiment with new skills
as well as appropriate mechanisms for feedback. Such learning opportunities necessitate
and make use of social learning (e.g., peer networks, teams, apprenticeships) as they aim
at building teacher capacity.
Knowledge-Based Organizational Learning
While organizational learning theory and social learning theory are informative
lenses when used separately, I found them to be complementary bodies of work that, if
linked, could provide an even more efficacious lens through which to approach the
research on professional learning and data use. To that end, I examined Supovitz‘s (2010)
framework for what he termed ―knowledge-based organizational learning,‖ which he
defined as ―systems designed to collect, synthesize, and disseminate knowledge valuable
to the organization as a whole‖ (p. 708). Here, I briefly explore this framework and
discuss why it functions as an apropos vehicle for bringing together organizational
learning and social learning theory. I then discuss how I think Supovitz‘s framework may
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be expanded and applied to multiple levels of a district with respect to data-related
professional learning.
A framework for knowledge-based organizational learning. Supovitz‘s
framework for knowledge-based organizational learning incorporates some elements of
social learning while attending in the main to the theory of organizational learning. This
framework (represented in Figure 2.1) situates data use in a cycle of continuous
improvement consistent with the structure expected in a learning organization. The
framework is intended to inform leaders of the organization so that, through data capture,
meaning-making, information sharing, and knowledge codification, they can make the
most efficacious decisions for the organization.

Data Capture

Meaning-Making
Process

Information
Sharing

Knowledge
Codification

Figure 2.1 Framework for knowledge-based organizational learning. From
―Knowledge-Based Organizational Learning for Instructional Improvement‖ by J. Supovitz, 2010,
in A. Hargreaves, A. Lieberman, M. Fullan, and D. Hopkins (Eds.) Second International Handbook
of Educational Change, p. 710. New York: Springer

This particular model brings together data use, social learning (through the meaning
making process and the information sharing stage), and organizational learning (as the
entire process aims at better informing the operations and performance of the
organization as a whole). While this could be applicable in this form to numerable
organizations—including school districts—I see this model as adaptable and applicable to
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supporting similar processes to multiple levels in the district in conjunction with attention
to professional learning structures.
The framework expanded. Supovitz‘s framework is helpful in understanding
how leaders of an organization may better seek and collect data, and engage in meaningmaking processes that better inform the workings of the organization. Social learning
theory suggests that capacity can be improved by leveraging the social connections that
learners forge with one another through their day-to-day activities. I approached this
study with these theories and models in mind, and posited that Supovitz‘s framework
might be expanded to other levels of a school district (other than top leadership). Figure
2.2 lays out what this expanded (adapted) framework looks like.

Organizational
Learning

Collective
Learning

Individual
Learning

(District-level
leadership, departments)

(e.g., Campus-level
Teams, Departments)

(e.g., Teacher, Principal,
Instructional Coach,
Counselor)

Data
Capture

MeaningMaking
Process

Information
Sharing

Knowledge
Codification

Figure 2.2 Multi-level framework for knowledge-based organizational learning.
Adapted from ―Knowledge-Based Organizational Learning for Instructional Improvement‖ by J.
Supovitz in A. Hargreaves, A. Lieberman, M. Fullan, and D. Hopkins (Eds.) Second International
Handbook of Educational Change, p. 710. Copyright 2010 by Springer Science+Business Media B.V.
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This expanded adaptation of Supovitz‘s framework allows for the data-informed
organizational learning structure Supovitz describes in his work while simultaneously
foregrounding the learning of both the individual and the collective. In this sense, it
attends to the line of thought in organizational learning theory that a true ―learning
organization‖ cannot progress without each member of that organization also engaging in
learning. This expanded model also recognizes that such learning occurs in and with
social structure. Individuals (e.g., teachers, administrators, paraprofessionals) must take
responsibility for being learning members of an organization, but social learning theory
tells us that they do this best in connection and in concert with their peers and colleagues
and through a variety of formal and informal structures.
Similarly, just as an organization as a whole can ―learn,‖ the subunits within that
organization, which I refer to as ―collectives,‖ may engage in similar learning processes:
Interdisciplinary teams, content-area departments, and professional learning
communities, among others, can similarly engage in structured collaborative learning.
And all of these—district-level leaders, campus-level collectives, and individual
members of the organization (at the campus or district level) can engage in cycles of
learning and improvement that begin with identifying questions and capturing data
appropriate to those questions and progress through meaning-making to decision-making
and codification of lessons at the various levels of a school district. It is likely that if
multiple levels of a school district were functioning thus, the quality of the information
that flows through multiple levels of the district could be heightened to the benefit of
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decision-making processes and, ultimately, to an improved instructional decision-making
pattern that benefits students.
It is critical to note—since this is a study of professional learning and data use—
that the framework described by Supovitz (2010) as well as the expanded multilevel
framework I posit, are firmly situated in effective data use that is continually gathered,
analyzed, shared, and codified in some way toward a goal of improved practice. These
frameworks, placed alongside what I take from social learning theory and from
organizational learning theory, suggest that a critical (and often missing) element in
implementing such structures throughout a school district is that many educators lack the
knowledge and skills needed to effectively gather targeted data, collaborate around that
data to make meaning, share ideas and possible solutions to problem areas highlighted by
the data, and make appropriate instructional choices based on that process. To that end,
data-related professional learning is a critical link in the eventual improvement of the
larger organization (i.e., the school district). Finding structures that can better support the
data use-related learning of educators and collective groups of educators is key.
The framework applied. As I noted in the previous section, organizational
learning theory and social learning theory can work in complementary fashion to address
the learning of the broader organization (and the structures that support that learning) as
well as the learning of the individual and collectives of individuals (and the professional
learning structures that support such learning). I expect, working from this framework,
that effective district planning must take both into account. Ideally, such planning would
work through structures that create social learning opportunities (e.g., apprenticeships,
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observations, data coaches) while also building effective feedback mechanisms into
improvement processes. Using these theories in conjunction with Supovitz‘s (2010)
framework to inform the multi-level framework described in the previous section, I was
able to fit together the previously disparate research streams on professional learning and
data use. In what follows, I identify some of these research intersections that helped guide
data collection and analysis throughout this study.
Research intersections: Data use & professional learning. As I read the two
literature streams (data use and professional learning) through a lens informed by this
theoretical framework, I was able to connect several elements in the (previously
disconnected) streams. The purpose of this was to create a platform that synthesized both
literatures and hinted at the form effective structures for supporting data-related
professional learning would likely take. This allowed me to better craft research
questions as well as methods to collect data as I pursued answers to the established
research questions. Upon reflection on the literature, I surmised that structures that
effectively supported data-related professional learning would likely be: (1) collaborative
and collective; (2) modeled; (3) sensitive to technical skill needs; (4) supported and
resourced; (5) paced to the functional capabilities of the data system; (6) situated in
educator work.
Collaborative and collective. Wayman, Stringfield, and Brewer (2009) found that
at effective data-using campuses, data use and collaboration were intertwined:
Collaboration built around data helped faculties build a common language with which to
talk about teaching and learning, and those dialogues helped deepen faculty engagement
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with other forms of data use. Lachat and Smith (2005) found not only that data use could
enrich collaboration, but also that structuring educators into groups and providing them
with specific problems to address in a collaborative manner resulted in more engagement
with and reference to data as evidence for proposed solutions. Others similarly have
suggested that a collaborative approach to helping teachers learn to use data can produce
positive results (Sharkey & Murnane, 2005; Lachat & Smith, 2005; Young, 2006). These
effective data use practices fit well with professional learning research that calls for
collaborative activity and collective participation (e.g. Wei et al., 2009; Desimone et al.,
2002; Borko et al., 2003). They fit well with the stages of ―meaning making‖ and
―information sharing‖ outlined by Supovitz (2010). Further, learning structures that
utilize collaboration and collective participation would forge connections to the actual
work of educators through social learning and would help provide the kinds of ongoing
support and opportunities for trial-and-refinement that Guskey (1989) says are essential
to effecting change in educator practice.
Modeled. The data use literature is clear that effective leadership is critical to
supporting data use on a campus (e.g., Copland, 2003; Copland et al., 2008; Wayman et
al., 2007; Wayman, Brewer & Stringfield, 2009; Lachat & Smith, 2005; Datnow et al.,
2007; Park & Datnow, 2009). Likewise, the professional learning literature notes that
modeling is an effective way of helping educators acquire new skills and knowledge
(e.g., Ingvarson et al., 2005; Yates, 2007; Elmore, 2004; Borko et al., 2003; Newmann et
al., 2000). Data-embedded learning that is modeled by campus and district leadership
would both provide for ongoing support and connect the data-related learning to the
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everyday work context. It would also leverage the social connections in place at
campuses to support team and individual learning (e.g., Lave & Wenger, 1991). Further,
campus and district leaders are in key positions to leverage mechanisms (including data
systems) capable of providing feedback with which educators can evaluate the outcomes
of changes in practice (e.g., Supovitz, 2010; Langley et al., 2009).
Sensitive to technical skill needs. Using data effectively requires educators to
have the technical skills needed to access and manipulate data systems effectively (e.g.,
Means et al., 2009; Kerr et al., 2006; Wayman et al., 2007; Lachat & Smith, 2005;
Gallagher et al., 2008). Also, the lack of technical capacity among educators is a barrier
to data use, potentially remedied by a focus on capacity-building (specifically to address
technical and research skills) (Kerr et al., 2006). The importance of developing technical
skills as an element of learning to use data to improve instruction cannot be overlooked.
While the professional development literature does not address data skills directly, it does
indicate that learning is more effective when it is embedded in the real work of the
individual educator (Gallucci, 2008; Elmore, 2004; Guskey & Yoon, 2009). If teachers
need to learn technical skills associated with taking attendance, or querying reports, then
providing supports specific to those needs and within the context of their regular work
will likely be effective. The development of this individual educator data use capacity
necessitates an incremental approach to learning in that the supports evolve with the
needs of the educator.
Supported and resourced. Effective data use is associated with contexts in which
structures are intentionally geared to supporting use of the system and of ongoing
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learning about data systems and data use (e.g., Sharkey & Murnane, 2005; Lachat &
Smith, 2005; Kerr et al., 2006). Such supports can take the form of support personnel
(e.g., data coaches) or could encompass elements such as time (e.g., Wayman &
Stringfield, 2006; Shen & Cooley, 2008; Kerr et al., 2006; Means et al., 2009), feedback
mechanisms (e.g., Fullan, 2007; Wayman & Stringfield, 2006; Datnow et al., 2007) and
effective data systems (e.g., Datnow et al., 2007; Wayman et al., 2004; Kerr et al., 2006;
Lachat & Smith, 2005). These findings in the data use literature are similar to the
findings in the professional learning literature that successful professional learning efforts
must be supported over time (e.g., Supovitz et al., 2000; Penuel et al., 2007; Desimone et
al., 2002; Guskey, 1989; Knapp, 2003; Wei et al., 2009). Sufficient time and resources
are critical so that educators can plan for and refine practices with input from colleagues,
and so that they can reflect on their own practice with appropriate feedback (e.g., Lave &
Wenger, 1991; Borko, 2004). Learning structures that build in supports and appropriate
resources over time for learning about data use will treat data capacity as a skill that is
incrementally developed. Such structures also recognize the need to have adequate
feedback mechanisms to refine practice (e.g., Guskey, 1989).
Paced to the capacity of available systems. Wayman et al. (2007) and Wayman,
Brewer, and Stringfield (2009) note that introducing multiple functions of a data system
to educators at one time—particularly when some functions may not be immediately
useful—can be overwhelming and lead to educators‘ ―giving up‖ on data use. Instead,
they assert that learning should pace data system rollout as it evolves so that educators
can transition smoothly from regular work routines to new, data-supported ways of
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approaching those same routines. Such recommendations are in line with Langley et al.‘s
(2009) recommendations regarding the ―scaling up‖ of improvements—i.e., that changes
should be piloted on a small scale, assessed, and re-tested in increasingly larger contexts
as the change is refined. Learning structures that pace educator learning to the capacity of
available systems intentionally fit the content and context of learning to the context in
which those skills must be implemented (e.g., Borko, 2004; Greeno et al., 1996).
Situated in educator work. When learning opportunities specific to data use are
addressed in the research literature, they are typically addressed in terms of being
embedded in regular work routines (e.g., Wayman, Brewer, & Stringfield, 2009; Lachat
& Smith, 2005; Copland et al., 2008). Data use is also couched in terms related to actual
problems of practice (e.g., Bernhardt, 2009; Boudett et al., 2005; Johnson, 2002). This
literature approaches data use capacity as inhering in the regular work of educators, rather
than as a set of skills or tasks to layer atop existing duties (Wayman et al., 2007). This fits
with professional learning research that demonstrates that learning embedded in and
connected with the everyday work of educators is more effective than either general
learning or fragmented learning opportunities that are only tangentially related to the
work of the educator (e.g., Knapp, 2003; Garet et al., 2001; Wei et al., 2009; Gallucci,
2008). Learning structures that are grounded in everyday work have immediate
applications so that teachers can transition smoothly from learning to trying to refining
based on observed outcomes of the implementation (e.g., Borko, 2004; Guskey, 1989).
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Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to examine the ways in which three school districts
used policy or other means to address the issue of educator capacity for data use in light
of myriad policies (federal, state, district) and practices that encourage or require the use
of an array of educational data. Specifically, I aimed to determine how professional
learning was structured to address educator data use capacity, and whether there were
common needs in terms of professional learning structures or data-related knowledge and
skills that were critical in these efforts. In order to address the purposes of the study, I
reviewed literature pertinent to professional learning and to educational data use.
In examining the literature on professional learning and data use, I determined
that the area of research specific to data-related professional learning is not well fleshed
out. On one hand, the data use literature rarely focuses specifically on professional
learning, so findings related to professional learning are tangential to the primary focus of
the studies (e.g., Wayman, Brewer, & Stringfield, 2009; Chen et al., 2005; Wayman &
Stringfield, 2006; Kerr et al., 2006). Alternately, some studies specific to data use include
a focus on detailing the need for professional learning or training, but do not proceed to
investigate how these needs might most effectively be met by specific structures (e.g.,
Gallagher et al., 2008; Means et al., 2009). This means that when district decision-makers
want to create effective supports to improve educator data use capacity, they must lean
heavily on expert-identified ―best practices‖ literature (e.g., Bernhardt, 2000, 2009;
Boudett et al., 2005, Johnson, 2002). Helpful as these are, in most cases, these
professional development ideas have either not been thoroughly researched in general or
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have not been researched specific to data use. On the other hand, the professional
learning literature has not examined established ―best practices‖ specific to data use.
Where professional development literature does examine technology, it is in the context
of using technology in basic, classroom and curricula-specific ways (e.g., using
calculators in math coursework, or using word processing software to enable student
report-writing) rather than using technology as a tool for accessing student data in a
comprehensive process of inquiry (Desimone et al., 2002; Garet et al., 2001).
Finally, I synthesized these separate research streams by examining the literature
through a theoretical framework informed by organizational learning theory and social
learning theory and linked by Supovitz‘s (2010) framework for knowledge-based
organizational learning. This lens helped me posit ways in which districts might
effectively support educator data use capacity through professional learning structures.
This framework was also instrumental in helping shape the methodological tools used to
collect data and the analytical process employed to make meaning from collected data.
Before proceeding to the results of the analysis, I next describe the methodology of the
study.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS
As noted in the previous chapters, the purpose of this study was to explore the
ways in which school districts plan for, provide, and shape professional learning
opportunities in light of federal, state, and district policies that encourage (and even
require) educators to be regular users of a broad array of educational data. Additionally,
the study aimed at uncovering how districts and district personnel supported educators in
becoming capable users and consumers of data to inform practice. Finally, the study was
designed to determine whether there were commonalities in the knowledge and skills
educators needed to become savvy users and consumers of data, and how well such needs
were met by existing district professional learning structures. To this end, data collection
tools and analysis always pointed back toward the three guiding questions for this study:
1.

How do districts use policy to approach data-related professional learning?

2. What is the nature of district planning processes for data-related professional
learning?
3.

How do campus needs fit with district policy and planning processes for datarelated professional learning?
In order to uncover answers to these questions, I chose to use qualitative research

methods to collect data in three school districts, each located in the central Texas area. I
begin by describing the ongoing project in which this study was nested and explain my
role as researcher. I discuss my rationale for pursuing a qualitative design and lay out the
specific methods that were used to answer the articulated research questions. I describe
the procedures that were used in selecting study campuses and in collecting data. I
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explain how the methods used sought to assure reliability and credibility of my findings
and guard against researcher bias. Last, I discuss how analysis proceeded in order to
answer the established research questions.
The Data-Informed District: An Introduction
This dissertation was nested within a broader, ongoing three-year study of district
wide data use, ―The Data-Informed District‖ (DID). The broader study, funded by The
Spencer Foundation, explores educator data use and how school districts may create
structures and policies to support the systemic use of educational data (Wayman, Cho,
Jimerson, & Snodgrass Rangel, 2010). Data-Informed Districts are characterized by
integrated and appropriate uses of data at every level, and professional judgment is
enhanced—not supplanted—by a range of data (Wayman, Cho, Jimerson, & Snodgrass
Rangel, 2010; Wayman et al., 2007). The DID study began in May, 2009.
In year one of the DID study, the research team (of which I am a member)
collected data from three Central Texas districts in the form of survey data, focus group
and interview data, observational data, and documents. We also analyzed these data and
provided each district with a thorough evaluation of that district‘s data use attitudes,
practices, and challenges. As we are partnering with the districts on this research, we also
provided recommendations to each district as to how they might improve systemic data
use, and we continue to work collaboratively with these districts.
The study described here—―‗Doing Data‘: Addressing Capacity for Data Use
through Professional Learning‖—was couched within the broader DID study in that it
looked at one of the many issues surrounding data use (i.e., professional learning for data
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use). Yet, this study also stood apart as it foregrounded a singular issue and focused on
the ways in which these three districts planned for and structured professional
development for data use. While the broader study examines systemic data use in
multiple areas (e.g., leadership, data systems, common understandings), this study looked
specifically at how the data-related professional learning structures enacted by districts fit
(or, in some cases, failed to fit) the learning needs of educators.
Role of the Researcher
Because this study was couched within the DID study, all data collected for this
study were collected under the auspices of the existing study. It is important to note that
part of the reason I was chosen as a member of the research team over two years ago was
because of my interest in the intersection of data use and professional learning.
Consequently, the research questions that framed this study were my own, though they
obviously dovetailed with the purposes of the broader study. Similarly, I had the primary
responsibility for determining the research design and in developing the research
protocols used to address the research questions. It is important to note that while I
continued to function as a member of the broader research team, I was the primary
collector for data relevant to professional learning. I conducted all focus groups and
interviews, and collected all documents, that were included in the final analysis for this
study. The analysis of data and the resulting write-up of findings and discussion are mine.
At the same time, I acknowledge the wisdom of ―no man is an island‖: Part of the
value of being a member of this research team was ongoing access to rich dialogues with
team members. Such discussion helped all team members refine and adjust thinking or
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approaches when necessary. Weekly meetings, dialogues, and some common data
collection served as checks against bias while allowing all team members to contribute to
a growing knowledge base that has informed the broader study.
The Present Study: Data-Related Professional Learning
Qualitative Methodology
This study employed a qualitative case study design to explore answers to the
three guiding research questions. Specifically, the study approached the phenomenon of
data-related professional development in each district context as a separate case and I
sought to uncover what and why particular structures existed in support of data-related
professional learning, and how each district had arrived at that place. Semi-structured
interview techniques and document analysis were used to uncover the details of each
district‘s narrative—how they went about making decisions, planning for, and providing
professional learning for data use, how each district used policy in support of their
efforts, and how what was provided and supported intersected with real or perceived
needs.
Qualitative research tools such as in-depth interviews can provide ―a complex
array of data,‖ that permits the researcher to developed nuanced understandings of a
phenomenon (Munck, 2004). Qualitative techniques also provide (and assume the need
for) flexibility in the field to adjust protocols or focus depending on the data that emerge
as the study progresses (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). In designing this study, I wanted to
ensure this space for flexibility: I expected that many issues related to the research
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questions would only come into focus as data collection unfolded, and that I would need
some flexibility to adjust protocols or approaches from time to time.
Berg (2009) notes that ―Quality refers to the what, how, when, and where of a
thing—its essence and ambience. Qualitative research, thus, refers to the meanings,
concepts, definitions, characteristics, metaphors, symbols, and descriptions of things‖ (p.
8). To adequately tell the story of each district specific to the phenomenon of data-related
professional learning, I needed to employ research tools that could uncover just this sort
of information—the meanings, concepts, definitions, characteristics of data use and of
professional learning and how participants saw the intersection of these. This type of
information was best accessed through interviews and conversations with key informants
and was enhanced through the use of qualitative tools that provided the flexibility to
pursue pertinent yet ―off script‖ issues when they arose. Documents provided some
insight into district-level policies and structures, but there were also some de facto
processes that only came to light through interviews and researcher participation in the
district context. Thus, a qualitative research methodology provided the most appropriate
design to support my efforts at uncovering answers to the research questions.
Participant research. Qualitative research provides for a spectrum of researcher
roles, from distant observer, to researcher-participant, to the fully embedded participant
whose research role is secondary (Merriam, 1998). This tradition of participant research,
sometimes referred to as ―participatory action research,‖ can involve researchers working
with study participants to a variety of outcomes, whether those outcomes are informative
or emancipative (Willis, 2007). For the broader DID study, the role of the research team
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is that of a collaborative participant with the study districts. In such research, the work
shared by researcher and participant is collaborative, and theory and practice regularly
interact (Willis, 2007). In a similar vein, Berg (2009) notes that participatory action
research:
… is a research framework that evolved from a number of different intellectual
traditions. It can be defined as a kind of collective self-reflective enquiry
undertaken by participants in social relationship with one another in order to
improve some conditions or situation with which they are involved. Thus, it is a
highly collaborative, reflective, experiential, and participatory mode of enterprise.
(p. 247)
He goes on to note that such research involves collaborative looking (e.g., assessing the
situation, collecting data), thinking (e.g., interpreting and offering explanations about that
which has been assessed; and taking action (taking steps to improve the situation at hand
(2007, p. 251).
This study, conducted under the auspices of the broader DID study, was grounded
in this model of participant research, as the research team had established a collaborative
working relationship with the leadership of the three districts. The ongoing purpose is to
learn from the districts in such a way that not only is the present study better informed,
but in ways that allow the researchers to be a useful to the districts as we work to reflect
feedback and dialogue in constructively critical ways. The DID study is structured not
only to take from the districts, but also to provide feedback and synthesis of information
in a way that supports improvement of the current condition (i.e., how each district
currently approaches professional learning for data use). Because this is the form of the
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DID study, it also influences how I approached the present study on data-related
professional learning.
Because the study is nested in a participant research model, there was the
possibility that my presence or ongoing dialogue with school district participants might in
some way have altered my findings. However, this seems unlikely, given that the 201011 calendars for each district reflect that the bulk of district days dedicated to
professional development occurred prior to the time frame in which I conducted
interviews or met with key informants. During the time of overlap (i.e., the window when
I was actively gathering data and when school was in operation), each district had only
one day formally dedicated to professional development. Thus, while as a researcher I
hoped that this study would support positive changes for the districts in the study, I also
expected that any such impact specific to professional development policy and delivery
structures would likely occur after the completion of data collection. In any event, a goal
of participant research is to be useful to the district; therefore I did not perceive the
prospect that data collection might stimulate related discussions within the district as a
negative aspect of this research.
Multiple case study. Because I set out to explore how three districts approached
data-related professional learning, and because I anticipated there might be variations by
context (i.e., the district), I chose to employ qualitative case study research. Specifically,
I opted to employ a multiple case study design, as described by Yin (2009). Yin (2009)
defines a case study as ―an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary
phenomenon in depth and within its real-life context, especially when boundaries
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between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident‖ (p. 18). Merriam (1998)
similarly defines a case study as ―an examination of a specific phenomenon such as a
program, an event, a person, a process, an institution, or social group. The bounded
system, or case, might be selected because it is an instance of some concern, issue, or
hypothesis‖ (pp. 9-10). Accordingly, this study examined the specific phenomenon of
professional learning as it relates to data use, and did so in the context of the individual
school district. Case study research design was thus appropriate because the research
used various tools of data collection and required in-depth exploration of these contexts
as they pertained to data-related professional learning.
Within qualitative research, a multiple case study is a particular type of case
study that can ―cover multiple cases and then draw a single set of ‗cross-case‘
conclusions‖ (Yin, 2009, p. 20). In a cross-case analysis, findings are presented first in
the context of individual cases (Merriam, 1998). A subsequent analysis of phenomena
across the cases then leads to generalizations (e.g., commonalities, differences, pertinent
themes). She clarifies, ―each case in a cross-cases analysis is first treated as a
comprehensive case in and of itself. Data are gathered to learn as much about the
contextual variables as possible that might have a bearing on the case‖ (Merriam, 1998,
p. 154). Accordingly, I first examined each district as its own case, and then drew on
analytical comparisons of those findings to provide cross-case findings.
Merriam (1998) notes that external validity ―is concerned with the extent to which
the findings of one study can be applied to other situations‖ and asserts that using a
multiple-case study research design can enhance the appropriateness of applying case
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study findings to other contexts (p. 173). By using a multiple case study design, this study
not only explored phenomenon in the three study districts, but also enhanced the
possibility of applying findings to other, similar contexts (Merriam, 1998; Yin, 2009;
Berg, 2009).
In-depth data collection (and subsequent analysis) is most appropriately done by
a model that permits the researcher to be directly engaged with key informants and
activities at the district and campus levels. Further, I anticipated that there would be
instances where follow-up conversations might be needed to confirm or disconfirm what
was articulated as a common practice. Without in-depth exploration of these issues, the
kind of triangulation of data needed might not have been possible. In examining how
policies met or failed to meet the learning needs of educators, and in exploring how
policies supported or hindered the development of educator capacity for data use, this
study required data collection that could reveal nuanced differences in how districts
approached these issues.
Finally, I chose to study multiple districts (and multiple campuses within these
districts) to increase the sample size. Being able to check findings against other campuses
within a district, and against other districts, increased the credibility of findings. While
these findings across three districts are certainly not generalizable to all district contexts,
a multiple case study design was a step in the direction of strengthening credibility of
findings and thus permitting some application to broader contexts (Merriam 1998; Berg,
2009).
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Procedures
While data collection relevant to the broader Data-Informed District study has
been occurring continuously since June 2009, data collection more specific to the present
study began in November 2010. I worked with the existing research team and district
contact persons to hone in on three study campuses per district (one high school, one
middle school, and one elementary school). Following that, site visits were conducted to
collect interview and focus group data. Throughout the process I also collected relevant
documents for analyses. The following sections describe the resulting sample as well as
more specific data collection procedures.
The Research Setting
As previously noted, this study was conducted under the auspices of a larger,
three-year project. Thus, site selection (at the district level) was predetermined. The three
districts in the study are all located in Central Texas, and were chosen in part to provide
variation in population and demographic makeup (see Table 3.1). To protect participant
confidentiality, the names of the study districts and any study campuses have been
changed.

District

Enrollment

Economically
Disadvantaged

Limited
English
AfricanProficient White American Hispanic

Baker
7,500
3%
2%
81%
Dresden
22,750
49%
16%
29%
Ryan
43,500
28%
8%
51%
Table 3.1: Comparative Demographics of Study Districts

1%
22%
11%

Texas Education Agency (2011). ―Selected AEIS Data, Multi-Year History‖
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7%
39.0%
26%

Because this study was conducted as part of the broader study, connections and access to
district personnel had previously been established. This helped facilitate permission to
conduct research at the selected study campuses.
Site selection. Although the districts were predetermined vis-à-vis the broader
DID study, I had leeway in determining which campuses within each district would be
selected as study sites. To ensure that I spoke with a range of educators at all levels of the
district, I opted to select one high school, one middle school, and one elementary school
within each study district, for a total of nine study campuses. As a matter of consideration
for our partnering districts, I excluded the campuses that served as study campuses in
year one of the broader DID study. I also excluded alternative campuses, choosing to
focus on the traditional campuses within each district. To select the campuses for the
study (in districts where more than one campus at any level was in operation), I used a
stratified random sampling process. All eligible high school campuses in the district were
assigned a number, and a random number generator was used to identify one high school
for each district and one alternate high school (where possible) per district. This process
was repeated to select one middle school (plus one alternate) and one elementary school
(plus one alternate) for each study district. I worked through the established district
contacts to obtain consent from the principals at each of the campuses; in only one case
did I need to revert to an alternate selection (one campus in Dresden ISD was already
hosting another research team and declined participation). In the end, access was granted
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at the nine requested campuses (Table 3.2). To protect confidentiality of participants and
to facilitate clarity when discussing findings, each campus is referred to by the
pseudonym for the district followed by the level marker (ES, MS, HS) as appropriate.

District
Baker ISD
High School
Baker HS
Middle School
Baker MS
Elementary School
Baker ES
Table 3.2: Study Campuses by District

Dresden ISD
Dresden HS
Dresden MS
Dresden ES

Ryan ISD
Ryan HS
Ryan MS
Ryan ES

Participant selection. For key informant interviews at the central office level
(and for campus principals), purposive sampling was used, as persons with specific job
roles and principals were likely to have the most pertinent information regarding
professional development and data use policies and practices. I began by speaking with
district contacts in each district to begin a pool of possible participants (Berg, 2009).
Concurrently, I identified possible participants through a review of departments and job
descriptions available via each district‘s website. If a person‘s role or title suggested they
would have involvement with professional development or data use (e.g., ―Director of
Staff Development‖ or ―Assistant Superintendent for Instruction‖), those persons were
added to a list of potential interview candidates. Beyond this initial pool, a snowball
method (e.g., Berg, 2009; Taylor & Bogdan, 1998) was used to identify other persons
with information or insights into the research questions: As interviews were conducted, I
wrapped up each interview by asking who else might have pertinent knowledge, and
noted any suggested names.
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In addition to this pool of participants at the central office level, I opted to
interview the principal at each of the study campuses. In a few cases, the principal
requested to bring additional personnel (e.g., an instructional coach, an assistant
principal) to this interview, which was workable and produced worthwhile information.
Last, I needed to speak to teachers at each campus in a focus group format. To select
these participants, two processes were used—one semi-random process and one
purposive sampling process.
Teacher focus groups. To obtain a group of teachers with which to speak, I used
campus website lists of current faculty and staff to create a roster of potential
participants. I eliminated non-teaching positions (e.g., nurse, paraprofessionals, and
registrars) and then assigned each remaining teacher a number. Using a random number
generator, and sampling with replacement, I selected 6 to 8 names, and sent this list to the
campus principal, requesting that 3 to 5 of those persons be made available at a common
place and time to participate in the interview. Prior to the completion of any interview, I
explained the study and asked if the persons present wanted to participate (and obtained
consents). No potential participants declined, though there were instances when other
obligations interfered with a planned participant‘s attendance at an interview. While this
took a considerable amount of communication at some campuses, I was eventually able
to complete a teacher focus group at each of the nine campuses.
Exemplar focus groups. I also conducted a second focus group at each campus,
which I referred to as the ―Exemplar‖ group. The purpose for this was twofold. First, it
allowed me to increase the number of teachers and campus-level educators in the sample
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for each district. More importantly, I wondered if I might get different types of responses
from a random group of teachers than if I asked similar questions to persons who had
above-average data use skills or knowledge. To attend to this possibility, I used a
purposive sampling technique (Berg, 2009) by asking teachers at each campus to
nominate colleagues they perceived as ―exemplar‖ data users. When I completed the
principal interview at each campus, I delivered a set of ―peer nomination forms‖ (see
Appendix D) to be completed by all classroom teachers. These nomination forms asked
teachers to nominate peers who were leaders in data use or use of the data systems.
After 7-10 days, I returned to the campuses to pick up the nomination forms and
tallied the results. No weighting was used—only the raw number of times any individual
was named as a resource. I then identified the 4 or 5 most frequently mentioned
individuals at each campus and again contacted the principal to set up a time and place to
speak to these ―exemplar data users‖ as a group. Similar to the teacher groups, prior to
the completion of any interview, I explained the study and asked if the persons present
wanted to participate (and obtained consents). No potential participants declined, though
there were instances when other obligations interfered with a planned participant‘s
attendance at an interview. It should be noted that this slate of nominees often included
assistant principals, instructional coaches, interventionists, or other non-teaching
personnel. These participants provided a wealth of information, and I would have missed
out on their contributions to the study had I relied on a second focus group limited to
classroom teachers.
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Final participant pool. Across the three districts, through key informant
interviews and the focus groups (regular and exemplar), I spoke with 110 participants
over the course of the study, and these participants reflected a diversity of roles and levels
throughout each district. Table 3.3 breaks down the final participant sample by district
and by general role/job function.
Table 3.3:

Study Participants by Role and District

Participant Role

Baker ISD

Dresden ISD

Ryan ISD

Central Office

6

11

12

Campus Principals

3

3

3

Teachers
Campus-based support personnel
(e.g., Assistant Principals,
Instructional Coaches,
Interventionists)

16*

17

14

12

6

7

TOTAL (by campus)
n=37
n=37
n=36
Study Total
n=110
*In Baker, some personnel taught half time and served as instructional coaches half time.
For reporting purposes these individuals were counted among the teacher participants.
Interviews and Focus Groups.
The sampling and interview processes aligned with guidelines suggested by Berg
(2009). While most interviews were completed in person, a few (with central office
participants) were completed by phone. All focus groups were conducted in person in a
quiet place away from other school functions and interruptions. All interviews (key
informant as well as focus groups) were digitally recorded for transcription. While all
participants were given the option to proceed without recording, none opted out of being
recorded, and all provided signed consents to participate. All interviews and focus groups
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(a total of n=53 unique events) were transcribed verbatim and loaded into Atlas.ti
software for coding and analysis.
Document Collection
As research questions 1 and 2 specifically denote planning processes and formal
structures and policies, document analysis was used to look for and examine any
evidence pertinent to professional learning for data use. Both Berg (2009) and Yin (2009)
identify document analysis as a worthwhile and even essential component of data
collection in qualitative studies, as documents can provide insight into the case context
while providing a means of triangulating data collected via other methods. For this study,
documents pertaining to formalized policies and practices were collected at the district
and campus level. All documents used in the final analysis for this study were loaded into
Atlas.ti software for coding and analysis (a total of n=49 documents).
District-level documents. At the district level, I sought to identify any policies or
documents that guided district-level practice with regard to planning for professional
development, data use, or data-related professional learning. I conducted reviews of
district websites and downloaded documents, plans, and policies available that informed
the research questions. I specifically searched for district improvement plans, long-range
strategic improvement plans, employee handbooks, and any documents related to new
teacher induction or professional development. I then navigated through each district‘s
online Board Policy section and conducted searches with the terms ―data,‖ ―data use,‖
―professional learning,‖ ―professional development,‖ and ―training.‖ For each identified
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policy document, I scanned the document and, if the content was informative to the
guiding research questions, downloaded a copy of the policy.
Campus-level documents. Similarly, I conducted searches of the campus
websites, searching first and foremost for campus improvement plans and any
information about campus expectations (e.g., faculty handbooks, mission statements).
Additionally, whenever campus administrators referenced other documents during
interviews, I asked for a copy of those documents, if possible.
Field Notes & Memos
Berg (2009) suggests that field notes be written up immediately upon exiting a
session in the field; when appropriate, I made it a point to write up notes on my
experiences in the field within 24 to 72 hours. As suggested by Taylor and Bogdan
(1998), I made extensive use of memos and summary memos to track the progress of the
study, thoughts, and observations that emerged through the interviews, field experiences,
and even (as will be described more later) throughout coding. Frequent review of these
memos helped support ongoing synthesis and early analysis of information.
Reliability and Validity
As the main point of a study is to extend the academic dialogue and to provide
insight to policymakers and practitioners, it is critical that data be collected and analyzed
in ways that support accurate and (when possible) replicable findings. Yin (2009)
discusses construct validity as ―identifying correct operational measures for the concepts
being studied‖ and external validity as ―defining the domain to which a study‘s findings
can be generalized‖ (pp. 40-41). Willis (2007) and Yin (2009) both discuss reliability as
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ensuring that if the study were repeated, similar results would be obtained. With these
points in mind, I attended to issues of reliability and validity throughout data collection
and analysis. While the purpose of qualitative research is to enable in-depth localized
understanding (Willis, 2007), by laying out the terms of data collection, analysis, and
interpretation, I hope to have provided an adequate map for study replication to other
researchers, and in doing to so to have enhanced the reliability of the study at hand.
This study is structured as a multiple case study in part to strengthen the validity
of the research design; Yin (2009) notes that a multiple case study may be perceived as a
variant of a repeated-measures analysis. Thus, if similar findings emerge from more than
one context, the study may claim a degree of external validity. Yin also asserts that case
studies maximize quality by attending to four conditions related to design quality: (1)
construct validity; (2) internal validity; (3) external validity; and (4) reliability (2009, p.
24). In addition to this design structure, several tools and steps were included in the
research design to enhance validity and reliability of data and analyses. Specifically,
these included triangulation of data, peer review, and steps to mitigate researcher bias.
Triangulation of data. Triangulation is commonly discussed as a method of
ensuring both reliability and validity (Yin, 2009; Merriam, 1998; Berg, 2009). To ensure
that conclusions were drawn on the basis of evidence from as many sources as possible,
data were collected from multiple persons, and along similar lines of inquiry. For
example, both central office and campus administrators were asked about extant policies
on data use and professional development. Further, the same protocols were used with
both the regular and exemplar focus groups at each study campus. These are examples of
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how this study design guarded against (errant) conclusions being drawn from single
mentions by participants. Documents, focus group responses, interviews , field notes, and
summary memos informed data analysis and were used to discount or buttress
conclusions depending on the weight of the evidence.
Peer review. As this study is nested in a larger ongoing study, I have the benefit
of already working with a research team in the study districts that is involved with data
collection as pertains to various areas of interest. This structure supports what Willis
(2007) refers to as peer review within the research process. Yin (2009) suggests that to
help guard against bias, the researcher should report preliminary findings during data
collection and periodically after data collection to critical colleagues who can offer
alternative explanations and provide suggestions for data collection (2009, p. 72). Such
peer review can provide checks on data collection processes, researcher hunches, and
analyses leading to conclusions of findings (Willis (2007). The existing team structure
supported ongoing peer review during and after data collection and throughout analyses,
and I made frequent use of this structure to discuss protocol adjustment, early findings,
and emerging themes (relevant to the final coding scheme) with my research team
colleagues. This ongoing discussion was invaluable as we were able to challenge
assumptions, pose questions for further thought, and problem-solve as we worked
through the data collection and analysis processes.
Researcher bias. Because the researcher is the primary instrument of data
collection and interpretation in qualitative research, it is imperative to guard against
researcher bias (Willis, 2007; Taylor & Bogdan, 1998). As I am a former teacher and
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administrator, and as someone who has developed and planned professional development
(unrelated to data use) in the past, I certainly brought to this study my own ideas as to
what constitutes ―good‖ professional development. Further, as an administrator who was
initially less than excited about the potential for data use to help students, I have myself
framed and reframed my own beliefs about the best ways to use a range of data in the
service of helping students improve a number of outcomes. Because of this, structuring
ways to reduce bias to ensure accuracy of results and fidelity to those results when
writing the discussion chapter was foremost on my mind.
To those ends, I enacted a number of structures. First, as suggested by Willis
(2007) I maintained a field journal with my own thoughts, ideas, and conclusions noted
yet bracketed away from main data sources during data collection. Additionally, I met
with the larger research team involved in data collection with these same districts at least
weekly to debrief and discuss progress, ideas, and to identify any unforeseen biases that
might have crept into the work. Triangulation of data also proved useful in combating
bias during the data analysis phase.
Measures
Areas of Inquiry
To answer the research questions, methods of inquiry proceeded along particular
areas of inquiry rooted in the research literature that was reviewed in preparation for this
study as viewed through the theoretical framework described in Chapter Two.
Specifically, these came from a thorough reading and synthesis of the research streams on
professional learning and on data use, and the linking of what I learned from that
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literature through a lens informed by organizational learning and social learning theory.
As described more fully in Chapter Two, the lynchpin of this lens was Supovitz‘s (2010)
take on knowledge-based organizational learning. With this knowledge, I reflected on my
guiding research questions and determined that there were a few broad areas of inquiry
that my data collection needed to address in order to enable a rigorous analysis process.
Here I lay out these broad areas, and then describe how each informed the guiding
research questions. I then describe how the selected data collection strategies were used
to target information along these areas of inquiry.
Purposes of data use. This area of inquiry aimed at uncovering the reasons for
which districts strive to use and improve the uses of data. It related directly to research
question #2, which sought to discover the nature of district planning processes, and
derived largely from the work of Langley et al. (2009) in beginning with the root query,
―What are we trying to accomplish?‖ This area of inquiry extended this query to the area
of data use by asking, in essence, ―What are educators trying to accomplish with data
use?‖ This was an important area of inquiry because, in a coherent, consistent
improvement model, the solution selected (in this instance, capacity building specific to
data use) would need to fit the identified problem (e.g., Langley et al., 2009). However, it
would be exceedingly difficult to estimate the ―goodness of fit‖ of professional learning
for data use and educator needs without establishing a baseline for how decision-makers
within the system are problematizing the need for improved data use. This line of inquiry,
then, aimed at uncovering how persons throughout the district described the problems
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they were actually trying to solve (or the issues they were attempting to address) through
the use of data.
District planning processes. Research questions 1 and 2 dealt specifically with
how districts formulated, used, and applied policy in dealing with data-related
professional learning. To answer these questions, inquiry focusing around district
planning processes was critical. However, as this proved an overbroad area of focus, I
delineated this area of inquiry around a few key concepts. First, I tailored data collection
(including interview protocols, described more fully later in this chapter) to get at what
characterized each district‘s planning processes for professional learning and data use.
For example, I wanted to know whether the planning processes were open or closed—did
they purposefully include voices from beyond a small subset of district decision-makers,
or were they largely carried out by a small cadre of personnel? Were these processes
formal or informal? What evidence and/or feedback was sought out to inform these
processes, and how was such evidence or feedback received? Finally, I wanted to
determine how policies—once determined—were disseminated, communicated to a
broader audience, and supported or resourced. These were some specific elements of
district planning processes that I targeted through document analysis as well as interview
and focus group data.
Learning and data use. To answer research question 3, and to better inform
research questions 1 and 2, I needed information about how learning for data use was
addressed in each district, and how educators conceptualized and articulated their own
learning needs. Through the comprehensive review of literature, I had a good idea about
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what general professional learning structures have been demonstrated to support changes
in practice, and I had a solid understanding about what elements of data use should be
addressed in some fashion by learning supports. But to fully address my research
questions, I needed to ascertain from educators themselves—administrators and
teachers—what structures or characteristics were perceived as best suited to supporting
their professional learning. I also needed to explore what data use skills and types of
knowledge specific to data use were identified as priority needs. This area of inquiry
(addressed through key informant interviews as well as focus groups) aimed at filling
these information needs as well as uncovering how data-related learning priorities were
identified by district personnel.
Experiences and perspectives on professional learning. This final area of
inquiry was essential to addressing research question #3, ―How do campus needs fit with
district policy and planning processes for data-related professional learning?‖ Again, I
had ample information from the research base as to what general learning structures
ought to be like, and what data-related elements ought to be addressed, to support
educators in becoming better users and consumers of educational data. However, this line
of inquiry aimed at linking research and practice directly by asking educators themselves
about how they best learn new skills or knowledge, and even more specifically, how they
have learned to engage with student data and/or data systems. Thus, questions in this area
of inquiry asked about past experiences with data-related learning opportunities (in terms
of content and process). Questions focused on what structures or activities were common
to data-related learning structures, whether teachers considered those formats helpful, and
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what learning was self-driven, as opposed to provided or resourced by the campus or
district.
Data Collection
There were three main types of data collection tools employed in this study: (1)
Key informant interviews; (2) Educator focus groups; and (3) Document analyses.
Information collected through all three types of tools informed the broad areas of inquiry
just described.
Document analysis & field notes. To address the areas of inquiry, field notes and
collected documents were treated as text (i.e., they were be uploaded as text documents
and coded and subsequently analyzed in the same method as would a transcript of an
interview). This treatment was in line with how Merriam (2009) advises the researcher to
prepare documents for further coding and analysis. Documents were read closely with
attention paid to whether and how they informed the questions specified in the above
descriptions of the areas of inquiry.
Interviews & focus groups. Because interviews and focus groups provided the
bulk of data that informed the guiding research questions, it is important to lay out how
these were structured toward not only the aforementioned areas of inquiry, but also
toward the research questions themselves (Tables 3.4 and 3.5). Interviews of key
informants at both the central office and campus levels followed semi-structured
protocols (see Appendices A, B, and C). As suggested by Berg (2009) the protocols begin
with non-threatening open-ended questions before moving to essential questions that
directly informed the research questions. Questions were drafted to permit probing and
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cycling back to themes to elicit expanded answers and to ensure that the participants had
ample opportunity to clarify any answers. Table 3.4 lays out the links between the
protocol questions and the identified areas of inquiry. Of course, it was common that a
respondent‘s answer to one question inevitably crossed over and informed multiple areas;
such is the nature of a semi-structured protocol.
Table 3.4: Areas of Inquiry/Protocol Questions Links
Area of Inquiry
Purposes of Data Use

District Planning Processes

Learning and Data Use

Experiences & Perspectives on
Professional Learning

Interview/Focus Group Questions
A1, A2
B1, B2
C5, C8
A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, A8, A9, A10
B3, B4, B5, B6, B7, B8, B9
C9
A11, A12, A13
B10, B11, B12, B13
C5, C6, C7, C9, C10, C11
B10, B12
C1, C2, C3, C4

Both the campus focus groups and the exemplar groups used the same semistructured protocol (Appendix C). Similar to the interview protocols, initial questions
were purposefully nonthreatening and open-ended, building toward questions that
connected directly to the guiding research questions (Merriam, 1998; Berg, 2009). With
this in mind, the protocols begin by asking persons in the groups to reflect generally on
how they best learn, and to discuss how and why certain methods of teaching or
presentation help them change practice. The protocols then turn to more specific
questions about data use and professional learning. Finally, the protocols connect these
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areas of inquiry by asking how the educators would teach someone else about elements of
data use.
Table 3.5 presents the three guiding questions for this study; in the right hand
column are codes that correspond to the protocol questions that I used to inform those
questions. As respondents answered questions, they inevitably crossed over into
information that related to other research questions in unexpected ways. Nevertheless, the
table indicates the primary research question(s) targeted by the protocol questions.
(Codes refer to the appropriate Appendix and question within that Appendix.)
Table 3.5: Research Questions/Protocol Questions Links
Research Question
1. How do districts use policy to approach
data-related professional learning?
2. What is the nature of district planning
processes for data-related professional
learning?
3. How do campus practices fit with
district policy and planning processes
for data-related professional learning?

Interview/Focus Group Questions
A4, A5, A6, A7, A8
B4, B5, B6, B7, B8
C12
A1, A2, A3, A4, A7, A8, A9, A10, A11
B1, B2, B3, B4, B9, B12, B13
C5, C7, C8, C9
A4, A11, A12, A13
B4, B10, B11, B12, B13
C1, C2, C3, C4, C6, C10, C11, C13

Data Analysis Techniques
Data analysis, according to Corbin and Strauss is a process by which a researcher
examines collected data to construct a story that the researcher believes reflects ―the
‗essence‘ of what participants are trying to convey,‖ or one that represents a ―logical
interpretation of data as seen through the eyes of this particular analyst‖ (2008, p. 47).
How I made sense of the quantity of data collected—how I organized it into a coherent,
credible narrative for each district involved—was therefore critical. Corbin and Strauss
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also noted that analysis is a very dynamic process, one in which ―the analyst has to
brainstorm, try out different ideas, eliminate some, and expand upon other before arriving
at any conclusions‖ (2008, p. 46). This is an apt description of my journey through
analysis. However dynamic it was in a general sense, there were some steps I used that
shaped my data analysis process. In this section, I lay out those steps and describe how I
moved from disparate bits of raw data to a coherent whole.
In general, my process for analysis aligned with a process outlined by Berg
(2009), who delineated six steps for the process:
1. Data are collected and made into text (e.g., field notes, transcripts).
2. Codes are analytically developed or inductively identified in the data and
affixed to sets of notes or transcript pages.
3. Codes are transformed into categorical labels or themes.
4. Materials are sorted by these categories, identifying similar phrases, patterns,
relationships, and commonalities or disparities.
5. Sorted materials are examined to isolate meaningful patterns and processes.
6. Identified patterns are considered in light of previous research and theories,
and a small set of generalizations is established. (p. 341)

As suggested by Berg‘s first step, all data collected were converted into text. All
digital recordings of interviews and focus groups were transcribed verbatim and loaded
into Atlas.ti software for coding. Likewise, any documents collected were either
downloaded in .pdf format or converted into .pdf format and subsequently uploaded for
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coding. Similarly, field notes and memos were all maintained in electronic text format for
easy access.
Berg‘s second step deals with the formation of codes. Coding is a process of
―taking raw data and raising it to a conceptual level‖ (Corbin & Strauss, 2008, p. 66).
While there are several methods to coding (e.g., open coding, in vivo coding, inductive or
analytical coding), I chose to use the method outlined by Miles and Huberman (1994),
who identified a list of ―starter codes‖ derived from a thorough review of the literature
and then revised this list as new data emerged. Similarly, I began with a list of starter
codes (e.g., ―Relevance of Professional Learning,‖ ―Coherence of Professional
Learning,‖ ―Embeddedness‖) derived from my review of the existing research literature
on data use and on professional learning. I then read each transcript or document closely,
applying the starter codes where appropriate, and creating appropriate codes when new
themes emerged that did not fit the set of existing codes. Thus, while ―fragmentation,‖ for
example, was not in my original list of codes, it emerged as a theme and was
subsequently added to my coding scheme. In this way I worked my way through the data
until I was satisfied that I had identified important patterns and was ready to proceed with
further analysis.
When my coding scheme was solidified, I used Atlas.ti software to complete
coding, identifying unique occurrences of text and linking the text to the relevant code(s).
I then examined codes to determine ways in which these codes could be fit to overarching
themes, which provided direction for further analysis; this is Berg‘s (2009) third step in
analysis. Berg‘s fourth, fifth, and sixth steps involve the rearranging, combining, sorting,
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and organizing of coded data into material that can form the basis of discussion. After all
documents were coded, I experimented with various methods of pulling reports and
queries from the data until I was able to fit the coded text into patterns that formed a
coherent narrative for each district. As I worked through the research process, I
maintained a series of memos and summary memos (as suggested by Corbin and Strauss,
2008) to keep track of my own thoughts, ideas, and insights as I engaged in fieldwork,
transcription and coding. These memos were critical as I worked to integrate codes into
overarching themes, and were just as critical when I later worked to integrate coded
instances of text into a coherent discussion.
As this study took the form of a multiple case study of the phenomenon of
professional learning for data use, I worked through Berg‘s fourth, fifth, and sixth steps
in separate cycles for each of the three school districts. That is, I used the same basic
coding structure for each district, allowing that in some districts, some codes would be
more extensively used and more relevant than in others. I then worked to craft the
narrative for each district of how that district approached the issue of professional
learning and data use, working to triangulate data within each district to solidify findings.
I then moved on to the next district, repeating that process.
After analyzing each district separately, I then used the coded text for all three
districts to create a cross-case analysis, highlighting areas of commonality and areas in
which findings were more nuanced or contextually-based. I found that using a consistent
coding structure supported this process. In what follows (Chapters 4, 5, and 6), I present
these findings with respect to each individual district. In Chapter 7 I present a cross-case
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analysis of findings, highlighting areas of intersection among the findings as well as a
few district-specific findings nonetheless worthy of mention. In Chapter 8, I conclude by
turning to a discussion of major themes, policy implications, and suggestions for further
study based on these findings.
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CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS, BAKER ISD
As noted in Chapter 2, there is little research that directly bears on the most
efficacious structures for data-related professional learning. Thus, districts are challenged
with trying to craft structures they perceive meet the needs of their educators (teachers
and administrators) as they not only respond to federal and state policy pressures, but also
try to leverage improved data use capacity for the members of the organization and for
the organization as a whole. This study was structured to parse out how the participating
districts used policy to approach this issue, describe the nature of planning processes that
contributed to these approaches, and to determine the goodness of fit between these
approaches (i.e., the current state of data-related professional learning in each district)
and the needs of educators.
The purpose of this chapter, as well as chapters 5 and 6, is to provide a description
of the current state of professional learning for data use in one of the three districts and to
juxtapose that with the articulated needs of the educators in that district. To do this, I
present the findings for each district, drawing from the data to describe existing and
―ideal‖ structures for data-related professional learning. I then describe the policy
expectations and supports in each district that address data-related professional learning,
as well as the planning processes that have contributed to this iteration of data-related
professional learning for each district. In Chapter 7, I provide a cross-case analysis,
describing areas of overlap among the three districts that can contribute to lessons for
districts trying to better structure data-related professional learning.
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Baker ISD: Data-Related Professional Learning Structures
Baker ISD, as noted in Chapter 3, was the smallest of the study districts at an
approximate enrollment of 7,500 students. Still, the district is located is a metropolitan
area and was by no means playing catch-up with larger districts in most areas. In fact,
student achievement across Baker ISD was exceedingly high by a number of measures
(e.g., college acceptance rates, National Merit Scholars, AP exam results) and the district
was rated ―Exemplary‖ under the Texas accountability system. For all these
achievements, one area in which Baker was lagging behind the other study districts was
in the area of data systems. Baker ISD had several data systems, though none that
functioned as a ―one stop shop‖; consequently, when educators in Baker ISD talked about
learning to use data, they spoke of it in terms of multiple and varied systems as well as in
terms of learning to use data more broadly (i.e., data stored in multiple systems as well as
data stored in no system at all). In asking about professional learning and data use in
conversations with 36 individuals across the district (the three study campuses and central
office), two main themes emerged—the professional learning structures they had in order
to learn about data use, and the professional learning structures they wanted and needed.
In this section, I discuss these professional learning structures (which I term ―existing‖
versus ―ideal‖) and explore how they supported (or failed to support) educator data use
capacity.
Existing Structures
Interviews with educators at all levels in Baker ISD revealed a variety of
structures that supported professional learning throughout the district, though the level at
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which each structure supported data-related professional learning varied. In fact,
throughout the interviews, several educators in the district noted that data use was simply
not emphasized across the district much. They attributed this to the historic levels of high
achievement, and noted that because of this, use of learning structures in ways that
intentionally addressed data use-related professional learning were infrequent. In fact,
one word used by more than one educator at more than one study site to describe this
phenomenon was ―sporadic.‖ Nevertheless, educators did discuss a variety of structures
they perceived as useful to supporting data-related learning. In what follows, I describe
several of these in terms of how they supported principals and teachers, and what data
use-related skills were addressed most frequently.
Supporting principals. Members of central office reported that principals
meetings were structures used for professional learning and for discussing data use. This
was one of the less frequently noted structures, but one of the few that specifically aimed
at the learning of administrators in Baker ISD. Principals as well as some central office
leaders reported that it was ―difficult‖ to get principals off their respective campuses,
because they felt a responsibility to be on campus, so regular principals‘ meetings were
one of the few structures they could use to approach campus leaders collectively. In fact,
a few principals did mention that an optional book study for principals preceded each
meeting. However, as a support for building the data-use capacity of these principals, this
structure was weak: Data use was not a regular topic (either as a separate learning item or
in an embedded sense) and the book studies identified, while timely, were unrelated to
data use. Further, at least one central office leader noted that such meetings were
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sometimes consumed with ―administrivia‖ and passing along informational items, so that
by the time any professional learning was on the agenda, participants were tired and
restless, ready to return to their campuses. Thus, data use may have, on occasion, been
part of the general discussion, but it was not an intentional focus at these events.
While a few participants noted that summer sessions (e.g., workshops, institutes)
were available to all employees for learning about data systems, the only other
―structure‖ that emerged as playing a significant role in the support of administrators to
use data in Baker ISD was an informal social structure. There were simply very few
structures in the district aimed at helping campus leaders improve their data use-related
skills and knowledge. As one administrator noted, ―If you are a teacher you would get
trained at a new teacher institute. If you were a principal, [you just] figure it out. Mess
around with it yourself and figure it out.‖ Others noted that what skills administrators had
were often residual skills developed while working in other districts. Those who spoke
about this phenomenon said that in other places they worked, where achievement was
lower overall, data use was more ―expected‖ and thus more a part of the everyday work
of the administrator. While they did not elaborate on the learning structures in those other
places, it was clear that the skills they employed on the job in Baker ISD were largely
acquired elsewhere.
Supporting teachers. Participants noted numerous structured geared at
supporting teachers in Baker ISD with professional learning, though again, how data use
was included in these was often spotty. Here, I describe some of these structures and how
learning for data use was supported or addressed in each.
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Mentoring and induction activities. Many campus-level educators talked about
the district‘s mentoring program as an ongoing support for new teachers. While a few
teachers noted that their mentor teachers were the primary support for learning to input or
access data, or to use that data in planning, others were not as positive. Because being a
capable data user was not a requirement for being a mentor, some newer teachers were
assigned ―mentors‖ who were far less advanced than they in terms of data use and data
systems use. Some reported they simply knew more about data use than their mentors,
which created challenges to learning Baker ISD systems when they were hired. One
teacher (identified by her colleagues as an ―exemplar‖ user), discussed this issue:
I came from [a district out-of-state] and that‘s where I did my first years of
teaching, and anybody who was new, brand new to teaching or new to the school
district, was actually assigned someone from the district level who would actually
come in and check on you. And they would write reports on you, how you did
your lesson plans. … That to me was a great way to get into the teaching—it
made my transition to teaching a lot easier, and I was really thankful. But then
when I moved here, I was just thrown in, sink or swim. And I had a mentor, but
she just gave me a nice potted flower on my desk. And technology was
intimidating for her, too. She was like, ―How am I supposed to help you?‖ and I
was like, ―I don‘t know!‖ So it was just sink or swim, and luckily I just figured
stuff out.
Thus, while mentoring might be helpful in some instances, it was certainly not a structure
that could be relied upon for increasing the data use capacity of educators in the district.
When I asked educators in Baker how I might, as a teacher new to the district,
learn to use data in the ways expected of me, they not only mentioned mentoring, but also
new teacher induction programs. These were described as days in the summer (following
hiring, preceding the reporting day for other employees). Of note is that while very few
teachers said they received training as new employees, several said they thought there
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was ―probably‖ training for new teachers that included information on data systems, at
the least, on these days. Campus personnel tended to say this support happened at districtlevel induction activities, while district-level personnel tended to talk more about
campus-level induction activities. For example, at the district level, a leader noted that
while there are ―some things at the beginning of the year that people can sign up for if
they want to, as far as, ‗This is how you sign in, this is where the data is‘ and all that for
new teachers, but a lot of it does happen on the campus level through [the instructional
coaches].‖ A few teachers said they received no training on data systems or data use as
new employees. In one interview, after a teacher suggested educators in Baker ISD were
―well-informed‖ on how to use various data programs, a newer teacher interjected:
Oh, you know what? I‘m a brand new teacher—my first year. And I have not
been shown how to use anything. We had one group meeting with people from
[the district] and they came and showed us specifics about math and language
arts, but it wasn‘t to show us how to use it, it was where your class stands in
comparison to nationals. …it was really interesting and informative…And I found
out I had some super high learners. So that was interesting. But it wasn‘t about
how to use the information. So, it‘s been a struggle for me. I would love data. I
would love to know how to use it, how to access it.
From these responses, it appears that in many cases, personnel in Baker currently assume
that ―others‖ provide the support needed to learn to use data and data systems, though
who these ―others‖ are shifts from educator to educator.
Response-to-intervention. One structure that most decidedly did include datarelated professional learning was training related to Response-to-Intervention (RTI). This
structure was unique in that it is shaped to a great degree by federal policy requirements
related to the identification of students with learning or other disabilities. Whereas the
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prior method of identification rested largely on IQ and achievement testing, newer
regulations require that educators demonstrate that students have responded to (or have
not responded to) different educational interventions. This requires tracking student data
(―progress monitoring‖) as well as evaluating the efficacy of various interventions.
Educators at all levels in Baker ISD (central office as well as the three campuses)
discussed various training sessions related to RTI, and every such description was
accompanied with talk of how data played a role in that training. Data were thoroughly
embedded in the training related to RTI, as they are in the RTI process itself. In fact, this
was the sole learning structure in which learning and data use appeared to be nearly
seamless.
District leaders noted that RTI training was an area of priority:
We have spent a tremendous amount of time on over the last couple of years …
we send people to things, we have re-vamped our whole student study team
process, trained all of those people because again it‘s so important and we‘re
impacted a lot of kids in a very positive way.
Numerous district processes had intentionally been aligned to RTI requirements, and
those involved in this training reported, ―…we try to infuse the RTI process and make it
part of the culture and not another thing. You can‘t do it without data.‖ When describing
these structures, most educators reported small-group sessions with district leaders who
brought in data on students at that campus and walked educators through a dialogue. Less
positively noted in regard to RTI was a district-wide speaker (used in the previous school
year) who ―talked at educators‖ for several hours regarding legal requirements of RTI.
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While more than a few educators reported the lecture as less-than-useful, many spoke
positively about the RTI data discussions led by district-level leaders.
Instructional coaches. At the time of this study, Baker ISD had used instructional
coaches for two years, so there were still some growing pains noted in figuring out firm
job roles and descriptions. Nevertheless, they were frequently mentioned as a learning
support (both in general and specific to data use) by educators at campuses. They also
functioned as liaisons between central office and their respective campuses. Specific to
the use of data systems or data use, educators noted that instructional coaches functioned
as a more ―just in time‖ or ―on call‖ type of structure. Several teachers (and a few
administrators) said that when teachers requested or needed help with data use or data
systems, the instructional coaches would quickly respond in person, by phone, or via
email. However, it should also be noted that according to some instructional coaches and
central office leaders, this position was still transitioning from one that did for teachers to
one that aimed at enabling teachers to do for themselves with regard to data use. Also, as
will be discussed in the next section, some instructional coaches themselves needed
professional learning support in the area of data use to better support teachers.
Because the instructional coaches were based on campuses, they often created
campus-level learning structures related to data use. These took the form of minitrainings that were delivered during the day: Teachers could attend on their conference
periods. At one campus, the instructional coach worked with the instructional technology
specialist to implement a ―First Fridays‖ structure in which they set up in a central
location and teachers could drop-in throughout the day for help on any data- or
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technology-related issue. At another campus, these same support personnel collaborated
to do informal surveys of what teachers needed information on, and then provided a
―TechBytes‖ structure—a mini-seminar for the requesting teachers on the topic at hand.
While not all of these mini-structures were directly data-related, it was clear from
educator descriptions that many did deal with issues of system access and data
interpretation. In fact, some were structured as reviews of more formal data system
trainings done at the district level, such as reviews of the WorldData system. While most
teachers talked about these mini-structures positively (because they were responsive to
teacher needs), many were also less than enthusiastic that such training took place during
teacher conference periods. This wasn‘t simply because they were busy professionals:
Some wanted time to let the new knowledge ―soak in‖ or practice the new skills, and said
that training done within the limited scope of a conference period—when teachers had to
get back to pick up students or begin teaching—precluded this.
Professional learning communities. At Baker High School, administration had
been working for several years to get a professional learning community model up and
running, and it seems to have hit its stride during this study. Teachers at BHS had a
conference period and a PLC period, and the master schedule had been configured so that
all members of a department (in core courses only) had common PLC time apart from
their respective conference periods. For a high school with over 2,000 students, this was
no insignificant feat. While year one had been wholly unstructured, year two (the year of
the study) was more structured: Teachers met with their departments in subgroups (e.g.,
Algebra I teachers, Geometry teachers, English III teachers) five days per week, and
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Wednesdays were set aside for discussions of a campus-wide topic. These discussions
included dialogues on current campus events, curricula, or even journal articles specific
to curriculum, instruction, or assessment.
While participants spoke about the PLC time positively (they particularly
appreciated the time to collaborate with colleagues), they also admitted that data use was
not yet a common element of PLC activities, either in discussions of students or programs
or in learning to use data. The exception was the Special Education department, which
reported that their PLC used data extensively. Also, while the PLC time slot provided
ample time for collaborative learning activities, some educators expressed slight
frustration that district leaders had not taken advantage of this time to come to the
campus to provide professional learning during PLC time. While the structure was
available, the inclusion of data-related professional learning was still largely absent.
Event-based structures. Educators also reported that the district did provide some
more formal workshop or session-type structures in support of data-related learning.
These structures were generally summer sessions, and were frequently specific to a
particular data system (e.g., WorldData or PMI-Plus). While not required, such structures
were at least available. However, they were also criticized by educators as being less
useful than other structures. As one teacher noted, learning for data use ―… always seems
like it‘s a beginning of the year, one-shot-in-the arm and that‘s it‖ issue. Another noted
that, for these more formal sessions, ―Exactly what they tell us not to do with children,
they often do with us.‖ She went on to describe sessions that consisted mainly of listening
to a presenter who read from PowerPoint slides. Not only were there few formal
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structures in place aimed at helping educators improve their data use capacity, there were
also few formal structures intended to provide teachers with feedback or to help them
reflect on their practice—including their use of data. Several educators talked about a
lack of follow-up with regard to data use-related trainings as well as general trainings:
―We do it, we see it, we train it, we send them out there with it. We don‘t pull them back
in and follow up with what they‘ve learned.‖ Thus, these event-based structures were not
among the stronger structures for addressing data use capacity in Baker ISD.
Informal social learning structures. While formal structures may not have been
predominant for improving data use capacity, what was mentioned frequently and as a
significant ―structure‖ was an informal social network. I refer to these collectively as
―informal, social learning structures‖ because they were mentioned at every level, in
some way in every interview. I interpreted this to mean that the most impactful learning
―structure‖ for data use in Baker ISD is actually the social interactions of the members of
the organization. Though informal, they seem to form the lynchpin for how knowledge
and skills about data use in the district are created and shared among educators.
When asked how they learn to use data and data systems, educators at all levels in
Baker ISD talked about the emergence of ―go-to‖ people in teams, grade levels, and
departments. These ―go-to‖ people were not necessarily instructional coaches or
instructional technology specialists, but were often simply other teachers on the campus
who had more knowledge (or confidence) in accessing data systems or in using
information from those systems. Data did not indicate that these individuals had any
different or additional training, only that they had, at a minimum, slightly more
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knowledge than others with whom they frequently worked. Educators would commonly
ask such individuals for assistance with systems (i.e., troubleshooting) or data use, and
noted that this was their most frequently used method of gaining new data-related
learning. Additionally, campus-level educators noted that they shared knowledge with
colleagues regarding curriculum planning, analysis of assessments, and student
information.
Much of the learning around data use on campuses was this ad hoc type of
learning. For example, one department chair described an unplanned yet timely and
valuable interaction with a school counselor, who was delivering some assessment
results:
I sat down with the counselor, she showed me how to read the results, now I‘ve
broken it down and I get to teach my PLC team, ―Here are your students. Here‘s
how you read this report. Here‘s how this is going to translate into their transition
planning. Here‘s how we choose electives for next year. Here‘s how we project
graduation plans and assessment.‖
Social learning was similarly valued across all three campuses. A high school teacher,
who otherwise had spoken of data use and professional learning with indifference
throughout the interview, perked up when talking about general collaborative learning
with his colleague:
I feel this year has been way more beneficial to us as teachers than having to go
sit through stuff like we‘ve done in the past. This collaboration stuff has been—
I‘ve definitely felt like my lessons have been way better, way more pertinent by
having the time to sit down and focus on what you want the kids to get out of it.
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Another noted that his use of a data system improved not because of training specific to
the system (or any other training), but because of a serendipitous encounter in the copy
room:
…we do a lot of wheel-spinning sometimes by ourselves, and then once we start
talking with other people we find out, ―Oh, there‘s a quicker way to do this.‖ For
example, on [the grade book program], all I know is how to do attendance and
grades. But somebody told me, ―you know, you can check the student‘s grades in
all his classes to see if he‘s struggling in other classes.‖ And I didn‘t even realize
that. And so, I just heard that in the copy room. Word of mouth. And a lot of
things happen that way.
Such narratives were common. Elementary teachers spoke of learning best after one
person on the team ―got trained‖ in using a data system and then the team worked
through the system or process as a collective. Finally, a middle school teacher identified
as an ―exemplar‖ user by her colleagues described how she became adept at using data to
inform her classroom instruction:
I was not a data-driven decision maker until I worked for a principal that was very
much about making our decisions based on data. And I think under her
guidance—I taught for her for six years—I learned from her in the way she
conducted our campus, in the way that she met with teachers and parents. I
learned so many skills about how you used that data in a professional way to
present ideas and to present decisions that you want to make, and it made the
decision-making about students and placements and things like that more clear to
the parents because it wasn‘t just ―this teacher saying that about my kid‖
anymore. It was ―Here‘s the information we have, here‘s what we‘d like to do.‖
And until I taught for her, I was never in a teaching situation that data was the
main way we made decisions. Under her guidance I really learned a whole way to
rethink about kids and faculties and campuses and staff based on data, but I think
it was through her leadership that I got there. It wasn‘t going to any particular
training. We have been to so many data [driven] decision making trainings in my
career. But it was really [through] that principal‘s leadership that I got it.
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When it came to data use in Baker ISD, the most supportive learning structure for
educators was not a ―structure‖ in the traditional sense, but the sharing of knowledge
from educator to educator.
Data-use skills and knowledge. Educators learned about data use in Baker ISD
through a variety of structures (most notably, informal social learning structures), but
what they learned about data use through those structures was often somewhat limited.
Perhaps because the main source of learning was the knowledge that already existed in
their colleagues, the data use knowledge and skills addressed through current learning
structures was not particularly innovative. Most of the data-related learning educators
talked about was in terms of data system access and use. In other words, when educators
in Baker ISD spoke of ―learning about data use‖ they often meant simply inputting,
accessing and pulling data from a given system. But as one educator noted, this is only a
small piece of robust data use. She insisted:
You need to be able to take [the process] all the way through from now to get to
the data, what does the data show us about the kid, how is that going to change
instruction, and go through all of those pieces so they see the relevance of all the
data. Because we usually just get to, ―Here‘s the data. Here‘s how to get it,‖ and
we stop there.
Educators spoke of learning to input data through various learning structures, and
about learning how to pull reports to ―identify lists of bubble students you were
concerned about.‖ Only those who spoke about the RTI-related trainings discussed
learning structures that focused on helping them learn to better interpret data, and many
of these were in conjunction with using comparative data to set student results alongside
national norms.
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Educators also reported some sessions in which district or campus personnel
brought data to ―share out‖ information. Sometimes this involved educators participating
by being on their own computers, working with student data, but often educators were
cast in a ―listening participant‖ role. In describing one such session, one leader noted that
it was ―wonderful to see a teacher head right back to her room to try and log in‖ after a
data use-related training. She did not discuss why, in a data-related training, the educator
had not been fully participating throughout the session.
On the whole, then, despite a range of available structures and an extensive social
learning network, learning for data-use related skills and knowledge was largely limited
to such ―sharing out‖ sessions, where educators heard about different data others thought
important to them and to learning about data systems access. These existing structures
contrasted quite starkly with what educators in Baker ISD indicated they needed in terms
of professional learning structures, knowledge, and skills related to data use.
Ideal Structures
Educators across all levels of Baker ISD were consistent in describing how they
wanted to learn—even how they needed to learn—as professionals. They were also fairly
consistent in describing the types of knowledge and skills they needed to possess to be
more savvy consumers and users of data. In this section, I discuss how and what
educators in Baker ISD said they needed to learn to better use data to inform instruction.
Desired characteristics of professional learning. For many educators, the
structures they described as desired professional learning structures were associated with
how they noted they best learned any new skill in life. For the vast majority of educators
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in Baker ISD, this involved learning through multiple modalities. They wanted to read
about the skill, watch someone else who was better or more advanced, and get some
guided direction. But most of all, they wanted ―hands-on‖ practice—and lots of it. They
noted that practice and repetition in actually performing the skill to be learned was
critical. When we transitioned the conversation to professional learning and data use,
many of these same elements still emerged as important to supporting data-related
professional learning.
Relevant. When educators learn a new skill in their personal lives, they generally
do so because it something they need or want to learn—it is, for some reason, important
to them. Similarly, educators said that first and foremost, professional leaning
experiences needed to be highly and directly relevant to their particular roles in the
district as well as to the needs of their students. One teacher-leader noted that if the
contents of a professional learning experience could not be directly connected to helping
her students improve in her classroom, it was of little interest to her. Multiple teachers on
each campus said that learning experiences needed to be tailored so that the content of the
professional learning was matched to their own content areas and/or grade levels.
Professional learning disconnected from specific job roles was considered little more than
useless, and a waste of teachers‘ time. When learning about data use, educators wanted to
work with ―real‖ data that reflected the students sitting in their classrooms. They reported
that data-related learning sometimes presented accountability data to them (i.e., campusor district-level data), which was not as useful to them for instructional purposes.
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Timely. Educators said the most useful professional learning to them was that
which met an immediate need and which could be put into practice immediately, by
individual teachers and by collectives of teachers. As one teacher noted, ―Nobody likes
their time being wasted with something that‘s entirely theoretical or that might be great at
some point in the future. It really needs to be something you can use right away.‖ This
stood in contrast to some data system training, which was offered in the summer, but not
used until school began.
Coherent. Educators not only wanted to know some of the research behind what
they were learning in professional learning sessions, but they also wanted those in charge
to connect the dots with regard to purpose and rationale. Educators wanted to know why
they were learning certain skills or processes and how those new skills or knowledge fit
with their job roles. They wanted to know how data use-related skills and knowledge
were expected to support their broader purposes as teachers.
Teachers also wanted to see how each piece of professional learning fit into this
larger puzzle of what they were doing in their classrooms (and on their campuses) and
why. Several educators across the campuses complained that professional development
changed from year to year depending on what the current theme of the year happened to
be (e.g., ―creativity‖ or ―assessment‖). Others noted that sometimes programs or focus
changed frequently, and wanted something ―that lasts more than six months or a year.‖
The case was not that educators did not value the learning they were doing, but they
didn‘t always see how all the professional learning they were doing built to anything
coherent.
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Teachers wanted training that built on prior learning, especially with data. They
wanted to see how data use fit with their classroom practice, from the point of getting the
data through the point of making intervention selections and evaluating those selections
for effectiveness. One teacher suggested that this might take the form of a multiple-step
professional learning process:
It might be something where you come back, ―OK, you guys have entered the
data,‖ now training two has to do with ―Let‘s analyze the data.‖ Training three has
to do with, ―Now that you‘ve analyzed it, what do you do with it?‖ So smaller
milestone steps for training.
Active & engaging. Educators were particularly disdainful of ―sit and get‖
professional learning structures and what one of them termed, ―death by PowerPoint.‖
They reported that such professional learning structures were typically conducted for
larger groups and involved presenters talking ―at‖ participants for lengthy periods of
time. By contrast, educators at every level of the district, and across job roles, said they
preferred learning structures that actively engaged them. They didn‘t need, as one
teacher put it, to ―hold hands and sing kum-ba-ya,‖ but they did want the opportunity to
ask questions, to practice the skills learned, and to discuss ideas and pose related
questions to colleagues in similar job roles. For some, this meant that pacing of learning
needed to be appropriate: One administrator said she didn‘t want to spend over 15-20
minutes learning any single data skill without time to practice or discuss or she would
―tune out.‖
Many other educators mentioned small groups as being critical to maintaining an
active, participatory learning environment. Over and over again, educators said that
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small group sessions were preferable to large, convocation-style gatherings. They said
this was important because it allowed them to have an opportunity to work together and
have questions answered as the learning progressed. One teacher pleaded, ―Stop the
large group, hundreds of people in one session!‖ Another said, ―I want to be able to
bounce that idea off my colleague who is also a math teacher, or also a language arts
teacher. And we need to be able to talk while we‘re doing that because it may not fit me
the same as it fits [others].‖
Follow-up. Last, but not least, educators across the district said they not only
wanted, but needed, follow-up for all professional learning, and even more so for datarelated professional learning. Perhaps because so much of the data-related professional
learning was about accessing and using data systems in Baker ISD, teachers said they
sometimes left training sessions knowing how to use a tool, only to realize later when
they went to use it that they‘d forgotten the necessary steps. A high school teacher
explained:
Follow-up is key. Because it‘s like you have this great stuff and whatever, and
you go and access it one or two times, and then you get busy, you start doing
other things, you fall back into what‘s comfortable, what you know, and there‘s
no reinforcement out there.
For this reason, they wanted some follow-up supports. They wanted some concrete
supports (e.g., ―cheat sheets‖ or written step-by-step directions) on how to access and
locate particular data. Several teachers also wanted the opportunity to regularly revisit
newly learned skills or knowledge with others (e.g., teams, departments). A few teachers
approached this as a reflective turn, as in having leaders of professional learning visit
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with teachers and ask, ―Did it work for you? What do you need to know now? Where
can we go? What can we do for you?‖
Needed knowledge & skills. Earlier I described the rather limited range of data
use-related skills and knowledge that were addressed within most Baker ISD professional
learning structures. By contrast, study participants described a broad range of data use
related skills and knowledge they thought a savvy consumer or user of data should
possess. In this section, I discuss what educators across the district described as critical
skills and knowledge relative to educator data use.
Technical skills. The most frequently described skill was technical proficiency
with the computer programs or data systems. Across job roles and across campuses,
educators said that to be an able user of data, one had to know how to input, access, and
query data from the appropriate system(s). Some pointed out that this meant knowing
which system particular data were even housed in, in addition to being able to log in and
perform the processes needed to call up the desired data.
Some educators associated this skill set with being technology-savvy, or being
comfortable with new technologies in general. And, there may be some truth to that:
Many of the teachers nominated by colleagues as ―exemplar‖ users indicated that
technology was not intimidating to them, so they were often the ones willing to try out
new programs or systems. However, the building of technical skill did not necessarily
depend on pre-existing comfort with technology. Several educators pointed out that the
more they used a given system (regularly and over time), the more comfortable and
familiar they became with it. For example, one instructional coach, who was tasked with
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supporting teacher use of the electronic grade book, said the first year the grade book was
in place, he had numerous questions all the time and some teachers came to him quite
frustrated. But, over time, the comfort level grew and the questions dwindled. He noted
that now, a few years after implementation, he only got a ―rare, odd‖ question from
someone or a question from a new user. This suggests that while technical skills may
initially be built more quickly for those who are already comfortable with technology,
those who lack initial techno-comfort can still progress.
Along similar lines, some educators wondered whether the ―younger teachers‖
might pick up data use more quickly due to the need for technical skill. But across each
campus, colleagues identified a range of persons they considered ―exemplar‖ users and
none of these ―exemplar‖ groups were composed solely of younger employees. In fact,
each exemplar group had at least one teacher or instructional coach with a good deal of
experience. Further, as one district technology leader pointed out, being skilled with
everyday technology doesn‘t necessarily translate to being better at educational data use:
I‘ve done some guest lecturing [at the college] before, and [the students] know
social networking and they know the Facebook stuff but when it comes to all
these other little programs, data—they have no idea. … It‘s amazing—everyone
assumes, ―Well, you‘re new—you‘re a young teacher—you‘re going to know all
about technology.‖ Maybe they pick it up quicker, but I think just because they‘re
able to log in faster, they don‘t [necessarily] know what they‘re looking at.
Asking the right questions. While some educators said the district‘s training
largely stopped at ―how to access the data,‖ study participants named many more skills
they thought necessary to effective data use. One skill mentioned by several participants
was the ability to pose thoughtful, relevant questions of the data. Teachers were
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frequently on the ―receiving‖ end of data use—they were given data or reports to
interpret and discuss. But as a few educators pointed out, inquiry begins earlier, in the
questioning phase. For these participants, it was important for teachers to learn to ask
questions, then determine which data were needed to best answer those questions, then to
engage in the data collection and gathering process. For some participants, this was a
process made even more challenging by the amounts and kinds of data that were
available to them: Parsing out which data were most relevant was a skill several
identified as critical. For educators in Baker ISD, part of being ―good at data use,‖ then,
involved backing up and helping educators determine which questions they needed
answered in order to make better instructional decisions.
Analyzing and interpreting data. When Baker ISD educators talked about critical
skills in supporting data use, they mentioned analyzing and interpreting data. Educators
across job roles acknowledged needing to learn more about how to appropriately analyze
and interpret the data they had—including some instructional coaches, who functioned, in
part, as teachers-to-the-teachers. One such instructional coach (who actually spoke
eloquently about data and was identified by his colleagues as an ―exemplar‖ user)
admitted that even at his level of expertise:
Sometimes I feel like I don‘t really know what it is I‘m doing with the data—I
feel like there‘s a lot of data there, and I feel like I don‘t even know what I‘m
doing with the data. So I think a lot of time when I have to go into analyzing data
and determining what it is I have to do with the data—what does it even mean?
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Other educators similarly noted they felt a need to be surer of what they were looking at
when it came to data, especially data in multiple forms and with multiple elements (e.g.,
stanines, raw scores, or scale scores).
Additionally, several said that to be a good data user meant being able to use
multiple forms of data to draw more accurate conclusions in decision-making. One
principal referred to this as managing ―the gestalt of a performance or a team‘s
performance‖ after noting that many teachers see themselves mainly as collectors and
averages of data, but not as persons who analyze multiple data points to inform
instruction on a regular basis.
Integrating assessment with data use. While most data-related professional
learning in Baker ISD dealt with data systems operation or discussions about data, there
was a concerted effort throughout the district to engage in more professional learning
around assessment. But study participants went further: They wanted professional
learning about data use to be more intentionally integrated with assessment (and
curriculum, and instruction). Integrating assessment and data use in some way was
mentioned frequently by several educators, who talked about data use—ideally—as being
less about TAKS (or other summative) data, and more about using formative assessment
processes to collect data and make instructional adjustments.
The reasons behind this desire for better integration varied. For some, this
stemmed from a frustration they experienced in trying to be responsive to data while
keeping pace with a particular curriculum or scope and sequence. For others, it was more
about creating assessments that teachers better valued. One leader explained:
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…gosh, we do need to have assessments, so [the central office has] created these
semester assessments, and when a teacher comes to me and says, ―We don‘t have
enough time to teach. We‘re doing the benchmarks, we‘re doing these semester
assessments for the district office—[there‘s] a whole element where they just miss
that. They‘re thinking they are doing us a favor by giving us that information, but
all the value of an assessment is what the person who has created that assessment
puts into it. Then they have expectations and real ways to interpret a child‘s
performance based on that, based on how they know they taught and what they
wanted, which is why they built that assessment in the first place. And they‘re
cutting that out—or not understanding the whole very messy, very cumbersome,
very organizationally challenging element of having people actually create their
own assessments and their standards for appropriate performance or success.
For this leader, much of the value of the data was being missed because the teachers
weren‘t engaged in mapping out and creating the assessments and then linking results
back to what they created and taught. For others, integration was noted as necessary
because they didn‘t think all educators had a clear understanding of different forms of
assessment: They were unsure if educators were drawing appropriate conclusions from
data, because they were unsure if the educators knew what knowledge certain types of
assessments were (or were not) capable of measuring.
Collaborating around data. While only a few educators in the district came out
and said, ―We need to know how to collaborate around data,‖ many talked about the
value of collaborating around data. And others talked about how that was difficult at
times. Some teachers reported that the discussions they did have were oriented toward
individual students, rather than subgroup or grade-level performances. Others indicated
that, in terms of team or departmental dialogues, data use just wasn‘t a common element
of what they did as a collaborative team. Ironically, they did say that they planned
together for lessons, and looked at student work together, and compared test results (for
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those that wrote common assessments). From this I took that they may indeed be talking
about data collaboratively, but may lack a shared language or protocol for supporting
that. In any event, study participants described avenues of collaborative data use, but
taking stock of how much support they might need in developing the skill of
collaboration around data was difficult to parse out, given that data use itself had been
historically unemphasized in the district.
Linking data to decision-making. When asked what skills or knowledge were
essential to being a good data user, educators across the district frequently used
phraseology to the effect of, ―The ‗what do I do with it‘ part.‖ Every focus group at
each campus had some variation on this, and several educators went on to talk about
how they felt their skills were adequate to accessing data from systems, but felt
perplexed at how to connect the data they examined to concrete changes in practice.
Some noted they felt so overwhelmed by data, they weren‘t even sure where to start.
Others, however, talked about feeling like the resources in Baker ISD were a doubleedged sword: There were plenty of programs and support personnel to help address
student needs, but teachers were sometimes unsure of which intervention best fit the data
they were looking at. Some even said they wished there were some sort of master
―matching‖ list that helped them pair data analysis with action steps following that
analysis. These educators wanted to use data to inform instruction, and were adept
enough to locate and pull data reports, but needed professional learning that helped them
connect the dots to potential solution sets that fit the data.
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The unknown skill. One last bit of skill or knowledge needed by educators in
Baker ISD is what I refer to as ―the unknown skill.‖ When I asked educators what they
thought they needed to know to be better at data use, many came up with the skills
discussed above. However, a few paused and then said they couldn‘t fully answer the
question because, ―You don‘t know what you don‘t know.‖ A few others noted that
broader knowledge of data use in general might help them determine areas of need better.
These responses seemed particularly insightful, as it demonstrates that even educators
who listed several skills or types of knowledge they knew were critical to data use (skills
and knowledge that their district structures were already weak in addressing) realized that
there were likely many other skills or ways of examining data of which they were wholly
unaware. This ―unknown‖ skill, listed by only a few educators in the district, is
nonetheless important to note, because many of the learning structures operating across
Baker ISD were request-driven. Yet if teachers were unsure of what data-related
professional learning or skills they needed, and thus could make no specific request for
such assistance, there were few ways for new knowledge to enter the organization.
Conclusion
Educators across Baker ISD were able to describe a range of professional learning
structures and supports; however, most of these included data use only tangentially and in
ways that seemed unintentional. The lone exception was professional learning tied to
Response to Intervention efforts: In this area, data use was infused throughout training
and professional learning activities and dialogues. For the most part, data use was neither
intentionally embedded throughout learning structures, nor was it emphasized in
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intentional ways. At the campus level, instructional coaches did provide a number of
data-related learning opportunities; however, these were typically driven by ad hoc
requests. This meant that while they offered some support, they were not broad in scope:
The learning opportunities did not reach all educators and thus could not equip all
campus educators with the range of skills needed in order for educators to be good
consumers and users of data.
What learning opportunities were provided generally dealt more with data system
access and operations. Apart from some special education departments and emphases,
data use was still largely alien to collaborative dialogues across the district. All in all,
while there were multiple vehicles appropriate to helping educators learn more about data
use, these did not appear to be well-utilized or aimed at improving the data use capacity
of all educators in the district. Thus, while much potential existed in the way the district
had organized for professional learning in general, the structures as they currently existed
did not fit well with what teachers and administrators said they needed in order to use a
range of data to inform classroom practice.
Policy: Addressing Educator Needs through Expectations
One of the guiding research questions to be addressed in this study dealt with how
districts used policies to approach the issue of data-related professional learning. It was
thus imperative to explore the various ways educators in Baker ISD used policy to
address, shape, or otherwise leverage improved professional learning for data use. In this
section, I explore how the district used (and sometimes neglected to use) informal and
formal policy mechanisms to establish expectations for how professional learning
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structures were shaped. I also note where and how district policies effected supports for
meeting these expectations.
Expectations for How Professional Learning was “Done”
Because the review of literature in Chapter Two indicated that quality
professional learning has some identifying characteristics (e.g., coherence, engagement,
content-specificity), I was interested in finding out what policy expectations existed for
how professional learning in Baker ISD was to be conducted. I wanted to know whether
the district had established expectations that professional learning structures attend to
these characteristics and how these expectations related to data-related professional
learning, in particular. Interview data and document analysis revealed that there were
both informal and formal expectations at the district and campus level, though awareness
of those policy expectations varied tremendously across the district.
Informal district & campus expectations. When asked whether the district had
expectations for how professional learning should be ―done‖ (i.e., how it ought to be
conducted, how professional learning structures ought to be characterized), several
educators talked about informal, general expectations. Some said that there was an
expectation that professional learning should be conducted ―just like you would in a
classroom‖ and noted that this meant the learning ought to be ―engaging, meaningful, and
useful.‖ Others related this expectation to best teaching practices. One district leader
noted:
I would say it‘s an informal expectation [to] think about how you are delivering
your professional development and you need to model best teaching practice. So
instead of the sit and get, you know, how can you make it more active and
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engaging and relevant? You know, those kind of things. But it‘s an informal
[expectation].
Still others said they picked up on expectations through informal interactions with district
professionals who were more ―in the know‖ with standards established by the National
Staff Development Council. These individuals reported picking up useful tips like ―using
icebreakers, capturing attention, avoiding ‗death by PowerPoint.‘‖ In fact, several
district-level leaders mentioned being influenced by the National Staff Development
Council standards directly: They indicated not only familiarity with these, but said there
was an implicit expectation that professional learning approach these standards.
While several persons at the district level identified these informal expectations
for how professional learning should be structured, they rarely related these to data use in
any way. Furthermore, when the same question was posed to campus leaders, none
identified the National Staff Development Standards or similar characteristics as even
informal expectations for how professional learning—in general or specific to data use—
ought to be structured. If these informal expectations were thought to be widely shared in
Baker ISD, interview data show that not to be the case;
Formal district & campus expectations. Even though several district-level
leaders noted there were informal expectations for how professional learning should be
conducted, many educators throughout the district knew of no articulated expectations to
this effect. And, in fact, a review of board-level policy documents revealed that there
were no official board-level policies that set out expectations for professional learning
characteristics or content. While several documents (e.g., the long-range strategic plan,
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the district improvement plan, and campus improvement plans) all mentioned that
professional learning of employees was considered a priority, none of those documents
established guidelines or indicators for quality professional learning experiences.
Interviews did reveal that the district had begun working on a formal plan to guide
professional learning, and knowledge of the working committee was fairly widespread:
Not only did district personnel talk about the progress the committee was making, but I
also heard from committee members (as well as those who knew of the committee) on all
three campuses in the district. Study participants noted that, when complete, the plan
would establish not only quality indicators for how professional learning ought to be
conducted, but would also set out—by educator role and experience—what professional
learning was expected of employees. A review of a draft version of the plan revealed that
it was explicit in referring to quality standards for professional learning set out by the
Texas Staff Development Council. While this was a step in the right direction as far as
formulating some articulations, it should be noted that at the time of this study, the plan
was still in formative and revision stages and was not addressing data use specifically.
Also, at least one district leader indicated that while many people talked of this plan as
―new,‖ it had been around in various iterations for several years, but had never managed
to be ―formalized.‖ Thus, a plan of some sort had been available in prior years, but had
evidently not been widely disseminated, as most campus personnel and leaders did not
indicate an awareness of this document for guidance.
At the campus level, there were varying (but still formal) expectations for how
professional learning ought to be conducted. At Baker High School, educators were
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expected to use their Professional Learning Community time five days per week for
collaborative efforts, including professional learning (e.g., training, discussing articles,
examining benchmark data). This was part of a formal structure and communication of
expectation made clear by the administration at that campus, and monitoring of the use of
the time reinforced the expectation. Also, the campus improvement plan for the high
school campus was specific in articulating a responsibility of the campus leadership to
―Provide time, structure, and guidance for professional collaboration‖ as well as to
―Provide opportunities for ongoing staff development during the school day.‖ This was
the only campus-level plan in which such responsibilities were explicitly articulated, and
they served the purpose of ensuring that leaders at that campus were committed to
providing the supports necessary to meet the expectations they had laid out.
At other campuses, formal articulations of expectations for data-related
professional learning (or even data use in general) ranged from few to none. Though
educators at every study campus talked about some type of data use, and relayed
anecdotes about helping one another learn to use data or data systems, there were no
expectations (of faculty or leadership) laid out in formal campus plans or faculty
handbooks related to data-related professional learning or even expectations to use data at
all. In fact, sometimes data use was conspicuous in its absence: One campus document
noted that time allocated in addition to the regular conference period was to be used for a
range of activities, from planning and grading to meeting with teams and preparing
exams, but neither data use (individual or collaborative) nor professional learning were
listed as expected activities.
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Policy supports. In some cases, district and campus policies went beyond setting
out expectations for how professional learning ought to be conducted to the provision of
supports to help educators meet those expectations. For example, the high school campus
not only expected teachers to spend PLC time in collaborative learning activities—they
intentionally reworked the master schedule to ensure that this time was provided to
teachers. Without this provision, it is unlikely that teachers, however motivated, could
have grouped with teachers in similar content areas before or after school on a regular
basis to engage in the expected professional learning activities.
Similarly, the district funded multiple instructional coach positions, and ensured
that instructional coaches were either embedded on or available to every campus in the
district. This provision was a concrete commitment to providing just-in-time, on-call type
of support to teachers district-wide. Because these instructional coaches often did engage
in data use-related activities (e.g., providing and helping interpret data, engaging in RTI
discussions), this functioned as a policy support for data-related professional learning.
Also, district leaders reported that when they initially began the instructional coach
program, the district provided every instructional coach with a five-day academy. At this
academy, instructional coaches engaged in three days of activities to better acquaint them
with the various roles and functions of an instructional coach: Two days of this academy
were focused on how to deliver effective professional development to teachers on
campuses. One district leader noted that while they did not make it explicit to
instructional coaches, the techniques covered in the academy were derived from the
National Staff Development Council standards. Thus, the informal expectation by district
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leaders that the NSDC standards be used as a guide for the ―how‖ of professional
learning was supported in policy by the provision of this type of training to instructional
coaches. The instructional coaches also had regular trainings (generally twice per month)
to provide additional support so that they, in turn, could support the learning of teachers
at their respective campuses.
Unfortunately, some policy supports were absent. There was allocated, but not
structured, time at the middle school campus that was used sporadically for data-related
professional learning. There was no time allocated at the elementary campus, though
teachers were still finding ways (e.g., conference periods, lunchtime trainings) to engage
in learning where they could. More importantly, while there were solid ideas at various
levels of the district about what professional learning ought to look like, there was no
articulated guiding document that was widely disseminated. Neither was there an
articulation for what data-related professional learning ought to entail. Because formal
policies were silent on the issue of how professional learning should be conducted (in
general or specific to data use), data-related professional learning did not happen in any
concerted, intentional way in Baker ISD, but varied in scope and format from campus to
campus.
Expectations for What Professional Learning was “Done”
While the district had relatively few policy expectations for how professional
learning was conducted, it had only slightly more policy expectations for what
professional learning was done in the district. A caveat: One thing that was exceedingly
clear in Baker ISD is that there were formal and informal policy expectations that
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professional learning be done, as shall be discussed. It should not be taken from this
analysis that professional learning was unimportant in this district—quite the opposite.
The expertise of educators was highly prioritized. Still, direction in policy that clarified
what data use-related skills and knowledge were expected of educators in Baker ISD was
largely lacking.
Informal district & campus expectations. Across the district and across job
roles, most educators agreed that data use was not perceived as a priority in the district.
Thus, articulations of expectations with regard to data-related professional learning were
vague and sparse. Some instructional coaches noted they thought there was a general
expectation for teachers to be familiar with the various databases, and an expectation that
teachers would ―ask if they needed help‖ accessing data in those systems. Teacher
responses supported this, as they also noted they were generally expected to know the
basics of district data systems. Beyond these basic expectations related to data-systems,
no participants delineated specific professional learning expectations linked to data use.
In general, this likely stems from a lack of expectation across the district that
educators use data in systemic ways. One administrator explained:
…having come from [a large urban district] where you are expected to use data,
you‘re expected to submit reports about your data use and so on and so forth, it‘s
definitely more lax and I think one of the reasons is that, you know, it‘s not do or
die for us, where in [the other district] in many instances it was, I think. I just
think the level of importance in this district is on your instruction. And so if you
talk to my teachers about instruction and the expectations for their curriculum and
all of that, they would tell you they‘re huge and they would tell you that they
know what they are, because that‘s the real emphasis. Data has not been an
emphasis.
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This perspective was fairly common: More than one educator used the term ―sporadic‖
when describing district expectations that educators use data, and there was general
agreement that there was a lack of expectation that data use play a significant role in the
professional learning of educators.
It is important to note that, as the district professional learning plan was still in
development, this lack of specificity with regards to the content of professional learning
was not limited to data-related professional learning alone. Some participants reported
that there was actually quite a bit of autonomy in what professional learning was
delivered at the campus level, and they expressed appreciation for this autonomy, as they
felt it allowed them to match learning to the needs of the campus.
Formal district & campus expectations. There were several formal policy
documents that addressed the content of professional learning. However, many of these
were vague. The only exception to this was the formal requirement that compliancerelated professional development had to be completed and documented by all district
employees on an annual basis. This is a requirement common to all Texas districts, and
Baker ISD was no exception. Interview data and a review of board policies and campus
plans revealed that there were numerous compliance-related sessions that were mandated.
These included training and information sessions on sexual harassment, the teacher
evaluation system, blood-borne pathogens, (computer and technology) acceptable use
policies, and confidentiality (Family Educational Rights to Privacy Act, or FERPA)
training.
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While such trainings are mandated under state and/or federal law, the focus on
providing them regularly and in a specific manner contrasts quite sharply with how
district policies laid out expectations for general or data-related professional learning. For
compliance-level trainings, there were board policies in place (e.g., Automated External
Defibrillator training, steroid awareness, dating violence training). Such policies are
denoted as ―LEGAL‖ because they derive from a statutory requirement, and are standard
from district to district. But school districts can opt to create ―LOCAL‖ policies to
emphasize policies or procedures they consider critical. There was a ―LOCAL‖ policy
that required all Baker ISD employees to either have or be working toward a master‘s
degree in a field related to their job description. However, other than this (admirable, but
general) policy, there were no board-level policies in place in Baker ISD for noncompliance oriented professional learning.
While board-level policies were silent as to the skills and knowledge all Baker
ISD educators should acquire (in general or related to data use), a few educators at the
district and campus level indicated that professional learning was often oriented toward
the goals set out in campus improvement plans and district-level documents. And campus
improvement plans did lay out some general expectations for professional learning.
However, these were typically vague calls to ―provide professional learning‖ as a means
to achieving a goal or identified needed professional learning specific to a curricular
program. Data use as a specific element of professional learning or as an element of
professional learning needed to work toward meeting a particular campus goal was
largely missing from any campus- or district-level documents. One exception was the
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high school campus improvement plan, which noted that learning in the area of
―assessment strategies to inform instruction‖ was to be a specific focus of professional
learning.
This lack of emphasis on particular skills or knowledge related to data use was
consistent with the insistence of many educators that there was really ―no expectation‖ to
use data in a concerted way. Those teachers who did talk about an expectation to use data
cited expectations directly related to their particular job roles (e.g., special education
teachers, Bilingual/ESL teachers) rather than district- or campus-based expectations.
Further, teachers said that a clear expectation of how available data were supposed to be
used was also lacking. Documents that could have provided this clarity (e.g., statements
in campus improvement plans or handbooks, ―LOCAL‖ board-level policy documents)
were wholly absent.
Formal policies that set out data-related requirements were generally broad,
―LEGAL‖ type documents that did little more than restate statutory requirements. For
example, board policy required the district improvement plan to provide for a
comprehensive needs assessment with disaggregated data, and to provide for staff
development. Board policy similarly set out a requirement for campus improvement plans
to use state-level assessment data in planning goals and in ―providing staff development.‖
Neither policy document was specific as to what knowledge and skills would be
addressed. That was understandable, as those were general policies not meant to fit
district or campus contexts. However, neither did the campus improvement plans (which
were supposed to be specific to campus needs) delineate which data-related knowledge
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and skills would be addressed in professional learning, or even if those knowledge and
skills would be addressed. As one administrator noted, sometimes the plans and
expectations are so vague, they ―allow you to do whatever you want to do.‖
Policy supports. Policy supports for data-related professional learning in Baker
ISD were decidedly lacking. In some ways, the instructional coaches filled this role, as
they responded to central office requests to provide some data-related training
(particularly with RTI efforts) and to ad hoc requests from campus educators (particularly
with data system access and operations). However, there was no evidence that the role of
instructional coach was being used to intentionally equip educators with particular
knowledge and skills in order to improve the data use capacity of district educators.
The district did provide some mentoring and induction activities; however, as
noted in a prior section, being good at data use was not a criterion for serving as a
mentor, and no study participants mentioned data use specifically in connection with
induction activities (except for the few who said they ―thought‖ data use might be talked
about at new teacher induction). Thus, these did not appear to function as consistent or
intentional policy supports.
At the campus level, there were a few supports that were geared to supporting
educators in becoming better at data use. These included the ―First Fridays‖ and the
―TechBytes‖ offered by support personnel at the campuses, as well as some of the work
the instructional coaches did with PLC groups at the high school. However, even here
there were gaps: Some supports could have been provided that were not. An example is
that the numerous workday-embedded trainings provided by some of the instructional
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coaches to teachers during their conference periods could have been—but were not—
entered into district systems to help teachers document this learning. This could have
helped educators accrue the professional learning hours required for recertification. Yet,
policies did not require or suggest that campuses credit these worthwhile learning
opportunities to teachers‘ professional learning portfolios in the data system.
Conclusion
While Baker ISD policies (formal and informal) expected educators to be experts
who pursued continued professional learning, policies by and large were silent on the
issues of how professional learning was to be conducted and on what data use-related
skills and knowledge were essential to district educators‘ ability to be good consumers
and users of data. There was no formal articulation that outlined what ―good‖
professional learning experiences ought to be like (in general or specific to data use) and
there was no coherent list of the types of data use related knowledge and skills that were
considered essential to supporting systemic data use. While the district was in the process
of working toward a formal professional development plan, the plan in its current
iteration was general in scope and even the more detailed portions (e.g., what
professional knowledge and skills educators should have by role or level of experience)
did not delineate data use-related knowledge and skills. Thus, educators looking for
guidance in deciding what data-related professional learning to provide their teachers
could expect little guidance from current district policy.
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Planning for Data-Related Professional Learning
As has been noted, educators in Baker ISD listed a range of professional learning
structures that were sometimes used in relation to data use skills and knowledge. With so
few formal policies that outlined expectations or supports for data-related professional
learning, I wanted to explore what planning structures contributed to the current state of
affairs throughout Baker ISD with regards to professional learning structures for data use.
In this section, I explore the nature of these planning structures and describe planning
structures that, while functional, were somewhat reactive, diffused and fragmented, and
lacked a coherent rationale that ―sold‖ teachers on data use as a pedagogical support.
Responsive (or Reactive?) Planning
In part because of the size of Baker ISD, many educators spoke about planning
processes as informal, face-to-face events in which ideas could be freely shared among
planners. This is not to say that formal processes were not in place: As noted in the
previous section, policies in the district (as in all districts in Texas) laid out some districtand campus-level planning and decision making processes that were formal in nature.
However, behind every district or campus goal are action steps designed to support the
achievement of these goals, and when district- and campus-level educators in Baker ISD
talked about how planning for professional learning transpired, it was frequently in terms
that described a fluid, informal process.
Search. Participants noted multiple ways that planners for professional learning
got ideas about what administrators and teachers needed in terms of data-related
knowledge and skills. While some in the district perceived these planning methods as
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―responsive‖ because they were able to meet needs as they arose within the district,
another perspective would be that they were largely ―reactive‖ in that professional
learning largely addressed only what people knew to ask for. Here, I discuss several of
the planning methods identified by district employees.
Word-of-mouth. When asked the question, ―How do planners of professional
development get ideas for what teachers or administrators need regarding data-related
knowledge or skills?‖ the most frequent response was, ―They ask us.‖ Time and time
again, leaders noted that they asked teachers, principals, and instructional coaches for
ideas on what professional learning might be needed. This ―word of mouth‖ system
worked, some individuals said, because Baker was a ―smaller district‖ where principals
could ―talk freely—they can give us feedback, they can pose issues or concerns.‖ There
was a general sense that this process elicited ―really good honest feedback‖ on the quality
and types of professional development offered in the district.
While some participants at both the district and campus levels expressed a hope
that the newly formed professional development committee would get to a point where
they laid out a professional learning plan that differentiated by experience or job role, the
district was not yet to that point. Still, the planning processes in Baker ISD included this
committee as an arm of planning. Planning processes also incorporated the work of
campus leadership teams: Administrators noted that they consulted with the campus
leadership teams in determining what professional learning was needed by teachers at
that campus.
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Still others noted that sometimes the district asked for more formal input via
surveys. It should be noted, though, that several educators who mentioned surveys (either
at the district or campus level) noted that they were not used regularly. It was not
uncommon to hear a participant in a group say that they‘d received a survey on
professional learning needs, then turn to another participant and ask, ―That was about two
years ago, right?‖ Thus, there was no evidence of a systemic use of survey instruments to
determine professional learning needs. Also, these surveys were not specific to data use
related knowledge and skills. A few participants noted that after participating in
professional learning sessions, there was an electronic feedback form generated through
WorldData that solicited additional feedback. However, only one participant indicated
ever looking at this feedback to further tailor sessions for which this person was
responsible.
Problem-oriented. In some cases, search was decidedly problem-oriented. Some
study participants noted that some professional learning sessions were planned when
things went awry. One leader noted,
Unfortunately a lot of times with technology it‘s after the fact. It‘s an ―Oh my
God, this isn‘t working.‖ Or ―How do you do this?‖ and once you get multiple
reports about something not working the way it should work, then you say, ―OK.
We definitely need training on this,‖ because there is a deficit somewhere that
was missed along the way.
While it was a positive that the district had resources in place to address needs when
systems or procedures went awry, it was less positive that these resources were forced
into a reactive versus proactive stance when conditions arose.
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Policy-influenced. A few persons in leadership positions at the district and
campus level noted that when policies changed at the state level, district often had to
respond and provide particular professional development, even when that meant usurping
district-initiated plans. A few leaders mentioned some new curriculum standards and
revisions that had come into effect in the preceding school year, along with new textbook
adoptions. They noted that these state-level changes triggered professional development
sessions within the district that took up time for teachers as they engaged in training on
the new curriculum standards and worked to select and then familiarize themselves with
the new textbooks and ancillary materials.
Fads and random acts of learning. Unfortunately, some educators in the district
thought planning for professional learning was random, noting that they sometimes
wondered how professional learning sessions had any connection to what they had been
doing in their job roles and what they were expected to do in those roles. Others noted
that professional learning tended to follow various themes for each year, and a few
mentioned themes such as ―Assessment,‖ ―Diversity,‖ and ―Creativity‖ as three such
themes they remembered over the past few years. Some teachers noted that if they
brought particular programmatic issues to the attention of leaders, these programs could
be a focus for learning (e.g., ESL, Special Education). Still others felt the process was
more faddish—one administrator noted, ―Professional learning plans at the district level
are often based on what somebody has learned down the road or who new has come into
the district, or what‘s important to them.‖ At least one district leader said that, specific to
data use, planning had been in no way systemic.
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While many of these planning methods might reflect the fast-paced world of
public education, where external pressures and internal needs may conflict, they also
demonstrated a lack of systemic planning for data-related professional learning. As the
teachers noted (in the previous section), educators often ―don‘t know what they don‘t
know.‖ For this reason, structures that rely heavily on requests for help or professional
learning risk being overly reactive, and that was one characteristic of the planning
processes in Baker ISD.
Diffusion and Fragmentation
Planning processes in Baker ISD could also be characterized as diffused and
fragmented. In trying to ascertain how planning occurred, I frequently asked who was
responsible for providing any training or professional learning relative to data use or data
systems. Responses tended to provide a picture of planning that was diffused in nature. In
fact, trying to pin down a point of responsibility related to providing support to educators
for data-related professional learning was exceedingly difficult. Those in leadership
positions usually indicated this was a ―shared‖ responsibility, with several individuals
involved. Typical was the following response:
It‘s a combination of several folks. … It‘s probably A— first and foremost, but
and B— and C— have a lot to do with it. D— who is technically our coordinator,
has a lot to do with that. I think we all kind of reach in to it in different areas.
Mine is more kind of how do you access it, and making sure they can do it quick
enough. Now we‘re into how do we actually analyze it. … I feel that‘s where the
real interesting stuff is, actually looking at the data and using it. So those would
be the main players, myself, A—, B—, C—, and D—.
Yet there was no evidence that these individuals actually engaged in collaborative
planning for how professional learning for data use should occur or even to determine
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what data-related skills and knowledge necessitated support in the district. In fact, at
some point in the study, I spoke with all of the individuals named, and none of them
detailed a formal planning structure in which they came together to make these
decisions. By contrast, some detail in how support was provided was provided by E—
and F—, who were not named at all among those responsible.
Another member of the leadership team noted that, ―there isn‘t a person—it‘s
more [determined by] ‗What‘s the data?‘ and who is using it for what.‖ This theme
carried out on campuses as well: Educators at the campus level frequently listed a slate
of persons they thought responsible for helping educators learn about data use or data
systems. Among those named were the instructional coaches, technology specialists, and
even, at one campus, the registrar. Like the planning processes identified in the previous
section, this diffusion of responsibility could be positive (as many people were accepting
of this responsibility to support educators) or negative: If ensuring that educator needs
with regard to data-related professional learning is everyone’s responsibility, then it is in
danger of being no one‘s responsibility. In the absence of evidence pointing to a
cohesive plan for determining and meeting educator learning needs related to data use, I
interpreted these findings to be indicative of diffused, rather than shared, responsibility
for planning.
Planning for data-related professional learning also seemed quite fragmented in
nature. By this, I mean that participants frequently spoke of data-related professional
learning in terms of training specific to data systems, and this was rarely intertwined
with other forms of professional development. In other words, there seemed to be two
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largely parallel structures: professional learning that related to educators‘ job roles (i.e.,
math strategies, Gifted & Talented identification and training, ESL/Bilingual strategies
training) and professional learning that related to access and operation of data systems.
Rather than data systems being approached as tools to support educator efforts in these
other areas, they were largely viewed as separate and, to an extent, unrelated. Several
participants noted they wanted the professional learning for systems and data use to be
more embedded throughout the general professional learning, but a few noted the district
―wasn‘t quite there yet.‖ The lone exception to this was professional learning connected
to RTI processes: Participants consistently talked about RTI in terms that included the
use of multiple forms of data and accessing those data from systems.
In Search of a Rationale
Planning structures often seemed to fail to take into account an ―end goal‖ for
data use throughout the district. Educators were able to list multiple problems they
routinely addressed with data, but these were rather pedestrian compared to the
rationales they articulated for why educators should be using data. Without a firm handle
on why they wanted teachers and administrators to use data, professional learning for
data use was sometimes discussed (and understandably so) as unfocused or irrelevant to
the everyday work of some educators. Planning was lacking a cohesive rationale for why
educators should even bother to use data, and what they should be aiming to do with the
data once it was collected.
Problems. Educators in Baker ISD articulated a number of problems they
routinely addressed with data. At the central office level, leaders said they thought
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educators throughout the district were probably using data to form and reform groups of
students for instruction, and for identifying student needs through RTI and GT
identificatory processes. They also noted that campus educators were likely using data to
make programmatic decisions and to look for patterns in campus-wide or district-wide
data. Finally, a few said they thought campus educators were using data to ―know their
students better.‖
For the most part, these uses of data were mentioned by several educators at the
campus level. However, responses by campus personnel broke down along a few main
lines. First, data were used in campus-oriented ways. Some educators admitted they used
data to play ―defense‖ with parents: There were times they had to use data to justify
decisions to act (or not to act) when faced by pressures from parents to change what
educators perceived was working. Other administrators noted they used data via campus
surveys to help create campus-level goals or to take the pulse of campus climate issues.
Still others looked at data to confirm or disconfirm anecdotal evidence or hunches. This
was primarily in regards to monitoring accountability levers (e.g., subgroups,
accommodated testing, identification of which students could likely improve from
―Passing‖ to ―Commended‖ status on state accountability exams). Educators also
mentioned using data to identify ―bubble kids,‖ or students who were on the cusp of
passing or failing their TAKS exams. Because they were doing so by groups and to
leverage improved accountability results (even though several said TAKS was not a
useful measure due to their high achievement of their students), I interpreted this as a
campus-oriented use of data. Other such uses were to create campus schedules (master
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schedules and student schedules) and to compare campus or district results with other
campuses or districts.
In addition to these multiple campus-oriented uses of data, there were some uses
of data that were primarily teacher-oriented. Teachers talked about using data to plan for
and analyze common assessments or assessment data to determine instructional or
curricular responses. This included some teachers who would then work to compare
lessons or collaboratively plan for reteaching. Also, a few administrators mentioned
using data to see which teachers had large numbers of failing students.
There were also a few uses of data that were primarily student-centered. Special
program teachers (and some regular classroom teachers) talked about using data to
determine levels of student needs in regards to RTI, Special Education services, and
Bilingual/ESL programs. Special education teachers, in particular, mentioned numerous
uses of data, from aiding in transition planning to drafting individual education plans to
monitoring graduation requirements. Some said they looked at data for general reasons,
like ―to analyze how students are doing‖ in a class. An administrator said he looked at
data to determine which teacher or class might be the best fit for a given student.
Rationale. While many of the problems educators said they used data to address
were of a monitoring or managerial nature, when asked about why educators should be
using data, they often gave responses that were more impassioned and value-driven.
Several teachers said that data can help them know their students and their needs better,
without relying on hunches or only a few points of data. Teachers also noted that data
can help them know more about themselves and be reflective about their own teaching
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practices and grow as professionals. They noted that data use supports inquiry and can
help them ask better questions about students and instruction, and maybe ―see something
you missed.‖ A few teachers noted that for students with special needs (e.g., Special
Education, Bilingual/ESL) decisions can be critical, and broad use of data helps ensure
that more accurate and appropriate decisions are made. Finally, several teachers said
data use was an important part of their practice because they‘ve tried it and found it to
improve their teaching. One teacher explained:
I think the more you use it and find it to be useful in driving decisions, whether
they are instructional decisions, or placement decisions, or personnel decisions—
whatever decisions you‘re deriving from your data—the more success you have
with that, the more you‘re going to rely on good data to continue to help you
make informed decisions.
In short, teachers tended to conceptualize a rationale for data use that was almost
entirely student-oriented. Also, the reasons they articulated for data use were generally
oriented toward serving students and improving performance, rather than monitoring any
specific element of accountability for the campus or district. This was interesting,
because it could point to a disconnect in what structures were being provided and what
teachers needed to be provided: Learning structures for data use (where they existed at
all) tended to be geared toward what teachers were doing with data (e.g., grouping,
regrouping, identifying ―bubble kids‖ or monitoring accountability subgroups). They
less often seemed to be oriented toward the reasons or rationales teachers gave for why
they should use data. One teacher said this was one reason some teachers considered
data use just ―another task‖:
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I think, the district has given [teachers] deadlines on, ―Here‘s when you have to
have your data in [the system]‖ whether it be WorldData or PMI Plus or
whatever, but no one has ever taken the time to show them the value of it, or how
to use it. That‘s something that, especially if you‘re new, coming in, it‘s just
another deadline.
Construals of “Data”
Another issue emerged in Baker ISD that did not seem to currently inform
planning, but which might be worthy of further consideration by those who plan for datarelated professional learning. This was the issue of how narrowly or broadly educators in
the district construed ―data use‖ and their associated reactions to data use as a practice
that could benefit pedagogy.
Across the district, there were educators who noted that they really ―didn‘t use
data‖ much. However, in almost every case, these educators went on to describe various
data they did, in fact, use. They talked about using grades, observations, classroom
activities, quizzes, and common assessments. I interpreted this apparent disconnect to
mean that these individuals meant that they did not use much formal, state-level
assessment data. This is what I refer as a ―narrow‖ construal of data, or a construal of
data that is primarily associated with TAKS or formal, standardized assessment data.
When educators spoke in these terms, they seemed to have a less favorable opinion of
data use in general. Some noted that education data has been used to ―bash‖ rather than
help educators. One teacher said of data use, ―I think it‘s a lot of a PR game. And, you
know, because things are in the paper, and in the news, as to who scored Exemplary—
that plays into it.‖ Yet another leader at the campus level explained why such data was
not highly valued:
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... to create valuable data for me—I think you have to have assessments that are
valued also, and not for the wrong reasons. We value it because we like to be
exemplary. Some stupid descriptor laid out there by some really stupid and
destructive people that have us dancing like crazy, our whole profession. I‘m so
sad for it—sad for my child ... who grew up with standardized testing and that‘s
all she believes education is and—a big part of it is TAKS prep, and that‘s what
they believe education is.
None of these individuals were particularly enthused about learning to use data to inform
instruction.
By contrast, educators who construed data use more broadly frequently held more
positive perceptions of data use, and were more impassioned about its potential to benefit
teaching and learning. These teachers noted that keeping data use focused on the student
and his or her needs—rather than the teacher—was perceived as a positive practice.
Another teacher noted that taking multiple forms of data ―helps give you a baseline of
where students are, where they need to go.‖ Other teachers said that data can help
teachers be ―more informed‖ and one noted, ―If you‘ve collected appropriate data, and
you know how to use it—analyze it and then know how to implement those results into
meaningful results, it‘s fantastic!‖ Still others said that multiple data points could be used
to ―tell a story‖ or ―paint a picture‖ of a student‘s needs, strengths, and weaknesses.
Finally, an instructional coach said that while she was not initially a fan of data use, her
perspective had changed with time:
[We didn‘t use data] until NCLB came along, and then our campus, back in 2000,
was required to look at the data. That was seen as a very negative thing at that
time. It was not good. But, it wasn‘t until we did actually start looking at the data
and seeing those kids through a different dimension, you could really see a lot
more and guide instruction for that. We, all of us, started to see it as something
positive. And that really won us over. Whereas at the beginning, it was like taking
the art of teaching away, and we felt like it wasn‘t anything we wanted anything
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to do with. But once you do it, then you see it in a different way, because you can
see that it makes you more efficient and that it guides your instruction more
effectively.
There was no evidence that current planning structures looked to build on these broad,
positive construals of data use to engage greater numbers of educators in using data to
inform instruction, though it appears that a broader iteration of what data use entails and
how it can be more student-oriented (as opposed to accountability-oriented) might appeal
to greater numbers of educators in Baker ISD.
Time and Timing
Finally, two issues that arose in connection with district planning for data-related
professional learning were those of time and timing. Across the district and across job
roles, educators were insistent that appropriate learning structures for data use had to
provide adequate time for learning skills, for collaboration, and for practicing data use. A
district leader noted:
If you can find time, that would probably be the biggest factor that would make a
difference in professional learning. Quality, uninterrupted, focused time devoted
to being better at our practice. Every time we meet with them we get better too,
you know. There‘s no way not to learn from people when you have a
conversation.
This response was also typical at the campus, where numerous educators at all three
study campuses said that teachers needed time to review and work with data. An
instructional coach explained:
I think teachers need time. They need time to learn how to use data, they need
time to understand how to effectively gather data. … I think we have to be very
careful about what we‘re asking teachers to do, give them time to do it, so that not
only can the interventions be delivered effectively and with fidelity, but that the
data collection reflects what‘s really happening. And I think if we just ask
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teachers to do those things without giving teachers some time to do it, we‘re not
going to get the results we want. … Not just time for training, but just flat time to
sit and work with the data.
While some campuses (notably, the high school) had worked out some dedicated time for
professional learning, across Baker ISD educators wanted time dedicated to learning
about data use and for refining those skills and knowledge in collaboration with their
colleagues. They indicated that successful professional learning structures related to data
use required the district to allocate time in support of this aim.
Time was an issue educators wanted planners of professional learning to be more
intentional about, but another was timing. Several educators shared concerns that training
related to data use or data systems was frequently offered in the beginning of the year and
then not revisited or refreshed. Because educators reported that comfort and familiarity
with systems came with regular use, they felt that planners of professional learning could
be more intentional about planning for regular follow-up.
Conclusion: Baker ISD
Overall, the narrative for Baker ISD in terms of professional learning for data use
is one in which educators struggled not to move from ―good to great,‖ but from ―great‖ to
―even greater.‖ In other words, the historically high achievement in the district had
contributed to a perception that data use really was not a critical tool in supporting
teaching and learning. While that story was changing (mainly due to policy pressures
from Response-to-Intervention requirements and to a growing number of educators who
were seeing the positive potential for data use), professional learning structures that were
aimed at intentionally improving the data use capacity of educators across the district
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were lacking. District and campus leaders were actively confronting this issue, but
current structures left data use as merely a tangential component of many professional
learning structures. Additionally, identification of needs relied mainly on requests and
reported needs, which meant that the organization as a system was well-positioned to
correct systemic errors (in systems or in processes) that were identified from within the
system, but it also meant that the system was unlikely to innovate and push out any
learning supports for data-related knowledge and skills that were not already known.
At present, data-related professional learning in the district was not oriented
toward a particular rationale for data use; however, much of the learning tended towards
supporting compliance-oriented uses of data (e.g., monitoring accountability subgroups,
identifying students who were on the cusp of passing or achieving ―Commended‖ status).
Additionally, much professional learning for data use tended to be specific to the data
systems, meaning that ―data use‖ skills and knowledge were generally acquired in a
separate but parallel track from other forms of professional learning. This certainly did
not help educators see data use as a part of their everyday work, or as a tool that could
provide effective support to their roles as teachers or administrators. Still, there were
some very positive practices being implemented in the district, from the PLC-time at the
high school to the use of instructional coaches embedded at the campuses. In terms of
data-related professional learning, Baker ISD had much room to improve, but at least
demonstrated a keen awareness of the challenges ahead.
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CHAPTER 5: FINDINGS, DRESDEN ISD
In this chapter, I describe the current state of data-related professional learning in
Dresden ISD and how the current situation reflects the policy and planning structures in
place in that district. Drawing again on interview data and document analysis, I first
describe the existing and ―ideal‖ learning structures described by Dresden educators with
regard to data use. I then describe the policy expectations related to data use that were
described by educators. Finally, I discuss the planning processes that contributed to the
current context.
Dresden ISD: Data-Related Professional Learning Structures
Dresden ISD, in terms of enrollment, was the mid-sized district in this study, with
an enrollment of just under 23,000 students. However, it was also the most diverse
district, with just under 50 % of students qualifying as economically disadvantaged. Just
under 20% of the district‘s students were of limited English proficiency, and fewer than 1
in 3 students were White (approximately 38 percent were identified as Hispanic and just
under 23 percent were African-American). It was also the district with the greatest range
of academic performance, though Dresden was by no means a low achieving district.:
There were no ―unacceptable‖ campuses, and quite a few ―Recognized‖ and ―Exemplary‖
campuses in the most recent accountability ratings year: The district itself earned an
overall ―Recognized‖ rating under state accountability requirements. This was no small
feat for any district, much less one in which poverty levels of students were everincreasing: Over the past decade, students qualifying as ―economically disadvantaged‖
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based on free and reduced lunch numbers had increased from under 30 percent of all
students in the district, to just under 50 percent of all students in the district.
Perhaps because of this fast-changing landscape, Dresden was a district where
educators seemed to be ever-vigilant about accountability issues. Data use was not alien
to teachers and administrators here. In fact, the expectation to use data seemed woven
throughout the ways in which educators approached their jobs. Consequently, it was not
unusual to hear educators reference multiple data systems in the course of talking about
their work. Still, even in a district accustomed to data use, it was evident that professional
learning structures aimed at building data use capacity for teachers and administrators
were not quite up to the task of meeting educator needs. Interview data revealed some
striking differences between the learning structures educators in Dresden ISD had at their
disposal and the learning structures these educators needed in order to make better use of
data to inform classroom practice. In this section, I discuss these professional learning
structures and how they were used to support educator data use.
Existing Structures
Interviews with educators at all levels in Dresden ISD pointed to a range of
structures that were designed to support professional learning in general, and many of
these had been purposed for or used to also support data use-related professional learning.
There was also a general sense that the planners of professional development held much
―good will‖ in that they sincerely wanted to equip teachers to be better situated to help
students, and this included attention to data use. District leaders talked about wanting to
improve learning structures and to be sure that they were ―setting teachers up for
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success.‖ Still, the degree to which the variety of learning structures actually supported
data-related skills and knowledge varied greatly. Here, I describe some of these structures
and how learning for data use was supported or addressed in each.
Event-based structures. For both administrators and teachers, the most
frequently mentioned professional learning structures (in general and related to data use)
were event-based structures (e.g., workshops, summer professional development, after
school trainings). These were supportive of data-related professional learning to varying
degrees. For example, all educators were required to attend at least two district-based
professional development days each summer, and some of these offerings included datarelated skills and knowledge. However, this wasn‘t required, so whether teachers and
administrators actually engaged in data-related professional learning was dependent on
the choices they made.
Adding to this variation was a fairly scattered nature of some slates of
professional development offerings. While some district leaders said they had made
concerted efforts to hone the offerings in the last few years, some professional
development was still largely controlled at the campus level, and even at this level,
educators could sometimes expect a smattering of learning opportunities. One
administrator described the way the campus handled campus-based professional learning
was to set the days up ―like a little conference, and they have certain sessions required
that they have to go to, and then there are times they can choose—we‘ll have a wide
variety.‖
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While formal workshops and sessions could be in- or out-of-district events,
within-district events were more frequently described. These sessions generally took
place in the summer, and some educators were fairly critical of these structures. The
criticism was not aimed at the content per se, but the structure itself. Teachers said when
they got professional development at these times, the learning seemed truncated: ―We get
an afternoon of being shown something, but never getting the opportunity or the
understanding of how we can dive into it.‖ Similarly, a few teachers noted that the days
leading up to the first day of instruction were so generally overwhelming, the
professional learning sandwiched into those times often faded into the background. One
teacher noted, ―[The sessions] are very fast and furious and you forget them because you
are overwhelmed with all the new stuff the district expects.‖
Specific to data use, several educators expressed some frustration with how these
event-based professional learning sessions were structured. While educators routinely
said they preferred time to practice on systems, and wanted ―hands-on‖ time with data
systems and with their own data, they said that summer workshop-style event rarely
provided this opportunity. An administrator explained:
You go in and you get three people to a computer, so one is working on it and two
are talking around them. Okay, I wonder what success that‘s going to have. And
then before you finally do get everyone trained you‘ve moved on to some new
program and the training is obsolete and there‘s no reason to get it and it‘s one of
things that happens to teachers—―This too shall pass.‖
All in all, while event-based structures at least had elements specific to use of data
systems, they were not perceived as a widespread, effective support for helping teachers
learn to use data better.
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Mentoring & induction activities. When asked how a person new to Dresden
ISD might learn to use data systems—or data—in the way expected by the district,
mentoring and induction activities were frequently mentioned by teachers. In fact,
several teachers said that for a new teacher, the mentor was a primary support in helping
learn about data and data systems use. Still, the effectiveness of this support varied
according to the data use skills and knowledge of the mentor. Teachers noted that being
good at data use was not a requirement to serve as a mentor, so the abilities of mentors
to support data-related professional learning varied. Also, some mentors who could
support data use—because they themselves were able—did not always use strategies
that built similar capacity in their mentee teachers. An elementary teacher, who was very
positive about her mentor experience, said that she did have a mentor, ―… but my first
year, they told me what to do—this and this, and this. Everything was done for me. So
last year was the first year I had to do anything on my own. I mean really, they did
everything for me my first year.‖ As a result, this teacher noted she frequently had to
find the campus instructional coach for help running data reports, even though she had
been in the district for over a year.
Several teachers noted they ―thought‖ data use might be addressed in induction
programs (i.e., programs offered for teachers new to the district prior to the reporting
date for continuing employees). However, others said they were not certain that data
systems and data systems use was covered on these days. This disparity could be a
function of how hectic some leaders said those days could be for new employees. A few
district leaders said that during induction days, new employees were shown how to
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access the data systems and read basic reports. A district leader reported, ―We show
them what we have, what our expectations are with regard to TAKS, and our
curriculum-based assessments—our CBAs. We show them how we recommend they
analyze that data.‖ Another noted that they address multiple items in a short time frame
on those days and explained that new teachers ―are always in survival mode the first
year—getting their hands on the TEKS, providing them a copy [of the curriculum],
handbooks, [even] where to get apartments …‖ With so much covered in the span of a
few days, it is unsurprising that some teachers said they remembered that perhaps a halfday was devoted to teaching ―all the stuff online.‖ There were data-related learning
opportunities at induction sessions, but they did not appear to play a significant role in
supporting robust use of systems or of data by teachers once they set foot in the
classroom.
Instructional coaches. A structure that did appear to play a significant role in
supporting teachers as they learned to use data was that of instructional coaches. Each
study campus had at least one instructional coach embedded at the campus. Persons in
these support roles did not carry a class load, but were tasked with multiple activities to
help support teaching and learning. Educators said that instructional coaches pulled data,
showed them how to use systems, explained data, and provided more general support
related to particular instructional strategies, curriculum-based assessments, and other
programmatic emphases. Because the instructional coaches were not bound by
schedules, they could respond to needs quickly and on an as-needed basis. Instructional
coaches also served, in part, as liaisons between the Curriculum and Instruction
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department at central office and the campus, providing support as district leaders saw a
need.
How instructional coaches supported data-related professional learning varied.
They were able to provide consistent help and assistance. However, one administrator
described their role on the campus thusly:
If a teacher needs data on more than five kids, they‘re collecting that data for
them. If a teacher is having an issue in a classroom and a large number of kids are
failing in that classroom, let‘s go pull the data and see one, how many special ed
kids in that class? How many ESL kids in that class? What truly is the issue?
While this may be helpful in terms of quickly helping teachers refocus on instruction, it
seems less helpful if a goal is to help the teachers gain a level of independence with
regard to being primary users of both data and data systems. Being cast in this way
leaves open the possibility that instructional coaches, rather than teachers, are
responsible for posing complex but pertinent questions regarding instruction. Given that
there were few instructional coaches at a campus relative to the number of classroom
teachers, such a casting could lessen a focus on supporting professional learning related
to data use and increase the focus on simply pushing data out to teachers.
Last, instructional coaches were a key element of the ―train the trainer‖ model that
was prevalent in Dresden ISD for ―turning around‖ a variety of trainings—data use and
data systems use included. While I report findings on this model in the next subsection,
here I will note that instructional coaches were frequently provided professional
development and then expected to return to their respective campuses and ―train‖ the
teaching staff. How they did this was not scripted: They might opt to model their
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training after the training they were provided, or they might use small groups during
conference periods, or one-on-one sessions, as needed. But it was clear from visiting
with teachers and some instructional coaches that the instructional coaches did receive
training on the data platforms and were then asked to provide that training to their
respective campuses. However, an administrator was hesitant about this support—not
because of the ability of the instructional coaches, but because the administrator felt the
instructional coaches should receive more robust training before being asked to
duplicate the training for others. In describing how ―wrong‖ knowledge can multiply
quickly, he noted, ―It starts out that you have the problem here with these six [people
who were initially trained], by the time you get [the information] to everyone you lock
up the system and it doesn‘t even work anymore.‖
Train-the-trainer. As noted in the previous subsection, instructional coaches
were sometimes asked to ―turn training around‖ to the teachers and administrators at
their respective campuses. However, this phenomenon was common with other campus
leaders as well, and was fairly prevalent throughout Dresden ISD. Teachers and
administrators reported that, perhaps due to the increasing size of the district and time
constraints, a typical training structure was that a few persons from a campus were
trained (e.g. on a data system, specific to a special program) and they were to then ―take
that back‖ to their campuses. This was the structure described by most study participants
when they talked about how they were introduced to the data warehouse. Participants
also mentioned this structure in connection with other professional learning
opportunities in a more general sense.
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While some participants called this a ―train the trainer‖ model, and others simply
called it ―turning around the training,‖ the model itself appeared to better approximate a
―trickle-down training‖ model. The assumption of district leaders was that the training
that was provided to the initial group was the same as that which reached the ―final‖
group—the classroom teachers. However, interview data showed that this was rarely the
case and, the way the structure was operating in Dresden ISD, it was likely impossible
for the training to have been similar from start to finish.
First, district leaders reported that, in connection with the data warehouse training,
the vendor provided an initial training of approximately six hours to a small group of
central office personnel. Next, these central office personnel reduced this training to a
three-hour training (covering use of the data warehouse) for persons sent to the training
by campuses. Some leaders reported that there was variation in which employees
campuses sent: Some campuses sent tech-savvy teachers, others sent multiple persons,
and at least one campus (with a rather large enrollment) sent only two people. These
―core groups‖ were provided the three hour training. They then returned to their
campuses, and were to train team and department leaders.
Team and department leaders then had to work the training around master
scheduling constraints in efforts to get the information to their colleagues. As one
teacher explained, ―They took a two week and made it six hours for him, they took the
six hours and made it an hour for me, I took it and made it 20 minutes for [my
department].‖ In some cases, this was successful. In others it was an abject failure. A
few teachers reported that they had received training and could access the data
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warehouse, though they indicated they were not using the system. However, even these
―success‖ stories reported that their training lasted from 20 minutes to an hour. Other
teachers said they had never received the training because they couldn‘t find a common
time with their department chair or a trainer.
A district leader noted the process was expected to be succinct: ―Train the
principal, to train the AP, who turns around to train the teachers. And it‘s mostly how to
use the system.‖ This model was problematic, however. In most cases, the persons who
were to be ―trainers‖ attended the truncated three-hour training themselves, but received
no additional training that supported them in facilitating further professional learning on
the data system(s). Further, as the ―trainer‖ got further away from the initial point of
training, they felt less able to effectively resource others fully. As one instructional
coach said, ―We‘re not experts!‖ Similarly, teachers felt like the training they were able
to get was spotty. They did not fault the instructional coaches for this, and said they
simply wanted better training, and if more time needed to be allocated for that, then so
be it. One ―exemplar‖ teacher (identified as an able data use by colleagues) complained:
I feel like I‘m not getting it necessarily from the expert—I‘m getting a piece of it.
I feel like they got a lot of training but they weren‘t given enough time to really,
truly assimilate it, but they have to turn it around to me [so] they give me the part
that they feel like is important to me, but I, really, as a teacher, would have
preferred to have just been able to go to that training or get that person to come to
our campus and train us. If that piece of data acquisition is important, then I feel
like it‘s important enough for them to go ahead and give us the full training.
Though likely conceived as an efficient way to disseminate knowledge quickly
throughout the district, in terms of data-related knowledge and skills, this training model
was quite ineffective. Rather than providing robust training throughout the pipeline from
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vendor to teacher, the training largely dissipated after the first two stages. In the best
cases, teachers received greatly truncated and partial training on the data system; in the
worst cases, teachers received no training at all.
“On call” support personnel. Despite being a growing mid-sized district,
several persons at the campus level said they could—and did—call on central office
personnel to come to the campus to provide training or ―refresher courses‖ pertaining to
professional learning. Campus administrators reported that persons at central office
(from Director to Assistant Superintendent to Coordinator-level positions) would not
only make appearances at campuses, but were willing when asked to roll up their sleeves
and help with professional learning. Some of the professional learning topics named
were flexible grouping (which was cited as a data-related session) as well as special
programs issues (Response to Intervention and Bilingual/ESL strategies were others
listed by study participants). Multiple participants said this was the main way that
WorldData training (WorldData was one of the major data systems in use in the district)
was delivered: A training team from central office visited campuses and provided
information and some opportunity for ―hands-on‖ learning with the system. According
to participants, these central office personnel were also responsive to reoccurring needs,
and made themselves available via phone to troubleshoot or answer questions.
Similarly, a few administrators mentioned ―data talks,‖ a structure led by central
office personnel who visited with administrative teams (and sometimes teachers)
regarding campus-level data. It should be noted, though, that few participants discussed
this as a professional learning structure itself, and when they did describe the ―data
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talks,‖ they did not always describe them as two-way dialogues. Some leaders said that
in the data talks included, ―[campus personnel] unfolding their data to us, and talking
about what their data is telling them, how they are using data, and what [central office]
can do to support them.‖ While obviously a data-related structure, it was unclear how
much these structures supported increased learning on the part of campus personnel with
regard to data use, and how much these structures were more designed to increase
awareness of data or to monitor campus data.
Informal social learning structures. When asked how they learned to use data
and data systems, Dresden ISD educators frequently talked about informal social
learning structures. This included working with collaborative teams (e.g., grade level
teams, interdisciplinary teams, departments). Teachers often mentioned that when they
have a need to know something about a data system, they turn to someone on their
―team‖ for that explanation or knowledge. While teachers talked positively about being
able to learn from their peers in this manner, it was sometimes difficult as they didn‘t
always have allocated collaborative time apart from the conference periods, and
conference times were not discussed as tenable for planned learning due to the duties
and interruptions that inevitably arose. Some core area teachers did have allocated time
(core departments) in addition to a conference period, but this was only at the secondary
level and it was not perceived as being structured for either professional learning or data
use, in particular. Further, some did not have time that overlapped outside of core areas
(e.g., ESL and 7th grade did not necessarily have common time for dialogue or
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planning). Teachers spoke positively about learning from their colleagues, even when
scheduling made such learning difficult.
Teachers also said that in the course of learning about data use, ―go-to‖ people
inevitably emerged. These were not always instructional coaches, but were generally
people described as people who others ―just know‖ are good on the systems and who
can be approached for help. Some teams groomed their own ―go-to‖ people and noted
that, within their teams, they would sometimes choose a team member to be the ―guru‖
for that system to act as the trouble-shooter and assist others.
These informal social structures were at least somewhat effective in that educators
would get a small part of the data use puzzle—like learning how to access a system—
and then would go to various colleagues and team members to add to that knowledge
incrementally as needed. Still, these structures appeared to be prevalent not simply
because they were preferred or the best way to learn about data use, but because the
teachers had learning needs that were not being addressed by any other structure.
Typical was the response of one group that, when asked, ―If I were new, how would I
learn to use data and your data systems?‖ responded with chuckles and groans before a
teacher explained:
One thing would be, you‘re expected to use the systems, so asking people that
already know. I mean, you have mentor teachers, you have people you‘re buddied
up or that you feel comfortable with, you go to those people to help you out. Or,
you hear them talking about stuff that they‘re using and then you decide to use the
same thing. You realize that it‘s helping them, so they come and say, ―Hey, I
noticed you did this—can I do it too? Can you show me where to get it?‖ And it‘s
a lot of show and tell.
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Thus, teachers were glad to share with their colleagues, and learn from their colleagues,
but participants seemed resigned to having to learn about data use via word-of-mouth.
Their responses in interviews suggested that most wanted better professional learning that
could support their efforts at data use.
Data-use skills and knowledge. Teachers often had to rely on informal social
learning for data use, because even where tools (i.e., data systems) were considered
useful, the resources to help use those tools were sometimes lacking. For example,
educators reported that there were numerous reports that could be run from the data
warehouse, but there was no manual or catalog that helped them parse out which reports
might be most useful for which purposes. Without that resource, educators would have to
spend an inordinate amount of time just ―playing‖ with the system to figure out system
capabilities, and no participants indicated that they would have had the extraneous time to
do so. Even where educators did indicate a willingness to spend some time figuring out
the tools, there were few resources that helped them bring back procedural knowledge
from their (brief) trainings. One administrator complained:
They said, ―You can run this report, you can run that report.‖ But there‘s no stepby-step process to run this report. You have to go sit down and decide what it is
you want from this report and then figure out how to do that. Even though they
say ―It‘s possible to do it,‖ [I want to know], ―How is it possible?‖
In such instances, the way trainings were initially conceived but not adequately resourced
precluded some educator learning related to that data system.
Even when not specific to a data system, the format of data-related professional
learning was not perceived as conducive to actually using the technology. Educators
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across the district were quick to share ―horror stories‖ about data-related professional
learning sessions where they were lectured about data use or data systems or shown paper
copies of screen shots in lieu of actually being on computers. One teacher talked about
sitting through a training related to a math program, noting,
They went through a whole hour of showing me everything about the new math
program—a whole hour and we were told, ―Do not turn your computer on. Do not
touch your computer. Just watch me.‖ And I sat there for an hour watching him,
and then they said, ―OK, turn your computer on now and go do what we did—go
investigate it.‖ I didn‘t know how to do anything! I saw him do all these things, I
didn‘t know how to get to anything.
By contrast, some teachers said they were able to be on computers and following along
during training. This was most frequently in connection with participants‘ descriptions of
the WorldData training (provided by the team of central office leaders at the campus
level). These educators were positive about this learning experience, and noted they
continued to use WorldData regularly.
Unfortunately, much of the data-related professional learning in Dresden ISD was
largely aimed at enabling educators to input, access, and pull data from systems,
according to several participants. A few noted that training was even light on querying
data saying that most training was really centered around inputting and accessing data. A
few noted that they had some training in analysis—―peeling the onion and different ways
to look at data, from general to specific‖ but also noted that some of these learning
opportunities had taken place a few years‘ prior. Also, there seemed to be an assumption
that the presence of the data system was itself a learning support. When asked how
administrators were supported in using data better, one district leader replied, ―Well,
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we‘ve got the data warehouse, so everybody has gone through training on how to use the
data warehouse. We have WorldData … they‘ve been trained on how to use those
systems.‖
Where data-related professional learning didn‘t focus on access and operations of
a data system (e.g., data warehouse, WorldData), it generally involved analyzing
accountability-style data reports. Teachers who talked about data-oriented professional
learning sessions frequently recounted sessions where someone led them (by campus or
by department) through the previous year‘s TAKS data and accountability indicators so
they could identify areas of focus for the coming instructional year. However, they also
said this rarely went beyond an awareness level to involve departmental or team planning
that systematically addressed that data.
In sum, there were numerous structures in place to support professional learning
in Dresden ISD, though how these supported data-related knowledge and skills varied
greatly. While formal structures were mentioned often, these were not generally
perceived as helpful in improving data use capacity. Instructional coaches were helpful,
but how they approached the task of supporting data-related professional learning varied
from campus to campus. Social learning structures were among the most frequent ways
educators learned about data use and data systems use. All in all, data use skills and
knowledge were included in the learning addressed by these structures, but in most cases,
this learning consisted of accessing and basic operations related to a data system, rather
than a full process of data use to inform practice. The structures educators wanted were
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not the structures to which they had access. In the next section, I describe the learning
structures educators indicated would better meet their needs.
Ideal Structures
Educators across Dresden ISD, and across all levels, were consistent in describing
how they wanted and needed to learn as professionals. They were also consistent in
describing the types of knowledge and skills they believed pertinent to good data use. In
this section, I discuss how and what educators in Dresden ISD said they needed to learn
in order to be more savvy users and consumers of data to improve practice.
Desired characteristics of professional learning. For many educators, the
structures they described as desired professional learning structured reflected the ways in
which they said they learned any new skill in life. For most teachers in Dresden, this
involved learning through direct experience, though many also indicated a need for
support in multiple modalities. Educators in Dresden wanted hands-on practice with the
new skill. They wanted to have resources such as manuals and ―cheat sheets‖ to use as
reference material when they got stuck. They wanted to see others ―do‖ whatever they
were trying to learn, and they wanted someone who was willing to walk them through the
early stages of mastering the new skill. Most of all, they wanted time to practice the new
skill. When the dialogue shifted to how they might best learn how to use data better,
many of these same elements emerged as important to supporting data-related
professional learning. In what follows, I describe the characteristics educators in Dresden
said were essential to helping them learn to use data.
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Relevant. When humans learn any new skill, it is likely that they recognize a need
to do so. The new skill brings pleasure, or fulfillment, or helps achieve a desired end.
Similarly, educators in Dresden ISD wanted data-related professional learning that was
directly relevant to their particular job contexts. For many educators, this meant that the
professional learning needed to be content-specific. Math teachers wanted to know how
data use worked in a math context; language arts teachers wanted professional learning
that helped them connect data use to language arts instruction. Several teachers
complained that frequently data-related trainings were often ―one size fits all‖ structures
that expected them to generalize a set of common skills to their context, and they said this
not only didn‘t work well, but that they weren‘t motivated to use data as a consequence.
Secondary as well as elementary teachers wanted professional learning to be as gradespecific as possible. Teachers wanted, for example, for professional learning to be
directly applicable to teaching seventh grade science, or third grade math, or ninth grade
Algebra I.
Sometimes, teachers said they craved this relevance in professional learning
because they wanted to know whether ―it‖ worked in places with similar demographics
and in similar grade levels or content levels. They also wanted to spend their time on
learning efforts that directly related to their job contexts. They wanted to use real-time
data on their actual students when learning to use data and data systems, rather than
dummy data sets, and indicated that learning in this manner helped them make
connections between the new skills and their everyday practice. One particularly insistent
teacher came back to the idea of relevance again and again in the interview:
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The biggest problem I have is relevance. And I keep going back to that, but that‘s
where it is. If I can‘t figure out where the relevance is, and where I‘m personally
going to use it, then I‘m less likely to use it, even if I can find the time. … If I
don‘t find it relevant, even though it‘s been given to me, I may not use it. It‘s
something that‘s not as important to me.
The words of this teacher were echoed frequently by educators at all levels in the district.
Another teacher pointed out that, specific to data use, how he uses data for his subject is
likely not how a teacher in another subject will use data, because they have different
assessments, different data sets available to them, and different needs.
Credible. A few educators at each level said they wanted presenters or facilitators
who were credible. They didn‘t indicate that they found an overwhelming number of
current presenters to be otherwise, but in thinking about their ideal wants and needs for
professional learning, they wanted presenters who were prepared and knew the material
(or data system) thoroughly. They wanted someone who was engaging, and a few of them
said it was important for them to know that the presenters had actual experience using the
data system or process they were training others to use. In lieu of direct experience, a few
educators suggested that trainers try to include ―success stories‖ of teachers they knew or
could related to—stories of educators in the district that have tried a new system or
method of data use and found it to be fruitful.
Coherent. Educators in Dresden often noted in interviews that that professional
development programs were often inconsistent in focus and not well-aligned from year to
year. Learning offerings seemed scattered rather than linked in nature. Teachers said they
wanted to know how the new skill or knowledge they learned in professional
development fit with their job roles. They wanted to know how new learning fit with the
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mission or vision of the district, or with their more general purpose as educators. They
wanted to know how new learning connected to prior professional learning, and to build
on this prior knowledge. They wanted to know these things specific to data use, and
many educators said they wanted this to be made explicit. They wanted district leaders
and those involved in delivering professional development to connect the dots very
intentionally so they could see how and why data use fit in the grander scheme.
It is important to note that this conception of professional development as ―scattered‖
was not limited to teachers or campus educators. Some district leaders noted that this had
been their perception in past years as well, and said they were actively working toward a
more coherent professional development framework that was more explicit. Nevertheless,
as these had not come to full fruition, many campus educators still indicated they wanted
more coherent professional learning that built from year to year, learning structure to
learning structure.
Collaborative & collective. Educators in Dresden ISD spoke at length about the
value they placed on being able to work both collaboratively (with other colleagues) and
collectively (in groups or teams that at least approximated the groups with which they
worked at the campus). Thus, campus level educators often said they wanted time to
work through new data use skills with their colleagues. They indicated this benefitted
each educator beyond the actual learning session, and extended the learning environment
back into the workplace. One teacher was insistent that, ―… a group [should go to
training] together, then talk about it—―I‘ve just learned this, how do I implement it on
my campus?‘ And then, ‗What do we agree to as a group that we‘re going to come back
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and do?‘‖ They said that when they attended training or professional learning together,
they could lean on the knowledge each of the collaborative took from the session, and
continue to hone this learning and work it into their job practices.
Again, many district leaders similarly indicated that collaborative and collective
learning structures were beneficial to educator learning. However, they also noted that
while there was more effort to provide structures in this direction, the district as a
whole—and particularly in the area of data use—was not ―there‖ yet:
I think we send people to training in isolation. I think we ought to send people to
training in teams, because if I go with a team, you sort of help hold me
accountable and I help hold you accountable, if we have agreed we‘re going to go
back and do this. We need to send teams of teachers with a campus administrator
who could remove barriers. Sometimes the barriers are really small, but the
classroom teacher can‘t see their way past, ―Well, I can‘t do that because I have
lunch duty‖ or ―I don‘t have enough paper‖ or pretty mundane things.
This perspective was supported by teachers who said they had been given collaborative
opportunities to learn about data use; however, these same teachers frequently noted that
this had been ―a few years ago‖ and indicated they wanted more of that type of learning.
Timely. While time seems a perpetual challenge in professional learning,
educators in Dresden also wanted their data-related professional learning to be timely.
That is, they wanted to be able to take what they learned and use or implement it almost
immediately. This took two forms. First, many educators at the campus level bemoaned
the fact that they often received data-related training in the summer, or at a time previous
(in terms of weeks or even months) prior to the time at which they actually needed the
skills. This was an issue with some data warehouse training: By the time the warehouse
was ready to use, many educators had forgotten much of what (little) training they had.
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Second, educators wanted their data-related training (especially on data systems) to be
proximal in time to the time at which they had a need to use the data. For example, many
educators said they really liked WorldData because when they learned how to use it, the
system was ―immediately useful.‖ One teacher said. ―[WorldData] had information that I
find useful in it. Like, working on interventions, I could go pull a kid and it had the
history of the kid, whereas the other information you had to click every year as opposed
to having a full history.‖ Because there was an immediate application for the new
knowledge and skills, the learning made more sense and could be utilized before
refresher sessions were needed.
Resourced. When asked what would characterize effective professional learning
for data use, educators often mentioned issues of resourcing: Educators said that datarelated professional learning ought to be supported with adequate time, and that it ought
to be supported with adequate reference materials. In terms of time, educators repeatedly
indicated they needed professional learning to allocate time for participants to practice
(guided or non-guided) on the systems or skills learned. They also wanted to have time to
get feedback on their use of these skills and to ask questions. A few participants indicated
this time was also necessary so that they could ―process‖ the information and reflect on
how the new skill might be integrated into practice.
In terms of reference materials, teachers at several campuses (and a few
administrators at both the campus and district levels) indicated they wanted manuals or
―cheat sheets‖ to accompany trainings on data systems so they could remember how to
access and use the programs when they had to do so on their own, away from support
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personnel. Some educators indicated they would also like these materials to outline which
data were most relevant or pertinent for teachers in their respective contexts (e.g., math,
science, elementary reading). A few teachers in an elementary focus group reported that
because there were so many places to get data, they wanted reference materials so they
knew which databases or systems even existed, and what data were housed in each
system. In fact, at two campuses, teachers reported that their campus support personnel
made up some simple, bulleted lists of steps with regard to the data systems, and these
were perceived as very helpful. However, this was not a district-wide practice, and there
was no indication that consistent information was received, for example, by all
elementary teachers, or all high school teachers.
Active & engaging. As noted in the previous section, teachers wanted to practice
on the data systems and with the skills and knowledge received during training. This call
for ―hands-on‖ training was frequent at all campuses, and pointed to a need for active
and engaging professional learning where data use was concerned. In a similar vein,
several educators wanted professional learning involving data use to be located in
computer labs, where they could each be on a computer, accessing their own data rather
than being ―given a copy of the [screenshot] like, ‗This is the internet.‖ At one campus,
a teacher who was generally very critical became animated about how this should
ideally be done:
Go be in a computer lab with everybody that‘s in your department, pulling up
relevant data for you, and going through, having the opportunity to pull up your
data, then going through it, drawing some conclusions, maybe getting with other
people who teach the exact same thing. Like, Algebra I or Geography or
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whatever. Comparing your data then and drawing some conclusions and seeing
how you can chart a path forward. That would be useful.
Because they wanted to be engaged in what was happening in any learning, educators
frequently noted that small group-oriented structures were preferable to large group (e.g.,
more than 30) sessions. In fact, quite a few educators said they wanted to avoid the large
group structures, because they did not feel able to ask questions and adequately pay
attention in those structures. Large groups were also, by definition, less differentiated by
educator content area and educator ability level, and those were also held to be important
to many study participants. A district leader similarly wanted this ability to differentiate
for ability levels, saying, ―…with data, I don‘t know if people realize how irritating,
frustrating, how angry that makes people when you‘re sitting there and someone is
learning how to log in.‖ All in all, educators in Dresden wanted to be active participants
in learning about data use, and wanted professional learning structures that enabled that
active engagement.
Follow-up. One last sub-theme that emerged across Dresden ISD was the issue of
follow-up. Educators said training often ended after the formal session, and they wanted
professional learning to be more ongoing. This perspective was common at all levels of
the district and at all campuses. For instance, a district leader insisted, ―[There should be]
some interim checks on, ‗How it is going? What are you doing? What‘s working?
What‘s not?‘ And we‘re going to watch each other do it and tweak it. And I think we do
the upfront training and then we don‘t always do the rest of the stuff.‖ Teachers said that
without follow up, they simply couldn‘t use the systems regularly enough to build
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expertise. Unfortunately, they also noted that follow-up in terms of data use or data
systems was lacking. As one teacher said, ―We‘ve been given a one-time shot at it.‖
Another district leader admitted:
We know the best model for professional development is, ―OK, we‘re going to
give you a little bit here and then you‘re going to go back and implement it and
we‘re going to come back and talk about it and you‘re going to get your own data
and then we‘re going to come back and look at it.‖ [But] that just does not
happen.
A last note: Teachers both said they wanted and needed more follow-up with
regard to data-related professional learning and also indicated to a degree that they were
supported in data use by their instructional coaches. These perspectives appear to be
mutually incompatible. However, it may be the case that teachers simply did not connect
the work their instructional coaches did to being ―follow-up‖ because they expected
follow-up to be provided by the same persons or teams that provided the initial training
or learning structure. This remained puzzling. What was clear, however, is that educators
at all levels said that follow-up was a key component of effective data-related
professional learning structures.
Needed knowledge & skills. As noted earlier in this chapter, the range of datarelated professional learning provided in systemic fashion in Dresden ISD was quite
limited. It largely dealt with access and operations of systems, and issues of interpretation
and analysis were largely left to campus support personnel to address. This narrow range
of data-related skills and knowledge actually addressed by Dresden ISD learning
structures contrasts quite sharply with the range of skills educators in the district
indicated were needed in order to be solid consumers and users of data in the service of
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improved practice. In this section, I describe what educators in Dresden ISD said were
key skills and knowledge relative to educator data use.
Technical skills. First, educators said to be savvy consumers and users of data,
they needed to have the technical skills necessary to access, operate, and pull relevant
data from the data systems. However, it should be noted that although technical skills
may be a critical component data-related professional learning in Dresden ISD, this is not
to say that all educator data use issues may be improved through professional
development alone: Educators said that there were several issues with the data systems
themselves that hampered data use in the district (e.g., multiple passwords or the inability
to query data). These are not issues that would be ―fixed‖ solely through better datarelated professional learning. Still, it is worth mentioning that educators said they
benefitted from basic knowledge or training on how to access the data systems.
In a similar vein, educators also noted that comfort with technology was
important to good data use, as so much data was accessed through technological means.
However, this should not be taken to mean that only educators who have an existing
comfort level with technology may become effective data users. In fact, for every
educator who said that ―comfort with technology‖ was important or a boon to data use,
another educator noted that comfort with technology comes with time and practice. This
was one reason educators said they preferred WorldData to the data warehouse: They had
more time and familiarity with WorldData, and were thus less averse to use of that
system. And, while those identified as ―Exemplar‖ users, as a rule, said they were not
intimidated by technology and were willing to play around with systems to gain comfort
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and skill, educators across the district also talked about how practice on the system can
help build this comfort level. Thus, comfort with technology was not a binary ―yes/no‖
issue for educators, but a process through which familiarity was gradually built.
Asking the right questions. A few educators in the district talked about the
importance of inquiry or ―information literacy‖ and noted that knowing how to determine
which data were relevant was important. These educators (including some administrators)
said they were ―drowning‖ in data and needed to be able to know what was really
important and worth the time it took to pull, sort, and analyze data. They wanted to know,
―which indicators or pieces of data are the most meaningful?‖ However, as one teacher
noted, that depends on the question being asked: This teacher, who noted the importance
of ―information literacy‖ indicated that educators needed to ask good questions and then
align data use to that purpose. Thus, it appears that learning how to ask worthwhile
questions of the data (and subsequently, parsing out which data or reports inform those
questions) is likely a key need for educators in the district.
Analyzing and interpreting data. As noted earlier, many educators indicated that
the district‘s professional learning for data use was generally oriented around data
systems, and that training often trailed off after educators learned how to access and
operate the data systems. However, educators frequently said they thought they needed to
know more about analyzing and interpreting data in order to be better at data use. Several
teachers noted they wanted to know better what the various data elements (e.g., lexile
scores, raw versus scale scores, stanines) meant when dealing with standardized
assessment data. A few mentioned they would like to know a bit more about statistics,
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but most indicated they just wanted to have enough knowledge to feel comfortable that
they were making appropriate decisions given the kinds of data they had.
A few district-level educators (and some campus administrators and support
personnel) noted that it had been difficult to get teachers to look at data beyond a
―percent passing‖ to drill down to other elements. Several others said they thought
educators should learn to look at data in various ways, from whole district to campus to
subgroups to individual students. This was echoed by teachers and campus
administrators, who saw a need to learn how to contextualize data better, and to look at
multiple data points in order to draw better conclusions and, in turn, select from among
solution options. Finally, some educators said that there were so many kinds of
assessments—from classroom tests, to district-level curriculum based assessments, to
reading inventories and TAKS scores—that they would benefit from knowing what each
type of assessment was capable or incapable of measuring. In sum, educators at all levels
of the district and across campuses indicated that professional learning for data use
should support them in better knowing how to analyze and interpret data appropriately.
Integrating data use with assessment, curriculum, and instruction. Along with
knowing better what various assessments could tell them, many educators throughout
Dresden ISD indicated that professional learning should integrate data use with
assessment, curriculum, and instruction. A main issue here was balancing curriculum
calendars with being responsive to data: Several teachers at all campuses said they
struggled to cover the curriculum in the ―right curriculum window‖ and reteach when
data indicated a need. A social studies teacher said he managed by figuring out how to
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―scaffold something back in‖ in later units, but also indicated he couldn‘t imagine how a
math teacher might do so, since his perception was that those skills were very sequential.
Another teacher explained:
So when you get your printout, you know exactly which TEKS your child was
deficient in. And I think our problem at this point is, ―Great—I know where
they‘re weak. What do I do to go back and teach that when I need to be moving
on to new content?‖
Teachers indicated that this struggle to fit data use with curriculum, assessment, and
instruction was an area that professional learning could potentially address.
Also, several teachers indicated that using data necessitated a shift from looking
mainly at summative data (e.g., TAKS) to using more formative assessment. Using data
in conjunction with formative assessment cycles or teacher-created assessments (e.g.,
common assessments) still seemed somewhat foreign to many teachers, though they
frequently indicated they wanted to look at more than TAKS data. In fact, several
teachers complained that they looked too much at TAKS data and noted that ―data use‖
seemed to be more oriented toward looking at what to change next year, from TAKS
season to TAKS season, rather than helping teachers learn to be responsive on an
ongoing basis. Thus, professional learning needed to better integrate broad-scale data use
with ongoing efforts in curriculum, instruction, and assessment.
Collaborating around data. Few educators called for professional learning to
―teach‖ skills for collaborating around data; however, many educators talked at length
about the importance of collaborating around data. What‘s more, they frequently talked
about the ways in which people wanted to collaborate around data. For example, teachers
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talked about collaborating around data in nonthreatening, non-blaming ways that created
a collegial, rather than adversarial, environment. Also, a few teachers noted that in the
past they had felt ―attacked‖ or ―blamed‖ for data results, rather than being made to feel
they could be part of an improvement effort and work through data-oriented dialogues as
part of a solution. These perceptions were backed up by a district leader who said that
sometimes teachers ―personalized‖ the data:
They don‘t like it when the data doesn‘t validate what they say, or what they
think, or what they think should be happening. And they personalize the data. The
data is very personal to them, and not in a way of motivating them to change their
behavior, but in a threatening way.
An administrator at a campus similarly noted that some teachers were hesitant to use data
because there was an ―icky feeling‖ about comparing scores among teachers. A teacher at
that same campus noted,
I think we should be working collaboratively, and I know that there have been
times when we have had a document thrust upon us that has compared different
teachers‘ pass rates and things like CBAs and stuff. And I don‘t really like that. I
think that‘s counter to the culture we‘d like to have as a collaborative.
Given this desire to work collaboratively with data, juxtaposed against these cultural
challenges to doing so, interview data suggested that professional learning geared toward
structuring constructive, collaborative methods of data use might be a need in the district.
Linking data to decision-making. It was not unusual at all to ask, ―What skills or
knowledge do you need to better use data?‖ and for the response to be a pause, followed,
by an emphatic, ―What do I do with it?!‖ Educators across the district said this was a
huge challenge for them: They needed help linking the data they had to actual
instructional decision-making. One administrator (only somewhat facetiously) said that
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district educators had spent so much time over the years just trying to access and cobble
together data, that working with the ―What do I do with this information?‖ question was a
newer experience: Teachers had looked at data much, but had not has as much
opportunity to use those data.
Across the study campuses, teachers wanted professional learning to focus more
on helping them turn collected data into instructional decisions, for groups and for
individual students. A few said they wanted help matching interpretations and results of
data analysis to appropriate interventions. Even a teacher identified as an ―exemplar‖ user
by her colleagues noted this was a struggle— ―‗So, I have this, now what? What do I do
with it? How do I make it practical? How does it make a difference? What do I do
different?‘ That sort of thing. The practical, everyday part is, I think, the thing that‘s most
difficult.‖ As a district leader said, professional learning needed to ―move beyond ‗here‘s
the platform to pull the data‘‖ into areas of problem-solving with those data.
Conclusion
In sum, educators in Dresden ISD were able to articulate a range of professional
learning structures that were—at least on occasion—utilized to address and support datarelated professional learning in the district. However, how each structure addressed datarelated professional learning seemed to vary in terms of how intentionally data use was
integrated or addressed. For the most part, data use was not intentionally embedded in
general knowledge or content-area professional development structures, but existed
largely in a separate but parallel training structure. Furthermore, this parallel structure
tended to trail off after training on data systems access and operations. The exception to
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this was the use of instructional coaches, who were embedded at the campus level and
who worked with teachers on a range of issues, data use being one of many.
All in all, there were multiple structures that could have been used to facilitate
data-related professional learning, though few appeared to do so in robust or intentional
ways. Also, educators were able to articulate multiple areas of needed knowledge and
skills related to data use, several of which were addressed only tangentially or
occasionally within current structures. Educators in Dresden were also able to articulate
how they wanted data-related professional learning to be provided, though educators
across the district generally agreed that most data-related learning did not happen in those
ways. Much potential existed in Dresden ISD for data-related professional learning, and
there was a good foundation on which to build; however, for the time being, the current
structures were not a good fit for meeting the needs of teachers and administrators in
improving their capacities to use data to improve instruction.
Policy: Addressing Educator Needs through Expectations
A guiding question for this study dealt with how districts used policies to
approach the issue of data-related professional learning. Thus, it was necessary to
investigate the ways in which leaders in Dresden ISD leveraged policy to address and
shape professional learning for data use. In this section, I explore how the district used
(or neglected to use) informal and formal policies to establish expectations for how
professional learning structures were shaped and for what professional learning was
expected. I also note where and how district policies effected supports for meeting stated
expectations.
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Expectations for How Professional Learning was “Done”
As was reported in Chapter Two, the research on professional learning indicates
that effective structures often share some important characteristics (e.g., coherence, an
active and engaging orientation, content-specificity). Thus, I was interested in knowing
how Dresden ISD leadership had used policy to structure how professional learning was
conducted. I also wanted to know whether and how policies in the district attended to the
characteristics described by research as indicative of quality professional learning
structures. Interview data and document analyses revealed that there were both formal
and informal policy expectations throughout Dresden ISD, though how these policies
were codified varied. Also, awareness of the policies (both formal and informal) varied
among educators at all levels of the district.
Informal district & campus expectations. When asked if there were
expectations for how professional learning for data use ought to be conducted, responses
in the district were mixed. Some indicated there were expectations, some said
expectations were largely informal, and others said they were unaware of any
expectations. Many responses reflected informal expectations rather than formal, codified
policies that set out guidelines or requirements for professional learning structures
(general or data-related). A few leaders said the district had made some attempts to
improve professional learning, and through those attempts they were trying to be more
intentional in what professional development was offered. However, very few responses
indicated a focus on who was conducting professional learning or how they were
conducting it. One district leader said there were some general informal expectations that
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trainers should consider the needs of adult learners, another said there was no training on
adult learners or how to plan or carry out effective professional learning. This second
participant continued:
We‘ve got a bunch of people [at central office] who are really good teachers, who
are now at this level, and are working with adults and have had to go through that
learning curve of—adults don‘t learn like kids do, and teachers are horrible
students and you have to know exactly how to engage them and how to get them
to buy into your content. … I‘ve worked in several districts and no one has ever
trained me on adult learners.
Another leader tied his perceptions to the expectations the district had for teachers,
explaining, ―… the Marzano high-yield [strategies] for example. That‘s something we‘ve
talked about a lot in the district. Ideally, if we‘re going to expect teachers to use those
strategies, then when we‘re presenting to adults, we need to model that.‖
A few persons who acted as providers of training said that they asked for
feedback from session participants, and used that feedback in revamping or constructing
future sessions. Other district leaders reported that trainers asked for such feedback, but
few of the leaders talked about attending to this feedback in intentional ways. Further,
when they did talk about these feedback processes, they were in terms of general
professional development or summer professional development; no one spoke about these
feedback/revamping processes in connection with data-related professional learning. All
in all, when educators tried to articulate district expectations for how professional
learning ought to be structured or conducted, participants tended toward vague answers
that seemed to indicate they were struggling to come up with an answer. While interview
data thus pointed to some vague informal district expectations, there was not enough
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consistency in participant answers to indicate that perceptions of those expectations were
common throughout the district or from campus to campus.
Formal district & campus expectations. Just as educators in Dresden ISD
struggled to articulate informal expectations for how data-related professional learning
(or any professional learning) ought to be structured or conducted, they similarly
struggled to identify any formal policies or expectations at the district or campus level.
When asked if there were any formal quality indicators for how professional learning
ought to be conducted, there were a range of responses, from ―No‖ to ―I think so‖ to ―I‘m
not really sure.‖ Many—including administrators and some district leaders, said there
were no quality indicators or formal guidelines for how professional learning should be
done, either in general or specific to data use. A few educators referred to the ―Required
Professional Development‖ document created by the Curriculum and Instruction
Department; however, that document speaks to what professional learning is required, not
how professional learning should happen, or how the district prefers it to be planned,
structured, or delivered. Still others mentioned ―housekeeping‖ types of issues, as did one
district leader who noted, ―There are some documents … I know there is a sheet for
presenters. When I presented there was a sheet of things we needed to do, but looking
back, it was more of a ‗Take attendance—here‘s the roster, don‘t give them credit if they
don‘t show up.‘‖
Some campus plans did include specific notations that professional learning
should include ―structured collaborative planning.‖ However, this wording appeared on a
template that all campuses used in preparing their campus plans. Thus, it was difficult to
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tell if this was a campus priority or verbiage included because it was required. In either
case, there was some evidence that an expectation in the district was for professional
learning to include collaboration (though this was general and not specific to data use).
Campus plans similarly mentioned an activity was to be engagement in data
disaggregation; however, collaboration as a means to learning about data use was not a
specific component of any campus plan.
Finally, campus plans were vague as to what structures should be used for
professional learning, in general or related to data use. More frequently, professional
development was listed as an ―action strategy‖ aimed at achieving a broader goal (e.g.,
―increase the participation and achievements of students in areas of advanced academic
programs‖), or even as a ―resource needed‖ to conduct those activities. Even in the
required section of each campus plan that lays out professional development plans for the
year, the content was geared toward what would be done—almost as a schedule-like
document, with few details—rather than how professional learning would be conducted at
that campus. One exception was a campus plan that included a strategy for supporting
professional learning by building common planning time into the schedule. At this
campus, the plan indicated this common time was to be used for ―developing
assessments, analyzing performance data, and developing relevant/rigorous/meaningful
learning tasks.‖
Additional review of board policy-level documents revealed that while there were
many formal policies related to required professional development (e.g., Gifted and
Talented professional development credit hours, compliance-oriented professional
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development) there were no formal policies that outlined how professional learning was
to be structured or supported in the district. This is not because the district cannot enact
local policy based on what the district considers a priority matter. For example, Dresden
ISD had opted to enact a locally-generated policy that defined the district curriculum,
required teachers to teach that curriculum, and delineated the purpose of education as
facilitating learning that ―encompasses essential knowledge, concepts, processes, and
attitudes necessary for each student to function successfully in our changing society and
become critical thinkers and problem solvers.‖
One part of this locally-adopted policy states that the curriculum is based, in part,
on the premise that:
Schools can maximize the learning conditions for all students through clearly
stated expectations of what students will learn, high expectations for all students,
formative and summative assessment of student achievement, and instructional
adjustments based on assessment results.
The policy further lists various assessments as being expected to inform instruction in
regard to the ―articulated‖ and ―taught‖ curriculum, which suggests a role for data use in
teaching and learning. However, no supports are delineated in policy that guides how
educators will learn to utilize these assessment and instructional tools. Another section of
this local policy notes that the curriculum is based, in part, on the premise that
―…ongoing, effective professional development is essential to maximizing teacher
efficacy in ensuring student achievement.‖ Yet there were no formal, board-level policies
that outlined how professional learning should happen, or how the district preferred
professional learning to be structured.
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Policy supports. Finally, with an absence of formal or informal policies
providing guidance as to how professional learning ought to be structured, it was not
surprising that there was an absence of policies that addressed supports for how
professional learning should happen in the district. As regards the ―train the trainer‖
model described earlier, there were few requirements for those persons responsible for
―turning around training‖ other than they themselves had some knowledge of the system
and attended a prior training themselves. Left without codified guidance, most persons
who said they were in any way responsible for delivering professional development that
included data use tended to lean on ―common sense‖ or what they already knew about
working with adult learners when they worked to structure learning opportunities.
Expectations for What Professional Learning was “Done”
While the district had almost no formal policy expectation for how professional
learning was done—and few informal policy expectations—there were more policy
expectations in place for what professional learning was required or encouraged.
Informal district & campus expectations. In terms of what professional
learning was expected or required in the district, more policies were formal than
informal; still, there were some ―known‖ expectations, according to study participants.
One of the most widely acknowledged informal expectations was a commitment to
diversity-oriented professional development. The district required 12 hours (two days) of
professional development from all employees each summer, and six hours of this were
strongly encouraged to be accomplished by attending the district-wide diversity
conference. To encourage participation, those who attended this day could ―comp‖ a staff
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development day later in the year, when non-attendees would have to report to their
respective campuses for professional development activities. While this was not related to
data, it is an example of how impactful even an informal expectation can be when
prioritized by district leaders: Most participants reported that the diversity conference
was remarkably well-attended by district educators.
When asked if there were formal policies related to data-related professional
learning, many said ―no,‖ but a few said there was a ―known expectation‖ that teachers
use data. However, there was no prioritization or mobilization around data-related
professional development similar to that which surrounded the diversity conference.
When pressed on whether the diversity conference included data-related training (e.g.,
how to utilize data to identify and address the needs of underserved groups, perhaps),
most educators seemed puzzled and could not come up with a connection. One noted that
Gifted and Talented training addressed issues of under-identification, but said the
diversity conference really was not connected to data use.
Formal district & campus expectations. While there were few informal
expectations that data use be a key element of professional learning, there were numerous
formal district and campus policies regarding professional learning in Dresden. How
these policies related to data use capacity varied somewhat.
Like most districts, there were several mentions of compliance-oriented
professional development codified in both board-level policy documents and district and
campus improvement plan documents. Thus, anyone perusing those policies or
documents would know immediately that particular trainings were required of all
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educators on an annual basis (e.g., sexual harassment training, blood-borne pathogen
training, bullying information, evaluation instrument updates, and suicide prevention
training). Documents also detailed requirements for training related to the Family
Educational Rights to Privacy Act (FERPA), training on Section 504 of the Individuals
with Disabilities Act, and how to report child abuse. Thus, at least for this cluster of
trainings, expectations were clear and codified in policies at the district and campus level.
Interview data also supported that educators across the district were well aware of these
requirements and participated annually.
At the district level, leaders in Dresden ISD had made a concerted effort to make
requirements related to professional development more explicit. They dedicated a section
of the district website to professional development information and forms, and
information was easily accessible. In the past few years, the district had outlined some
clear ―strands‖ for professional development. A leader said the idea was that they were
trying to help teachers identify what was important to the district, and help them selfassess their skills on a variety of topics. In the areas where a teacher might be weak, the
teacher and administrator could work together to select appropriate professional
development activities. Thus, the ―Professional Learning Standards‖ document out broad
strands the district considered important and a framework allowed teachers to assess
skills on a 1 to 5 Likert-type scale.
One of these professional learning strands indicated that ―Educators are reflective
problem solvers and leaders who: (1) Actively participate in professional learning
communities and academic teams; (2) Plan and problem-solve collaboratively; and (3)
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Utilize data to inform instruction.‖ Another strand was that ―Educators facilitate the
delivery of content that is ….based on a cycle of assess-plan-implement-assess.‖ From
these strands it seems apparent that there was at least some expectation throughout the
district that teachers were expected to use data and aim at improving data-related skills
and knowledge.
Campus-level improvement plans varied in how they addressed professional
development. Because they used a template, all campus plans echoed the necessity of
completing the compliance-based professional development sessions. In addition to this,
some campus plans did make at least passing attempts to address data use. For example,
some campus plans blocked out time for ―data review‖ on professional development days
prior to the start of the instructional year. Another campus plan used phrases like, ―All
Science teachers will disaggregate data‖ under action steps aimed at improving Science
TAKS scores. Another campus plan simply said ―data‖ in a column for ―resources
needed.‖ Thus, while ―data‖ was included in campus plans, it was in a largely tangential
and vague manner: No one reading any of the plans at the study campuses could discern
what data use knowledge and skills were going to be used by educators or taught to
educators via professional learning. Other mentions of professional learning within
campus plans (e.g., ―Rethinking homework‖ or ―Teaching with Poverty in Mind‖) were
unrelated to data use.
This concomitant emphasis on professional development and lack of emphasis on
data use (or data-related professional development) was in line with a review of boardlevel policy documents. Here, document analysis revealed that there were policies
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specific to the curriculum (described earlier) and to teachers‘ responsibilities to teach the
articulated and written curriculum. Board-level policies also noted that curriculum
coordinators were tasked with ensuring that professional development was ―aligned to
and supports the curriculum.‖ And administrators, according to board-level policy
documents, were responsible for monitoring the implementation of the curriculum,
analyzing and interpreting student assessment data in making school-improvement
decisions. Administrators were also to ―provide opportunities for teachers to discuss and
share ideas and strategies to teach the curriculum standards and objectives.‖ Similarly,
board policy held teachers responsible to ―participate in appropriate professional
development.‖
These broad policies might not have been so vague in the presence of other
documents or policies that were broadly disseminated and which gave educators an idea
of how they were to use data and what skills and knowledge were necessary to do so.
Unfortunately, there was no evidence in the district that there were codified documents
that delineated what data-related knowledge and skills needed to be addressed in
professional learning opportunities. No board-level policies outlined how administrators
or teachers would gain the knowledge and skills needed to meet these expectations, and
no board policies outlined any data-use related skills or knowledge that were to be
included within the scope of professional learning activity.
Policy supports. While board-level policies set an expectation for educators in
Dresden ISD to use data to inform practice, there was a lack of supports to meet these
expectations codified in policy. While a few campus-level documents attempted to codify
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a degree of support (e.g., ―provide common planning time‖), this was not a districtsupported effort, and it was not a district-wide emphasis. Additionally where some
supports were provided, such as the (somewhat ineffective) ―train the trainer‖ model,
there were no supports in policy that prescribed the types of training or supports the
facilitators of those trainings needed to succeed in their efforts. For example, there were
no codified requirements about the skills or training a facilitator of professional learning
needed to have. As a result, one district leader said that when it comes to professional
development, ―…we spin our wheels a lot because we haven‘t set some standards for
things.‖
Still others—responsible for facilitating some data-related professional learning—
noted that it was difficult to structure professional learning because they lacked firm
guidance on how data or data use was expected to fit with educator practice. A few
people responsible for providing data-related training talked about this difficulty, with
one explaining:
There were not just real clear expectations of how this data was supposed to be
used. So some very clear expectations from upper administration on, ―You will be
expected to use these reports to do these things and monitor these types of
activities.‖ Test scores—whatever. I‘m not sure those have been published and
put out there—they may have been, unbeknownst to us, but if they have been,
we‘re not necessarily aware of them.
There were some instances where supports were in place: Instructional coaches were
supported through regular meetings and trainings specific to their jobs. At least some of
these trainings included topics such as ―how to use data to inform your interventions.‖
But even these were not codified in board-level policy, in district- or campus-planning
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documents, or in the documents from the ―professional learning‖ section of the district
website.
It is important to note, however, that the creation and continual improvement of
the ―professional learning‖ section of the website constituted a policy support, in that it
provided educators across the district (and even those external to the district) with a
transparent, consistent window on what professional learning was expected and required
in the district. And, there were some efforts to integrate data use into the ―Teacher Choice
Framework.‖ The ―Operations‖ strand required teachers to self-assess ability on a variety
of district data system, and the ―Instruction‖ strand included the skills ―Disaggregating
data to drive instruction‖ and ―Response to Intervention.‖ However, beyond that there
was no delineation of what skills might be involved in ―disaggregating data to drive
instruction‖—either in the framework document or elsewhere. Still, this resource
provided ready access to learning resources and some consistency in what information
regarding professional learning was disseminated throughout the district.
Conclusion
Policies in Dresden ISD (formal and informal) set an expectation for
administrators to use data. However, policies were generally less impactful in laying out
any specifics related to professional learning (in general or related to data use). There
were ample supports to determine that professional learning was done, from taking roll at
workshops to accounting in the data system which teachers had signed up for or
completed professional learning sessions. But there were fewer supports to guide the
ways in which professional learning was conducted, or the ways in which data use skills
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and knowledge were integrated or included in professional learning. This lack of a
constellation of supports around data-related professional learning left many educators in
Dresden ISD with only sporadic assistance in meeting the data-related expectations
placed on them by district policies.
In this district, there were, at least, some nascent supports at the district level. The
district had initiated a section of the website to provide ready access to professionallearning related documents and information. The district had also codified some broad
strands to guide professional learning, and constructed a framework to assist teachers in
selecting from among district professional learning offerings over the summer months.
And district leadership was cognizant of the past, scattered nature of professional
learning in the district, and was actively working toward a tighter focus for professional
learning. It was still unclear how data use would fit in with these structures, or what
priority data-related professional learning would assume within the district. Absent in
policy was an accounting of what data-related skills or knowledge were considered
essential to educator data use in the district. Because of these data-related gaps in an
otherwise promising professional learning policy environment, I could only conclude that
in this district, policies only partially addressed educator needs in the provision of datarelated professional learning opportunities.
Planning for Data-Related Professional Learning
As has been noted, educators in Dresden ISD described a range of professional
learning structures that were sometimes purposed toward supporting data-related
professional learning. However, they described few informal policies that guided
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expectations for what data-related skills and knowledge ought to be addressed in
professional leaning, and there were few formal, codified policy documents that provided
such guidance. There was also a lack of policy guidance (formal or informal) regarding
how professional learning ought to be conducted. To better get at how these structures
came to be, especially in light of little formal guidance for the processes, I needed to
explore how district planning for data-related professional learning transpired. In this
section, I explore the nature of this planning process and describe planning structures
that, while generally functional, were somewhat reactive, diffused, and lacking in a
cohesive rationale that helped educators understand why data use was even important.
Responsive (or Reactive?) Planning
It is important to start the narrative of Dresden ISD by pointing out that the
district had gone through—and was still engaged in—a transition with regards to both
data use and professional learning. District leaders were bringing new data systems
online and trying to push these out for educator use. At the same time, district leaders
were attempting to bring professional development into better alignment with district
curriculum and instruction. One district leader noted that a few years ago, even a session
on ―Bicycle Safety‖ had counted as professional development during summer staff
development days, and it seemed as if, ―…[in the past] there was lots of good
professional development, but I couldn‘t wrap my arms around what it was. It was just—
we had random acts of improvement everywhere!‖ Thus, district leaders were fairly
consistent in expressing that they were in a time of transition, and they knew that
professional learning in prior years had been only loosely aligned (if at all). They were
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also consistent in saying they wanted professional learning to be better aligned—
streamlined—so that teachers could attain a core foundation of knowledge and skills.
Still, interview data and document analysis suggested that these attempts at
honing planning for professional learning were largely in relation to general and
programmatic professional development: Data-related professional development seemed
tangential to some of these planning processes. It was neither fully integrated
(intentionally and consistently woven throughout other professional learning structures)
nor fully addressed as a separate entity. Because of this, as noted in an earlier section,
some data-related knowledge and skills that were needed by educators were largely left
unattended. In what follows, I delineate some ways that planning processes sought to be
responsive to educator needs, and briefly explore how these processes were helpful, yet
ultimately incomplete to meet educator needs.
Search. To better understand how district or campus planners of professional
began their planning for data-related professional learning, I first needed to know how
district planners gathered ideas about educator needs related to data use. Participant
responses fell into six main categories: (1) Word-of-mouth; (2) Problem-oriented; (3)
Policy-influenced; (4) Volunteer Facilitators or ―Cheerleaders‖; (5) Formal needs
assessments; and (6) Random. In what follows, I briefly describe each of these categories
of search with regard to data-related professional learning.
Word-of-mouth. A few district leaders said they made concerted attempts to
provide training that principals asked for, and were willing to even go to the campus in
some cases to deliver requested professional learning (in general or related to data use).
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When asked how campus or district planners of professional learning gathered ideas for
educator needs, a fairly common response among teachers was, ―They ask us.‖
Similarly, principals noted that district-level leaders sometimes asked what was needed at
the campus level in regards to professional learning. Also, some educators who served on
committees mentioned that this ―asking‖ was typical in that format as well: Department
chairs asked their departmental members about needs, and reported those to campus
leadership teams, who reported needs to the principal, and so on. These processes did not
seem formalized, but were more informal (yet frequent) ways of making needs known.
Problem-oriented. Sometimes professional development or data system training
was triggered when things went awry. A district leader reported that she learns of needs
when, ―I get a phone call, from a frustrated someone at the campus, basically.‖ This was
echoed by others who facilitated professional learning as well. This was also echoed by
teachers, one of whom noted:
A lot of our administrators, and our counselors, and our instructional coaches, you
can come sit down and plop down in their office and kind of gripe and vent, and
they‘ll hear that and take that and say, ―You know, that would make a good
training—that would be something we could kind of add.‖ They‘ll open up and
listen, and there have been trainings in the past because people have come in and
vented about frustrations about things, and things have changed, and there‘s some
type of training based on that if enough people are coming in with the same type
of issue.
Still other administrators talked about looking at data and seeing trends that triggered
professional learning. For example, one administrator, aware of changing demographics
through her own data use, worked with her campus to implement a poverty-awareness
program. Thus, educators knew if they needed help—or expressed frustration—with
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something, that could result in professional learning aimed at that topic or skill, and
facilitators of professional development were readily responsive in providing training
when they interpreted a call for assistance or a data trend as an indication that broader
professional learning was needed.
“Top-down” decision-making. A few educators indicated that professional
learning was basically a top-down process ultimately driven by the department of
Curriculum and Instruction. It should be noted that several participants noted that there
were policy-oriented issues (e.g., blood-borne pathogens, sexual harassment) that simply
had to be addressed annually, and while these were addressed at the campus level, they
were perceived as district-level trainings that were funneled through the department of
Curriculum and Instruction. Thus, it was sometimes difficult to disentangle when
participants meant ―top down‖ descriptions to be indicative of a tightly controlled
process, or to simply indicate an awareness of certain state or federal policy requirements
about which campus personnel could do nothing about.
However, a few campus-level personnel also mentioned that they thought
planning with regard to data-related professional learning, and particularly the training
involving the data system, would have been more effective had campus educators been
included in planning. In one focus group, teachers bandied about the idea of a pilot group,
and how it might have improved the process for them:
Teacher 1-A lot of people know that [data system] is not very user-friendly. So I
think the powers that be kind of went out to look for something that‘s going
to be more user-friendly. So maybe they‘ve come up with this, saying, ―I
think this is going to work better for the teachers so let‘s go with that.‖ Then
they give it to us. So I guess our voice might be, ―No, I didn‘t like this
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because it‘s too complicated to deal with—you know, it‘s hard to pull up
what I want.‖ So they hear that and they go look for something that is easier
to pull up.
Teacher 2-Or the money‘s already been spent.
Teacher 3-And you‘re stuck with it and honestly, it would probably be better, if
they would take into account, when they‘re thinking about purchasing a
software, I think it would be better if they would take in a sample group of
teachers and say, ―What have been the problems in the past? How have you
used it in the past?‖ And maybe even show us a sampling of the software.
In this instance, it was clear that these teachers saw campus educators as largely excluded
from planning processes. This would be more in line with a construal of ―top down‖
decision-making as one that was more controlled by district-level leadership.
Volunteers or “Cheerleaders.” Several study participants talked about how
professional learning offerings—especially those in the summer months—often
responded not to educator needs, but to what prospective presenters submitted as ideas.
A district leader explained:
They ask teachers, ―If you have a good idea for professional development, submit
it to your department chair.‖ If the department chair likes it, it goes higher up, and
then people get selected based off submitting something that they would like to
share. … But as far as the district, I think, having an idea of what they want to
present as a whole, I don‘t think that‘s the case.
This process whereby persons who were good at something, or who were ―cheerleaders‖
for a particular program, applied to facilitate or present during professional development,
was described at all campuses and across levels of the district. While some felt this
expanded the pool of presenters and provided some diversity to professional learning
offerings, others thought this process could backfire, especially if the presenter wasn‘t
well-vetted or lacked presentation skills. Others thought it sometimes encouraged
redundancy, as did one teacher who complained, ―Not to pick on AVID, but I don‘t know
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how many professional development trainings I‘ve been to that have been led by AVID.‖
Another group member pointed out that the AVID teacher ―probably submitted
something‖ and if people didn‘t submit ideas, they would have fewer options. Still, this
was one method of ―search‖ that seemed to take into account supply prior to assessing
demand.
Formal needs assessments. A few educators said that the district and some
campuses engaged in more formal needs assessments. Some district leaders said they
looked at quantitative and qualitative data to determine professional development needs
on a broad scale. A few campus educators said that their administrators used brief online
survey instruments (e.g., Survey Monkey, polls) to gather information about needs for
professional learning. However, none of these more formal measures were geared toward
ascertaining educator needs in relation to data use or to identify data-related skills and
knowledge that might need to be addressed in broader district professional learning plans.
Formal assessments of needs—at the district and campus level—were much more
infrequently described than were word-of-mouth or problem-oriented methods of search.
Random. Finally, although it really is in no way a method of ―search,‖ it bears
noting that several educators in Dresden ISD—mostly campus educators—said that the
professional learning offerings seemed random in nature. One said, ―As a teacher, I don‘t
feel like they actually look at, ‗What does the teacher need?‘ I‘m sorry—I don‘t.‖ Others
responded with ―No clue,‖ ―No idea,‖ or ―I don‘t think they do‖ when asked how
planners gathered ideas about teacher needs. Even a few teachers who said they provided
feedback to the district indicated they were unsure as to whether this feedback mattered.
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One teacher, who said she had given some fairly specific feedback on professional
learning needs, reported, ―I do feel like we get a pretty generic slate of professional
development in the summer, and those aren‘t the very specific things that I‘ve said, ‗We
really need this.‘‖
Reactive planning. While many of the methods of search might have as much to
do with the fast pace at which decisions are made in schools, the prevalence of participant
responses that indicated needs were determined through ―asking‖ or ―problems‖ seemed
to suggest a lack of systemic planning in determining educator needs with regards to data
use. Whereas in some cases, this truly seemed to reflect ―responsive‖ planning (e.g.,
when members of central office would facilitate a needed training with little notice), it
could also enable ―reactive‖ planning, or planning that responds mainly to the issue of the
moment, even when not indicative of a broader need. Depending on how one perceived
these planning practices, they could alternately be characterized as ―responsive‖ or
―reactive,‖ given that they were largely limited to meeting known and articulated needs.
Diffusion and Fragmentation
Planning processes for data-related professional learning in the district could also
be characterized as somewhat diffused and fragmented. Regarding a diffused planning
process, participants identified many persons they thought were responsible for helping
educators learn how to use data better. Several campus and district educators said the
accountability department and its leaders were responsible for professional learning
related to data use. Several others said the curriculum and instruction department was
responsible. Still others said the Technology department was responsible, as they had
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provided training on the data warehouse. A few (again, at both the campus and district
levels) said the responsibility for helping teachers learn how to use data systems and data
ultimately resided with the campus leadership and support personnel (e.g., administrators,
instructional coaches, department heads). It is worth noting that none of these
―responsible‖ parties was named more frequently than any other—they were all listed
with similar frequency by study participants. Last, a few educators—mainly at the district
level—said the responsibility was shared by all, depending on need.
For some, responsibility for supporting data-related professional learning
depended on what the issue at hand was. For example, these participants noted that the
accountability department mainly provided training on how to access and look at data via
WorldData: They helped educators figure out what reports they ought to pull and
examine. The technology department, on the other hand, was identified as being
responsible for training on access and operation of the data warehouse and other systems
that involved data reporting. Yet, others indicated that one department district provided
training on, ―here‘s the platform we use to pull the data,‖ another on how to access other
systems, and that the curriculum coordinators worked more with campuses in regards to,
―What‘s the best way to look at the data?‖
When viewed from the perspective of the individual participant, responsibility for
data-related professional learning was generally quite clear (e.g., C&I, Technology,
Accountability). However, when viewed from a perspective that takes all of these
responses into account, the picture of responsibility for data-related professional learning
in Dresden ISD became quite diffused: No one person or department seemed to have
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planning authority for all data-related professional learning. While this spread the
responsibility around (not a bad thing for a larger district), it also opened the possibility
that one department could assume educators were provided training by another, when in
reality no one was ensuring that educators received data-related professional learning.
This diffusion also contributed to planning structures for data use being quite
fragmented in Dresden ISD. While a few educators (including a few district leaders) said
they thought data use was embedded in other forms of professional learning, most
campus educators said they perceived professional learning for data use to be separate
from more general professional learning. This could be related to the fact that for most
educators, professional learning for data use appeared to equate to training for ―data
systems use.‖ And for most educators, training on data system platforms was not
necessarily related to how they engaged in teaching. One district leader noted that data
use was ―kind of a separate entity‖ and went on to use the example of block scheduling as
an analogy for how the district ―compartmentalized‖ professional learning. She noted that
in preparing teachers to transition to block scheduling, they might have some professional
development that focused on instructional issues, and some that focused on curricular
issues:
And the third piece is sometimes, ―Here‘s WorldData—it‘s our new platform for
us to pull data. Here‘s the data warehouse.‖ And so I would say very much so in
this district there‘s not necessarily an integration of those three things. Sometimes
it‘s, ―Here‘s one thing, here‘s another, here‘s another.‖ And sometimes that‘s
where we shoot ourselves in the foot because maybe teachers think about that as
three different things when it might be three different components of being able to
function and be effective with one thing.
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This sense of data use as a separate entity carried through interview data. A few campus
educators said that data use started out as a separate training early in the year (e.g., data
systems, looking at data from the prior year) and then became more embedded
throughout the year as instructional coaches worked with teachers. Other than these few
educators, many in Dresden said that data-related professional learning existed apart from
most other forms of professional learning.
Programmatic exceptions. It should be noted that there were two glaring
exceptions to this sense of fragmentation: Special Education/Response to Intervention
and Bilingual/ESL programs. These programs were heavily involved in data use and
decisions were regularly data-oriented. These programs also had to report data back and
forth among campuses, the district, and state entities, and had been required to do so for
quite some time. For them, data was ―old hat,‖ and participants involved in these
programs spoke of data use as if it were just another, regular part of how they approached
their jobs every day.
Leaders in these programs talked about intertwining data use with strategies and
more general forms of professional development on a regular basis. Similarly, campuslevel participants who were involved in these programs tended to speak of data systems
more as tools from which to get the data that were the focus of instructional discussions
than did their general education counterparts. This sense of seamless integration was not
the norm throughout Dresden ISD, but the ways in which these programs integrated
learning related to data use with professional learning related to more general issues of
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teaching and learning were decidedly less fragmented than data-related professional
learning throughout the district as a whole.
Locus of Use
Another planning-related theme that emerged from interview data was one
concerning the locus of data use. Linking back to the theoretical framework that informed
this study (presented in Chapter Two), an underlying assumption was that the effective
data-related professional learning would support the individual educator (as well as
collectives of educators) in being a primary user of data. That is, that data-related
professional learning would aim at enabling teachers and administrators to use data in an
inquiry-based process from collecting data in response to questions, through meaningmaking, and codified through changes in practice. In Dresden ISD, there were two fairly
distinct ways in which data was used.
First, data-related professional learning did, to a degree, comport with the
expected framework: Some professional learning (particularly that provided by
instructional coaches to individual or groups of teachers at the campus level) did look to
enable educators to use the data to answer their own questions and problem-solve toward
solutions of practice. However, this orientation was infrequent. The second (and more
common) way that data use intersected with professional learning was that district or
campus leaders used the data to identify trends and patterns so that they could prescribe
appropriate professional development for teachers. A district leader explained that
campus personnel, ―…use instructional data to look at the types of professional
development they should be offering. For example, we‘ve got certain areas in
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mathematics that are particularly problematic. Those would be exactly the types of
sessions that were designed for math.‖ In this sense, the main locus of use for data was
not at the teacher level, but at the level of the district and/or campus leadership.
Document analysis suggested support for this finding. As was noted earlier,
campus plans used a starter template, and this template included the instruction, ―Using
quantitative and qualitative data and based on the action steps in the Campus
Improvement Plan, identify no more than three areas of focus for professional learning.‖
This wording situates the use of data with leaders, and means that leaders are expected to
use data to determine what teachers need in terms of professional learning (i.e., math
strategies). Similarly, some district leaders talked about planning for professional
development in terms of using data to figure out ―what is it that they need to learn to do
better?‖ One leader went on to explain, ―We‘re getting a little bit more refined in what
we‘re doing—it‘s just, when you do district professional development planning, because
you‘ve got the entire district coming through, you‘re trying to hit the highest yield.‖
These patterns in interview data suggested that in some cases, the main users of
data to assess needs were at levels supervisory to the campus, and that campus personnel
(principals, teachers) were cast in a role of ―reactors‖ to the data rather than firsthand
participants in data-informed inquiry. This was further supported by a district leader‘s
description of a data use-intensive event in which coordinators pulled data reports and
invited instructional coaches to participate because:
They‘re going to be pulling reports that show specific campus trends, and then
developing—putting all of that information on a template—and then developing,
or just creating information for the principals, and for the instructional coaches,
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on, ―We see these particular student expectations across the district we didn‘t do
well. So here‘s some ways that they fit into the next few bundles that you all are
going to be working through before you get to your next assessment window.‖
And so they‘re going to offer some of those pieces to the campuses, or to the
principals. And we‘ll have those conversations with those principals on the next
day.
Thus, how district leaders‘ conceptions about who should be using data and for what
purposes seemed to influence how and what planning occurred for professional learning.
Perhaps because teachers were not conceived of as ―first users‖ of the data, their
professional learning opportunities were decidedly less geared toward enabling them to
collect, analyze and interpret, and problem-solve from available data than they were
topical or driven by what their superiors in the district thought was needed given what
those leaders saw in their own data.
In Search of a Rationale
Planning structures for data-related professional learning seemed not to take into
account an ―end goal‖ for data use throughout the district. This came through in interview
data that delineated the problems educators were using data to address. When these uses
were held up against educator articulations that spoke to why they thought they should be
or were using data, the actual uses seemed rather limited compared to the more complex
ways that educators thought data use could support teaching and learning. Planning
structures had not brought actual uses of data and rationales for data use into alignment;
thus, it was unsurprising that educators indicated a need for broader supports in the form
of data-related professional learning structures. In this section, I recap the problems to
which educators said they were applying data use, then describe the rationales that these
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educators articulated for why and how data use needed to happen to support classroom
practice.
Problems. At the central office level, respondents said they used data to inform
what professional learning might be needed at a campus, or to predict what ―problem
spots‖ were likely to arise at a campus within the accountability system given increasing
standards. Central office respondents also indicated that they consulted data when
looking to equalize or mete out resources (e.g., staffing patterns) at campuses, and to
identify any ―outlier‖ campuses in terms of disciplinary issues or actions. Finally, a few
central office participants said they used data to monitor which campuses or teachers
might need additional support, given scores on TAKS or curriculum-based assessment
data. All in all, central office respondents tended to use more aggregated data to look for
broader trends, and to use data for monitoring and intervention purposes.
For the most part, there was general agreement in what central office respondents
thought campus educators were doing with data and what the campus educators reported
they were doing with data. For example, educators at all levels indicated that they used
data in conjunction with Response to Intervention requirements for progress monitoring
documentation. Central office respondents said campus educators used data to monitor
accountability ratings, to examine data trends, and subgroup performances and to identify
lists of students in need of intervention and remediation. Similarly, accountabilityoriented data use played a large role in data use, according to campus-level participants.
Campus educators noted that they used data to identify lists of students who could ―be
moved to Passing or Commended‖ status on state assessments, to figure out where areas
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of weaknesses existed in regards to accountability data or subgroups, and to predict how
students and subgroups were likely to perform on upcoming accountability tests.
Central office educators also thought campus educators were using data to ―drill
down to the Student Expectation‖ level and address needs, and a few campus educators
(though not all) noted that they did use data (including grades) to monitor whether the
students were learning the curriculum and to determine where reteaching was needed.
Central office participants said they thought campus educators used data to better inform
scheduling (campus level educators talked about this in terms of appropriately placing
students in honors or Advanced Placement courses) and to plan better lessons for the next
curriculum cycle (this was also unmentioned by campus educators). By and large, there
was agreement in Dresden ISD as to what kinds of problems data use helped address:
Data were used to monitor and predict results under accountability system requirements,
to monitor student progress and help in creating lists of students who needed remediation,
and to provide feedback that could be used to better inform teaching. For practical
purposes, these uses appeared to function as the ―end goals‖ for data use in Dresden ISD.
Rationale. While these functional end goals were certainly worthwhile, they were
not always explicit enough for educators in the district: Many participants indicated that
they did not really understand the district‘s goals for data use, and indicated that this
uncertainty hindered their day-to-day data use. With regards to data use in general,
several central office leaders said they perceived a disconnect—they did not think
teachers really understood why data use was critical to what teachers did in their
classrooms on a day-to-day basis. On their part, some teachers wanted to know why they
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were supposed to be using particular data, and to what ends. Teachers also said that they
often received broad-level (e.g., campus, district) data in data-oriented discussions, but
what they actually wanted were data specific to their classes, their students, their
departments. They were uncertain as to why the district wanted them to attend to the
broad-level data.
Making the rationale explicit. In terms of data-related professional learning,
campus educators said they wanted to better understand where professional development
for data use was going, and why: They wanted the goals and objectives for data-related
professional learning sessions to be explicitly stated so they could ―connect the dots‖
from the new skills and knowledge to their respective job roles. Without these explicit
statements of purpose and direction, some educators were still suspicious that data use
was being used as a ―gotcha‖ mechanism with which to monitor teachers; others were not
suspicious of leaders‘ purposes, but simply wanted to have clearer knowledge of how
data use was expected to apply to teaching. As one teacher said, ―Let me see the end
picture so I know where I‘m supposed to go with it.‖
Connecting the rationale to the core of teaching. Some district leaders conceded
that they didn‘t think the rationale for professional development (in general or related to
data-related skills or knowledge) was routinely shared with teachers. One explained:
Where I don‘t think we are, is when we are teaching the x, y, or z initiative, we‘re
not always mindful of saying, ―…and this is why. Here‘s the data that show us
why [we‘re going this].‖ We know our English Language Learners need
additional support, but I don‘t know that we‘ve started that training saying,
―Here‘s the English Language Learner data for the district, and here‘s how the
training matches.‖ Or, ―Here‘s some information about our trends in mathematics
and here‘s why we‘re doing this professional learning.‖ So, we‘re doing a lot of
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work with teachers around how to analyze [data] and adjust their instruction, but
I‘m thinking we could take it up a level.
In response to teachers who said they would like more explicit statements about why
particular professional learning sessions were important, this response also illuminates
another disconnect in the district: Educators not only wanted to know what data
supported x or y training—they also wanted to know, ―Why data use?‖ Some educators
were still trying to parse out how data use as an instructional tool fit with their teaching
practices.
In answer to the educators who wanted to know more how data use fit with
teaching, or why they ought to use data to inform instruction, planners of professional
learning in the district did not need to look far: Several campus-level educators
articulated complex and persuasive arguments for the role of data use in teaching and
learning. In some cases, these were inextricably linked to the core of teaching and the
role of a teacher. For example, one elementary teacher passionately explained:
As a teacher, most teachers are looking at, ―OK, let me find out where they are,
because I need to take them from where they are to where I need them to be.‖ So,
to me, that‘s ingrained in being a teacher. And before it was called ―data-driven
instruction,‖ I think good teachers have always done that—―OK, let me find out
where they are, this is where I need them to be, now how am I going to get them
there?‖ So to me, that‘s just what good teachers have always done and do anyway.
In a similar vein, teachers said that without using multiple forms of data, they
would not know which students needed extra help, or they might spend time and effort
teaching something the vast majority of a class already knew. In this way, data use saved
instructional time. Another noted that without data, she couldn‘t pinpoint educational
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gaps, and the risk of a student moving on to the next grade level with that gap
unaddressed was heightened.
Connecting the rationale to supporting teachers. Other educators spoke of the
importance of data use in supporting teachers‘ own growth and development. A few
spoke of data as a way to increase teacher awareness of student needs as well as a support
for teacher reflection on who they were as teachers and how they were doing their jobs. A
high school teacher noted, ―You want to be successful at what you do. And so you want
to do things that are going to change your practice so that you are successful and your
students are successful on their next test or whatever you use.‖ Several teachers spoke
about data use as enabling them to make better, more accurate decisions because they
could collect tangible evidence of whether an intervention or teaching strategy worked.
An elementary school teacher, identified as an exemplar data user by her colleagues,
explained,
For me, the more data I have, whether just my instruction or evaluations—it helps
me make ethical and justified decisions about students, about their programs,
about what they need, about labels. So the more I have, the better. Because I can
pull and analyze it and look at different parts, and use the whole thing to just
make better decisions all around.
It should be noted that a few teachers qualified their positive comments about data
use by noting that an over-reliance on one data point (many specified ―TAKS‖) can be
less-than-useful. Still, teachers at every study campus tended to express perspectives that
were generally positive toward data use. However, it seemed rare that these types of
rationales (e.g., helping teachers reflect, helping teachers make more informed, ethical,
and justified decisions, helping teachers better serve students) were made explicit in data219

related professional learning structures. All in all, it seemed that some of the answers to
the problem of a lack of a clear rationale for data use were already present in Dresden
ISD—they just needed to be intentionally incorporated into the formal structures to
encourage teacher reflection and buy-in to the usefulness of data use to inform teaching.
Time and Timing
Finally, two themes that emerged in connection with district planning for datarelated professional learning were those of time and timing. Teachers routinely reported
that planners of professional learning did not allocate adequate time to learn data-related
skills and knowledge and practice those skills. In some cases, this seemed to be a
function of having too much information disseminated at one time. One exemplar user
said of professional learning structures,
We tend to take and throw up on people. I say throw up. You give them like 800
things, but you don‘t give them enough time then to actually implement it. Instead
of saying, ―OK, here‘s 1 or 2 things. Now, how can you incorporate it?‖ and then
you start letting them actually incorporate it into something they would use,
because most teachers in professional development get all this stuff, and then they
become SOBs, which is, it Sits On the Bookcase. Because they don‘t actually
have time, to actually take it and implement it. Which, to me, time is the key. In
any PD, there needs to be some time built in for teachers or administrators, or
whoever, to build that into their curriculum, their campus.
Also, educators said that trying to carve out the time necessary to practice data userelated skills and knowledge was exceedingly difficult, given existing schedules. One
administrator likened implementing a change (e.g., WorldData or the data warehouse) in
the middle of a school year to ―trying to change a tire when you‘re moving at 50 miles
per hour.‖ Teachers commonly related stories of finding each other during passing
periods, before and after school, on weekends, and at lunch to exchange data and
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information they felt was important. A good number also said that relying on a
conference period to support collaborative data use or professional learning related to
data use was difficult because teachers were often called away unpredictably (e.g., for
parent conferences or phone calls, for Special Education meetings) or had to use that time
for their own lesson preparation or for setting up labs. For planners of data-related
professional learning, this would seem to suggest that data use might be better integrated
into practice if planners built in this time for (guided and independent) practice.
At each study campus in Dresden, the master schedule seemed to be a major
influence in how or whether teachers were able to collaborate around data or whether
they were available for professional learning related to data use. While the master
schedule of a campus may seem, in general, to be only tangentially related to professional
learning for data use, it seemed inextricably linked to some of the problems educators
described. For example, the ―train the trainer‖ model might have been less problematic
had entire teams or departments at the secondary level had common planning time apart
from their conference periods. At these campuses, educators did have two periods for
planning—one conference and one ―team‖ or ―department‖ time, but there were a few
individuals on teams or departments that did not have the same planning time as their
department or team members. This meant that trainers or departmental leaders could only
access these persons outside of regular work hours, and it meant that those individuals
could not engage in regular collaborative data use with their colleagues. Similarly
elementary teachers had a single planning period, though they generally did share this
time with grade level teams.
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During the time the study was conducted, none of the three study campuses were
utilizing any innovative scheduling to try to get collaborative groups together outside of
their regular conference periods to work on data use. The exception to this was at the
high school, where ninth grade core teachers were teamed and had common planning
under a continuing grant program. This is not to say that collaborative planning around
data—or data-related professional learning—was not happening in pockets. But interview
data did not reveal that it was happening in a consistent or systemic way. Only one
district leader noted and spoke of this link between the master schedule and data-related
professional learning structures, noting:
There‘s some master scheduling implications that might be part of that—that
campuses need so that they can set up systems where there‘s even time for
teachers to look at data. Because that‘s way back in step one before teachers can
actually look at it and do anything with it.
Because scheduling was commonly cited as a hindrance to collaboration around
data, or being able to learn about data use as coherent collectives, tweaking the master
schedule might help resolve some of these issues. For example, another district leader
talked about the ―competing demands for a scarce amount of [professional learning]
time.‖ Another talked about the difficulty of handling the few persons who did not attend
the required summer professional development days, indicating that they had to dock pay
in some cases. If schedules were configured to provide adequate professional learning
and planning time for teams and departments, data use would not be ―layered‖ on top of
existing duties, and there could be no ―escapees‖ from summer professional
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development. Data-related professional learning would simply be an embedded part of
daily work life.
Last, educators frequently mentioned that it was problematic to have training on
data system components weeks or months ahead of actual use time. Creating space within
the master schedule could have permitted instructional coaches to deliver training or
updates on systems proximal to the time of need. While solutions to the challenges might
vary, what was clear is that the data suggested that time constraints with professional
learning were barriers to more effective data use and data-related professional learning.
Conclusion: Dresden ISD
Overall, the narrative for Dresden ISD in terms of professional learning for data
use is one in which most educators realized they needed to be more involved in using
data, and in supporting data use. However, efforts to improve and hone professional
learning in the district, while generally effective, had addressed data use and data-related
professional learning only tangentially. There were no formal policies in place to identify
or meet needs related to data-related skills or knowledge, and few informal expectations
of what data-related professional learning should be like or of what data-related
professional learning should encompass. Most data-related professional learning
opportunities in the district (other than those facilitated to varying degrees by campusembedded instructional coaches) revolved around data system use, and interview data
suggested that these trainings frequently trailed off after issues of access and systems
operations were completed. There was little follow-up in the areas of interpretation or
analysis, except for in a few programmatic areas (e.g., RTI, Bilingual/ESL).
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This narrative was changing: District leaders were cognizant that there were gaps
in professional learning—both in general and related to data use—and had begun
formalizing some expectations for what professional learning all educators should have.
They had also begun an approach to professional learning planning that was more longterm. Though these changes had not come to full fruition, they were promising. Yet, even
with this, data use seemed tangential to much professional learning, and what data-related
professional learning was provided was fragmented in that it was provided by multiple
(and not necessarily collaborative) departments and roles within the district. This
presented a challenge to a coherent spectrum of professional learning in terms of data
use, and resulted in many educators perceiving professional learning for data use as
something separate and parallel to content-based or general professional learning. At
present, the policies and practices of the district did not produce data-related professional
learning structures that helped educators see data use as an embedded part of their
everyday work.
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CHAPTER 6: FINDINGS, RYAN ISD
In this chapter, I describe the current state of data-related professional learning in
Ryan ISD and how the current situation reflects the policy and planning structures in
place in that district. Drawing again on interview data and document analysis, I first
describe the existing and ―ideal‖ learning structures described by Ryan educators with
regard to data use. I then describe the policy expectations (formal and informal) that
educators talked about related to data use and professional learning. Finally, I discuss the
planning processes that contributed to the current context.
Ryan ISD: Data-Related Professional Learning Structures
At just over 40,000 students, Ryan ISD was the largest district in this study.
Located in a fast-growing suburban area, Ryan ISD was increasingly diverse and while
achievement varied by campus, almost all district schools were ―Recognized‖ or
―Exemplary‖ under the Texas accountability system. Like many larger or growing
districts, there was a structured bureaucracy in place that attended to a variety of issues
(e.g., special programs, curriculum and instruction, assessment, information systems).
Ryan ISD also had a professional development department that worked to support
educators and capable persons leading the information systems and technology
departments. In terms of data use, data were talked about quite frequently in the district,
in varying degrees of depth and breadth, and the district was quite intent on effecting
educator data use.
Perhaps because the district was fast-growing and increasingly diverse, educators
in Ryan seemed particularly vigilant about accountability issues and had implemented
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several initiatives to leverage more and better educator uses of data. One of these
initiatives, for example, revolved around access to the district‘s data warehouse. Though
the district had put in place a data warehouse some years earlier, problems with licenses
restricted the use of this system to a few users at each campus. As part of the recent
initiative, the district had not only acquired the licenses needed to open this tool to all
teachers and administrators, but leaders had also guided the development of a more userfriendly teacher interface to the data warehouse. Consequently, the year this study took
place, the district had a good deal of data-focused trainings linked to this effort. In
speaking to educators at the three study campuses and at the central office about
professional learning and data use, these efforts were frequently discussed.
Overall, however, the conversations were broader than a singular focus on current
initiatives: Educators in Ryan were articulate in not only describing the range of
structures used by the district to support data-related professional learning, they were also
able to describe the types of data-related learning they wanted and needed in order to get
better at using data to inform instruction. In this section, I discuss these issues and how
they generally managed to support educator data use capacity in the district.
Existing Structures
Interviews with educators across Ryan ISD revealed a broad range of professional
learning structures, and these structures varied in how (or whether) they aimed at
supporting improved data use. One district leader noted that, ―professional development
here has many, many different layers to it,‖ and indeed, professional learning—both in
general and specific to data use—did have many layers. In what follows, I describe the
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professional learning structures identified by Ryan ISD educators and how these
structures supported data-related professional learning.
Supporting administrators. Ryan ISD had a range of professional learning
structures that supported all educators, but the district also had a few structures that
seemed geared to focusing on helping administrators improve data use. In interviews,
campus administrators and central office leaders frequently mentioned information and
discussions that occurred in conjunction with regular administrators‘ meetings as a
professional learning support. Specifically, in the fall of 2010, administrators had
engaged in a facilitated book study of DataWise (City, et al., 2010), and the
administrators at the study campuses spoke of this experience positively. At some
meetings, central office personnel (including some persons with purview over data use
issues) attended and provided briefings or mini-presentations.
There were several less formal ways that administrators were supported (in
general and specific to data use). The district employed a person as a principal coach
(much like an instructional coach for teachers) who worked with administrators and
facilitated topical studies. New principals were assigned mentors who were familiar with
district expectations (including data expectations), and supervisors and central office staff
were tasked with responding to calls for assistance. Also mentioned: Central Office
support personnel would come to campuses on request, and had modeled some protocols
that guided data use on various topics (e.g., homework, failure rates).
In terms of more formal professional learning structures, campus and central
office leaders noted that the district hosted a summer ―data dig‖ in conjunction with a
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regional education service center, and at this event campus leadership teams reviewed
and discussed campus-level data. Additionally, after the teacher interface was rolled out
(described above), the district rolled out an administrator version of the interface, and
administrators had attended an in-person session to explore and get used to this new tool.
With most of these professional learning supports, the goal appeared to be more wellrounded support of administrators than data use-related support, though data use was
certainly an element in some descriptions of these vehicles for learning.
Supporting teachers. The broadest range of learning structures described by
study participants were those aimed at supporting teachers. While these certainly did not
exclude administrators (and in some cases clearly included administrators), the majority
of the persons they served were teachers, and as such, I include them in this section. Here
I describe the various structures study participants identified as commonly supporting
professional learning in Ryan ISD, along with the role data-related professional learning
played in these structures.
Principal-supported learning. At two of the three study campuses, teachers in the
exemplar and regular focus groups spoke about the support their principals had provided
specific to data use. In these groups, teachers talked about how their principals not only
attended collaborative meetings to discuss data, but about their principals providing
various forms to guide data use, modeling data use in those groups, and setting
expectations for data use. They also described principals with very collaborative
leadership styles and noted that if an educator needed assistance with data use, that
support was readily provided on those campuses. This was not surprising given the
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emphatic way both of these principals spoke (in their respective interviews) about
supporting data use. One noted that she had worked for several years to hone data use
practices and to help build a data-oriented culture on her campus, and the other
emphasized to teachers the importance of collecting relevant, useful data, saying, ―…one
of the things I try to talk to [teachers] about in terms of collecting data is, ‗Don‘t collect
your data for me. Your data needs to be personal to you. It needs to drive how you do
your work.‘‖
Despite these near-glowing descriptions of how their current principals supported
them in using data and learning to use data, teachers were also careful to communicate
that this was not the case at every campus. Some of the teachers had worked for
different leaders on different campuses in the district, and cautioned that how well
teachers were supported in learning about data use varied with the abilities of the
leadership at a given campus. One noted, ―It all comes from the top, the administration,
how they look at data. Essentially they‘re our teachers. They‘re teaching us how to look
at data, because they look at data all the time, all day long.‖ Another told of how she
came to finally understand how to use data:
This is the third campus in [the district] that I have been at, and the first campus
that I was at … we never even looked at data to be totally honest with you. … We
didn‘t talk about it when I was in college, and when I started working, it wasn‘t
something that somebody said, ―Oh, let‘s look at the data!‖ You know, we looked
at our test scores. We looked at how individual students were doing, as a team of
teachers. But then, we got a new principal, and our new principal looked at data
more. … We would get our benchmark scores back from the district, and to be
honest, as a new teacher looking at those benchmark scores, you‘d look at the
numbers and it would be like, ―I don‘t have a clue what all this means.‖ And I can
remember when the principal sat down and said, ―This is what I‘d like you to look
for in the data.‖ And that was the first time that somebody ever—I think it was
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my third year teaching—that somebody ever sat down with me and said, ―This is
what I want you to look for in the data.‖
This not only spoke to the importance of solid principal supports for improving data
use—it also spoke to the fact that despite a range of existing supports, some teachers
were still in need of data-related professional learning unless or until they worked with a
principal capable of modeling good data use.
Event-based structures. Ryan ISD had a broad-based and comprehensive
structure for more formal, event-based professional learning throughout the district, and
this was directed primarily by a professional development office within the central office.
With regard to these event-based structures, a majority of the sessions happened
throughout the summer. Many participants noted they had attended workshops and
trainings in connection with the district‘s summer professional development program.
Under this umbrella of professional learning, many of the sessions occurred during a twoweek summer session (though there were some events that happened throughout the
year). Most of these sessions were workshop-type events, though at least one district
leader talked about some efforts to link some of these sessions to ongoing summer school
programs so participants could try out strategies in laboratory-teaching type settings. In
addition, several study participants (across the three campuses) referenced event-based
professional learning they had attended external to the district, and pointed to these
activities as useful in how they approached data. Several teachers and administrators
referenced training by Margaret Kilgo, and others noted that they had attended dataoriented learning sessions through SolutionTree.
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A review of documents from the professional development office (including the
summer professional development catalog) evidenced that data use-related skills and
knowledge were embedded in some (though by no means all) of the summer sessions. Of
these, some focused on training (specific to data systems, or data entry) and others
referenced data use in conjunction with assessment use. A few sessions were specific to
Response-to-Intervention (RTI) training. Still, there were relatively few sessions that
focused on data use-related knowledge or skills (e.g., using data in a cycle of inquiry,
strategies for team approaches to data use, querying appropriate data), given the plethora
of offerings in the (100+ page) summer professional development catalog. Further, some
teachers reported that within many of these workshop-type structures, they received ―lots
of information, [but] they don‘t really give you any time to really think and sit—whether
it‘s 30 minutes or an hour—to sit and think about it, or work with your lesson plans [to
determine] ‗Where am I going to put this? Where would this fit best?‘‖ All in all, it
appeared that teachers valued the information they received, but that these structures
were not well-suited to supporting long-term changes in classroom practice.
Online structures. A few participants noted some recent moves toward providing
versions of online learning in support of professional learning. Some educators noted that
the district had combined several policy-mandated ―compliance‖ trainings (e.g., bloodborne pathogens, sexual harassment, acceptable use policies) into a single PowerPoint
slide show that could be accessed at the educator‘s convenience. They noted that this
saved some of the time reserved for campus-based professional development at the
beginning of each year that would otherwise be taken up in ensuring that educators had
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completed these requirements. The other notation of online structures was directly related
to data use, as it was in conjunction with the rollout of the teacher interface to the data
warehouse. Teachers reported that while a few persons from each campus received inperson training on the interface, most teachers were emailed a link to a PowerPoint slide
show that introduced them to the interface and led them through initial logon procedures.
While participants almost universally liked the interface itself, they were not satisfied
with this initial method of training, as it came just as they were preparing to wind down
for the year and precluded any question and answer or practice time.
Mentoring & induction activities. When asked how an educator new to Ryan ISD
would learn to use the data systems and data in the way expected by the district, many
participants mentioned mentoring and induction activities. As noted above, all new
principals received a mentor in the district; but teachers new to the district (and often
teachers new to a campus, though experienced in the field) also received mentors. Some
teachers at each study campus noted that these mentors would and could help mentee
teachers learn to use data and data systems, and were available to answer questions as
well. One teacher noted that in their ―SPA‖ meetings (Student Performance Assessment,
they often discussed data, and a mentor would help a newer colleague learn what is
expected in that meeting time. However, a few teachers cautioned that while mentors
often did help with data-related learning, the two were not intentional linked: Being good
at using data to inform practice was not a requirement to serve as a mentor. One focus
group participant noted, ―I‘m a mentor this year, and I was assigned [to the task]. And
[my mentee] knows more data than I do. There‘s no question in my mind.‖ Thus, whether
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a mentoring relationship effectively supported data use varied according to the data use
capacity of the mentor.
Teachers new to the district participated in induction activities. These activities
generally began prior to the reporting date for other educators, and a review of the agenda
for induction activities on these contract days reflected a mix of district-level and
campus-provided professional learning. Several educators said they ―thought‖ data use
and data systems use was likely covered during this new teacher induction. However, the
agenda did not reflect any district-dedicated time to these issues, though it could not be
determined whether individual campuses addressed this when their new teachers were
released for campus-directed induction activities. Still, at least one district leader said that
data system and data use training were not yet ―non-negotiables‖ that were assured time
during these induction days. This leader said there was so much to cover: ―They need
time to know how to find the curriculum, they need to know to do the [curriculum], and
they need to know some other things, and data is not a non-negotiable yet.‖ Another
district leader supported this characterization of the first days of teaching as a maelstrom
of activity:
When you come in [to teaching] there is just so much new—how do you
prioritize? I mean, [data use] has got to be up there, because you can‘t let the kids
fall through the cracks, but you know—is it more important than they know how
we are teaching our curriculum? You know, I think to be a first year teacher, a
beginning teacher—I think would be just terribly difficult.
All in all, while some Ryan ISD educators identified mentoring and induction structures
as effective supports for data-related professional learning, the actual efficacy of these
structures for that purpose varied greatly and depended on whom one was assigned as a
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mentor or on what campuses prioritized as part of the campus-directed induction
activities.
Support personnel. Ryan ISD employed a number of persons in instructional
support roles, and these individuals were identified by many study participants as people
who guided professional learning in both a formal (e.g., trainings, workshops) and
informal (e.g., embedded, ―on-call‖) sense. Several participants said that campus
instructional technology specialists provided training and troubleshooting specific to
district data systems. Instructional coaches were also mentioned by many participants as
persons who provided embedded training, both in general and specific to data use.
Similarly, because they worked frequently with students and data, interventionists were
named by a few participants as supporting data-related professional learning. In addition
to these campus-embedded roles, principals at each of the three campuses noted that
district-level personnel (primarily within the area of school improvement) would respond
to ad-hoc requests by campuses to provide training on the teacher interface or to help
facilitate a conversation around data. District policies specifically tasked certain central
office personnel with providing data use-related support to campuses within their
purview, though no participants mentioned these persons specifically in terms of
supporting data-related professional learning.
More rarely, participants mentioned that instructional coaches would deliver some
training to them via a ―trainer of trainers‖ type model. Slightly more frequently,
participants said that a core team of teachers (sometimes including the instructional
coach) would attend a more formal training, then return to the campus to disseminate that
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information to their colleagues. In fact, a recent district initiative had placed printerscanners on campuses that were capable of scanning answer documents and, immediately
upon completion of the scanning, emailing a data file of results to the teacher. In this
way, teachers could immediately get assessment results (for district assessments or
campus-based common assessments) and disaggregate that data in a variety of ways. The
training for these printer-scanners had utilized this core team, trainer-of-trainers model.
This learning structure was not universally panned by teachers: Some thought it was
functional, while others expressed a degree of frustration because they said they thought
they only got a fraction of the intended knowledge.
Response- to-intervention. One sub-theme that stood out among data was that
professional learning primarily associated with Response-to-Intervention (RTI) was also
frequently mentioned by participants as they talked about data-related professional
learning. What‘s more, when participants talked about RTI, they talked about it in a way
that integrated data use and how they approached their everyday work: In regards to RTI,
data use was spoken of as part of the regular work, not something done in addition to
regular work. Learning structures associated with RTI were consistently addressed as
structures that embedded data use within the training sessions: Data use was inextricable
from RTI, and vice versa. A district leader with support duties related to RTI explained,
…when we do training on student support teams—as we‘re pulling stuff for
student support teams, we‘re showing, ―OK, we need to pull this from the teacher
interface. This is on the teacher interface.‖ And then as we find things that
teachers need to know about a student that‘s not on the teacher interface, I‘ll let
[the person in charge of the portal] know and she updates it or gets it added.
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This description of data use skills and knowledge being consistently embedded in
professional learning was prevalent with regards to RTI, but was not prevalent with
regards to other general or content-area professional learning as described by participants.
RTI appeared to be one of the few formal vehicles for embedded data use in Ryan
ISD, and some teachers and administrators who were identified as ―exemplars‖ by their
colleagues indicated in interviews that their experiences with piloting or using RTI
processes (e.g., assessment, progress monitoring) helped build a foundation for broader
data use. Some of the administrators who talked about RTI noted that the procedures
helped model how they approached data use with their faculties on a broader scale. In
particular, one principal noted that learning how to use data in an RTI context helped her
learn to better facilitate collaborative conversations around data.
Extended planning time. Each campus in Ryan ISD had also crafted the master
schedule to create some ―extra‖ time during the regular workday for teachers to use for
collaboration and planning, and at two of the campuses in particular, data use was a key
component of how this time was used. At Ryan High School, students had a 20-minute
delayed start time once per week. Because teachers arrived 40 minutes prior to the first
bell, this additional time allowed them to work in professional learning communities for
one hour per week. However, teachers were only just beginning to incorporate data use in
intentional ways during this time.
At the elementary and middle school campuses, however, creative scheduling was
a regular support for engaging in data use and concomitantly learning about data use. At
the middle school, where teachers had one conference period plus one collaborative
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planning period, the master schedule had been arranged so that two days a week, teachers
were able to meet with their interdisciplinary teams. Another two days were reserved for
grade and content level meetings during that time (e.g., 7th grade math teachers, 8th grade
social studies teachers). Here, data use was an intentional and structured component of
what transpired during collaborative time, and in interviews, faculty members
consistently talked about not only using data together, but of learning how to better use
data through these exchanges with their colleagues. This also provided a window of time
where support personnel could access teachers as a team or department to provide
updates or training on data systems as needed.
At the elementary campus, teachers had but one conference period. Still, to create
time for dedicated data use, teachers were ―buddied up‖ with a teacher in another grade
level. Every two to three weeks, teachers took their ―buddy‘s‖ students for an academic
activity, while each grade level had extended collaborative planning time for two and a
half hours. Like the middle school, data use was a structured, intentional part of this time,
and teachers used the time not only to generate data (via the creation of common
assessments) but to break that data apart, analyze it, and problem-solve. These extended
planning structures provided space for data-related professional learning and data use.
Formal social learning structures. Enabled by the allocation of at least some
additional time during the regular workday, each study campus had initiated some formal
structures that facilitated social learning opportunities. These structures were ―formal‖ in
that they involved specific expectations and were guided by the use of written norms or
other documents. To a degree, these formal social learning structures were oriented
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toward data use, though the structures at the elementary and middle school were further
along in how teachers reported collaborating around data during these times.
At Ryan Elementary and Ryan Middle School, several study participants in both
the regular and exemplar groups talked about participating in what they called a ―SPA‖
meeting on a regular basis, and as one teacher noted, laughing, ―It ain‘t getting your nails
done, I‘ll tell you that!‖ She went on to explain that at a SPA meeting (an acronym for
Student Performance Analysis):
What we do is we look at a targeted group of students that we‘ve agreed to look at
ahead of time. … And we look at assessments that we give. … And it gives us the
opportunity to discuss many different things. If we start to see patterns where
maybe my scores are lower than a teacher that I teach the same subject as—then
there‘s an opportunity to discuss, ―Well, how did you cover this material
differently than I covered it? What could I have done differently?‖ or ―What is
your student population doing that mine isn‘t?‖
Again, as with other structures, teachers at these two campuses cautioned that this
structure was not a district-wide structure, and was not necessarily common practice at
other campuses. In fact, the principal of one campus had worked closely with the
principal at the other, and when she transitioned to her current position, she brought the
SPA format and data emphasis with her. At these campuses, Student Support Teams were
also mentioned by several participants; while similar in nature to the SPA meetings, these
were associated with RTI processes. In both, collaboration around data use was the norm,
and teachers were expected to bring pertinent data to the discussion and to understand
what they were looking at so the team could problem-solve toward a solution. Some
teachers noted that this real-time use of data in a collaborative way strengthened their
data use skills, and they likewise helped newer colleagues learn how to fully participate
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in these practices. At both of these meetings, campus leaders had provided posters,
tracking forms, and reporting forms that helped guide reporting and use of data.
At the high school, the formal social learning structure was still developing.
There, the Professional Learning Communities had only one hour per week (slightly less
than the time allocated at the elementary school, and considerably less than the time
allocated at the middle school). Still, teachers reported that they were incorporating more
data use into this time. The principal similarly noted that the PLCs had been more topical
in nature, and were still getting used to using data in routine ways. Still, at the high
school, campus leaders had provided a form to help PLC groups analyze benchmark and
common assessment data to facilitate more use of data during this time. It should be
noted that few focus group participants talked about data use as a regular component of
this structured time, but did note they learned some data use skills and knowledge from
interactions with their PLC groups.
Informal social learning structures. More frequently, teachers talked about how
they learned about data use through informal, ad hoc interactions with colleagues and
team members. A few teachers talked about how working through a learning issue
related to data use or data systems was sometimes difficult, but worthwhile when they
were able to work through that learning problem with their teammates. Others spoke
about this as an issue of mutual accountability: They expected colleagues to be able
users of data, but were willing to support those colleagues in gaining the knowledge and
skills needed to meet those expectations. One middle school teacher said that at her
campus, ―I feel like, especially on this campus, we do take people under our wings who
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are new, and we show them how to use the data.‖ Later, when emphasizing the level of
data use expected on the campus, another middle school teacher explained, ―On our
campus, I think it‘s trial—not by fire, definitely not by fire, because I don‘t feel like our
campus comes from a place like that. I think our campus is more like a ‗trial by let‘s
hold your hand and figure this out together.‘‖
Some educators talked about learning from examples provided by other teachers.
For example, a primary teacher talked about seeing another grade level employ ―data
folders‖ for students, and, after asking questions about the folders, adapted this practice
herself. Teachers noted that these informal social learning opportunities specific to data
could—and did—happen just about anywhere and at any time: In fact, one example
occurred during one of the focus groups that informed this study. During that group, one
teacher began talking about how he tracked student data to inform instruction, using a
form he had adapted from a previous assessment training. As he talked the group
through the form he used, another teacher became excited and said she had wondered
how to use the data he was talking about. She said she wanted to start using his
technique for analysis, and was, ―…beginning to think about, ‗So, how could I do that in
History?‘‖ She continued to talk to the math teacher:
I need to know more about that. I had that Marzano formative assessment
[training], but I just needed to see it. And this is precisely why the PLCs and
collaboration is important. It‘s not necessarily the big meeting. It‘s the one-on-one
―Oh!‖ That idea coming in and then going from there.
Similar to teachers‘ descriptions of informal learning opportunities, instructional
coaches (and their supervisors) noted that while the instructional coaches had regular,
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formal meetings, they also used frequent phone contact and emails to engage in
collaborative problem-solving and to share promising practices or ideas about data use.
Administrators, likewise, talked at length about learning from each other. A former
principal, now in central office leadership, noted that she had learned to use data and data
systems by asking fellow administrators who were more familiar with the programs. And,
as noted earlier, two of the campus leaders at study campuses worked together at a
previous campus. These two leaders were remarkably consistent in how they talked about
data use, the role of data use, and how they sought to support data use at their respective
campuses. What‘s more, their respective faculties and staff members spoke in similar
terms about how they were supported and how data were expected to be used to inform
instruction. Thus, for teachers, support personnel, and administrators, informal social
learning opportunities seemed to function as a learning support specific to data use, and
to fill gaps otherwise left by existing professional learning supports in Ryan ISD.
Data-use skills and knowledge. Due to the range of structures that supported
professional learning in Ryan ISD, many educators were adequately supported in learning
to use data. However, the fact that so many relied on informal social learning
opportunities (and even on collaborative activities within formal social learning
structures) to fill existing gaps with regard to data-related skills and knowledge indicated
that there were still ways in which current structures did not meet the needs of all
educators. For instance, despite several structures that pointed at embedded data-related
professional learning (e.g., formal social learning structures, instructional coaches,
interventionists), several educators across the campuses and several leaders at central
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office still felt that professional learning for data use was largely separate from other
types of professional learning. That is, educators talked about ―training for data use‖ as a
separate set of learning opportunities than those that supported general (e.g., Gifted and
Talented strategies, Bilingual/ESL strategies, ―high-yield‖ instructional strategies) or
content-based professional learning. Thus, there appeared at least some cases in which
data use was decidedly not yet embedded throughout professional learning structures.
Also, several teachers at campuses noted that existing structures may have
covered pertinent data-related knowledge and skills, but the format of those structures
could have been better suited to their learning needs. One teacher charged, ―I would say,
to put it in a nutshell, the administration does the exact opposite of what they tell us is
best practice, which is give wait time, allow them to have hands-on. I‘m not seeing a lot
of that.‖ Another felt the speed at which data use was introduced in professional learning
was too fast paced:
I feel like we “flash, flash flash” —―Look at this data. Look at this data. Now
let‘s run do a little computer section on this!‖ And if you‘re archaic, like I am—
I‘ve been in this [a number of] years and I‘m very slow on the computer so when
we rush through it and then go, ―OK! We‘ve got it!‖ I say ―No!‖
These issues were not uncommon in the teacher focus groups: Educators wanted
professional learning for data use that not only covered the knowledge and skills they
needed to become better at data use, but they wanted those professional learning
opportunities to be structured in ways that could help them cement those data use
practices in how they did their everyday work. On the whole, the range of structures was
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functional, but was not quite meeting the needs of what educators in Ryan ISD indicated
they wanted and needed in order to be better users and consumers of data.
Ideal Structures
Educators across all levels of Ryan ISD were consistent in describing how they
wanted and needed to learn about data use as professionals. They were similarly
consistent in describing the types of knowledge and skills educators needed to learn in
order to be capable users and consumers of data. In this section, I discuss how and what
educators in Ryan ISD said they needed to learn in order to better use data to inform
classroom practice.
Desired characteristics of professional learning. For many educators, the ways
in which they described their desired professional learning structures seemed to mirror
the ways in which they said they best learned any new skill in life. For the vast majority
of study participants, this meant having hands-on experiences and actually trying to put
the skill into action. A good number of educators in the district said they also needed
visual aids or diagrams, and several noted they learned a new skill best when it was
modeled for them. For some of these learners, ―how to‖ videos were described as helpful,
as were manuals or written directions. Several educators said that having an opportunity
for guided practice in a new skill was key, and a few wanted to hear a skill described.
Only a few educators said that having an opportunity to reflect or debrief was important,
though several said they wanted an opportunity to ask questions of someone who was
teaching them a new skill. Others noted that they really only committed to learning a new
skill when they had an interest or a need to learn the skill in question. Many study
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participants listed multiple modalities—they wanted their learning opportunities to
include several of these elements to give them the best chance at apprehending the new
skill. When the conversation transitioned to data use-specific professional learning, many
of these elements still emerged as important to supporting educators in their attempts to
improve data use.
Relevant. A vast majority of educators at all levels of the district wanted
professional learning to be directly relevant to their own interests and needs, and for most
of them, this equated to being directly connected to their everyday work. Teachers
wanted professional learning to be as specific as possible to what they did in their
classrooms on an everyday basis: They wanted professional learning to be directly
applicable to the content areas for which they were responsible, and they wanted learning
opportunities to be directly connected to the grade levels taught. Some elementary
teachers even insisted that divvying up professional learning into primary grades versus
upper elementary grades was insufficient: They wanted to be with their grade levels, and
they wanted to know how new knowledge and skills (including data use) could be applied
in their particular contexts.
Credible. Across the district, some teachers said that having credible presenters or
facilitators was key, particularly when learning about data use or data systems. One
elementary school educator, identified as an exemplar data user, said that having
presenters who actually used the data system, tool, or skill was critical because, ―…they
use it day in and day out and can answer those questions that you‘re going to come upon
every day.‖ Others simply wanted to know that the knowledge or skill had been tried in
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similar contexts or classrooms and found to be useful by other teachers. Finally, a few
educators wanted to know some of the research base for whatever professional learning
was being shared: They did not want reams of reports, but they were interested in
evidence as to why a new skill or knowledge was considered worthwhile by the district.
Coherent. Teachers in the district wanted professional learning to be clear in
purpose: They said that ideally, facilitators of professional learning would be explicit in
establishing not only why a particular skill or knowledge would be useful, but also in
establishing what teachers should be able to leave any given learning opportunity
knowing how to do. Several teachers (and some leaders) said it was important for
professional learning to connect to prior knowledge and existing skill sets—to scaffold
on educators‘ existing knowledge and yet move them to a new level. In terms of data
use, several teachers talked about how they wanted data-related professional learning to
help them see the data use process from beginning to ―end‖ (though these educators also
emphasized that data use was really cyclical, and had no final stopping point). Still, they
wanted learning opportunities to move from generating or collecting data through
analysis and problem-solving.
Collaborative. A handful of participants indicated a desire for professional
learning opportunities to be structured as collaborative, small group events. Some noted
this could be within existing professional learning community structures, while others
simply said they wanted to be able to work in small groups in workshops or more formal
sessions. With regards to data use, several said that they did not like large group formats,
because those formats precluded much interaction or specificity to particular job roles.
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They also noted that large group formats could be distracting if those around them were
disengaged. Educators were insistent that the conversations that could happen within
collaborative structures were vital. A district leader commented:
If we‘re not talking to each other and not willing to communicate about, ―This is
really going well‖ or ―We‘re really struggling here‖—if we can‘t have those kinds
of conversation, we really do ourselves a disservice because then you don‘t know
how you can learn from people that are around you that may be doing something
well that you are struggling with.
Thus, some educators saw collaborative professional learning structures as capable of
facilitating the kinds of conversations that would help educators hone their data use skills
and knowledge.
Timely. Interview data suggested that teachers wanted professional development
that was timely, or immediately useful. This was particularly the case when they talked
about data-related professional learning: They wanted to learn data-related skills
(especially those related to a data system) proximal in time to when they could put the
skill to use. One exemplar user—who also worked in a support role—said it was
important to address skills teachers found immediately useful and said teachers want to
know, ―How is this going to affect me right now, today? How can I use this right now?‖
This educator continued, ―If we don‘t show them that, they‘re not going to use it. So, we
try to do things that they‘ll want to use immediately, and not sometime down the line.‖
In fact, while teachers consistently raved about the usefulness of the new teacher
interface to the data warehouse, a common complaint across study campuses was that the
training for the interface was rolled out in May, but they could not actually use the
interface until August, upon return to school. By then, several noted, they had forgotten
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how to access the interface, and had to repeat the PowerPoint as a method of refreshing
knowledge. In contrast, administrators who had their interface training in the fall found
the timing to be helpful: As soon as they completed training, they were able to return to
their campuses and put their new skills to use immediately. Educators wanted
professional learning to be timely in this way for a greater percentage of professional
learning structures.
Resourced. Ryan ISD educators also wanted data-related professional learning to
be well-resourced in terms of materials and time. With regard to materials, several
educators said they valued one-pagers, notes, or ―cheat sheets‖ that they could use for
quick reference when using data systems or looking at reports. Additionally, at each
campus teachers noted that they used forms, spreadsheets, or other types of protocols to
help guide how they used data, and they noted that these were useful in helping them
focus their efforts. They wanted similar material resources to support any professional
learning aimed at improving data use or data systems use.
Also, teachers wanted professional learning structures to address and provide for
the resource of time. Several noted that they needed practice time built into professional
learning opportunities so they could try out new skills and ask questions when they arose
in the course of use. One teacher said he wanted time allocated within professional
learning structures to, ―think about it and figure out how you‘re going to implement it in
your classroom.‖ Another teacher said this time was rarer than it should be:
A lot of the professional development is, they give you give you give you [she
repeated this for emphasis] lots of information, and they don‘t really give you any
time to really think and sit—whether it‘s 30 minutes or an hour—to sit and think
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about it or work with your lesson plans, ―Where am I going to put this? Where
would this fit best?‖
Thus, at least some educators at each campus noted that adequate resourcing of datarelated professional learning should ideally include attention to both the materials and
time needed to not only gain awareness of new skills and knowledge, but to embed them
in ongoing practice.
Active & engaging. Since so many educators across the district noted that in
learning any new skill they needed hands-on practice, it was unsurprising that educators
consistently said they wanted professional learning to be active and engaging. This sense
of ―active and engaging‖ took a few forms, however. One was that teachers at each
study campus (and district leaders) said it was imperative to have hands-on experiences
with data use. Educators said it was important to be on computers, using real data sets
when learning about any new data tool or when discussing data. An elementary user
identified as an exemplar by colleagues insisted:
If we‘re going to be talking about the teacher interface, I need to be able to get
into my teacher interface so I can play around with it and have somebody
[available], if I have a question. If it‘s going to be on a device to help me, I need
to do a trial run. I need to be able to print my class out; I need to be able to scan
my class. I need to be able to look at it and see what I‘m going to get.
Similarly, educators said that being able to receive guided practice with data use during
professional learning opportunities was key. A few noted that this would provide the
opportunity for educators and teams of educators to learn while using data on the students
in their classrooms. Also, engaging with colleagues during professional learning would
permit them to ask questions of and bounce ideas off of their colleagues during the
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session. An elementary teacher said this would help teachers better understand how data
fit with what they were expected to do in their classrooms:
… if it involves data usage, have laptops set up so that every teacher has access
to something to actually do hands-on work with whatever they‘re telling them to
[use] so they can actually input data, see how the whole system works, print it out,
teach them how to read it, use it. Everything is hands-on, rather than just going to
a PowerPoint and listening to what you‘re going to do when you get back to your
campus, when you get back to your computer.
Other educators talked about professional learning maintaining an active and engaging
orientation by being well-paced and differentiated for the ability levels of the learners.
Several noted that they wanted training that was stimulating, and further noted that this
involved (for them) being able to learn in multiple ways: They wanted to have hands-on
activity, hear about the knowledge or skill, and see it modeled for them. Also, by having
participants stay engaged and active, facilitators could correct misconceptions or user
errors before participants went to their own campuses or classrooms to try to use the new
skill or knowledge.
Follow-up. Last, but not least, educators from all levels of the district mentioned
that follow-up was imperative. They noted that one hardship that accompanied some
professional learning was getting what seemed like useful knowledge, but having that
learning dissipate because they encountered challenges, or no one ever checked back to
see how implementation was proceeding. Teachers said they wanted to be able to try out
a new skill and come back together to debrief or ask questions at a later time. They did
not appear to care whether this follow-up came from the original facilitators of a
particular professional learning opportunity or from their campus-embedded instructional
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coaches. However, a few indicated that if they encountered challenges in using a new
skill (particularly one with a data system), they were likely to cease implementation if
there was no follow-up or no one who could help them overcome the issue.
Needed knowledge & skills. Educators at the study campuses and at the central
office level articulated a range of skills and knowledge related to data use that they
thought educators needed if they were to be better users and consumers of data. In this
section, I discuss the types of data-related knowledge and skills to which educators across
Ryan ISD thought professional learning structures ought to attend.
Technical skills. One of the most frequently described needs concerned the
technical skills of educators. Across campuses and across levels of the district, educators
said it was critical that teachers and administrators have the skills needed to access and
operate key data systems (e.g., the teacher or administrator interface to the data
warehouse, the printer-scanners) so that they could use these tools to their fullest
potentials. Others simply noted that to use data in a robust way, educators had to possess
a degree of technological savvy, or had to at least be comfortable enough with technology
that they were not intimidated by systems to the point of avoidance.
Several educators in Ryan ISD said that knowledge of Excel was essential: This
was unsurprising, as educators reported that Excel was frequently the form in which data
files were sent to campuses or downloaded via the interface. Still, as one district leader
noted, sometimes this requirement seemed somewhat antiquated. This leader noted that
while Excel had been a district standard in the past, ―I don‘t think that should be a
prerequisite. I think that has been a prerequisite. But I think data should be served up like
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a fountain drink—you know—you can just walk up and get it yourself.‖ Still, at present,
being able to use Excel seemed to be something that benefitted educators in Ryan ISD, as
did a comfort level in being able to navigate through and operate the data systems.
Asking the right questions. A few teachers on each campus spoke about the
importance of knowing how to appropriately define a problem or to ask good questions
that could be informed by data. A high school teacher noted that the mere presence of
data was not useful, as ―You can have the data and it can mean nothing to you if you
don‘t know how to really start asking the right questions. I think it‘s about asking the
right questions.‖ For some, this also meant gaining greater awareness about what types
of data were even available to help shape some of these questions.
For others, asking the right questions was closely associated with being able to
parse out which data, among all available data, were most appropriate to answer
questions of practice. They noted that this could help guard against feeling overwhelmed
by the vast amounts of data available to them (and sometimes the quantities of data that
were ―pushed out‖ to educators in the district). Without this skill, teachers noted that they
struggled with feeling overwhelmed. An elementary teacher reported, ―…what‘s hard is
sometimes trying to get [started]—I just sit there and go, ‗I don‘t know where to start. I
don‘t know where to start, because there‘s so much to do.‘ And I just sit there and think,
‗Wow.‘‖ Professional learning that helped educators begin with a good question, rather
than attempting to start with a Gordian knot of various data, might address these
challenges to educator data use.
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Analyzing and interpreting data. Numerous educators in the district at all study
campuses noted that it would be difficult to be a good consumer or user of data without
knowing how to appropriately analyze and interpret various types of data. For the
majority of participants, this equated to the ability to look at various reports and ―know
what they‘re looking at‖ in a way so that the data are not ―just numbers on a page,‖ as
one middle school teacher put it. However, educators talked about some specific skills
under the umbrella terms of analyzing and interpreting data. Several described the
importance of using multiple data points (i.e., triangulating data) in order to draw more
appropriate conclusions or to make correct decisions. Some said that learning how to
organize data (e.g., charter, graphs, and reports) so that it was meaningful to the
individual user was a skill that could be taught and improved. And a few talked about
being able to look for patterns large and small: Teachers and administrators said it was
important to be versed in looking at the ―big picture‖ (e.g., campus or class-level data)
and being able to drill down to the individual student, and vice versa. Less frequently
mentioned was the knowledge of how to perform an item analysis; however, in
describing their own data use, teachers did note frequent use of this technique, though
they did not describe it specifically in terms of a skill that a savvy consumer or user of
data necessarily needed to learn via professional learning structures.
Integrating data use with assessment, curriculum, and instruction. Through the
use of common assessments and with a well-defined district curriculum, data use was
already integrated in some ways with curriculum, assessment, and instruction at the three
study campuses. However, there were still some educators (at both the campuses and at
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the district level) who indicated that professional learning structures needed to attend
better to how data use was used in conjunction with curriculum, instruction, and
assessment processes. Some teachers talked about a need to better understand formative
assessment processes, and about how collecting data frequently from such processes
(rather than waiting on common assessment or benchmarks) could continually inform
teaching. Others noted that more skill in ―curriculum compacting,‖ or using data to know
which teaching units needed to be expanded or could be contracted, would help teachers.
And some noted that teachers needed to be able to better use data to evaluate whether
selected interventions were working.
Because teachers in Ryan ISD used a variety of data (e.g., TAKS, district-level
benchmarks, campus-based common assessments, textbook-provided quizzes and
exams), some educators also pointed out that they needed to better understand the
assessments themselves: They needed to be able to match assessments to what
information they wanted to measure for a student or group of students, and they needed to
know what a given assessment was or was not capable of measuring. While these are
generally areas that could fall under ―data literacy‖ and thus connect more to the analysis
and interpretation of data, teachers who talked about this did so in the context of planning
curriculum and instruction and creating (as well as using) a variety of assessments. Due
to the way in which participants described this need, it likely matters less under which
type of skill a professional learning program addressed such issues than that the issues
were addressed by data-related professional learning structures.
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Collaborating around data. A few central office leaders reported that educators
needed to know how to collaborate around data as teams. They noted that this might be
facilitated by protocols or other structures, but that because data use could sometimes be
perceived as threatening, it took some work to get used to having open discussions about
data among teachers and among campuses. One district leader noted,
… those collaborative conversations are, I think, a skill. And being able to have
collaborative conversations around what our data says and being able to be open
about why it says what it does and what we are going to do about it, and how we
are going to help whoever is struggling—students and teacher—I think those are
really pieces that—they‘re hard. I mean, it‘s hard to get there. It‘s hard to get to
that trust level.
Oddly, no campus level personnel articulated that ―collaborating around data‖ was a
particular skill they thought needed to be addressed within professional learning
structures. At the same time, it was common for teachers at each campus—and especially
at the middle school and elementary school campus—to talk about working
collaboratively around data with their departments or grade-level teams. And, a few
teachers did mention a need to learn how to use data better in communicating with
parents. All in all, while this skill was not frequently mentioned, the very frequent
comments on how educators in Ryan ISD used data collaboratively in formal and
informal discussions suggests that this might indeed be a ―skill‖ to which professional
learning structures should attend.
Linking data to decision-making. Second only to ―technical skills‖ in terms of
frequency mentioned, teachers, administrators, and district leaders said that educators
needed to understand how to link data to decision-making. In the words of many
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participants, they needed to know ―what to do with the data‖ once it was collected and
available for analysis. One campus leader explained,
I think taking data, and doing something with the data, are two different things.
You can take data all night and day, and what are you going to do with it? I think
there has to be a goal in that. Action steps—and I mean, not just ―Here are nice
spreadsheets and graphs‖ but, ―What are you going to do with it?‖
Teachers consistently said that they needed more assistance in linking intervention
options to data: Once they used data to identify a need of a student (or group of students),
the real challenge was in selecting from among solution options. That was a challenge
that appeared to stymie some educators, and they thought professional learning that
attended to that challenge could prove very helpful. Others said that, with all the helpful
professional learning the district already provided, this issue was, ―…the bridge that‘s
missing between the data and instruction, is how to apply the data in your classroom. So
this percentage passed, and this percentage didn‘t. What specific things do you need to
look at—not, ‗Oh, those are the kids who didn‘t pass!‘ But—‗Why?‘‖
Several other teachers talked about data use as a never-ending cycle—from
tracking scores to looking for patterns to reflecting on practice and making improved
instructional decisions from that gained knowledge. But they said that they rarely got to
see the whole cycle within professional learning structures, and that was something they
wanted. An elementary school teacher summed up this need thusly:
I would just like to see the full circle—the full picture. I mean, we‘re getting the
data for a reason, and sometimes I think people are so driven for getting data they
don‘t realize, ―OK, now we have to interpret the data.‖ So you need training on
how to interpret it, what you‘re doing to do with the information—how are you
going to help these kids whose numbers are maybe not showing what they
should? I mean, it has to go full circle. It has to be meaningful in the sense that,
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―This information is to help the kids, and how are you doing to do what with this
information? So what if they‘re reading on a [level] 24? What does that mean?
What are you going to do?‖
The unknown skill. Finally, a few teachers said they simply wanted a better
awareness of what was available to them to assist in data collection or use, or where they
should or could access particular data. Others wanted to know more about what data were
already collected in some way, shape, or form by the district, so they could form better
questions or broaden their data use accordingly. And a few noted that it was difficult to
say what particular data use skills or knowledge would support educators to be better
users and consumers of data, because, ―… there are so many things out there that we
don‘t know, and it is just hard to tell what‘s actually valuable, what‘s important, what‘s
going to work.‖ Therefore it is important to note that while educators across Ryan ISD
were fairly consistent in articulating the types of skills and knowledge needed to be better
consumers and users of data to inform practice, even they realized that there might be
skills or knowledge that are useful, but of which they are currently unaware.
Conclusion
All in all, Ryan ISD educators generally spoke about data use in fairly robust and
comprehensive ways, particularly at the middle school and elementary campuses. The
district had implemented a range of structures to support professional learning in a
general sense, and several of these structures addressed data use skills and knowledge in
some way. While the existing structures seemed to functionally fit most of the knowledge
and skills Ryan ISD educators described as critical for good data use, there were three
ways existing structures could perhaps improve this fit. First, how well data use was
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supported via professional learning seemed to depend to a great deal on how well the
principals and leaders at the campus level used data and whether these individuals had
put in place structures to support their teachers in using data and in improving their data
use. These practices seemed above average at the study campuses, but several teachers at
two of the campuses cautioned that they had worked at other campuses in Ryan ISD and
had not experienced the same level of data-related professional learning support at their
prior campuses. This suggests that how functional the data-related professional learning
structures are may vary more than I observed at the study campuses.
Second, even at the study campuses, educators indicated a need for professional
learning to better support a broader range of data use knowledge and skills. This seemed
particularly evident in the way the campus educators talked about analysis and
interpretation of data and in the way they talked about linking data to decision-making.
This suggests that while a range of structures are ably supporting much data use in the
district, professional learning supports could better fit educator needs through more
attention to these elements.
Last, educators in the district were clear that the ways in which data related
professional learning supports were structured were not a solid fit for the ways in which
they wanted to learn. They wanted more hands-on practice with regards to both data use
and data systems use, and they wanted professional learning opportunities that were
timely in that they allowed teachers to immediately begin using new skills and
knowledge. Finally, they expressed a need for more follow-up with regards to data
related knowledge and skills. While they consistently expressed satisfaction with the new
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tools provided by the district (e.g., the teacher and administrator interfaces and the
printer-scanners), they wanted to get better at using these tools, and interview data
indicated that some structural changes in how data-related professional learning was
provided could results in a better fit with the needs of Ryan ISD educators.
Policy: Addressing Educator Needs through Expectations
As one of the guiding research questions for this study inquired about how
districts use policy to approach the issue of data-related professional learning, I needed to
explore the various ways in which leaders in Ryan ISD used policy (formal or informal)
to set expectations for, shape, or otherwise leverage improved professional learning for
data use. In this section, I explore how the district used (and sometimes neglected the
opportunity to use) informal and formal policy mechanisms to establish expectations for
how professional learning structures were shaped and for what types of professional
learning were prioritized. I also explore areas in which policy supports were (or were not)
effected in regards to data-related professional learning structures.
Expectations for How Professional Learning was “Done”
The review of research pertinent to professional learning (Chapter Two) indicated
that quality professional learning structures are often characterized by some common
characteristics (e.g., coherence, connection to content-areas of educators, jobembeddedness). Similarly, the research on data use suggested that there were certain
components of data use that were common to districts committed to using data (e.g.,
collaborative data use, supported by workable systems). Guided by this body of literature,
I wanted to know what policy expectations existed in Ryan ISD for how professional
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learning for data use was to be conducted. I wanted to know whether the district had
established expectations that were in line with the existing research, and how any policies
that had been established were purposed toward data use. Interview data and document
analysis revealed that Ryan ISD had implemented some formal and informal expectations
via board-level policy and other documents, but awareness of these expectations and
policies varied tremendously across the district (and even within central office)
Informal district & campus expectations. When asked whether the district had
expectations for how professional learning (in general or related to data use) ought to be
conducted, some educators at the district level said there was a growing expectation that
professional development be embedded in everyday work (hence, a focus on instructional
coaches and instructional technology specialists). Another district leader said she thought
the district had done a ―great job of communicating that [professional learning] needs to
be very engaging—that it needs to—we need to be the model of what we want to be
happening in our classrooms.‖ This idea of modeling in professional learning structures
what the district expected of teachers in relation to student instruction was picked up by a
few campus administrators and other leaders at the central office, though none could
articulate a consistent set of expectations.
A review of documents (e.g., board-level policies, campus and district plans,
professional development catalogs) gave some indication that the district wanted to
encourage collaborative or collective participation in professional learning: There were
several summer professional development offerings (including some related to data use
and RTI) that required campus teams to attend and participate as a group. However, no
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documents stated these expectations explicitly, and such participation was not a universal
requirement for district professional learning
A few district leaders also mentioned that the district had a professional
development steering committee, and the work of that committee was oriented toward the
standards for professional learning set forth by the National Staff Development Council.
They pointed to the NSDC standards as the informal expectations for Ryan ISD for how
professional learning should be conducted. However, these leaders also noted that while
some elements of these expectations had been written down in various places, the
standards had not been codified in formal policy and were not universally required of
those who presented or facilitated professional development. One district leader had been
instrumental in bringing in formal training for presenters and facilitators of professional
development based on the NSDC standards, and a few campus and district leaders
mentioned that they had either attended or knew of someone who had attended this
training (held twice in the district thus far). This formal training was very specific to
supporting adult learners, and according to participants, approximately 100 persons
throughout the district had attended the training thus far. While this workshop was not yet
a requirement for all those serving as facilitators for professional development, the few
participants who had attended were positive about the experience.
While the NSDC-related training appeared quite widespread, many educators in
Ryan ISD not only did not mention the workshop, they also said they were unaware if the
district had adopted any standards for how professional learning should be conducted.
Some district leaders who were identified as exceptional facilitators of professional
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learning for data use by multiple study participants said they were unaware of any
expectations for how professional learning should be conducted, and other district leaders
had only a passing awareness that the professional development steering committee had
been working with NSDC standards. Others (at the district and campus level) said they
thought such expectations were linked to the district‘s ―Teaching and Learning
Continuum,‖ which sets out the district‘s conception of excellent teaching practices.
Because there was a range of conceptions of what was expected in terms of
professional learning, data use-related professional learning, when discussed at all, was
simply attached to how the participant perceived any broader expectations. In fact, some
participants, when asked how the district expected data-related professional development
be conducted, responded in terms of how leaders use data to identify professional
learning needs rather than in terms of what expectations the district held for how
professional learning structures focused on data use ought to be structured. Thus, for
some it was difficult to connect data-related professional learning to expectations for how
professional learning ought to be structured, because it was also hard to articulate how
general professional learning was to be structured. Again, it is important to note that
there appeared to be some solid work going on in Ryan ISD in terms of establishing these
expectations, but at the time of this study those expectations were still largely informal
and consistent articulations of those expectations across levels of the district were
difficult to come by.
Formal district & campus expectations. Across the district, few educators could
point to any formal or written documents that established standards for how professional
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learning was to happen in Ryan ISD. One district leader did identify the locally-adopted
board level curriculum policy as a policy that provided direction in this area. That policy
required teachers to not only teach the curriculum, but to conduct frequent assessments of
students and use test results to assess the status of individual student achievement and to
modify curriculum instruction accordingly. Although the leader pointed to this as a
formal policy that set expectations for how data-related professional learning ought to be
conducted, a review of this policy revealed that it did not say what professional
development would be conducted, or how it would be conducted: It stated only that
teachers would use data. Missing from the policy was any statement of how the district
will address any specific skills and knowledge related to data use so that teachers can
meet the expectations of the curriculum policy.
Other educators—at the district level and at the campuses—either struggled to
identify any formal policy in this area, or said that they were unaware if such policy
existed. However, a review of documents on the district website, easily accessible via the
professional development department, revealed a few documents that had formalized
some quite clear expectations for how professional learning was to be conducted. These
were not board-level policy documents, but they were crafted and approved by district
leadership and made available for employees (and the public) to access. First, there was a
formal vision statement for what ―exemplary professional development‖ in Ryan ISD
was to be like. This document stated the expectation for, ―…each and every district
educator to be committed to growing professionally and to expending the time and
energy necessary to meet the needs of all students‖ [emphasis in original]. But the
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responsibility was not simply laid on the individual educator: The document went on to
detail the responsibilities of district staff developers in supporting educator growth.
Facilitators of professional learning were tasked with, among other responsibilities:


Providing meaningful and differentiated professional development opportunities;



Providing job-embedded professional development;



Providing learning opportunities to help educators teach the curriculum;



Providing educators with regular opportunities to learn in the context of their
daily work and in collaboration with others; and



Providing a variety of learning processes (including individually guided learning
experiences, observation/assessment, inquiry, and training).
Similarly, the same website provided access to a document that made a clear

statement about how the district expected professional learning to be structured. This
document stated, in part:
In order for [district] professional development to align with National Standards,
careful consideration must go into the process, content, and context of
professional development at the district and campus levels. This requires that
professional development is differentiated for the varying needs of adult learners.
We will not treat educators as though their needs are the same, just as we would
not treat students as though they had no differences in learning needs. […] We are
also committed to embedding follow-up support into all professional development
opportunities in order to ensure that educators have the support necessary for
meeting the needs of students in the classroom.
Despite the ready access to these clear, written documents, no campus educators and only
a handful of district leaders identified these documents as guides to how professional
learning was to be structured in the district.
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Finally, at the campus level, a few campuses had codified within their campus
improvement plans that some professional learning would be ―embedded‖ and would
include collaborative activities. At these campuses, campus plans also indicated that
educators would ―use data to guide decision-making and continuous improvement‖;
however, rarely did any documents or plans intentionally address professional learning
specific to data use. Policies were plentiful in Ryan ISD that established a clear
expectation that educators (e.g., teachers, principals, supervisors) would use data to
inform instruction, but they were not plentiful or specific in how the district would
structure professional learning to help educators meet this expectation.
Policy supports. While most participants across the district struggled to articulate
formal or informal expectations for how data-related professional learning (or even
general professional learning) ought to be conducted, the district had effected some
identifiable policy supports to this end. As noted earlier, the district had invested time and
funds in hosting at least two rounds of the training based on the National Staff
Development Council standards for professional learning, and had facilitated this training
for almost 100 participants. While this was a nascent support, at least one district leader
indicated that she had received requests for a repeat training, and they would be hosting
similar activities in the future to support those who facilitated professional learning in the
district.
Also, a few leaders (and two campus administrators) described the ongoing work
of the professional development steering committee. Some leaders noted that when their
work was complete, this committee would formalize a plan that would lay out
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requirements for trainers so that, ―people know what the expectations are, what the
parameters are for planning PD—that will be a drive. You know, and a set of common
rules to live by when you are planning professional development for that event-based
professional development.‖ Though still in process, this appeared to be promising as a
policy support in guiding how professional learning will be conducted in the district.
Because a few participants noted that the district wanted to support embedded
professional learning opportunities, the provision of campus-based instructional coaches
and instructional technology specialists who could provide support on an ad hoc basis as
well as for planned events appeared to act as a policy support. Additionally, persons in
these support roles worked with teachers and data reports, and provided assistance with
data use and data systems use. As such, they functioned as one of the most direct policy
supports for data-related professional learning. Still, a few educators expressed concern
that with looming budget cuts, these positions might be eliminated or greatly reduced.
Thus, it remained to be seen if these particular policy supports were continued.
The documents produced by the office of professional development (described in
the previous section) were policy supports in that they were written down and codified
expectations. However, the fact that few leaders or administrators referenced them
suggested that they were not as effective as they could be, were they to be broadly
circulated or more widely utilized in professional dialogues. In a similar vein, the
―Teaching and Learning Continuum‖ indicated that effective teachers should analyze a
variety of data sources, and constantly assess for learning in order to respond to student
needs. While this document did not directly address professional learning specific to data
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use, if the district were intentional about creating learning opportunities to move teachers
toward the ―most effective‖ data-related practices, this document could be an effective
springboard toward leveraging more comprehensive data-related professional learning.
Finally, at the campus level, each campus had designated both some time and
space for data-oriented collaboration and conversations. The extended planning time
provided by campuses enabled embedded and relevant learning about data use, and the
provision of space enabled consistent collaboration around data. For example, at Ryan
Elementary, campus leaders had put up posters of guidelines for data analysis that
provided focus steps so that, ―When we get off on a tangent we come back [to] ‗What
are we going to do about it?‘ because that poster [reminds us].‖
Expectations for What Professional Learning was “Done”
While most educators could not articulate with specificity what district
expectations existed for how professional learning was to be structured, there was more
consistency with articulations of district expectations of what professional learning was
to be addressed. Here, formal expectations were more frequent, though there were still
some informal expectations, especially as they pertained to data use.
Informal district & campus expectations. When asked what expectations
existed in the district for professional learning, a few campus administrators and central
office leaders said that professional development activities (at the campus and district
levels) were expected to orient toward board of trustees-identified goals to align with
both these goals and the district curriculum. Additionally, one administrator said that
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even on a campus, professional learning activities were to include 7 hours of math-related
and 7 hours of science-related professional development annually.
Specific to data use and professional learning, teachers at all three campuses knew
they were expected to use data and to be familiar with data on their students. This
expectation triggered some professional learning, mainly via the formal and informal
social structures and through principal-supported learning. At the middle school, this
expectation to ―know your data‖ was accompanied by teacher talk about how they would
assist needed learning toward that end:
Teacher 1: You know your data if you work here.
Teacher 2: Or you don‘t work here! Shape up or ship out! [laughing]
Teacher 3: And not necessarily, ―Do it this specific way,‖ but ―Know what
you‘re looking at.‖
Teacher 1: And if they don‘t know how to do it, we‘ll show them.
Teacher 2: We will show them.
Further, at the middle school and elementary schools, data-related professional learning
was built into the everyday work in terms of collaborating around data, processes that
relied on data (e.g., Student Support Teams, SPA meetings), and extended planning time
structures geared toward data use. At these campuses, principals functioned as ―teachers
of teachers‖ with regards to data, and participants said that their principals not only
helped them learn to look at the data in new ways, but that they provided structures so
that they could improve data use as they were engaging in data use. While these were
informal expectations, teachers at these campuses understood there to be a clear
expectation to learn how to use data to inform practice.
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Formal district & campus expectations. Ryan ISD had several documents and
policies that articulated expectations for the kinds of professional learning educators were
to engage in, though these were only occasionally related to data use. Like all Texas
districts, the district had a slate of compliance-related trainings that had to be attended to
on an annual basis. A review of board-level policies revealed a number of trainings that
were required of all or certain educators each year, from bullying awareness training to
UIL-related training of coaches and CPR/First Aid. The district had rolled five of these
compliance-related trainings into a single PowerPoint that educators could access on their
own time, which ensured some consistency in the information disseminated while
recapturing some campus-based time for professional learning. However, board-level
policy did not require educators to obtain any particular training in data-related skills or
knowledge (either in ―Legal‖ or locally-adopted policies).
Board-level policy on curriculum development states that ―staff development
shall be designed and implemented to prepare staff members to teach the designed
curriculum and shall use effective change processes for long-term institutionalization.‖
Though specific to professional learning, this policy was not specific to data use and did
not address what skills and knowledge meeting this expectation might entails. Similarly,
the board-level curriculum policy stated that teachers ―…shall analyze and interpret
student assessment data to diagnose each student‘s learning in order to differentiate
instruction to meet each student‘s instructional needs.‖ But there was no concomitant
policy that laid out what professional development would be provided in order to help
teachers meet these expectations.
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Apart from board-level policies, there were a few documents that provided some
direction. The district had adopted an ―Essential Professional Development‖ document
that outlined targeted and encouraged professional development by job role for
employees. In this document, data use was embedded in several descriptions of
professional development. For Example, Gifted and Talented selection committee
training contained some professional learning about data analysis as it pertained to GT
program selection, and ―Targeting the TEKS through Data Analysis‖ was available to
both elementary and secondary instructional coaches and curriculum trainers (who could
then provide similar professional learning opportunities at their respective campuses.
Other courses with data analysis components were listed for secondary science teachers
and special education teachers. However, no data-specific courses were listed for math
teachers, English language arts teachers, social studies teachers or other content-area
educators, nor did the matrix include encouraged issues or topics for administrators. Also,
review of this document showed that while data use (e.g., collection and analysis) was
embedded in some workshops and sessions, data use as a topic in and of itself (i.e., using
data in a cycle of inquiry and decision-making) was not a focus.
In interviews, a few leaders pointed to the district strategic plan as outlining what
educators ought to be able to do with data, and others pointed to the district goals as
guiding the selection of professional development. However, review of these documents
revealed that they were not specific to data-use related skills and knowledge. Again, the
documents were consistent in demonstrating an expectation that educators were expected
to use data, but were not useful for identifying any particular knowledge and skills that
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would serve as a foundation for this data use. In the district plan and in terms of the
district goals, data use was couched in terms that suggested that the practice of data use
was purposed toward leveraging improvements in terms of accountability indicators, but
these documents did not lay out any plan for the types of data-related professional
learning would be supported or required in Ryan ISD. All in all, there were many formal
policies and documents that established expectations for the topics and kinds of
professional learning Ryan ISD educators were expected to participate in, but there was a
lack of data-related professional learning that had yet risen to the level of a formal,
codified expectation.
Policy supports. The district had put in place many supports to implement
general and programmatic-oriented professional development requirements. The
documents described (e.g., the professional development catalog, the ―Essential
Professional Development‖ matrix, and even the ―Teaching and Learning Continuum‖
provided a level of guidance to educators as they made professional learning selections or
worked with campus personnel to identify areas of priority. Additionally, the provision of
the online compliance-oriented training ensured a degree of consistency from campus to
campus in terms of training content while recouping some professional learning time for
the campus.
Though not required, documents and interview data evidenced that Ryan ISD
provided several data-oriented professional development sessions, though these did not
necessarily apply to teachers in all content areas. Also, interview data suggested that the
district was amenable to allowing educators to pursue training external to the district, and
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this was a way of supporting the expectation that educators use a wealth of data to inform
practice and decision-making. The support of a professional development office (and a
principal coach) effected some formal and informal supports for educators as they learned
to use data better. And finally, as noted earlier, the formation and continuation of the
professional development steering committee was a promising (but still developing)
support, as members worked to better delineate expectations for all Ryan ISD educators.
Conclusion
For the most part, board-level policies and documents were silent as to how
professional learning was expected to be structured in the district (in general or specific
to data use). The documents that did address expectations for how professional learning
ought to be structured, and which echoed the National Staff Development Council
standards—were not widely disseminated, and many educators in the district (including
some district leaders and campus administrators) either were unaware of these
documents, or simply did not reference them when asked if the district had established
standards for how professional learning was to be conducted. Nevertheless, several
educators thought they had an idea about how professional learning should be structured,
and often tied this to the standards the district established regarding how teachers were to
structure classroom instruction. Policies and formal documents generally did outline what
professional learning educators in Ryan ISD were to attend or complete. However these
documents rarely broke data use down into skills and knowledge, and those that did
simply mentioned that a learning session would include ―data analysis‖ or
―interpretation‖ or ―collection.‖ Policies and documents throughout the district were
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much more focused on emphasizing that educators would use data than on how
professional learning structures would specifically equip them to do so.
All in all, there were some promising practices happening in Ryan ISD: Educators
spoke of using data collaboratively and, at the campus level, reported that they had
structures in which they used data and learned more about data use in the course of their
everyday work. The district had developed some written documents providing guidance
as to how professional learning should happen, and a professional development steering
committee was working on formalizing expectations. However, at present, these existed
in pockets of excellence, and perhaps because the district had grown so quickly, and was
growing ever-larger, some of these promising practices seemed to get lost in the overall
day-to-day of district and campus functions. Thus, policies were largely absent specific to
data-related professional learning; however, even where they had been formalized, there
was little more than a passing awareness among campus educators that these good
practices and guidelines were in place.
Planning for Data-Related Professional Learning
While it has been noted that educators in Ryan ISD ably described a range of
professional learning structures, and talked about some data-related professional learning
supports, educators also described a broader range of needed data-related skills and
knowledge than it appears those in Ryan ISD addressed consistently. Because it appeared
as if there were some disconnect between the learning that educators said they needed (in
terms of skills, knowledge, and formats), and the structures that were generally provided,
I was interested in learning more about how these structures came to be. This involved an
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exploration into aspects of the planning process for professional learning and data use in
the district. In this section, I explore the nature of this planning process and describe
planning structures that were helping the district to move forward, yet which were
diffused such that some good practices went unheralded and unshared.
Determining Educator Data Use Needs
It is important to the narrative of Ryan ISD‘s professional learning planning
processes to point out that the district had been engaged in some quite intensive datarelated initiatives for the 12 to 18 months prior to the beginning of this study. As noted,
the district had implemented a new interface (for teachers and administrators) and had
hired new staff members whose roles were dedicated to improving data use. The district
had also rolled out printer-scanners, and had been working to enable campus staffs to use
that technology for benchmark assessments. Thus, when this study occurred, these
initiatives were at the forefront of many participants‘ minds, and they talked about them
frequently in interviews. Participants tended to talk about ―professional learning for data
use‖ as a separate entity from ―professional learning,‖ though this sometimes varied,
depending on whether participants were describing campus or district-level planning for
professional learning. In what follows, I delineate some ways that planning processes
aimed at being responsive to educator learning needs, and explore how these processes
were functional, yet met only some of the needs educators articulated having.
Search. To better grasp how district and campus planners of professional learning
began their planning processes, I first needed to know how planners gathered ideas about
educator needs related to data use. Participant responses fell into five main categories: (1)
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Word-of-Mouth; (2) Problem-Oriented; (3) Policy-influenced; (4) Formal needs
assessments; and (5) Pilot processes and ―system checks.‖
Word-of-mouth. When asked how planners of professional development gathered
ideas about educator needs, the most frequent response by participants was, ―We‘re
asked‖ or, ―They ask.‖ Participants explained that leaders (e.g., district leaders,
instructional coaches, administrators) asked them in team meetings, as individuals, or
through email to express their learning needs. Others simply said that they felt
comfortable in speaking to their administrators about particular learning needs.
Departmental and grade-level leaders asked members of teams, and these leaders in turn
transmitted these needs back to campus-level planning committees. Similarly,
administrators said that their supervisors asked for input on professional learning. This
method extended to district leaders tasked with supporting data use and data systems use:
On request, these persons would go to a campus to facilitate data-related professional
learning. A few participants noted that on occasion, district leaders would hear about
particular trainings through interactions with external entities or other districts and would
bring those ideas back to Ryan ISD. All in all, these processes did not seem formalized,
but it appeared they occurred on an ad hoc basis and were then dealt with as needs arose
and as the resources to address them were available.
Problem-oriented. Some participants indicated that what professional learning
was offered or required was sometimes linked to what problems arose in the district, or
what areas data suggested might become problematic. Several persons noted that
instructional coaches and leaders looked at data (e.g., TAKS, benchmark data,
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inventories) to make decisions about what professional learning might be helpful. Others
said that the professional development steering committee (which included teachers and
principals from all levels as well as central office staff) also looked at data to determine
needs. One leader (who worked with the committee) noted that the data they looked at
also included feedback from prior professional development sessions. Other interview
data revealed that curriculum department leaders, leaders in school improvement, and
district-level supervisors consulted data to determine potential professional development
emphases. These data frequently related to accountability trends or the performance of
subpopulations on accountability indicators. Finally, a few leaders noted that in working
with campuses, some needs simply ―came to light‖ that needed to be addressed through
professional learning. However, it should be noted that the ―solutions‖ to these problems
were rarely discussed as professional learning for better data use, but were often
discussed as professional learning for curricular or instructional adjustments aimed at
leveraging improvements in assessment data.
Policy-influenced. Several participants in leadership positions (at the campus as
well as the district) talked about ways that policies influence what professional learning is
planned. Some leaders noted that state law requires educators to complete a certain
number of professional development hours to recertify, though there were few directions
about what these hours must include. Educators noted they had to participate in trainings
required under federal laws relating to the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act
(including Section 504 training), response-to-intervention training, and some complianceoriented training (e.g., Family Educational Rights to Privacy Act). District leaders said
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that changes in state law (especially changes to any curricula or textbooks) triggered
professional development provisions. However, while many of these state and federal
policies could include data use, participants did not talk about these professional
development opportunities as if they were data-oriented.
In addition to responding to federal or state policy, district and campus leaders
also indicated that professional development had to respond to district policy, including
the board-of-trustees approved district goals and district strategic improvement plan.
Professional development planning was also perceived by some to be responsive to goals
or priorities articulated by the board of trustees. For example, one leader said that the
board was committed to diversity issues, so professional development addressed these
issues. One campus leader articulated the planning process for the district as beginning
with the board goals, but as a process that was not wholly prescriptive:
First they come out with the board goals and those are communicated out very
clearly. And then each campus is expected to have professional development that
would address their own unique needs while at the same time moving towards the
desired board goals. So I would say, I would classify it as a defined autonomy
situation, which I like. Basically, we know what the goals are, within those
goals—because our campuses are not the same—we, through our CIPs [Campus
Improvement Plans] have to address those goals in the way we believe is most
effective for our particular clientele and through professional development that we
have decided helps us do that. There are district offerings that are also in line with
board goals, but we do have some nice autonomy within the campus to be able to
individualize for our own needs.
Finally, a review of documents revealed that board-level policy required the district to
engage in an annual comprehensive needs assessment, in part to help planning for
professional development. However, this policy was aimed more at addressing elements
of student performance, and driving planning from that perspective, and was not
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necessarily aimed at identifying professional development goals via an evaluation of the
needs of educators (in general or specific to data use).
Formal needs assessments. A few educators in Ryan said that the district used
formal surveys to find out about professional learning needs as well as other issues (e.g.,
campus climate surveys). Also, there were mini-surveys at the end of each summer
professional development session that a participant said she looked at to guide further
professional learning efforts. At each campus, teachers mentioned that their principals
sometimes put out e-surveys to determine areas of need. However, it is important to note
in each of these instances that participants did not say that these surveys were tooled to
ask specifically about any data-related knowledge and skills, but indicated that they were
more topical or aimed at determining content-area or general professional learning needs.
Pilot processes & “systems checks.” A few campus-level educators (teachers as
well as administrators) reported that the district often piloted projects at a few campuses
in order to identify problems and solution-solve before scaling the initiative up districtwide. Educators who talked about this process said that central office leadership did this
with RTI training several years prior, and more recently had used a pilot process during
the rollout of the teacher interface and with the printer-scanners. By using a pilot process,
district leaders were able to identify problems and educator needs they had not predicted
and resolve those issues or include needed training prior to the scale-up. Similar to this, a
few district leaders talked about two programs within the district using ―system checks,‖
in which district and campus leaders would visit a campus and do walk-throughs of
initiatives and then debrief. Leaders who talked about this process indicated that these in277

the-field experiences helped them hone in on learning needs, though how these related
specifically to data use varied.
Compiling the “pieces” for planning. As one district leader talked about the
multiple methods that leaders, content leads, principals, and committees used to gather
ideas for professional learning, she noted, ―it‘s kind of a compilation of all those pieces
that come together through the steering committee …and also through all of those
representatives that really drives what we offer.‖ Thus, the range of structures described
were the main vehicles through which planners for professional development in Ryan
ISD gathered ideas about what district educators wanted and needed to learn more about.
However, few of these methods were described as specific to data use related knowledge
and skills: The methods did not appear to exclude data related knowledge and skills, but
neither did they appear to be part of an intentional search mechanism that was geared to
uncover what educators needed to learn and be able to do if they were to be better at
using data to inform practice. Thus, it is important to return to the words of the
elementary teacher, who noted that she ―didn‘t know what she didn‘t know.‖ Search
structures that rely mainly on responding to what teachers and administrators identify as
needs may risk being reactive rather than responsive. In Ryan ISD, the provision of
leadership specific to data systems and data use seemed to mitigate this risk somewhat.
Still, data use related knowledge and skills seemed tangential to many of the search
structures that informed planners of professional learning.
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Diffusion and Fragmentation
One theme that stood out in terms of district planning for data related professional
learning was a sense of some diffusion and fragmentation related to planning. In terms of
―diffusion,‖ it was difficult to identify which leaders were responsible for data-related
professional learning. Board-level policy stated that district level administrators, ―…shall
provide professional development opportunities,‖ though this statement was broad and
did not connect to data use in any specific way. Similarly, board policy stated that
campus level administrators, ―…shall provide campus-based professional development
opportunities‖ and that they ―shall analyze and interpret student assessment data to use in
making school-improvement decisions.‖ Yet, these were in separate policy sections, and
no particular board policy identified a department or person to whom responsibility was
assigned for determining educator needs related to data use and ensuring that professional
learning structures attended in some way to those needs.
Because educators in Ryan ISD did tend to talk about data use as separate from
other forms of professional learning, the answer to ―who plans for data-related
professional learning?‖ was more complex than anyone saying, ―the professional
development department.‖ In fact, when study participants were asked who was
responsible for identifying administrator or teacher needs with regard to data use, a few
leaders (including some who worked with the professional development department)
identified a particular point of contact, yet that point of contact identified multiple other
departments and persons, depending on where the data in question or program used to
access the data (e.g., RTI, PMI-Plus, or the interface to the data warehouse) was housed.
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Other study participants identified campus instructional technologists, instructional
coaches, principals, leaders in the assessment and management information systems
department, or personnel in the school improvement initiative as the ―people responsible‖
for supporting educators in improving data use. A few educators said professional
development for data use fell to whatever department ―owns that piece of data,‖ while a
few others ascribed universal responsibility, noting, ―We all are.‖ Ryan ISD educators
ascribed responsibility for supporting data-related professional learning to multiple
persons and multiple departments, but no evidence suggested coherent collaboration
among any of these disparate roles or departments. This sense of diffused leadership
suggested that there were sometimes assumptions that ―someone else‖ was handling a
particular training or professional learning component when, in reality, teachers and
administrators were likely using the informal social learning structures to fill those
learning gaps.
In terms of fragmentation, there was evidence that despite a range of professional
learning structures that sought to encourage integration (e.g., instructional coaches)
educators still spoke about a series of ―platform‖-oriented sessions and general or
content-area sessions, more so than these being fully integrated. A review of professional
development offerings over the past year indicated that descriptions of most professional
learning sessions did not mention elements of data use or data related skills or
knowledge. Few sessions mentioned data use, though there were some sessions that
appeared integrated (e.g., ―transformative assessment‖ and data analysis in conjunction
with science curriculum training). And, teachers and administrators talked about a series
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of data use-specific trainings (e.g., the teacher and administrator interfaces, the printerscanner training) that suggested a degree of fragmentation.
Interview data suggested that the persons who planned data-related professional
learning, and those who planned content-oriented professional learning, operated from
different departments: Professional development specific to data systems tended to come
from the information services department, while content area professional learning
emanated from Curriculum and Instruction, and some data analysis training came from
School Improvement. Because of the emphasis on getting new parts of the data system
rolled out, there had not been, as one leader put it, ―much cross training‖ among those
departments, and there was little evidence that these persons planned collaboratively to
integrate data use with other types of professional learning.
Still, it should be acknowledged that this fragmentation could have been an
artifact of the emphasis on the data initiatives. Some campus administrators noted there
had been more data system-focused training in the previous 12 months than she thought
there usually was in the district. It also bears noting that educators spoke of this range
(i.e., including some platform sessions and some integrated sessions in the mix of
learning opportunities) as being functional, though some leaders expressed hopes for
increasing integration and embedding of data use throughout more aspects of both
professional learning and educator work.
Locus of Use
As previously noted, written policies and documents in Ryan ISD were very clear
that educators were expected to use data to inform instruction. However, analysis also
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revealed a degree of disconnect related to locus of use. Linking back to the theoretical
framework (Chapter Two), an underlying assumption was that data-related professional
learning would support the individual educator to be a ―primary user‖ of data. Datarelated professional learning would, ideally, enable teachers and administrators to use
data in inquiry-based processes. Thus, the ―locus of use‖ would locate robust, datainformed inquiry practices at the teacher level, the collective level, and the
campus/district leadership levels. However, that did not necessarily play out in Ryan ISD,
where there were two main ways data use and professional learning intersected.
The first way data use and professional learning intersected in Ryan ISD (and by
far the more frequent) was that data use for professional learning was located at the level
of district leadership (and, to a lesser degree, at the level of campus leadership) and used
to prescribe professional development for individuals, departments, or campuses. Several
administrators and district leaders said that one expectation was that they would look at
the available data to determine areas in which professional learning might be needed. For
example, a leader might notice a weakness in math performance and prescribe or arrange
for math-oriented professional learning. Or, as one administrator reported, after seeing
some behavioral data on a campus, the leadership prescribed training regarding behavior
management. Teachers also shared this perspective, and several teachers said they
thought leaders looked at data to figure out what professional development the campus or
district needed.
Much less frequently did anyone talk about data-related professional learning, or
professional learning for data use, in terms that suggested that an aim of the district was
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to empower or equip teachers to be primary users of data. That is, at no time did anyone
talk about wanting teachers to be able to drive their own learning by collecting and
collaboratively analyzing data, and then following up on the needs that were brought to
light through that process. Neither did anyone talk about professional learning that was
intentional about helping educators work through a data-informed inquiry process that
could be applied in their own specific classrooms, content-areas, or grade levels. This
was striking in light of the consistency with which educators across Ryan ISD articulated
a variety of learning needs in becoming better users and consumers of data (e.g., analysis
and interpretation, asking good questions, integrating data with assessment, linking to
solution options). There was a distinct disconnect between what they said they needed to
be better at data use and how educators in the district conceived of the intersection of data
use and professional learning.
In fact, at one point, after the last question on an interview protocol had been
asked, I mentioned in closing conversation with one district leader that I had been
thinking of ways to integrate these processes, and asked if the district had structures that
helped teachers be the primary users of data (thinking perhaps I had simply been asking
the question in an awkward manner). The leader thought a moment and then replied:
I don‘t think that we give time to that kind of learning. I do think it would be
super valuable. I think—we‘ve had a lot of conversation about team collaboration,
team planning, department collaboration, et cetera, and how you know—just as I
said a moment ago—those are skills they can hone. Being able to talk to people
effectively. Being able to be results-oriented, being able to have difficult
conversations and work through that conflict and being able to share. Instead of
hosting a training on ―How to get better at teaching fractions‖ perhaps where we
need to start is to have a training on ―How to work as a fourth grade team, more
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collaboratively, more effectively so that we can talk more efficiently and
productively about fractions.‖
This response—from someone who would have a solid understanding of the
district‘s professional learning and data use processes, supported the suggestion in the
earlier data that structuring professional learning to enable teachers to be primary users of
data was not a widespread goal or even a common conception. Rather, the locus of use
for data-informed inquiry (as it applied to professional learning) seemed to be centered at
the leadership levels, and oriented toward analysis for the purpose of prescribing
professional learning. Rather than building data use capacity so that teachers and
collectives of teachers could identify problem areas and address them with a sense of
immediacy, professional learning structures were more structured to enable leaders to use
data to detect problems and prescribe solutions (though this could mean a delay in
problem-solving for a teacher, department, or campus).
In Search of a Rationale
Across campuses, one issue that emerged in interview data was the desire of
teachers to know to what end data use was purposed. They not only wanted to know why
they were engaging in any particular professional learning structure (e.g., math strategies,
high-yield instructional strategies), but they wanted to know, in a general sense, what the
―end goal‖ of data use was in the district. They wanted to better understand how data use
fit with their job roles and who they were as educators. This was not to say that these
educators were not using data: Most educators in Ryan ISD indicated that they were
regular users of data, but they wanted clarity about the purposes of data use in the district
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and for them, personally. Some of this issue was illuminated when the actual problems
educators said they used data to address were juxtaposed with the very complex (and
frankly, inspiring) reasons campus educators gave for using data. In light of the complex
and sometimes impassioned rationales teachers provided for data use, the ways in which
data use were presented within professional learning structures seemed quite limited.
Because professional learning would (ideally) be structured to enable educators to
problem-solve with data, it was important to find out what kinds of problems or issues
educators were using data to address, and what kinds of problems they wanted to use data
to address. In this section, I recap the types of problems or issues educators in Ryan ISD
said they were using data to address and then hold these up to the rationales Ryan ISD
educators gave for why data use should be a key part of educators‘ work.
Problems. At the central office level, leaders were fairly consistent in describing
data use for monitoring, evaluation, and decision-making tasks. A few leaders noted that
they used data to evaluate whether programs that had been implemented were working.
This was most frequent with special programs and RTI processes. Some leaders said they
consulted data to identify campuses in need of support and to monitor accountability
issues. Central office leaders also monitored special program students, both in terms of
identification/service and in terms of performance on accountability indicators. Others
listed managerial tasks, such as allocating staffing resources or adjusting scheduling of
students when necessary for programmatic compliance, as problems they used data to
address. Thus, the problems addressed at the central office level seemed to range from
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problems of accountability, to management, to resource allocation, to program
evaluation, to budgeting.
As educators across the district discussed data use and professional learning, it
seemed that the types of tasks professional learning equipped them to do were largely
aligned with the kinds of problems or issues educators said they routinely used data to
address. What‘s more, there was a great deal of overlap between what central office
leaders thought campus educators were doing with data, and what campus educators
actually said they were doing with data. Across interview data, campus educators
indicated that they used data to get an idea about how students were performing and to
monitor achievement (via benchmarks, common assessments, and grades). They said they
used data to determine when interventions were needed, and to liaison with
interventionists when needed. Campus educators frequently talked about issues related to
accountability (though they rarely used that term). They talked about monitoring groups
of students, monitoring the progress of subpopulations, and determining which students
might need remediation for TAKS.
Beyond the individual teacher, campus educators indicated they used data to
figure out which teachers might be more successful with particular students, or to figure
out which teachers had greater success teaching a particular skill or objective. Sometimes
they said this resulted in regrouping students so that a successful teacher did a reteach;
other times, they indicated that this information was useful in fostering discussions on
how a reteach could be more successful in multiple classrooms. Campus educators said
they looked at data early in the year to help set campus goals, and a few noted they
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looked specifically to see which areas needed maintenance or improvement to attain
―Exemplary‖ status under the Texas accountability system.
By and large, these problems and issues being addressed by campus personnel
were the same issues district leaders thought teachers and administrators were using data
to address. And this close alignment may be one reason that professional learning
structures seemed suited to enabling teachers to be first responders to data (if not first
users). However, when teachers talked about these issues, they were very matter-offact—there was no sense of urgency to use data, and educators‘ description of data use
seemed rather low-level compared to how they described the benefits of why data ought
to be used. In general, data were used to monitor progress, to monitor and predict
accountability results, and to provide for remediation. For practical purposes, these
activities seemed to function as the ―end goal‖ of data use in Ryan ISD.
Rationale. The provision of remediation and monitoring of progress are certainly
important and were praiseworthy goals; however, teachers in Ryan ISD also reported that
they wanted clarity about the intended purpose of data use. They also wanted to know
how it fit with their roles as educators. Some wanted all professional learning (even that
not specific to data use) to be explicit about how data related to the learning opportunity.
One teacher wanted planners of professional learning to just, ―define and say, ‗The
reason that we are focusing this time in this area is because our assessment data shows
that ‗x‘ number of students have been successful in this section of the TEKS.‖
Interestingly, teachers often provided some of the best direction for this clarity in
their own discussions of data use. When asked if data use was even worthwhile, or if
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perhaps data use was simply overblown as an educational fad, teachers in Ryan ISD were
emphatic that data use was not only worthwhile, but important. They said that data can
help drive instruction by pointing to a need for early intervention. This, they noted, can
prevent future problems. A group of elementary teachers talked about how using data was
essential with students who progressed slowly, because without data a teacher might not
see that a program was working, or might unwittingly think a strategy was working when
it was not:
I‘m able to see the kids that I was wondering about and concerned about at the
beginning of the year that are actually making a lot of growth and progress. So
now it‘s making it appear that what I‘m currently doing is helping them. But then
there are other children who were a little further along that haven‘t made as much
progress. That‘s opening my eyes to maybe what other interventions need to be
put into place. Or maybe my teaching methods are not working. Or there could be
something interfering with their learning that‘s keeping them from progressing
like the other students. … So it‘s kind of like a way for me to not only track my
own teaching methods, but the student‘s progress.
Teachers noted that data used in this way can not only help focus instruction, but can
provide teachers with a way to reflect on their practice. Another teacher noted:
In all honesty a lot of times I look back at the data and I‘ll find, I‘ll look at that
test question and I‘ll realize it‘s my problem. It‘s not the student‘s problem, it‘s
something that I may not have covered specifically or in the way the test was
given. And it helps me as a teacher know that I‘m going to have to reteach that,
number one, and then next year I‘m going to have to revamp how I taught it.
Focusing the curriculum, reflecting on practice, monitoring progress for all students,
broadening the scope of instruction—these were the ―end goals‖ articulated by numerous
teachers across Ryan ISD. And, yet, for these impassioned discussions about the potential
of data use to support teaching and learning, and despite their articulated uses of data,
educators in Ryan ISD were still not enthralled with data use. There was little evidence
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that planners of professional learning had considered or articulated these ―end goals‖ for
data use to teachers. And, because planners of professional development were not making
clear end goals of data use that communicated to teachers that data use could serve these
broader, student-oriented ends, teachers were left to surmise the end goals of data use
from the types of activities they were doing with data.
Perceptions of data use. In Ryan ISD, interview data suggested that teachers
simultaneously used data, believing in its potential to benefit teaching and learning, and
talked about data use as something ―sterile‖—something more science than art. This
apparent disconnect may have been related to the various planners or professional
development lack of a coherent message about data use. Within professional learning
structures, there seemed to be issues related to data use that were (likely inadvertently)
delivering mixed messages to educators about data use, and in some cases, it seemed that
these messages were precluding greater teacher ―buy-in‖ to the potential and embracing
of data-informed teaching.
Some of these issues revolved around how educators construed ―data use‖ and
whether they saw themselves as users of data. Some teachers (especially primary teachers
and teachers in elective or non-tested content areas) said they did not have much ―data‖
with which to work. However, these same persons often listed a variety of assessment
instruments and classroom practices that evidenced a good deal of data use. Others
teachers struggled to see teaching and assessment as components of a singular whole,
using phrases like, ―…the time it takes to get the assessment. Am I just sitting there doing
assessments to get data and I‘m not teaching? …So I think it‘s very valuable, but it‘s
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hard. I think it takes your teaching time away, but yet, there has to be a balance.‖ For
these teachers, ―data use‖ was construed narrowly to mean broad-scale assessments or
standardized assessment instruments, and they did not realize how much of what they
were already doing constituted forms of data use.
Some of the issues appeared to revolve around how data use was ―branded‖ in the
district. When teachers were passionate about data use, they tended to talk about it in
terms of improvement and in terms of meeting student needs. Take, for example, one
middle school teacher‘s words:
The issue with data, and this is across the board anywhere you go, is that it takes
time. You have to make the time to input the data. You have to make the time to
look at it, and talk about it, and use that data in a way that‘s helpful. If you take
the time to put it in, you take the time to look at it, but then you don‘t use it, it‘s a
waste of your time. You might as well have not done anything at all. So I think
overall teachers need to understand that it‘s invested time. But—I can say this—
that invested time pays off in the end. If I‘ve been tracking a student from day
one, who could possibly fail the TAKS test, but I‘ve been tracking them all year
long and I‘m being able to reteach specific things that I know they‘ve missed
because I‘m tracking that data, then when it comes time before the TAKS test, I
don‘t have to scramble to do all kinds of last-minute workshops or last-minute
hard core teaching. Because it‘s been spread out.
This perspective was backed up by a district leader who, when asked why some teachers
are reluctant to use data, responded, ―They don‘t understand it. They don‘t understand
what it will do for them. They think that‘s it‘s just a lot of extra work and that they know
how their kids are doing but you really don‘t.‖ Several other teachers similarly spoke
about how data use seemed time-consuming at first, but how it saved them time and
helped them to meet students‘ needs better and in a timelier manner once they began
using data to inform their teaching.
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However, some teachers and documents suggested that data use was often
branded as being geared toward achieving accountability system results. Campus plan
templates, for example, instructed users to ―Select 1-3 strategies from the six principles to
help reach exemplary status.‖ Some teachers talked about how data use could be very
helpful, but that they thought it sometimes became more about competition than
improvement. For others, the phrase had just become shopworn and, while teachers
responded to the concept of data use, they bristled at the term itself. One teacher
laughingly suggested that:
Data needs a facelift. It needs a new name that people are excited about. Let‘s not
call it ―data‖ anymore. Let‘s call it ―Party Time‖ and then everybody would be
excited about it. It gets a bad rap. People don‘t want to talk about data sometimes,
you know. It‘s useful to look at these numbers. But I think that people get
overwhelmed and tired of hearing that word.
Despite these perceptions of data, teachers were still using data, and wanted to use
data in ways that helped students. However, as teachers and administrators described
professional learning structures in Ryan ISD, and data-related learning structures in
particular, there was no evidence that the planners or facilitators of professional
development were considering the ways in which educators perceived data use, the way
data use in the district was branded, or how they could build on the ―better angels‖ of
data use articulated by their own employees to increase teacher buy-in. At present, the
professional learning structures themselves were creating de facto ―end goals‖ rather than
the purposes of data use being intentionally addressed within those learning structures.
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Time and Timing
One last issue that emerged in connection with planning for data-related
professional learning was that of time and timing. Across study campuses, teachers
consistently wanted plans for data-related professional learning to take into account that
they needed time to collaborate around data and to practice data use (including practicing
with data systems and the interface). At each campus in this study, leaders had arranged
for some dedicated time that could be used for data use—and which definitively was used
for data use at two of the campuses. However, teachers who had worked on other
campuses were quick to point out that those types of arrangements were not in place
district-wide. Thus, planners of professional development might have to consider issues
beyond the direct provision of the professional learning itself (i.e., what types of time are
in place at various campuses) and subsequently decide how much time could be allocated
within these structures or within the professional learning itself.
As pertains to timing, educators were insistent that they wanted training to be
scheduled so that it could be put to immediate use. Teachers did not speak favorably of
data-related training provided late in the school year (because they were not able to use
the skills until long periods of time had lapsed) and they were not positive about datarelated training just prior to the start of the year, because by then they were juggling
multiple trainings and trying to ready their classrooms for students. They did speak
highly of getting ―just in time‖ training from support personnel and from their colleagues
during dedicated collaborative time. These preferences present a tough challenge and a
difficult task for planners of professional development who must work with summer
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scheduling and only a few dedicated professional learning days within the school
calendar.
Finally, evidence from interview data suggested that not only did teachers and
administrators think well of the embedded training provided by support personnel, but
also that the support personnel on the campuses (the instructional coaches,
interventionists, and instructional technology specialists) did a fair amount of work
resourcing teachers in one way or another. Yet teachers and administrators were
uncertain as to whether budget constraints could continue to provide these support roles.
Should those positions be reduced or eliminated, planners of professional development
will have to consider how to fill the gaps left by these missing or truncated learning
structures.
Conclusion: Ryan ISD
All in all, Ryan ISD was a fast-growing district in which the systems in place to
support professional learning had generally kept pace: Educators had access to a wide
range of professional learning structures, and spoke positively about many of these. The
district had also engaged in various initiatives designed to improve and support educator
data use, including the provision of a new teacher and administrator interface to the data
warehouse and printer-scanners to reduce the time between giving assessments and
receiving data on those assessments. There was ample evidence that educators
appreciated the professional learning support and that they liked the new data systemoriented tools with which the district had provided them.
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While professional learning was fairly well-delineated in the district, data use as a
set of skills and knowledge to either be explicitly taught or embedded within other
structures still seemed largely tangential to most forms of professional learning. Apart
from trainings related to the interface and the printer-scanners, it was very hit-or-miss
whether educators were able to engage in a coherent series of professional learning
opportunities that allowed them to improve their data use in ways that were relevant to
direct job application. While educators articulated a range of needed data-related
knowledge and skills, current structures did not seem to be meeting the full range of
needs.
In Ryan ISD, policies and documents consistently emphasized that educators were
expected to use data; however, policies and documents that delineated how professional
learning ought to be conducted, or how data use skills and knowledge fit with these
expectations, were largely missing. The exception was provided in the district level
department of professional development, which had delineated some clear expectations
for how professional learning should be structured. However, knowledge of these efforts
was not consistent throughout the district, and no participants outside of those who
worked with that office referenced the documents. The district had initiated a
professional development steering committee to formalize some expectations, though it
was unclear how (and whether) data use would be directly addressed in any final
produced documents or policies.
Planning in the district was largely broad-scale, but only addressed data use
intermittently. While leaders used data to identify needs and prescribe professional
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learning, planners of professional learning did not seem to conceive of teachers as the
primary users of the data, and thus professional learning structures were not intentional
about enabling teachers to engage in data-informed cycles of inquiry. Data use appeared
to be a ―non-negotiable‖ for Ryan ISD educators, but professional learning for data use
did not appear to be a ―non-negotiable‖ in terms of the types of professional learning
structures provided to educators. In sum, there were some positive practices and
provisions happening in Ryan ISD. Still, perhaps due to the size of the district and the
diffusion of responsibility for data use and the size of the district, some of these good
practices were going unheralded or, at the least, unshared among campuses. The major
challenge for leaders in this district appeared to be codifying some of these excellent
practices and sharing them out so they could be better applied throughout the district.
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CHAPTER 7: FINDINGS, CROSS-CASE ANALYSIS
While analysis of data specific to each district was useful in helping construct a
narrative of how each district approached the issue of data-related professional learning, I
wanted a vehicle to press further into the data and explore cross-case themes and issues.
Thus, I opted for a cross-case analysis (Yin, 2009) as a way to help bring together the
findings from these three study districts so that I could fit these pieces together to form a
more cohesive portrait of school district approaches to data-related professional learning.
After analyzing the data for each study district, I was able to identify some themes and
approaches that were fairly consistent across district and campus boundaries. In terms of
structures and approaches, there was much overlap: Districts appeared to face common
challenges and respond in similar ways to these challenges.
In this chapter, I explore these cross-case themes. This purpose is twofold. First,
issues that cross district contexts may suggest issues and challenges that may be common
to other districts; while this study was not designed as one from which to produce
generalizable results, logic suggests that if a theme is common across three districts, other
districts wanting to improve data-related professional learning might do well to be
cognizant of the possibility of those issues as they undertake their own journeys. Second,
where a theme emerged as a main theme in only one or two districts, this does not
preclude the possibility that further study on that issue might suggest it is more common
than it appeared in the scope of these three districts. As such, what seems in this study to
only affect one or two districts might yet prove pertinent to improving data-related
professional learning. Thus, the purpose of this chapter is to highlight those common
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themes that the data suggest are most pertinent to practitioners and to future research and
to draw attention to themes that were not prevalent, but still intriguing enough to warrant
a second look.
Across Three Contexts: Data-Related Professional Learning Structures
One of the driving questions for this study involved how well current district
approaches fit the needs of educators with regard to data-related skills and knowledge.
Exploration of this question across the districts revealed that the districts—despite their
many size and demographic differences—used a remarkably consistent range of
structures to support professional learning in general. How well these structures
addressed and supported data-related professional learning varied within each district.
Here, I outline some of the most prevalent structures and describe how districts used
these (and often neglected to use these) to address educator data use capacity. I also
explore the descriptions of educators across the three study districts that detail the
professional learning structures they said they needed to be better users and consumers of
data, and assess the goodness of fit between professional learning supports that were
commonly provided and data-related professional learning supports these educators
indicated were needed.
Existing Structures
Existing professional learning structures described by educators were fairly
consistent across the three districts, both in the format of the structures themselves, and
how those structures addressed data-related knowledge and skills.
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Supporting administrators. All three districts used mini-professional learning
sessions in conjunction with regular principals meetings, though participants (both
administrators and central office leaders) noted that these meetings sometimes devolved
into ―administrivia‖ and little time was left for robust professional learning opportunities.
Still, participants in two districts (Ryan and Baker) reported that they did have
professional learning structures (apart from regular meetings) geared to supporting
principals. These districts both had organized book studies and discussion groups for
principals (in Baker, these were optional, though indications were that most principals
participated). In Ryan, this study was specifically aimed at supporting data-related
knowledge and skills, and all principals participated in a facilitated study of DataWise
(Boudett et al., 2005), led by district-level personnel who specialized in data use and
analysis.
Across the study districts, participants talked about a range of informal social
learning structures that supported principals. Administrators often leaned on instructional
coaches and administrators (who either had more experience or at least more experience
in that district with data systems) to troubleshoot and to gain more understanding of data
use and leading faculties for data use. Again, the structures in Ryan seemed more
developed: New administrators were not only assigned a mentor (an experienced Ryan
ISD administrator), but they were also supported via a principal coach. However,
participants also noted that data use knowledge and skills were not always the subject of
professional learning opportunities provided through these structures.
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One ―support‖ of interest that was not actually provided by a district was a report
by Baker administrators that the data-related skills and knowledge they used largely came
from prior places of employment. These administrators (who also talked about using data
more frequently than some of their counterparts who had been with the district for many
years) said that when they began their careers in lower-performing districts—where data
use was critical because of accountability concerns—they gained knowledge about data
use and ways of looking at various data. When they gained employment in Baker, they
brought this knowledge with them. In this way, Baker (where administrative turnover was
exceedingly low) ―imported‖ data-knowledgeable administrators, though study
participants indicated the district itself did not have robust supports for helping
administrators improve data use capacity.
Supporting teachers. All three districts had a range of professional learning
structures that supported teachers (though administrators were by no means excluded
from participation in these).
Event-based structures. Common across the districts was the use of event-based
structures, though these seemed slightly more prevalent in Dresden and Ryan (the two
larger districts in the study). These were workshop or seminar-type events that typically
occurred during the summer, though some were hosted during the academic year. Each of
the districts permitted some educators to attend events external to the district as well. In
Ryan and Dresden, some event-based structures were related to data, but because
educators in these districts had great choice in what they attended, it could not be said
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with confidence that all educators had a similar foundation of any particular knowledge
and skills related to data use.
Also, teachers across the three districts were not enamored with these structures:
Even when the content was perceived as helpful, the time allotted for event-based
structures seemed to preclude much time for practice or collaboration within the session.
In Ryan, there was some evidence that data use-related knowledge and skills were
embedded in some of the general or content-area workshops, more so than in either of the
other districts. However, on the whole, data use-related knowledge and skills seemed
tangential to many of these learning opportunities: Data use did not seem to be a
consistent or intentional component of most event-based learning opportunities in any of
the districts.
Mentoring and induction activities. When asked how a teacher or principal new
to the district would learn to use data or data systems in the way expected by the districts,
educators in all three districts reported that they ―thought‖ that data-related knowledge
and skills (including use of district data systems) was covered in new teacher/employee
induction days. These were days scheduled for a few days each summer before
continuing employees reported for duty, and at each district, some of the induction
activities were directed by district-level personnel while part of the time was spent on the
educators‘ respective campuses. However, a review of documents (including some
agendas for induction days) and interview data cast doubt on this assumption. In Ryan, a
review of the agenda for induction activities evidenced no data-related activities
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addressed by district-level personnel, and campus personnel tended to indicate this
happened not at the campus-level induction, but at the district portion.
In each of the districts, a few teachers indicated that they had not received much
or any data-related training during induction, while some district leaders admitted that
because there was so much to cover on these days, some issues (including data use) were
not as prioritized as they would prefer. Even in Ryan, where data use in general was
emphasized, one district leader said that data use was not yet a ―non-negotiable‖ for
inclusion in induction activities.
In each district, there were some educators who said that a teacher‘s mentor
teacher would be a critical support in learning about data use and data systems. And there
were teachers who indicated their mentors had been of great help to them in becoming
familiar with district data systems and patterns of data use. However, teachers also
reported that being good at data use was not a required skill for someone to serve as a
mentor, and in each district there were teachers who said this had been problematic, as
they knew more about data use and data systems than their mentors (or, that their mentee
teacher knew more than they did as an experienced teacher). One teacher in Baker
laughingly said that other than giving her a warm welcome and a potted plant for her
desk, her mentor had not been able to provide any help with data-related issues.
Response-to-Intervention. While Response-to-Intervention requirements were not
a ―learning structure‖ in and of themselves, in each district RTI emerged as a vehicle
through which teachers and administrators learned how to integrate data use with their
daily work. Persons who facilitated RTI trainings in each district said they made it a point
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not only to inform participants about programmatic and policy requirements, but about
how to collect and respond to various data elements. Across the districts, it was one of the
few structures that educators indicated consistently and purposely integrated data related
skills and knowledge into learning opportunities, and talking about RTI was one of the
few times that teachers in each district described teaching, learning, and data use as a
near-seamless whole. Not surprisingly, because of federal and state requirements related
to RTI and special education requirements, leaders in each district reported that RTI was
a priority issue for the district.
Train-the-trainer. In both Ryan and Dresden, one structure used to quickly
disseminate training was a ―train the trainer‖ model, whereby a core team or certain
personnel (e.g., instructional coaches, instructional technology specialists) received
training and then ―turned the training around‖ to colleagues at their respective campuses.
In Ryan, teachers were amenable to this, and the train-the-trainer model used in
conjunction with the rollout of some printer-scanners (used to provide immediate results
of benchmark exams and common assessments) seemed to work relatively well.
However, the model seemed quite problematic in Dresden ISD, where it was used to
introduce district educators to a new data warehouse. It warrants a brief description as it
pertains directly to how the district attempted to support data-related professional
learning in what was ultimately an ineffective way.
In Dresden, district leadership wanted to roll out a new data warehouse to better
equip teachers and administrators to use data, but were working with a tight timeline
because of some continuing vendor issues. To quickly facilitate the training, the district
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had the vendor provide training to core central office personnel, who in turn trained some
staff members from each campus. These staff members were then expected to ―turn the
training around‖ to all teachers at the campuses. District leaders initially thought this
method had successfully trained all educators to use the data warehouse.
In reality, this training was better described as ―trickle-down training‖ and it was
rife with problems. First, the system itself was not fully ready for use, so when educators
did receive training, the tool was not ready for implementation, meaning they had little
reason to immediately try out the system. Second, the training became a version of the
children‘s ―telephone game‖: With each iteration of the training, the time allotted
became more truncated, so only pieces of the training the facilitator received were
actually passed on, and these were filtered through the facilitator‘s own understanding of
the system (often received through a truncated training as well). Thus, what began as a
multi-day training was shortened to a day for central office personnel, to a few hours for
core teams from campuses, and to an hour for department chairs and team leaders at the
campus level. In turn, these campus-level leaders compressed the training to ―10 or 20
minutes‖ for most teachers. Many teachers reported they received no training at all:
Master scheduling issues at the campuses meant the only time they could work with their
team leader or department chair was before or after school, and this barrier had not yet
been overcome. As a result, training largely dissipated after a few iterations, and in the
best case scenarios, teachers received only a greatly truncated and compressed version of
training from people who were themselves not expert on the system.
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Perhaps not surprisingly given this method of introduction to the data system,
most study participants did not report use of the data warehouse, and some were not even
aware of the tool or what it was supposed to be used for. While this model was only
problematic at this level in Dresden, the issued it raised, specific to data use and data
systems use, suggests this might be something from which other districts (especially
those wanting to roll out technology systems or data systems within a short span of time)
could learn.
Support personnel Across the districts, support personnel were key in supporting
professional learning structures (in general and specific to data use). These persons acted
in a variety of roles. In each district, participants noted that central office leaders and
programmatic leaders (e.g., special education, RTI, Bilingual/ESL) were willing to
provide training at campuses on request. In some cases in each district, this was specific
to data use, though in Ryan the emphasis on data use seemed more robust. Also in Ryan,
campus personnel noted that the leadership of their own principals was key, with more
than one participant noting that the principals acted as ―teachers of teachers‖ with regard
to data use. In each district, some teachers noted that until they worked with a principal
who was committed to modeling data use, they really didn‘t understand how to work with
data.
Also, educators in each district reported that campus-embedded instructional
coaches supported educator learning in a variety of areas and served as general resources.
These coaches provided some structured professional learning, and some of this was
specific to data use (e.g., reading reports, analyzing and querying data). Also,
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instructional coaches in each district served as liaisons between the campus and central
office, so they were positioned to be on the cutting edge of new data systems and district
priorities. Coaches also responded to numerous ad hoc requests by teachers for help
troubleshooting systems or working with data. However, there were also a few reports by
teachers and by the coaches themselves in Baker ISD and Dresden ISD that sometimes,
because of hectic schedules and time constraints, they tended to do for teachers in terms
of data use rather than enabling the teachers to be independent and collaborative users of
data. Finally, educators in each district talked about various ―go-to‖ people—persons
who were not in any special support role, but who were colleagues who had more skill
with the data systems or simply understood how to integrate data use. These persons
often helped members of their teams, grade-levels, or departments with data-related
questions or issues when needed.
Formal social learning structures. In two of the three districts, the provision of
formal social learning structures appeared to be key in supporting data-related
professional learning. At Baker High School and Ryan High School, campus leadership
had embarked on a journey to integrate professional learning communities into the
workday. At Ryan High, PLC groups had approximately one hour a week for
collaborative activity (in addition to planning times), though campus leaders and teachers
indicated that they were only beginning to integrate data use with regularity. At Baker
High School, teachers were able to meet with their PLC groups (which allowed them to
group by grade level and subject matter) for a scheduled period every day. At both high
schools, administration had provided some structured activities and had also allowed the
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PLC groups some autonomy: Neither campus seemed to yet be using that time for
intentional data-related professional learning.
In Ryan ISD, both the elementary and middle schools had similarly arranged for
extended planning time, though at both of these campuses the time was very structured
and very intentional about improving data use and using that time to collaborate around
data for decision-making. At Ryan Elementary, teachers used a ―buddy‖ system with
other grade levels so that once every two to three weeks, a grade level team had two and
a half additional hours of planning and learning time. At Ryan Middle, the master
schedule had been worked so that in addition to a conference period, teachers had a
collaborative period that was used twice a week for interdisciplinary teams and twice per
week for departmental collaboration. Both campuses similarly used ―SPA‖ meetings
(Student Performance Analysis) and student support team meetings to effect datainformed decision making. At RES and RMS, leaders provided forms, protocols, and
other supports to help teachers use data, and at both campuses principals were invested
and present at these meetings.
Informal social learning structures. One of the most frequently mentioned
learning structures in each district was no ―structure‖ at all: Educators said they
frequently learned about data systems use and data-related skills and knowledge
informally from their colleagues. This included accessing the ―go-to‖ persons noted
earlier, but it also included serendipitous learning, such as overhearing a colleague talk
about how to access the electronic grade book while making copies in the workroom, or
seeing a colleague who was having success with data and asking that colleague for help.
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While this was a major way that educators in each district learned to troubleshoot systems
and put together data in meaningful ways, in Baker ISD it appeared to be the lynchpin for
how data-related knowledge and skills were transferred from person to person and coconstructed among educators. Similarly, administrators in each district reported that they
often learned about data use or the data systems by asking questions of other
administrators. While it should not be taken as negative that colleagues learned from one
another on a regular basis, the frequency with which they said this was their primary way
of learning how to use data or data systems suggests that despite a range of professional
learning structures in each district, those structures were still leaving gaps in educators‘
learning with regard to data use.
Data-related knowledge & skills. To be sure, there were some nuanced
differences for these districts. In Baker ISD, professional learning itself was heavily
emphasized, but data use (and data-related professional learning) was not. In Dresden
ISD, there were data-related supports, but how effectively these actually supported data
use for classroom teachers varied, and most educators said they relied on informal social
supports to gain any level of expertise at data use. In Ryan ISD, educators tended to have
more problems with the format of some of the professional learning structures than the
content, though they still relied in many ways on informal social structures to fill in gaps
left by the existing professional learning supports.
All in all, however, the range of structures described as supporting professional
learning in each district was remarkably similar. Another consistency across the study
districts was that in most of these professional learning structures, data use and data307

related skills and knowledge were rarely integrated in consistent and intentional ways. In
many structures, whether data-related knowledge and skills were integrated at all was hitor-miss, and because teachers frequently had many options for professional learning,
there was no way to ensure that employees in any of the districts had a core foundation of
data-related knowledge and skills from which to operate. Also, for the structures that did
address data use in some way, interview data suggested that training typically trailed off
after issues of data system access and basic operations were addressed.
Ideal Structures
When asked what characteristics they desired in professional learning structures,
educators were again strikingly consistent in the descriptions they provided. The
characteristics they listed as desirable in data-related professional learning mirrored the
kinds of ways they said they best learned any new skill in life (e.g., by doing, through
practice and repetition, through modeling or guided practice). In fact, the responses of
educators at all levels, across campuses, and across districts could almost have been
interchangeable when it came to what they said they really needed in a professional
learning structure in order to embed a new skill or knowledge in their everyday practice.
These characteristics can be summed up by seven main characteristics: (1) Relevant; (2)
Credible; (3) Timely; (4) Coherent; (5) Active and engaging; (6) Resourced; and (7)
Ongoing.
Teachers wanted professional learning structures to be highly relevant: They
wanted professional learning—including data-related professional learning—to be
directly connected to their job duties. Teachers, especially, said that the more specific a
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professional learning opportunity was, the better. Thus, they wanted any data-related
professional learning to be directly applicable to their respective content-areas or gradelevels. They did not speak favorably (in any district) of professional learning that was not
specific in these ways but from which they were expected to generalize to their particular
roles. Also, teachers in each district said if they were engaged in learning about data use,
they wanted to be using actual data on students in their classrooms. In Baker ISD, some
educators explained that while they appreciated being shown aggregate data (e.g., district
and campus-level accountability data), this type of data was not as useful to them as data
that gave them information on what they could do in their respective classrooms
immediately.
In both Dresden and Ryan, teachers frequently said they wanted professional
learning to be credible. Some participants explained that this meant they wanted
presenters or facilitators of professional learning to have enough experience actually
using a data system that they could answer teachers‘ questions—and even anticipate
questions—during the learning sessions. They wanted facilitators to be prepared and
informed, and several expressed a desire that the person presenting or leading the session
have recent experience or currently be a practicing classroom teacher. In lieu of this, a
few teachers in Dresden suggested at least including some ―success stories‖ in
professional learning (e.g., in videos, written form, or as testimonials) from practitioners
who were using the tool or instructional strategy in a classroom similar to session
participants so they knew ―it‖ would work in their context. Finally, educators in Ryan (as
well as a few in Baker) said they wanted presenters to give them some research
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background on the tool or strategy: They didn‘t want a formal briefing or report, but they
did want to know that what they were being asked to learn and implement was more than
a passing fad.
Educators in each district complained about professional learning that was offered
months in advance of the time when teachers and administrators could actually put the
skills to use, and noted that this happened with some data systems and data-related
professional development. Not surprisingly, then, educators in each district said they
wanted professional learning that was timely—something they could put to immediate
use. Specific to data systems, educators in both Dresden and Ryan said they wanted
training that they could immediately return to their campuses and use. In the past, they
had received training before some technology was ready, and by the time the tools were
ready, and teachers and administrators were on campus ready to start the year, they had
forgotten most of what the training covered.
Teachers and administrators in the study districts also wanted data-related
professional learning that was coherent, or that took into account and built on prior
learning opportunities. In this way, educators wanted their professional learning to
scaffold from the data-related knowledge and skills they already had to the knowledge
and skills they needed to really use data to inform practice. Many times, educators said
that professional learning seemed faddish or random rather than coherent and intentional,
and this sometimes left them wondering what the purpose and end goals of professional
learning sessions were. Across the districts, they also said they wanted professional
learning facilitators to connect the dots between what they learned in terms of data use
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and what they were expected to be able to do as a result of that learning: They wanted to
know—explicitly—what the end goal of data use was in each district. In Baker and
Dresden, they also wanted a more cohesive understanding of how data use fit with their
roles as educators.
Across the study districts, educators at all levels said that it was important for
professional learning structures to be active and engaging. Educators in both Baker and
Ryan said this meant, in part, that learning needed to be well-paced so that participants
weren‘t simply sitting and listening to someone lecture or ―read from a PowerPoint‖ for
long periods of time. Educators in all three districts mentioned the importance of being
able to collaborate with team or department members during professional learning so that
they could ask questions and ―bounce ideas off one another.‖ They also indicated that
collaboration was key so that participants could ask questions of facilitators or presenters
as needed. In each district, many educators said that they needed the opportunity to
practice learned skills during professional learning, because this would not only build
familiarity with the skills (or data systems), but would also give them the chance to ask
questions when they hit roadblocks.
Specific to data use, educators in each district shared ―horror stories‖ of attending
data-related trainings where they had to work with multiple people on a single computer
or—worse yet—without computers at all, simply looking at screen shots provided by a
presenter who described data use and how their systems would look when they were
(later) able to access them. Educators said that when it comes to data-related professional
learning, they wanted to be on computers, using real data that related to their specific jobs
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and the students they taught. Perhaps for these reasons, educators consistently said they
preferred small group-oriented structures. They universally said that large groups were
untenable for most professional learning and for data-related professional learning in
particular, because large groups precluded interaction and relevant question and answer
opportunities. They also noted (in Dresden and Ryan) that small group settings were
more amenable to differentiating for ability levels or learning styles of educators, and
they saw this as a plus.
In Ryan ISD and Dresden ISD, educators consistently said they wanted datarelated professional learning to be adequately resourced, and this fell into two main
categories: time and materials. In terms of time, educators said they needed the
opportunity within the professional learning structure to practice or engage in guided
practice, as well as an opportunity to get feedback and ask questions. They noted that
there was a stark absence of time allocated for these activities in current professional
learning structures (both in general and related to data use). Several educators also
indicated they wanted time built in to professional learning to reflect on how they could
integrate the new skill or knowledge into their everyday practice.
In terms of materials, educators in Dresden and Ryan said that because many of
them did not feel overly confident with technology, they wanted some written resources
to which they could refer when they hit roadblocks. They wanted ―cheat sheets,‖
manuals, and step-by-step directions for accessing the data they needed. A few also said
that because data were stored in various locations, a written document outlining which
data were stored in which system would be helpful. It is important to note that just
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because this desire did not emerge in data from Baker ISD does not mean these resources
were not needed: Because data use in Baker ISD had gone greatly underemphasized (due
to historically high achievement), there had been few intense initiatives that included
technological rollouts as there had been in Dresden and Ryan, and this could contribute to
why this need went unmentioned by Baker ISD educators.
Educators across the districts said they felt that professional learning for data use
was too frequently a ―one shot in the arm and that‘s it‖ occurrence. Instead, they wanted
data-related professional learning that was ongoing and that included intentional followup. Educators wanted leaders to check in with them and answer questions a short while
after they began using the skill or tool regularly to answer further questions or to help
them revisit the new skills or knowledge. Educators did not seem to care whether this
follow-up came from campus-embedded personnel or the persons who facilitated any
particular training: They just wanted not to feel left alone to change classroom practice
based on a single training. A few educators (in Ryan and Baker) also said they wanted
some facilitated debriefing or reflection on how the practice was being integrated into
everyday work.
Needed knowledge & skills. In addition to the seven main characteristics
educators wanted to see in data-related professional learning structures, they also listed
(with a great deal of consistently) a range of knowledge and skills they said were needed
for educators to be savvy consumers and users of data. In this range there were six broad
areas of data-related knowledge and skills that interview data suggested were needed by
educators: (1) Technical skills; (2) Asking the ―right‖ questions; (3) Analyzing and
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interpreting data; (4) Integrating data use with curriculum, instruction, and assessment;
(5); Collaborating around data; and (6) Linking data to decision-making.
Because so much of modern data use depends on the operation of various data
systems, it was not surprising that educators across levels and across districts said that
technical skills were essential to improving data use capacity. In each district, educators
identified by their peers as ―exemplar users‖ indicated they were not intimidated by new
technologies, and were among the first on their respective campuses to try out new
programs and systems. However, numerous teachers across the districts also indicated
that comfort with technology often comes with practice and continued use; this suggested
that technical skill and comfort with technology was not necessarily a prerequisite to
being competent at data use, but could be built through professional learning and practice
with the technology over time. Only in Ryan did any educators indicate a specific
programmatic skill as essential: In that district, Excel was a heavily used program, as that
was the format most files were delivered in or downloaded into for analysis.
Several educators in each district talked about how important it was to decide
(prior to the collection or analysis of any data) on the questions that would be driving the
inquiry. Thus, learning how to define appropriate problems that could be solved or
improved with data use, or “asking the right questions” of the data, was noted as
important. Educators said this kept them from feeling overwhelmed by starting with a
plethora of data and then wondering what to do with it all. Also, teachers in each district
said it was similarly important to help educators understand, one those questions were
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established, which data from among all the data available were most pertinent to
informing that question.
In each district, some educators said that professional learning that improved
educators‘ data literacy—especially in terms of analyzing and interpreting data—
would be helpful. Teachers, especially said they were not always sure what they were
looking at with data, especially when they received numerous reports with multiple types
of data reported (e.g., raw scores, scale scores, stanines). However, even a few persons in
support roles in Baker ISD said the same thing, which suggests that even those persons
seen as experts by their peers still need some learning support in terms of parsing out
which data mean what. In Baker and Ryan, educators said that being able to decipher the
various types of charts, graphs, and spreadsheets they were provided was sometimes
difficult, and they wanted professional learning to attend to these needs. Finally, several
educators across all three districts said that being able to draw conclusions through the
intentional use of multiple data points (i.e., triangulation) was essential, but they did not
think all educators in their respective districts yet understood the value of that practice.
What‘s more, teachers said they received very little instruction in this in their various
college and educator preparation programs (except for those persons who studied special
education or were school psychologists). In sum, once various data were collected,
educators across the study said they still needed professional learning support for issues
of data interpretation and analysis.
In each district, professional learning for data use was largely separate and
parallel from professional learning for general, programmatic, and content-area
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professional learning. Thus, several educators in each district suggested that data-related
professional learning needed to be better integrated into the “whole” of curriculum,
instruction, and assessment, though how teachers talked about this in each district
varied somewhat. In Baker ISD, teachers and administrators talked about the importance
of writing common assessments, and using that data in formative assessment cycles. In
both Baker and Dresden, teachers said they sometimes struggled with the dual goals of
teaching the curriculum (and staying on pace with the curriculum calendar) and being
responsive to data. These teachers were not sure how to make room for needed reteach
without falling behind in the grander scope and sequence.
In each district, teachers talked about wanting to better integrate formative
assessment processes with frequent data use, and about building a greater understanding
about which assessment instruments measured which skills. They also indicated a need
for a better understanding around what assessments were designed to measure, or were
even capable of measuring. Finally, in Dresden, some teachers at the secondary levels
talked about data use in wholly unintegrated ways. These teachers talked about using data
to determine what needed to be changed for the following school year, rather than
identifying or addressing issues with the student data as it comes available.
Only a handful of educators in each district specified that collaborating around
data was a skill that data-related professional learning needed to address. In Ryan, this
was explicitly mentioned, but only by central office leaders, who noted that getting to a
level of trust where teachers could collaborate in constructive ways could be difficult.
Across the districts, few teachers said this was a ―skill‖ they needed to develop.
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However, interview data across the districts did reveal that educators (teachers and
administrators) talked about the value of collaborating with others around data. Also,
many of these teachers indicated that this had not always been (and sometimes still was
not) easy, as data could be very personal and, in some ways, threatening. Because
interview data suggested that collaboration around data was valuable to educators, yet
was sometimes difficult, I concluded that it was likely a skill that needed to be addressed
in some way via data-related professional learning structures.
Finally, teachers across the district were emphatic in saying that they needed
professional learning support in linking data to decision-making. It was not uncommon
in any focus group involving teachers to ask, ―What skills or knowledge do you need to
be better at data use?‖ and to have several participants say, ―What do I do with it!?‖
Teachers in each district repeatedly said that they could collect data, and some felt
comfortable at analyzing and interpreting it, but that when they finally ―knew‖ what the
problem was, they weren‘t sure how to put that information into action. They needed
guidance in selecting from various solution options (e.g., special programs, remediation,
differentiated grouping) and in evaluating the chosen solution options for effectiveness.
The bottom line was they had much data, but they still struggled with effecting changes
in their classroom practice in ways that were informed by the data.
Conclusion
Across the districts, the data-related professional learning structures educators
described as needed did not match up well with the structures they described having. In
Baker ISD and Dresden ISD, structures did not provide for the types of quality learning
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educators desired, if new skills and knowledge were to be embedded in practice. Also,
the range of data-related knowledge and skills addressed within existing structures was
limited: Educators noted that data-related professional learning often trailed off after an
initial focus on data system access and basic operations. In Ryan, educators similarly
articulated a need for a broader range of data-related knowledge and skills to be
addressed within learning structures, though the structures themselves were generally
considered more adequate in that district. With few exceptions, data-related professional
learning tended to trail off after issues of access and data systems operations were
addressed, leaving many other critical areas of data use unaddressed, and leaving
educators to fill in these gaps via informal social learning structures.
Despite a range of professional learning structures, data-related knowledge and
skills appeared to be addressed only sporadically within most structures, and were not
intentionally embedded in general, content-area, and programmatic professional learning.
Thus, while there appeared to be an adequate range of professional learning structures in
each district, and while these structures had potential as vehicles for supporting datarelated professional learning, they were not intentionally oriented toward that purpose.
How Districts Used Policy to Approach Data-Related Professional Learning
In Texas, board level policies fall into two main categories: ―LEGAL‖ and
―LOCAL.‖ Most ―LEGAL‖ policies are drawn directly from statutory requirements, and
typically echo legal language and established interpretations of law and rule. While there
are over 1,000 school districts in Texas, these ―LEGAL‖ documents are consistent from
district to district (because most districts subscribe to the same policy update services).
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Thus, a ―LEGAL‖ board policy on personnel grievances will be identical from district to
district. However, there is another type of policy, the locally-adopted board-level policy.
These represent codified expectations, requirements, or regulations that may be shared
among a group of districts (who borrow language from each other) or may be specific to
a particular district. A district is bound by both types of policies, but the explanation here
is to communicate that some board-level policies are ―automatic‖ while there are others
that a district has leeway in crafting and adopting.
To better understand how each district used policy to address professional
learning, and data-related professional learning specifically, I not only asked about
policies during interviews and focus groups, but also reviewed a variety of policy
documents. Some of these documents were the formal, board of trustees-level policies
just described (both ―LEGAL‖ and ―LOCAL‖). Others were employee handbooks,
campus improvement plans, district improvement plans, or various documents made
available from district departments—anything that was accessible and which served to
codify expectations, requirements, or supports related to data use or professional learning.
In each district, expectations for professional learning were generally set forth in a
mix of informal and formal policies and related documents. There was also a remarkable
degree of consistency in how the districts set forth policy expectations if for no other
reason than the three study districts rarely set out expectations related to data-related
professional development in formal ways. Whether and how districts used policy to
address data use and professional learning (even as separate issues) varied. More often
than not, district policies set expectations that educators would use data, and that
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educators would engage in professional development, but they rarely addressed how
professional learning would be structured, what knowledge and skills for data use would
be supported within these professional learning structures, or how the district would
support educators in gaining the capacity needed to meet the expectation to use data to
inform instruction.
Expectations for How Professional Learning was “Done”
When asked what expectations their districts had for how professional learning
should be structured, most educators could only provide vague answers about district
expectations for professional learning structures (in general or specific to data use). A
number of educators in each district linked expectations to what each district had
(explicitly) laid out as expectations for classroom teachers in their instruction of students.
Thus, educators in each district mentioned mirroring the ―Marzano high-yield strategies‖
and a few just said, ―… how we would want teachers to work with kids.‖
In Baker and Ryan, leaders at the central office level explicitly noted they were
trying to follow standards for professional learning set forth by the National Staff
Development Council. And, in both of these districts, there were professional learning
steering committees (acknowledged by both district leaders and some campus
administrators and faculty in each district) that were engaged in formalizing some of
these expectations. However, in both of these districts there were also educators (at the
district and campus levels) who said they were unaware of any standards or expectations
for professional learning, or that there were no standards or expectations for professional
learning. In fact, in Ryan, some of the persons tasked with facilitating training claimed to
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be unaware of any specific standards for professional learning. In each of the three
districts, there were ―expectations‖ that leaders thought were widely shared, but which
were not. Additionally, when educators in any of the three districts actually talked about
any expectations, these were mentioned in very general terms and were rarely connected
to data use or expectations specific to data-related professional learning.
There were also varying expectations for how professional learning time was
structured at the campus level. Baker High School and Ryan High School had both
established an informal expectation that collaborative, professional learning community
time be regularly utilized, though educators at both of these campuses noted that this
learning was not yet very data use-focused, and collaboration around data use was not
very structured. At Ryan Elementary and Ryan Middle, however, there were very clear
expectations that professional learning happen throughout the workday, in collaborative
meetings (e.g., departments, grade-levels, teams) and during extended planning time.
What‘s more, at Ryan Elementary and Ryan Middle, educators very clearly tied these
expectations for professional learning to data use. However, these too were mainly
informal expectations: Teachers at the campus knew about them because of word of
mouth or stated expectations and modeling by their campus leaders.
A review of documents suggested that without these informal methods of
establishing expectations for how professional learning was to be conducted, there might
have been no expectations, as there was very little in the way of formal policy in any
study district with regard to how professional learning was conducted. While each district
had some policy documents that indicated an expectation that educators would engage in
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professional learning, policies were largely silent as to how the districts wanted these
learning opportunities structured. None of the study districts had board-level policies or
broadly disseminated documents that outlined how professional learning was to be
structured, or what guidelines facilitators should follow, or even if or how facilitators of
professional learning would be trained or supported. In Dresden, one leader said there
was a handout for presenters, but said that it mainly contained ―housekeeping‖ tasks,
such as a reminder to take attendance so that teachers got credited for attendance.
Some districts had policies that simply indicated it was a responsibility of
educators to continue growing and learning. Both Dresden and Ryan adopted local
curriculum policies at the board level, and some leaders in Ryan pointed to this policy as
one that guided professional learning. However, these documents did not outline how
professional learning ought to be structured, or how the district would use professional
learning to improve data use capacity. Neither was there much guidance on these
elements in other district documents. In Ryan ISD, there were documents available from
the website and the office of professional development that indicted how the district
wanted professional learning structured (in the ideal), but no one outside of a handful of
district leaders connected with that department referenced these in any way. Thus, in the
rare case that some guidance was codified, there was little evidence of dissemination
throughout the district.
If a facilitator of professional development were to look to campus policy
documents for guidance regarding expectations for how professional learning should be
structured, there would be little assistance found: Similar to the district-level documents,
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professional development descriptions in district and campus plans often indicated that
PD would happen, but were not descriptive as to how these learning opportunities would
be conducted. Descriptions did not relate to data use, but were usually programmatic in
nature, (e.g., ―Teaching with Poverty in Mind,‖ ―Capturing Kids‘ Hearts.‖) In fact,
mentions of professional development in these district- and campus improvement
documents were so vague that, as one Baker ISD administrator said, they would ―allow
you to do whatever you want to do.‖
It should be noted that in each district, leaders were working to hone and
formalize expectations for how professional learning ought to be structured. However,
these efforts had not yet achieved fruition at the time of this study, and any draft
documents had not been approved or disseminated throughout the districts. Also, there
was no indication that the progress made thus far on these plans and in these processes
was addressing data-related knowledge and skills in any robust or intentional way.
A last note: Though there were few formal or informal policy expectations for
how professional learning (in general or related to data use) should be conducted, Ryan
ISD had instituted some training to support facilitators of professional development.
Though this was not required of all facilitators, the training was guided by the National
Staff Development Council standards, and several study participants referenced this
training as either former attendees or as persons who spoke to attendees. District leaders
in Ryan indicated that because the training had been well-received, they were committed
to continuing providing the structure to any attendees who wanted to attend. Also, Baker
ISD provided some training for their instructional coach corps that focused on facilitating
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adult learning. However, in Baker, instructional coaches attended a summer academy
each year, and this focus had been addressed in the prior summer, but not in the most
recent. Thus, in Ryan, where the NSDC-oriented training was spoken of favorably by
educators, this standards-based support for facilitators of professional learning seemed to
be an ongoing commitment and emphasis. It was less clear in Baker ISD if that was so. In
Dresden, neither interview data nor documents demonstrated evidence of any formal
training or support mechanisms that could support facilitators of professional learning in
structuring supports for adult learners.
Expectations for What Professional Learning was “Done”
While there was a stark absence of policy to guide how professional learning was
structured, there were considerably more policies that spoke to what professional learning
was expected of educators or prioritized in each district. However, these explicit
statements generally related not to data use, but to various trainings required for
compliance with state or federal laws. Across the three districts, formal policies did not
include a delineation of what data-related knowledge and skills were to be embedded in
general professional development, nor did they outline any data-related knowledge and
skills that were to be explicitly taught by district personnel.
Despite these absences of guidance, some district-level activity and policies did
address data use in more general ways. Leaders in Dresden ISD set out a document with
―professional learning standards,‖ as well as a framework to help educators self-assess
needs in a variety of areas. The expectation to use data was evident in these standards:
One standard noted that educators ―facilitate the delivery of content that is … based on a
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cycle of access-plan-implement-assess‖ and another set an expectation for educators to
―facilitate instruction that … differentiates based on data.‖ Still another stated that
educators were to be ―reflective problem solvers and leaders who … utilize data to
inform instruction.‖ Similarly, data use appeared in some of the substrands of the
framework, in terms of data disaggregation and data systems access and operation. But
where educators would go for professional learning to gain the knowledge and skills
necessary to improve in those areas, or meet those standards, was not always as clear.
Thus, an educator in Dresden might note on the rubric that she had moderate skills in
operating the district‘s data system, or in ―disaggregating data to drive instruction‖ but
there were no one to one correlations between these self-assessments and available
professional learning structures to address an identified need.
In Ryan, the summer professional development catalog (as well as some interview
data) evidenced that some data-related skills were addressed in some of the sessions.
However, these were sporadic, and for some content areas (e.g. math, language arts) there
were no data-specific offerings. Furthermore, specific structures that seemed geared to
improving data-related skills and knowledge were largely missing. Ryan ISD also set out
a document that described some required and encouraged professional development by
job role (e.g., Bilingual teachers, elementary math teachers, special education teachers).
However, for many of these job roles, little or no data-use related professional
development was listed among the ―essential‖ leaning opportunities.
Board-level policies in each district generally dealt with only statutory
requirements. That is, any policies related to professional learning were typically
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―LEGAL‖ policies focused on compliance-type activities mandated by state or federal
law or regulation (e.g., sexual harassment training, FERPA training, bullying awareness).
In Baker ISD, locally-adopted policy set out a general expectation that educators had to
attain or be working toward a Master‘s degree, though the policy did not go beyond this
to establish any expectations related to data use. Both Dresden and Ryan schools used
locally-adopted curriculum policies that established an expectation that educators would
use data (including assessments) to inform instruction; however, neither district had
board-level policies that guided how professional learning would be designed to support
educators in meeting this expectation.
No board-level policies in any district identified data use as an area the district
would intentionally support or attend to via professional learning, and no board-level
policies identified any particular skills or knowledge that data-related professional
learning (on its own or embedded within other learning structures) would address.
Finally, no board-level policies in any district established a clear philosophy for data use
or for how professional learning would support the practice of data use in the district.
Campus level documents were vague in terms of what professional learning was
expected or encouraged. Campus improvement plans often specifically named the
compliance-related professional development sessions as well as programmatic
professional development (e.g., ―Teaching with Poverty in Mind,‖ ―RTI,‖ ―Capturing
Kids‘ Hearts‖). This at least evidences that campus educators could include some
campus-emphasized professional learning among those sessions required by the statute.
But no campus plans (even at campuses where interview data demonstrated a clear
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priority for and orientation toward robust data use) outlined any data use-related
professional learning. The plans did often reference data or data use as a vehicle to
achieving other campus goals. Thus, a campus goal for improving math achievement
would list ―data review‖ as an action step or the lone term ―data‖ would appear in a
column for ―resources needed.‖ Thus, it cannot be said that campus policies were any
better at delineating expectations for what data-related professional learning was required
any more than district level (including formal board-level) policies.
Conclusion
Educators in each district were either unaware of any policies that set expectations
for data-related professional learning, or ventured only vague descriptions of these
policies. Very few educators in each district would articulate any specific policies that
provided guidance, and these persons tended to be at or near the level that generated the
policies they were referencing. There also seemed to be disconnects in each district
between what district leaders and campus educators thought was ―clear‖ or expected in
terms of structures or content of professional learning. Even those who articulated some
standards for professional learning or referenced any policy expectations rarely connected
these in any way to data use. Districts rarely formalized any policies related to
professional learning apart from compliance-related professional development, and these
formal policies tended to be in standard, ―LEGAL‖ policies. Though each district could
adopt local policies, none had chosen to do to set out clear district expectations for how
professional learning was to be structured or conducted, nor for how the data-related
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skills and knowledge of educators would be supported through these professional
learning structures.
Each district had some mechanism for steering professional learning (committees
in Ryan and Baker, a department in Ryan, leadership in Dresden). However, the work of
these committees and leaders had not been formalized into board-level policy, included in
employee handbooks, or otherwise broadly disseminated. Furthermore, both Ryan ISD
and Dresden ISD had multiple policies and documents that clearly articulated that
educators were expected to use data, but no districts used formal policies to set out
specific data-related knowledge and skills considered critical to educator work, to
establish a spectrum of data use expectations, or to codify a statement or plan of how the
district would use professional learning structures to help teachers and administrators
improve aspects of their data use to the betterment of practice.
Planning for Data-Related Professional Learning
Because one of the guiding questions for this study related to how districts
planned for data-related professional learning, I explored the various procedures and
methods used by each district to put together their respective professional learning
structures. This exploration ranged from search (how planners of professional learning
gathered input for what educators needed in terms of data-related knowledge and skills)
through implementation (carrying out the structures and, if applicable, obtaining feedback
for further improvement). Overall, structures for planning professional learning (in
general and related to data use) varied somewhat by district. However, there were five
fairly significant areas of overlap in planning practices: (1) Responsive and reactive
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planning; (2) Diffusion and fragmentation of planning; (3) Locus of data use; (4) Time
and timing of data-related professional learning; and (5) Rationales and ―branding‖ of
data use via professional learning. In this section, I discuss each of these areas of overlap
in turn.
Responsive vs. Reactive Planning
Because planning generally begins with some sort of needs assessment, I asked
educators in the three districts how planners of professional learning gathered ideas for
what educators needed in terms of data-related knowledge and skills. Across the three
districts, the most common answer was akin to, ―They ask.‖ In each district, word-ofmouth seemed to play a large role in how planners of professional learning gathered ideas
for what teachers and administrators needed. These ―askings‖ happened in face-to-face,
one-on-one interactions, in committee meetings, or in meetings of departments, gradelevels, or interdisciplinary teams. Educators also frequently said that leaders (campus or
district) were also responsive to needs they brought to the attention of those leaders
(formally or informally). Similarly, a few district leaders and some campus leaders in
each district noted that when district leaders heard about ideas in other districts, they
sometimes brought those ideas or professional development programs to their own
districts.
Some participants in each district said they were often asked about needs via
surveys. Sometimes these were spoken of as formal surveys, though participants would
then qualify this by noting that the actual formal survey ―was a few years ago‖ or ―that
was two years ago.‖ More frequently mentioned were informal or short electronic
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surveys of need. However, these were also spoken of as general in nature, and not
specific to data-related professional learning or data use: Surveys seemed aimed at
discerning broader professional learning needs for a district or campus.
In each district some planning was triggered when problems arose or came to the
attention of leaders. In Baker and Dresden, this manifested as responding to problems
with data systems, or to phone calls from a ―frustrated someone‖ who couldn‘t get
something with a data system to work. In Ryan, this manifested slightly differently: As
leaders monitored benchmark and other assessment data, they would look for trends that
could prove problematic for accountability reasons, and would sometimes prescribe
professional development accordingly. In either case, awareness of an immediate or
looming problem seemed to spur planning for professional learning.
In each district, some professional learning was triggered by policy requirements
or changes, usually at the state or federal levels. When laws changed, district leaders said
they frequently had to respond by implementing various professional learning sessions or
compliance trainings. For example, leaders in Ryan and Baker both noted that when state
curricula or textbooks change, they had to work through new training to ensure their
teachers were updated. In Ryan, alignment with school board-articulated goals was
considered essential.
In two of the three study districts, leaders reported that they had been working to
focus professional development in general, because in the past there had been ―random
acts of learning‖ and a wide array of disconnected trainings. This aligned with what
campus educators reported in interviews: Some teachers said they saw little to no
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evidence of planning for cohesive programs of professional learning, and more than a few
in each district thought professional learning planning was either wholly random or
driven by the interests of persons at the top of the district hierarchy rather than an
awareness of the needs of campus educators. However, even those who spoke of these
efforts in these districts did not connect these efforts to data use or data-related skills and
knowledge, but spoke more generally in terms of content-area or programmatic
professional development.
While these forms of responding to articulated needs can be perceived as a district
being responsive to those needs, interview data suggested that in two of these three
districts (Baker and Dresden), planning for data-related professional learning appeared to
be at-risk of being more reactive than responsive. In these districts, most ideas were
generated through some method of asking educators what they needed. However, (1)
Planners of professional development were not intentional about inquiring after data userelated knowledge and skills; and (2) As a few educators in both these districts noted,
people don‘t know what they don‘t know. And if data use was not an emphasis (as in
Baker), then an overreliance on informally asking about needs might give a false
impression that needs do not exist when they actually do. There might be needs that
exist—especially in terms of data use, since these districts had not asked about these
skills specifically—but of which educators in these districts are simply unaware.
In Ryan, this risk had been mitigated somewhat. First, according to campus
educators, Ryan ISD frequently used a ―pilot process‖ for launching any technologyrelated initiatives (including the printer-scanners and the teacher and administrator
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interfaces to the data warehouse). This process allowed district leaders time to try out
professional learning and data systems and identify previously unforeseen problems
before the initiative was scaled up to include more campuses. Because in the past year,
those initiatives had been specific to data use, they were learning as they went, but they
were also correcting problems without waiting to be asked. Also, Ryan ISD had hired
some staff members to work specifically with data use, and persons in these roles were
working to bring new knowledge into the system. While those processes could still be atrisk of being reactive, Ryan ISD had a slightly wider range of methods used to generate
ideas about data-related professional development, and had been more intentional about
doing so during the course of this study.
Diffusion and Fragmentation
A second theme that emerged in all the study districts with regard to planning for
data-related professional development was that to a degree, planning was both diffused
and fragmented in each district. By ―diffused,‖ I mean that so many persons and
departments were identified as ―responsible‖ for data-related professional learning and
data-related supports, that there was little evidence that anyone (alone or in purposeful
collaboration) was engaged in planning for data-related professional learning in a
coherent or intentional manner. In each study district, when asked who was responsible
for data-related professional learning, study participants (at all levels) identified, in no
specific order: Principals, district leaders (e.g., Directors, Assistant Superintendents),
programmatic leaders (e.g., Bilingual/ESL leaders, Special Education leaders),
instructional technology specialists, instructional coaches, personnel in the technology or
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information systems departments, persons in charge of PEIMS data, persons in the
assessment, accountability, and school improvement departments, curriculum leads, and
other persons in the curriculum and instruction department.
Often, some leaders in each district identified each other as the responsible
parties. In each district, a few participants said this question depended on which
department ―owned‖ or housed the data in question, meaning that support was linked to
specific data elements rather than data use as a whole. These was not taken as attempts to
escape responsibility, but as a genuine disconnect in that some leaders assumed another
department took the lead on data-related professional learning, and these responsibilities
and areas for focus had not been clearly delineated or defined. In fact, several educators
in each district assumed universal responsibility, saying that, ―we all are [responsible].‖
Still, there was no evidence that planning amongst all (or even a subset of) the identified
parties was happening in a coordinated, intentional, or complete manner in any of the
districts.
Instead, it appeared as though leaders often thought someone else in another
department handled various pieces of data use, and that they were to focus on issues
particular to their respective departments. Only in Ryan was there any evidence of
intentional collaboration among disparate district-level department to support data use: In
that district, there was some nascent crossover among the technology systems department
and the school improvement department, particularly in the areas of the printer-scanners
and the creation and rollout of the teacher and administrator interface. However, even
Ryan did not have formalized policies to guide departments as they worked
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collaboratively or independently, meaning that data-related professional learning pieces
not picked up by this collaboration between technology and school improvement may not
have been picked up by any other department. In each district, then, this diffusion of
responsibility for planning related to data-related professional learning sometimes meant
that leaders assumed educators were being supported when, in actuality, needs were
falling through gaps in planning.
Planning in these districts was also quite fragmented. By ―fragmented‖ I mean
that when planning did happen, data-related professional learning seemed to exist as
something separate and parallel from general or content-area professional leaning. That
is, many participants in each district spoke about a set of professional development
connected to the ―platforms,‖ data systems, or data use and another set of professional
development connected to teaching-related issues. Some participants (despite speaking at
length about how they themselves used various data elements) talked about meeting once
or twice a year to ―go over the data‖ in terms where a district or campus stood in terms of
Adequate Yearly Progress or state accountability provisions. They talked about training
on the data systems. And then they talked about other professional learning (e.g., using
various assessment instruments, math strategies, classroom management strategies,
textbook or curriculum training). It was as if, as one leader in Dresden said, data-related
learning had been ―compartmentalized‖ as something separate from general teaching and
learning instead of being conceived of as part of the whole of how good teaching
happened.
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The same leader conceded that she thought this conception was linked to how
Dresden presented professional learning: Sessions involving data systems or data use
were generally separated entirely from general professional development, and there was
little evidence that data-related elements were intentionally included in a broad swath of
general learning structures. However, in each district, there were some programmatic
exceptions to this fragmentation. In Baker and Dresden, the Bilingual/ESL and Special
Education and Response to Intervention departments seemed to wholly integrate
strategies and data use in a broad cycle of data-informed inquiry. However, apart from
these programs, learning related to data use appeared to be planned, delivered, and
conceptualized as something separate and parallel to general professional learning, rather
than as an integrated part of all teaching and learning.
Locus of Use
A third theme that emerged in the course of this study was that of ―locus of use.‖
This theme has to do with which educators were expected to be primary users of data in a
cycle of inquiry versus which educators were equipped by professional learning
structures to be primary responders to data. That is, this second group—which I refer to
as primary responders—does not engage much in establishing questions to direct data
use, and has less involvement in determining courses of action. How districts structured
professional learning for data use—and what data-related skills and knowledge were
included in those structures seemed to situate most teachers as first responders, rather
than primary users, of data.
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Before diving further into this issue, it is important to note that this theme
emerged in only two of the three districts—Ryan ISD and Dresden ISD. However, these
were the two districts where data use in general was more emphasized. As noted earlier,
because Baker ISD had historically high achievement and was not in the practice of
having to attend to data in significant ways, data use was still not heavily emphasized in
that district (in general or in relation to professional learning). While that was changing
somewhat during the course of this study, data use as a whole was more backgrounded in
Baker ISD than the other two districts. There is a possibility that locus of use might
similarly have been backgrounded in the interview data simply because fewer educators
were focused on data use at all. Thus, I cannot with certainty conclude that this issue was
not problematic in Baker ISD: The data at the time of this study were inconclusive.
In general, the issue of locus of use ties back to the theoretical framework used to
inform this study. In line with Supovitz‘s (2010) work, I employed a working assumption
that effective data-related professional learning structures would equip not only district
leaders, but also classroom teachers and administrators (i.e., individuals) as well as
collectives (e.g., departments, grade levels) to engage in data-informed inquiry. In theory,
this would mean that professional learning structures would aim to enable educators to
establish useful questions, collect or generate appropriate data to inform those questions,
engage in meaning-making with colleagues, link interpretations and conclusions to
solutions, and evaluate the effectiveness of those solutions. However, this did not play
out in the professional learning structures described by educators in Ryan and Dresden,
for the most part.
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In these districts, where data use was fairly heavily emphasized, educators were
expected to use data. But data use and professional learning seemed to intersect almost
exclusively at the level of district leadership (or, in a few cases, at the level of campus
leadership). That is, teachers would respond to available data to make adjustments for
grouping and regrouping, or assigning students for remediation. Professional learning
structures rarely equipped teachers to use data to identify content-area or their own
instructional strengths or weaknesses. Data-related professional learning did not aim in
any way at putting teachers in the driver‘s seat for informing their own professional
learning needs or those of their departments or teams.
Much more frequently, using data to inform professional learning was what
leaders were expected to do, and existing professional learning structures reflected this
expectation. Leaders analyzed data, identified problems, and then prescribed professional
development they thought might solve that problem (e.g., math strategies, 504/IDEA
training, and behavioral strategies). While this may be a nuanced difference in how
professional learning and data-related knowledge and skills intersected in the study
districts, it seemed to be a significant shift for how this intersection was perceived. After
considering this difference during one conversation, a leader in Ryan ISD noted that they
really had not approached professional learning in that way, though the leader thought
such an approach would be ―super valuable.‖ She continued:
Instead of hosting a training on ―How to get better at teaching fractions‖ perhaps
where we need to start is to have a training on ―How to work as a fourth grade
team, more collaboratively, more effectively so that we can talk more efficiently
and productively about fractions.‖
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At present, professional learning structures in Ryan and Dresden were not
structured to enable individuals or collectives of educators to engage in robust, datainformed inquiry, and much of the professional learning was determined by leaders‘
examination of data, rather than pushing individuals and collectives of individuals to
wrestle with various data to determine (as well as respond to) areas of need. Further, the
structures that did support data use tended to assist educators in responding to students‘
needs (as highlighted by various assessments), but they were not designed to assist
educators in determining or addressing their own instructional or learning needs as
professionals.
Time and Timing
Finally, the issues of time and timing were prevalent in all three districts. Across
job roles and levels, educators said that they wanted planners of professional learning to
take into account the need for time to learn skills, to collaborate around data, and to
practice data use (including practice with any data systems). They said that such time was
not routinely included in professional learning structures, and that this was a challenge to
embedding newly learned data-related skills and knowledge in their teaching. Apart from
the high school campus, where one grade level had embedded professional learning time
through a grant-supported initiative, there was scant evidence in Dresden ISD of any
innovative or purposeful scheduling to create time in the workday for professional
learning or for the guided practice of data-related skills and knowledge. While a few
campuses in the other study districts (Baker High School and the campuses in Ryan ISD)
had found ways to creatively arrange master schedules to provide some time within the
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workday for professional learning, this was not a practice that was widespread (even in
Ryan ISD, according to participants).
Similarly, educators wanted planners of professional learning to take into account
the timing of data-related professional learning. Educators did not speak favorably of
training held at the end of the year or in early summer, because they thought too much
time lapsed between learning and the use of those skills or knowledge in August. By the
time a new school year started, they said they forgot much of what they learned in these
late May/early summer professional learning sessions. Educators also wanted planners to
be intentional about scheduling follow-up at regular intervals so they could refresh and
revisit skills and continue to ask questions of experts or facilitators to deepen
understandings and expertise.
In Search of a Rationale
In each study district, educators not only wanted to know clearly what the end
goals of each professional learning session were, they also wanted to know more clearly
what the end goal of data use was. They wanted to know how data use fit with their roles
as educators and how they could (and should) integrate data use with their approaches to
their teaching. This consistency revealed another theme common across the study
districts: In each district, there was a lack of a clear, cohesive rationale for why educators
should use data to inform instruction, and the rationales that came through in professional
learning structures were more pedestrian and task-oriented than the rationales articulated
by educators who were committed to data use.
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Educators consistently said that they did not know, and had not been told, of the
desired purpose or ―end goal‖ for data use in their respective districts. They had some
data-related training, but facilitators of these sessions were not explicit in how data use fit
with educators‘ roles, how data use could be integrated into everyday work, or why
educators should even want to use data in the first place. Without a clear understanding of
the district‘s purposes, hopes, and desires for data use throughout each district, planning
for data-related professional learning lacked a cohesive rationale for why educators
should even bother to use data, and what they ought to be doing with it once it was
collected
Frequently, professional learning for data use, as described by study participants,
addressed tasks that teachers typically reported using data to address. In each district,
educators said they used data to create lists of ―bubble‖ students (i.e., students on the
cusp of passing or failing state exams). They noted using data to monitor accountability
scores, especially of students who comprised subpopulations for reporting purposes, and
for predicting outcomes on accountability exams. Teachers and administrators in each
district noted that data were used for grouping and regrouping of students—sometimes
for advanced instruction, but more frequently for purposes of remediation. Educators
reported using data to identify student needs in terms of particular programs or legal
requirements (e.g., Gifted and Talented programming, Response-to-Intervention,
Bilingual/ESL planning, construction of Individualized Education Plans under special
education program requirements). Some teachers in Dresden and Ryan also noted using
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data to drill down to the level of student expectations by using item analyses on
benchmarks and common assessments.
Because educators said they were unsure of what the end goal of data use was in
each district, these uses—supported by various professional learning structures that
reinforced these activities—seemed to become the de facto end goals of data use. While
these activities are certainly important, they represented only a part of a broader, more
robust conception of data use described by campus educators. During the campus
educator focus groups, I asked participants if they thought data use was even worthwhile,
or if they thought data use was overblown—another educational fad. In response, campus
educators responded with some impassioned articulations of why data use was not only
worthwhile, but why they thought it critical to doing their jobs. In each district, the
rationales for data use expressed by campus educators expressed for data use were more
complex and passionate than the messages seemingly communicated by day-to-day data
use and existing district professional learning structures.
Teachers said that data use helped their students, because it helped them know
their students better academically and to zero in on student strengths and weaknesses
quickly. This was important, they noted, because the sooner issues could be identified
and addressed, the chances were reduced that a student‘s problem would worsen, or that
the student would fall further behind. This could prevent unnecessary labeling. Teachers
also said (in Baker and Ryan) that data helped them collaborate with others more
effectively: Data helped multiple educators, all with various pieces of a puzzle, put
knowledge and experience together to collectively problem-solve. In each district, some
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educators talked about data use in terms of ethics or a form of moral duty or due
diligence: They said that using multiple pieces of data helped them make decisions that
were ethical, accurate, and justified rather than simply relying on intuition or a single test
score. At least some teachers in each district noted that data use gave them tools to help
them reflect on their own practice. They took their responsibility to help students to heart,
and data use seemed to provide them with a way to more accurately meet that
responsibility. One teacher in Ryan ISD, speaking to why data use was important in her
everyday practice, explained:
Ultimately I‘m responsible for whether or not [students] are learning that material.
Their responsibility is—I guess that‘s also a viewpoint, yes, there are teachers out
there who are going to say, ―It‘s the kids‘ responsibility to learn.‖ But if it‘s their
responsibility to learn, then why are we even here? If they could just learn on their
own, they don‘t need the teachers. Our job is to teach. Our job is to make sure
they know that information, so they can be prepared for the following years. So if
that‘s my job, the responsibility is mine. And yes, there‘s a give-and-take in that
relationship, but if I haven‘t made an effort to see where I may have made a
mistake, and to correct that mistake, how can I then blame the student for
anything?
These rationales seemed more values-driven and centered around educators‘
professional and ethical responsibilities to make the best decisions possible for each and
every student. All in all, campus educators who were passionate about data use (or who at
least said they thought data use was important) couched their rationales in almost
exclusively student-oriented (versus accountability- or campus/district-oriented) ways.
This dovetails with a finding in Baker ISD that educators‘ construals of ―data use‖
seemed to correlate with whether they expressed favorable opinions of the value of data
use. In general, it seemed that educators who talked about data use in terms of a narrow
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construal (i.e., as TAKS or solely associated with accountability requirements) also
talked about data use as politically-driven or as a ―game.‖ These persons tended to
express less favorable opinions of the potential for data use to inform instruction. By
contrast, the educators who were passionate about the value of data use in informing
instruction seemed to construe data use more broadly. That is, they talked about ―data
use‖ as helping inform instruction, guiding reflection on practice, and aiding in
collaborative efforts. These persons with broader construals also seemed to include more
types of data in their construal. Rather than limit ―data‖ to TAKS, they included grades,
campus- and departmental assessments, common assessments, attendance information,
and even information related to a student‘s home situation.
While educators said they were not sure what the ―end goal‖ of data use was in
each district, the educators themselves voiced some fairly robust reasons to use data.
And, in discussing data, educators who were positive about data use appeared to broaden
an otherwise narrow construal of data. One elementary teacher in Ryan had laughingly
said that she thought data use ―got a bad rap‖ and that the name should be changed to
―Party Time‖ so people would get excited about it. Her assessment was not far off
though—the disparity between how educators talked about the potential for data use and
how they narrowly understood (or did not understand) the district‘s ―end goal‖ for data
use suggested that data use itself was ripe for rebranding, but no districts (within
professional learning or on a broader scale) had taken advantage of the potential to
―rebrand‖ data use along the lines articulated in educator rationales.
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Conclusion: Cross-Case Findings
Dresden ISD, Baker ISD, and Ryan ISD varied demographically, by size, and by
achievement levels. In terms of data-related professional learning, though, they were
remarkably similar. Educators described a similar range of structures used by each
district to support professional learning, and in each district, these structures tended to
focus on data-related knowledge and skills in ways that were tangential to most contentoriented or general professional learning. Educators across the districts reported that they
needed a certain core of data-related knowledge and skills to be savvy consumers and
users of data to inform instruction. Educators needed a core of technical skills to access
and operate data systems. They needed to be versed in how to pose thoughtful questions
of data, and how to analyze and interpret data with confidence. They needed to know
how to integrate data use with curriculum, instruction, and assessment processes, and
they needed assistance in knowing what to do with the data—to link data to solution
options. Yet in many cases, district structures trailed off after issues of access and
systems operations, and issues of analysis, interpretation, and integration were included
only sporadically in other district professional learning structures.
In guiding planning for data-related professional learning, districts rarely
employed formal policies. Thus, facilitators of professional development (who were often
working out of various departments) had no consistent guidance as to how professional
learning was to be conducted, or what data-related knowledge and skill were to either be
explicitly taught or embedded in other professional learning sessions. Further, where
there were codified documents, these were rarely shared out in effective ways. It was not
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unusual for a handful of district leaders to reference a guidance document, and for other
district leaders and campus educators to indicate no awareness of these documents.
Planning itself seemed diffused and fragmented when it came to data use: In
general, people assumed that other departments were responsible for providing datarelated professional learning support, but in many cases, teachers indicated that they
relied on informal social networks to fill these gaps. Across the districts, campus
educators appeared to be effective first responders to a variety of data, but professional
learning structures had not yet oriented toward enabling educators to be primary users
who were capable of engaging (as individuals or in collaboratives) in data-informed
inquiry. In sum, while each district clearly expected all educators to use data, data-related
professional learning was not yet an intentional, ―non-negotiable‖ component of districtwide professional learning structures.
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CHAPTER 8: DISCUSSION & POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Putting the Pieces Together: Data-Related Professional Learning
As I noted in the introduction to this study, educators across the nation are faced
with ever-increasing pressures to use data and to improve practice, but when districts
want concrete guidance on how to equip educators to use data to do so, they have few
places to turn. Thus far, research on data use and research on professional learning have
not been often married, and the result has been that district leaders—if they had time and
the wherewithal—could try to parse out commonalities in these research streams and
make an informed guess about how data-related professional learning might best be
structured. This study, guided in large part by a theoretical framework informed by
Supovitz‘s (2010) take on knowledge-based organizational learning, aimed at filling
some of those gaps, and at getting to a place where—informed by existing research and
primary research in three districts—I could posit a planning model to assist practitioners
and to inform educational policymakers. Though it will certainly be honed and revised
based on further research, that model is set out later in this chapter.
In Chapter 7, I outlined several findings that cut across the study districts. These
findings provided insight as to how districts used policy to address data-related
professional learning, how districts planned for data-related professional learning, and
how the structures that emanated from this policy and planning context fit with what
campus educators said they needed in order to be better consumers and users of data.
Now that these issues have been studied in three district contexts, I am better able to
speak to the challenges districts face in terms of improving educator data use vis-à-vis
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professional learning structures. To this end, in this chapter I discuss how the findings of
this study dovetail with and extend current research. I then outline recommendations for
policymakers faced with the challenge of improving educator data use, and set out a
model to guide planning efforts. After posing some last reflections on the framework that
informed this study, I identify some critical areas for future research that can fill in gaps
that yet exist regarding data-related professional learning structures.
What Should Data-Related Professional Learning Look Like?
When I hold the findings of this study against a backdrop of existing research, it
becomes clear that when structuring data-related professional learning, content matters,
and the format and structure of the professional learning matter. Educators‘ articulations
of their needs surrounding the issue of data use were strikingly similar to what research
suggested would be important, with only a few departures. Here, I review some of these
connections, and discuss the implications for planners of professional learning.
Content matters. Educators in each district said over and over again that to be
better consumers and users of data, they needed a certain range of data-related knowledge
and skills. They needed the technical skills to access and operate data systems (and to
input required data, and pull required reports). But they were also clear across the
districts that they also needed professional learning that helped them better analyze and
interpret the data they had so that they could make data-informed decisions. They needed
to know the difference in stanine scores, and how raw scores and scale scores on broadscale assessments related to each other. They wanted to be able to say—with
confidence—whether the data they were using were appropriate for the questions at hand,
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and they needed assistance figuring out the ―so what,‖ or, linking data use to solution
options. Not least, they wanted to know the end goals of data use in their classrooms and
in their districts, so they could better align their uses with expectations.
This range of data-related knowledge and skills fits well with a data-informed
cycle of inquiry as described in existing research (e.g., Copland, 2003; Copland et al.,
2009; Knapp, 2008; Lachat & Smith, 2005). It also dovetails with findings by Means et
al. (2009) that while teachers may get training in access and operations, the full range of
data use skills are often left unattended. Others note that data literacy is critical to
enabling educators to make accurate decisions based on data (e.g., Popham, 2009, 2011;
Means et al., 2009; Copland et al., 2009; Earl & Fullan, 2003). And other research has
spoken to the need to support educators to use data collaboratively to identify solutions
and to engage in evaluating the effectiveness of those solutions (Lachat & Smith, 2005;
Fullan, 2007; Earl & Fullan, 2003). Not least, more recent work has suggested that
building a common understanding around the purposes and goals of data use is key to
improving educator data use (Park & Datnow, 2009; Datnow et al., 2007; Wayman &
Stringfield, 2006; Wayman, Jimerson, & Cho, 2010; Ingram et al., 2004).
Format and structure matter. Educators across the study districts also indicated
that how professional learning was structured also mattered to them. They first and
foremost craved relevance: Educators wanted data-related professional learning to
directly connect with their everyday work, and to do so as specifically as possible. They
wanted professional learning to focus to a point where the knowledge and skills learned
were directly and immediately applicable to their particular grade-levels and subject348

areas. Educators in the districts did not appear to care whether professional learning was
necessarily fully job-embedded as long as it was engaging, gave them the opportunity to
collaborate with their grade-level and departmental colleagues, and included time to
practice newly learned skills.
Educators noted that small group structures were preferable (whether in the
workday or at event-based structures) and consistently noted that having follow-up (from
campus or district personnel) was critical to continuing to improve skills and knowledge.
A ―one shot and that‘s it‖ approach was panned. Also, educators wanted professional
learning to link prior learning to new skills and knowledge: They wanted their learning
experiences to make sense in a coherent sequence that helped them make these
connections and build from session to session, year to year.
Again, these articulations by educators aligned with much of the research on
professional learning, which indicates that active and engaging structures are essential to
supporting any kind of educator learning (Desimone et al., 2002; Guskey & Yoon, 2009;
Saxe et al., 2001). Further, district educators talked at length about social structures (e.g.,
collaboration, formal and informal social networks, mentoring relationships and support
personnel). These types of socially-supported learning structures are frequently identified
as high-quality and effective in professional learning literature (e.g., Wei et al, 2009;
Lave & Wenger, 1991; Borko, 2004; Guskey & Yoon, 2009). The near-universal call for
educators for time in which to practice and learn about data use and data systems use
echoes throughout professional learning research that notes that adequate blocks of time
are critical to supporting educators‘ learning (e.g., Wei et al., 2009; Garet et al., 2001;
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Yates, 2007; Penuel et al., 2007). The research literature has also been quite consistent
that coherence in professional learning (i.e., sequences of learning that make sense to
teachers and which connect existing knowledge and skills to new learning) is key to
supporting the development of educator knowledge over time (Borko et al., 2003;
Desimone et al., 2002; Penuel et al., 2007; Hochberg & Desimone, 2010).
There were three nuanced ways in which study participants‘ descriptions of what
they wanted in terms of professional learning structures diverged from the research
literature. First, in addition to having adequate time for learning, educators consistently
said they wanted data-related professional learning to be timely. That is, they wanted to
learn the new skills proximal in time to when they had to (or were able to) immediately
begin using the skill. While time is nearly ubiquitous in research on both data use and
professional learning, this sense of timeliness is only beginning to emerge as important
(e.g., Wayman, Jimerson & Cho, in press; Wayman, Jimerson, & Cho, 2010).
To some teachers in each district, it was important that professional learning be
―credible.‖ By this, they meant that they wanted facilitators of professional learning to
have recent experience (preferably in a classroom) actually putting the skills and
knowledge to use. There seemed to be a feeling that when presenters were too far
removed from actual practice, they were unable to fully address some of the concerns and
challenges encountered in putting knowledge and skills into practice. Also, there was a
hint of ―relevance‖ in this characteristic as well, in that teachers wanted some kind of
evidence that the new knowledge and skills would work in their content area, their grade
level, their school (e.g., demographics, location, and size). A few teachers (and a few
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campus administrators) in each district wanted to know about the research supporting any
professional learning initiative. Perhaps they felt this would mitigate the faddishness
some thought characterized their district professional learning experiences. Credibility
was important to some participants, though this quality, as a characteristic of high-quality
professional learning, has not appeared as such in the research literature to date.
Finally, several educators in each district wanted professional learning structures
that were well-resourced. This was not to say they wanted financial resources per se, but
that they wanted their districts to commit to providing the time needed to engage in
robust professional learning (both at the point of training and in regular follow-up
structures) and they wanted material resources to be available as guides after any initial
training. They wanted ―cheat sheets,‖ manuals, handouts, or step-by-step bulleted guides
for how to access particular data. Some even wanted a resource that told them which data
were housed in what systems, and what data leaders thought were most pertinent, to help
them focus their data use. While ―time‖ is itself present in much research on professional
learning (e.g., Garet et al., 2001; Yates, 2007; Wei et al, 2009; Fullan, 2007), this sense
of ongoing resourcing in terms of both time and materials has not yet emerged as a
critical element.
To be sure, there are a few ways current research nips at the heels of these three
characteristics identified by study participants (i.e., credibility, timeliness, and being
resourced). The work of Guskey (1989; 2002; 2009) and Guskey and Yoon (2009) asserts
that teachers will change classroom practice in permanent ways only when they are
assured that doing so will result in benefits to their students and their practice. Though
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not a direct correlation with this call for credibility, educators‘ desire for such makes
sense in light of this body of work.
The sense of being well-resourced certainly builds on research that highlights the
importance of adequate time for professional learning (Garet et al., 2001; Desimone et al,
2002; Hochberg & Desimone, 2010). But educators in this study seemed to want as much
the commitment for resourcing from districts as much as the resource itself. The call for
data-related professional learning to be resourced over time (with follow-up structures for
reflection or additional help) dovetails well with Guskey‘s work that says that follow-up
is absolutely essential as a professional learning support. While I could find no research
that clearly called for materials in terms of resourcing, it seems logical that work that
calls for follow-up supports in more general terms (e.g., Guskey, 1989; 2002; Gallucci,
2008; Fullan, 2007) suggests this as important. Additionally, some work (e.g., Boudett et
al., 2005; Bernhardt, 2009) asserts that the use of guiding documents like protocols or
other handouts may be beneficial in educator data use. While not a direct correlation to
what study participants wanted, this suggests that their desire for ongoing resourcing in
both time and materials is not out of line with what the general body of research suggests
is important.
As noted, the concepts of time and timeliness may be related, but ―timeliness‖ as
a characteristic is not well-established in the literature. What is increasingly wellestablished is a call for job-embedded professional learning (DuFour et al, 2005; Fullan,
2007; Guskey & Yoon, 2009; Elmore, 2004). If learning is truly job-embedded, then
educators are by definition learning new skills and knowledge in a just-in-time,
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immediately-use fashion. Still, because educators in this study talked about it as a
separate characteristic, and because not all districts have fully embedded professional
learning, I think it important to note that timeliness of professional learning seems to be
essential to improving the data use capacity of teachers and administrators.
Why the Gaps?
If there is so much alignment between what educators say they need in terms of
data-related knowledge and skills, and what research supports educators needing in terms
of data-related knowledge and skills, then why are educators also indicating that what
they are currently getting in terms of data-related knowledge and skills often falls far
short of that body of knowledge? If participants outlined their ideas of high-quality datarelated professional learning, and these aligned well with what existing research says is
essential to high-quality professional learning, then why did study participants indicate
that the professional learning structures for data use typically did not embody these
characteristics? Why the gaps? And where are the greatest gaps?
Contributing issues. There appeared to be three issues in the study districts that
fed these gaps. First, while educators at all levels of each district were consistent in
articulating what data-related knowledge and skills they needed, and what structures and
formats were most desirable in professional learning, this knowledge had not been
brought together in any cohesive way to inform planning or policy. Instead, there were
many consistent yet isolated ideas about what would best support data-related
professional learning. Because these very similar ideas existed in silos (e.g., central office
departments, teachers versus central office, campus educators versus district leaders),
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there were no policy documents that concurrently: (1) codified this consistent knowledge
in terms of what data-related knowledge and skills were essential for all educators; (2)
codified the types of professional learning structures believed to be high-quality and
which would be required or encouraged by the district; and (3) disseminated these
expectations broadly so that educators across levels of the district had a similar awareness
of expectations.
Second, because there was no consistent, codified base from which to operate
when putting together data-related professional learning, planning in these districts was
sporadic. As noted in the findings, determining a person or group responsible for datarelated professional learning was nearly impossible, because the responsibility was
diffused, and not in a way that was intentional or assigned particular aspects of data use
to particular parties. Instead, district leaders took to heart a desire to help educators use
data, but it was common for them to think that ―someone else‖ was addressing particular
elements of data use. It appears that in actuality no one was ensuring that a core set of
data-related knowledge of skills were supported for all educators, and no one was
responsible for addressing a clear plan of how these knowledge and skills would be
supported in ways consistent with research (and educators‘ own articulations) concerning
high-quality professional learning.
While there were planning documents in each district (e.g., district improvement
plans, strategic improvement plans, campus improvement plans), these plans addressed
data use only tangentially, and typically only as a conduit for addressing another goal.
For example, plans would note that data use, or analysis, was to be used to improve math
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scores. But these plans provided no evidence that planners were foregrounding educator
data use as a distinct priority. This highlights the third issue that I saw as contributing to
gaps in what was needed versus what was provided: Data use was still largely conceived
of as a separate entity from curriculum, instruction, and assessment. It was perceived as
something separate and additional to regular work by teachers in many cases, but it was
also presented in many cases as separate from curriculum, instruction, and assessment by
the leaders who facilitated any kind of data-related professional development. As the
leader in Dresden ISD noted, data use was often ―compartmentalized‖ as data systems
use, and perhaps because the persons structuring professional learning separated it from
other forms of professional learning, campus educators did not have the opportunity to
experience data use within professional learning structures as an embedded part of their
regular work.
Major gaps. While there were several areas of need that were not consistently
met (described in Chapter 7), there are four that I think presented immediate concerns—
and immediately opportunities—for district efforts at improving educator data use
capacity. First, it was clear that most educators in each district lacked a common
understanding of the purposes or end goals of data use. Because they were not confident
of how data were expected to be used, or how data use was expected to benefit teaching
and learning, some educators seemed frustrated in their efforts to use data. The
exceptions were where campus leaders had filled this gap by providing some strong
guidance and supports for data use. Overall, however, there was no widespread
understanding of the ―end goal.‖ This lack of a common understanding affected
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professional learning: Facilitators of professional learning neither communicated a clear
purpose for data use during sessions or trainings, nor worked to build these
understandings with campus educators. With neither a ―top-down‖ purpose nor an effort
to build a ―bottom-up‖ purpose, most educators were just left wondering, and the actual
uses of data (e.g., list-making, reporting, TAKS remediation) seemed to become the de
facto end goals for data use.
Because the actual uses of data tended to be fairly discrete and task-oriented (e.g.,
monitoring, reporting, identifying students for remediation, grouping and regrouping for
instruction), teachers rarely (if ever) got to experience and learn about data use in terms
of a full cycle of inquiry. Participants said they wanted to see the whole process, from
identifying topics for inquiry through choosing solutions and evaluating effectiveness.
However, formally-planned district data-related professional learning structures tended to
trail off after issues of data systems access and operations. Any skills or knowledge
beyond that appeared to depend largely on the data use capacity of campus leaders or of
campus-embedded support personnel. Or, educators were left to figure out ―data use‖ by
picking up knowledge here and there from informal social networks.
The stark absence of structured and allocated time to learn about and engage in
data use seemed to plague these study districts, with only a few campus-based
exceptions. Where campuses had used innovative structures to ensure that collectives of
teachers (e.g., departments, interdisciplinary teams, grade-levels) had time dedicated for
collaborative data use, educators talked about data use in broad, robust ways. They all
seemed to be ―speaking the same language‖ and were oriented toward common uses of
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data. However, at campuses where data use was shoehorned in to conference periods—
where it was dependent on educators structuring themselves for collaborative data use—
understandings about the use of data seemed less cohesive. Further, where time was not
allocated and structured for collaborative use of data, educators tended to talk about data
in slightly narrower, less robust ways. While this is an area that begs for further research,
my thought on this phenomena is that a commitment to districts to support innovative
master scheduling to provide time and structure for data-related professional learning and
collaborative data use might be one of the most immediate actions a district could take to
start improving data use. However, I must also note that given current school finance and
budgeting conditions throughout Texas, this might also be an extremely challenging
hurdle for many districts.
Last, a major concern (and opportunity) for all districts seemed to be the degree to
which data use was compartmentalized apart from curriculum, instruction, and
assessment. This compartmentalization seemed to be dual-pronged: (1) Campus
educators in many instances still talked about data use as something ―other‖ than teaching
and learning; and (2) Planning structures seemed to reinforce this conception of data as
compartmentalized, as data-related professional learning was often separated from
general, content-area, or programmatic professional learning structures. Findings ways to
tear down these walls between data use and general teaching and learning could
potentially streamline professional learning (because separate strands of professional
learning structures would be unnecessary) and would help correct some data use fallacies
that turned up now and then as educators talked about their data use.
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For example, several teachers in Dresden ISD and, to a lesser extent, in Baker
ISD, noted that sometimes they were so consumed with keeping on pace with the
required curriculum that they used data by taking note of areas of concern so they could
address those in planning for the next school year. These teachers seemed to think this
was a valuable application of data use. And, for the students in next year‘s classrooms,
that might be beneficial. But not using those data to address the gaps of students in this
year‘s classrooms means that certain students proceed through the system with gaps
unaddressed. When data are used in this fashion, those students proceed through the
system with known and recognized gaps unaddressed. Figure 8.1 illustrates an alternate
way of conceptualizing the relationship of data use to other facts of education: Data use is
not a separate entity or task, but a practice that continually informs and re-informs
curriculum, instruction, and assessment efforts. When approached in this fashion, gaps
are addressed as they occur. Thus, data use is represented as the never-ending line that
ought to continually connect decision-making in curriculum, instruction, and assessment.

Data Use

Curriculum

Data Use

Instruction

Data Use

Figure 8.1 An integrated conception of data use.
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Assessment

Where Do Districts Go from Here?
So where do these districts go from here? First, the results of this study suggest
that they could aim for full integration of data-related knowledge and skills with existing
professional learning structures (e.g., general, content-area, and programmatic
professional learning). Alternately, districts could opt for an approach that commits to
explicit professional learning that addresses the particular elements of data-related
knowledge and skills. However, committing to a wholly separate yet robust series of
professional learning structures would likely command even more time, and time was in
short supply in these three districts. Perhaps more realistically, these districts should aim
for a spectrum of supports that intentionally seek integration at every opportunity, and fill
in data system-related gaps when needed with specific training sessions.
The findings of this study suggest that districts are in need of more cohesive
planning that mitigates or eliminates silos between the technology/data system ―people‖
and planners with purview over curriculum, instruction, and assessment. These planners,
as cohesive, collaborative work groups, need also to aim toward clarifying the purposes
and end goals for data use in the district and then, after some common understandings are
reached, codifying and disseminating that knowledge throughout the organization.
Planners also should outline as explicitly as possible (preferably in formal policy) how
the district will commit to supporting data-related professional learning.
In any professional learning structures that involve data use, findings suggest that
districts ought to always orient toward a full cycle of data-informed inquiry rather than
dealing with various aspects of data use in piecemeal fashion. This data-informed cycle
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of inquiry (akin to what Supovitz (2010) laid out for organizations as a whole) should
likely be infused in all professional learning, with data use and data systems use
identified as the way to get information for that process.
Last but not least, districts should give careful thought to how they are using
policy (or are neglecting the opportunity to use policy) to lay out goals for data use,
district preferences for professional learning structures, and a core set of data-related
knowledge and skills that all educators can expect to be supported by the district in
mastering. Whether a district opts to codify these elements in locally-adopted, boardlevel policies, or to use another policy mechanism, what is key is that the information is
codified in some way that is easily accessible to all educators, and that all educators share
an awareness of what the district expects from them as well as what they can expect from
the district in terms of data-related professional learning.
Getting from “Here” to “There”: Recommendations for Policymakers
Laying out some general directions districts need to move to improve educator
data use is not enough: Getting from ―here‖ to ―there‖ in terms of data-related
professional learning is not likely to be an easy or overnight task. Thus, in this section, I
set out some specific recommendations for district policymakers undertaking this journey
and for policymakers (in a broad sense) who want to address educator data use more
comprehensively.
Recommendations
Assign clear expectations and clear responsibility for data-related
professional learning. Sometimes district educators were consistent in articulating what
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should happen to support educator data use. That those ideal structures had not yet
become reality was not interpreted as being due to any malice on the part of district
leaders. Instead, because the leadership around data use was diffused, planning for datarelated learning was not consistent and important skills and knowledge were left
unaddressed. While some authors have written about ―distributed leadership‖ (e.g., Park
& Datnow, 2009; Copland et al., 2008; Copland, 2003), as leadership around a given
issue that inheres in the networks that exist among various individuals, that was decidedly
not what was occurring in the study districts. If these districts had been engaging in
distributed leadership, the tasks of identifying data-related needs and meeting those needs
would have been getting done. That these tasks were not getting done in comprehensive
ways differentiates what was happening in these districts from the research on distributed
leadership. Despite good intentions, where data-related professional learning was
everyone‘s responsibility, it ended up being no one‘s responsibility.
Thus, district-level policymakers should lay out a plan that clearly delineates who
is responsible for identifying data-related needs of educators and for ensuring that
professional learning structures meet those needs. This need not be an individual: If the
multiple persons named by various district personnel worked collaboratively (as a
steering committee, for example) so that these tasks were intentionally carried out, that
would likely be superior to assigning the task to one person. With this recommendation,
it‘s not a matter of monitoring (i.e., ―if it‘s not monitored, it doesn‘t happen‖) data-related
professional learning—it‘s a matter of clarity. Without clarity about who picks up which
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pieces of the ―whole‖ of data use, knowledge and skills seem to be left out of
professional learning structures.
In fact, one enemy of good data-related professional learning seems to be how
ubiquitous ―data use‖ is. Policymakers (at the district level, but also at the federal and
state levels) seem to assume educators know how to use data to inform instruction
because data elements exist and are available. Facilitators of professional learning seem
to assume that educators come to the table with a range of data use-related skills simply
because they can access and operate data systems at a basic level. But as the participants
in this study articulated, there‘s a lot more to good data use than that. Leaving the
responsibilities for data-related professional learning vague simply compounds the
problem because it‘s no one‘s charge to ensure that a particular slate of data-related
knowledge and skills gets addressed. Instead, the needed skills and knowledge get
attention only in part, and the gaps left are filled in from educator to educator via word of
mouth and informal social structures.
Develop a “guaranteed viable curriculum” for data-related professional
learning. The term ―guaranteed viable curriculum‖ is borrowed from the work of
Marzano (2001, 2003) who uses the term to reference a curriculum that is not simply
intended or articulated, but which is actually attained by the learner. Marzano‘s work
focuses on students and classroom strategies for ensuring this type of curriculum, and two
key elements are opportunity to learn and time. The thought is that with adequate time
and with effective instructional strategies that meet learner needs, students can master
curriculum standards. Here, I apply this phraseology to the range of data-related
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knowledge and skills that educators say they need (and that research supports them
needing) to become more savvy users and consumers of educational data.
In each study district, there was intense focus on the curriculum, and leaders in
Dresden ISD and Ryan ISD leaned heavily on the work of Marzano and the idea of a
guaranteed viable curriculum. They put intense effort into making sure that students had
adequate opportunity to learn. But in no district was there any kind of data-related
―guaranteed, viable curriculum‖ for teachers, though teachers were expected to use data
regularly to inform instruction. If the elements of data use identified by study participants
were set forth in a planning document—the what and the how of data-related professional
learning—and then distributed out to responsible parties, educators could likely be better
supported in being primary users and consumers of data to inform practice. The district
would have built on identified needs of their teachers and administrators to flesh out a
guaranteed viable curriculum for data use.
A note on this: In one district, when asked if all teachers had the data use skills
needed to effectively use data, one leader responded:
I think it depends on how open the teacher is. I think that if they want to be, and if
they‘ve paid attention and been open to it, then they‘ve had opportunities to get
the skills. If they are resistant then they may not have the skills.
In short, this was akin to a teacher saying, in effect, ―I taught it. I don‘t know if they got
it, but I taught it.‖ It is difficult to imagine a district leader speaking in these terms about
a student in relation to the guaranteed viable curriculum. This begs the question: If data
use is a critical skill, should it be so ―optional‖ for teachers to ―get‖? By developing a
guaranteed viable curriculum for data use, policymakers at the district level could
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shoulder a degree of responsibility for ensuring that teachers are supported and have the
time and opportunity to learn the skills needed to effectively use data to improve practice.
Consider how the district is “branding” data use. In Chapter 7, findings across
the districts suggested that there were some disconnects in how educators understood the
purposes and potential of data use. Further, the de facto goals established through
everyday use of data were not as robust as the promises of data use as articulated by
teachers who had thoroughly bought into data use as a vehicle for identifying and
meeting student needs. Also, in one district there seemed to be a pattern in which
educators who construed data more narrowly (i.e., as state testing, or TAKS) were
quicker to describe data use as political or as part of a ―game,‖ while those who construed
data use more broadly in terms of student-oriented improvement talked about data use in
more positive and promising terms.
These findings suggest that policymakers (at the district level, but also at the state
and federal levels) might do well to reconsider how they are currently ―branding‖ data
use, and whether that branding matches what they would like to convey. In no district did
I ever hear a single leader say that what they wanted to do with data use was to engage in
more monitoring and reporting. While monitoring and reporting may be immovable
components of a public education system that must be accountable in some way to
taxpayers, parents, and students, these seem to be fairly pedestrian uses of data when
compared to systemic improvement efforts and efforts to identify and meet the needs of
each student in each classroom throughout a district.
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Teachers who participated in this study often talked about data use in terms of an
―improvement‖ brand. That is, they talked about identifying student needs, tailoring
responses, helping students make good choices, and using data so that they as teachers
could enrich each student‘s educational opportunities as much as possible. Unfortunately,
some of the ways they were being taught or led to uses data regularly tended to align
more with compliance and monitoring or reporting uses. By reconsidering current de
facto branding, and by building a brand around the ―better angels‖ of improvementoriented data use and how it can impact student learning rather than solely around
accountability factors, policymakers may be able to garner more buy-in for broader
application of data use. Data use, as the teacher from Ryan Elementary noted, may be in
need of a facelift in various organizations. But rather than renaming it ―Party Time,‖ as
she suggested, careful consideration of the branding of data use (and how it came to be)
might help districts brand data use in terms of what teachers in this study seemed to
already support—serving their students better.
Beware the unknown skill. In at least two of the three districts, planners of
professional learning relied heavily on forms of ―asking‖ when determining educator
professional learning needs. While this could be a way for planning to be very responsive
to educator needs, it also risks being reactive in that planning for professional learning is
oriented toward what educators articulate they need. At least three problems could
emerge from structures that are planned in this way. First, as several educators noted,
they don‘t always know what they don‘t know. This means that there could be needs that
go unmet simply because they exist in educators‘ blind spots. Second, structures that
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respond mainly to articulated needs may unwittingly provide training or professional
learning that only a few people need: If those few people are the ones who consistently
speak up, training is oriented toward the needs of a few and may miss the needs of greater
masses.
Third, responding only to known problems would be what the organizational
learning literature refers to as single loop learning (e.g., Argyris & Schön, 1996; Argyris,
1976; Senge, 2006). When an error is detected in a known system, leaders in the
organization can implement a corrective measure (i.e., professional learning or training)
to correct that error. But that correction cycle is not designed to inject new knowledge
into a closed system, and it is not designed to question whether the way the learning is
occurring in the first place is the most effective method (or if it is even necessary). Thus,
districts that rely heavily on asking educators for ideas regarding professional learning for
data use should be cautious in unwittingly creating a closed system that seeks only to
correct known errors in operation. Because data use is a relatively new skill to most
educators, planners of professional learning should be aware that educators themselves
may have limited knowledge of what tools are available or how they could possibly put
those tools to use to inform practice. Being aware of the possibility of blind spots and of
closed learning systems might help planners of professional learning combine the needs
articulated by educators with the needs identified in current and emerging research, to the
end of creating a more complete approach to data-related professional learning.
Uncover and build on existing good practice. Work in the areas of
improvement science (e.g., Langley et al., 2009) and change (e.g., Fullan, 2007) suggests
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that improvement is an incremental business: Improvement can begins with piloting or
identifying areas of success, studying these, then expanding to new contexts, studying
those, and so on. By building on these patterns of success, districts can improve and learn
concurrently, always fitting the improvements to the contexts in which they function. To
a degree, this happened with technology implementation in Ryan ISD, and educators
there spoke well of what they were able to take from pilot processes for future iterations
of professional learning. Districts could engage in this type of development for datarelated professional learning, by identifying structures that have been successful in
integrating data use and regular practice, studying them to see why those structures were
effective, and then piloting professional learning based on those lessons in everbroadening cycles.
In particular, districts in this study might look at Response-to-Intervention
structures, special education structures, and Bilingual/ESL programming structures. In
each of these areas in the study districts, leaders talked about professional learning and
data use as nearly seamless. Also, study participants who happened to teach or lead in
these programs seemed able to integrate data use and regular work more so than their
general education counterparts (though, exceptions to this generalization of course
existed). Perhaps this is because these programs have had the force of federal and state
law pressing on data use for quite some time now, or because persons working with
students with various special needs or language needs are more used to having to consult
multiple data points to understand the needs of their students and the impact of educator
efforts. Whatever the cause, there seemed to be some promise in how trainings related to
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these programs were able to integrate data use and professional learning, and this could
be a starting place for uncovering existing good practice to scale out to other dimensions
of professional learning.
Leverage the social networks that already engage in knowledge exchange. In
each district, educators frequently said that they learned much of what they knew about
data use due to informal social learning structures. They worked with team members,
colleagues, and administrators in collaboration. Administrators sometimes modeled use,
and sometimes educators simply happened to overhear tips for data use in the workroom
or hallways. District policymakers could make use of this social learning that already
occurs in the course of everyday work by attending to some scheduling and support
issues to better structure this social learning for data-related professional learning. First,
policymakers should look to allocate time for collaborative data use for all teachers.
Whether daily, or weekly, educators need time away from conference periods (which
teachers said was continually interrupted for various duties and meetings) to
collaboratively use data in cycles of inquiry. Also, dedicated time allows support
personnel (e.g., instructional coaches, instructional technology specialists, curriculum
coordinators) a time in which to embed the just-in-time learning educators valued.
It must be noted that campus master schedules are critical in supporting this
effort. Teachers need not only time to work with data, but they need time that is common
with their grade level or content-area colleagues so they can engage in data-informed
curriculum, assessment, and instruction practices. In the context of this study,
collaborative data use was definitively supported at some campuses through master
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scheduling (e.g., Ryan Middle School, Ryan Elementary) and it was also more
challenging at some campuses due to master scheduling (e.g., Dresden Elementary,
Dresden High). These schedules either enabled social learning among teachers, or made
social learning more difficult. If districts are going to better leverage the social networks
that already exist among educators to improve data use, scheduling will be an issue that
must be addressed. While master schedules may seem tangential to data use, creating the
collaborative time for educators to use data—and providing structures within that time to
support data use—seem critical in improving educator data use capacity.
A Model for Data-Related Professional Learning
Informed by the existing research as well as interview data and document analysis
from the present study, I posit a model (Figure 8.2) that brings together many of the
elements that appear critical in planning for effective data-related professional learning. It
is important to note that this model is designed not to characterize every professional
learning structure utilized by a district, but as a planning model that helps those tasked
with planning professional learning (specific to data use or in more general terms) so that
key skills and considerations are not backgrounded or forgotten in what can be a hectic
planning pace. In this section, I describe the basic structure of this model and how it
might be used by policymakers as they work to use professional learning to improve
educator data use capacity.
General structure. The model is arranged to demonstrate several elements that
districts ought to consider as they engage in planning for professional learning. The
elements ought to be considered whether the learning opportunity at hand is specific to
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data use (e.g., analyzing science assessments, using a data system, using a data-informed
inquiry process) or whether the learning opportunity is general (e.g., instructional
strategies, cooperative learning, and classroom management). When the learning
opportunity is general, planners of professional learning should still consider where data
could inform efforts, and work to integrate data into the learning structure wherever
appropriate. This means that Gifted and Talented sessions might include ways to access
various helpful data elements or testing scores, or that science curriculum training would
integrate learning on drilling down to the student expectation level from a broad
benchmark or common assessment.
Within any professional learning structure (e.g., data analysis, math strategies,
special education transition planning), the elements in the ovals ought to be considered
and discussed by planners and facilitators of the learning opportunity. While it would be
impossible to address every element at every opportunity, neither should any of these
elements go ignored or unaddressed for long. Thus, three main considerations should be a
part of any planning dialogue:
1. To what purpose are we orienting this learning? Some data-related learning may
need to focus on how to enter or report data largely for compliance purposes.
Likewise, educators in this day and age need to understand how to monitor
individual students and groups of students for accountability purposes.
Accountability and compliance are valid purposes for data use, as schools do exist
in a bureaucracy that requires both accurate reporting and transparency. However,
this should not always be the orientation of data-related professional learning
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Model for Data-Related Professional Learning

PL/PD STRUCTURE
(Training, mentorship, apprenticeship, in situ coaching,
Formal and informal social networks, workshops)

PURPOSE/ORIENTATION

CONTENT

Accountability/Compliance Improvement
+Reporting
+Monitoring
+System-focused

Technical Skills

+Formative process
+Steering/planning
+Student-focused

+Systems Access
+Operation
+Protocols

Characteristics of High-Quality PL
Active & Social°
Relevant °
Collaborative & Collective°
Intense (Time) °
Resourced*

Knowledge
+Asking worthwhile questions
+Analyzing/interpreting data
+Integrating data use with
curriculum, instruction, &
assessment
+Collaborating around data
+Linking data to
decision-making

Job-embedded#
Timely*
Credible*
Coherent °
°Identified in research and by study
participants
*Identified by study participants
#Identified by existing research

Planning Considerations
 What is our (e.g., teachers, administrators, leaders) goal for data use in this district?
 What is our data “brand”?
 How are campuses structuring collaborative time, and how is data use supported within that
time?
 Will we explicitly teach the core skills in this model, or embed them throughout all professional
learning (e.g., content-area, general, programmatic), or both?
Who
(or what group) is responsible for ensuring that planning (from search through follow-up)

happens, and how will those persons report out to the district?
 How will we know if educators are getting better at using data to inform instruction?
 How will we formalize what is important to us in terms of professional learning structures and
data-related professional learning, so everyone knows what is expected or encouraged?

Figure 8.2 Model for data-related professional learning.

(unless a district wants to ―brand‖ data use as being exclusively connected to
accountability). However, if the majority of learning opportunities are thusly oriented,
districts are likely missing opportunities to help educators learn about broader uses of
data use (i.e., using data to diagnose or address individual student needs, or the needs
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of particular groups of students). Districts planners should consider what they think is
an acceptable balance of accountability/compliance purposes with improvement
purposes, and ensure that the professional learning they provide meets that standard.
2. What content is being addressed by this learning? As noted in Chapter 7, datarelated professional learning needs to address a range of skills and knowledge—
from access to effective question formation to collaborating around solution
options and evaluating the solutions chosen. Focusing narrowly on technical
aspects of access (how to log on or navigate the system) leaves other elements of
data use—highlighted in the data use literature—unaddressed. Revisiting this
question and taking note of the skills that are essential in educator data use can
help planners of professional learning from unwittingly focusing on an
unnecessarily narrow range of data-related skills.
3. How will we structure the learning? As noted earlier, the professional learning
literature is clear that there are multiple characteristics that tend to effect changes
in practice. While not every learning opportunity can be job-embedded, or active
and social, it is still important for planners of data-related professional
development to reflect on how their learning structures match up with what
research says supports professional learning and changes in practice. It is also
important to note that this model incorporates three qualities (timeliness,
credibility, and effective resourcing) that have not been previously noted in the
professional learning literature. While more research is needed to support full
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inclusion of these, the data in the present study suggests they at least merit
consideration by planners of data-related professional learning.
Finally, the questions at the bottom of the model reflect many of the issues
discussed in the previous section, and should be used to facilitate dialogue among district
policymakers, administrators, teachers, and planers of professional learning. Of prime
concern is the delineation of the general purpose and end goal for data use in the district,
and how the district wants to brand data use. Structures should align with these
expectations. Also, policymakers need to determine how they will codify agreements and
expectations so that, where the work of one individual (or department) leaves off and the
work of another begins, members of the organization are working from a largely common
base. While this model will certainly be revised as future research hones these ideas,
introduces new considerations, and attends to new research by the field, the model at
present attends to elements that the present study and current research point to as worthy
of consideration by district policymakers.
Re-Informing the Framework: A Look Back
Before turning to closing thoughts on areas ripe for further research, I want to
revisit the framework that informed this study. As noted in Chapter 2, I approached this
study informed by social learning theory and organizational learning theory, largely as
embodied in Supovitz‘s (2010) take on knowledge-based organizational learning. As I set
out an expanded framework based on those concepts (Figure 2.2), I postulated a multilevel application of Supovitz‘s work that included elements of social learning and
organizational learning. Throughout the course of this study, many of the assumptions
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that went into that expanded framework were solidified, and a few were altered in
nuanced ways. In what follows, I outline three ways in which my perspective on this
framework shifted as a result of reflection on the findings of this study. While these
perspective shifts did not affect analysis of the present study, they do represent ways in
which my approach to further related research would be more honed and attentive to
various aspects of the expanded framework.
Distinguishing the “Organization” from a “Collective”
In laying out the expanded framework, I identified three levels at which databased inquiry could operate: the organizational level, the collective level, and the
individual level. In reflecting on the data from this study, I recognized that a clearer
delineation of the ―organization‖ from a ―collective‖ might be helpful to both researchers
(in further exploration of this expanded framework) and practitioners (in planning for
data-related professional learning. In brief, both the organizational level and the
collective level build on the concept of ―feedback loops‖ as laid out in organizational
learning literature (e.g., Argyris & Schön, 1996; Senge, 2006). I now see the main
difference in these two residing in the proximity of the group in question to the
classroom.
The ―organizational‖ level in the expanded framework is conceived as persons
and processes that have within their purview the broader organization as a whole. In a
school district, this would generally entail top-level leadership (e.g., superintendent,
assistant superintendent, central-office based coordinators and directors), or an executive
cabinet. This group of persons would generally set questions and collect pertinent data
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(from various sources across the district) with a goal of informing district practice or
processes. However, decisions made as a result of that organization-wide inquiry, when
codified, must be funneled through the system to (eventual) implementation in
classrooms or at campuses. Thus, in the expanded framework, data-based inquiry
processes at the ―organizational‖ level are always delayed somewhat from decisionmaking to the point of change in practice. Further, because the data-based inquiry process
is situated at the level of top-level or broader organizational leadership, the persons
involved would rarely if ever be the same persons who implement changes in the
classrooms or at a campus level. Thus, in addition to a time delay from decision-making
and codification to implementation, decisions also migrate through (and can be subject to
interpretation by) various leaders from central office to campus to teacher.
In contrast, collectives are subunits or small groups of persons dealing with more
localized, specific issues, rather than organization-wide issues. Therefore the processes at
work at the ―collective‖ level do not have to be subject to these delays: A ―collective‖
would not tackle a broad organization-wide issue, but would focus on a problem of
practice in need of immediate attention and for which the persons involved in the
collective have immediate purview. Thus, a ―collective‖ could be comprised of a seventh
grade math department that sees a problem with how students are responding to a
learning unit on measurement, or an elementary school professional learning community
group that wants to explore better linkage of primary reading inventory results to
intervention options. Or, a collective could be a group of campus administrators who
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come together to explore disciplinary data to investigate a question of equity or
effectiveness of intervention options.
What is key in delineating a ―collective‖ is that the participants in that collective
can both study an issue (informed by various data elements) and can immediately
implement agreed-upon changes in practice. They do not have to wait for others in
supervisory capacity to direct their changes based on determinations made by persons in
the district hierarchy, but are empowered to engage in data-based inquiry processes to
identify and attack problems of practice they encounter in their regular work. Thus, the
inevitable delays in any feedback loops can be truncated (because the participants in
decision-making are also the actors in changing practice), leading to the potential for
more timely data-informed decision making at a localized level. While these assumptions
are in line with broader elements of organizational learning as laid out in Senge (2006)
and Argyris and Schön (1998), I hope this emphasis on delineating the meaning-making
and change processes at the broader organizational level (as explored in Supovitz, 2010)
versus as postulated in the expanded framework (Figure 2.2) will clarify for researchers
and practitioners the applicability of data-related professional learning at multiple levels.
The (Non)Independence of the Individual
Beyond a clearer differentiation of the organization and the collective levels, data
from this study pressed me to reflect on the third level of the expanded framework—the
individual level. Beyond enabling the organization and collectives of educators to define
and problem-solve with an array of data, I postulated that good data-related professional
learning structures should also enable the individual educator (e.g., principal, counselor,
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teacher) to work through a data-based inquiry process alone. On concluding this study, I
still think it is critical for planners of professional learning to provide structures such that
individual educators are competent in defining problems that affect their immediate
practice and working through a process from collecting pertinent data to selecting from
solution options. However, focusing solely on this ―individual‖ level can also give the
impression that the learning itself happens sans social interaction, and the data in this
study suggest that is not so: Even for the individual educator, social learning
opportunities are essential. Social learning theory (e.g., Lave & Wenger, 1991; Bandura,
1969; Borko, 2004, Brown, Collins & Duguid, 1989) suggests that learning is always a
socially-mediated endeavor: Even the individual who learns via solo activity (for
example, through reading a manual or by watching a video) is, in effect, engaging with
external media created by other persons.. Elements of this emerged throughout this study,
as the vast majority of study participants talked about the importance of collaboration and
social interaction not just in supporting what I would term ―collective‖ learning, but also
in supporting and sharpening the learning of the individuals that make up the
organization and collectives. Similarly, in other studies, collaboration among peers has
been noted as essential to improvement efforts and effective data use (e.g., Wayman,
Jimerson, & Cho (in press); Copland, 2003; Gallucci, 2008; Supovitz & Klein, 2003).
In fact, the importance of these social relationships in supporting learning can
likely not be overstated. Study participants talked not only about learning how to operate
data systems from their colleagues, but regularly noted that bouncing ideas off one
another and then debriefing their learning experiences with other educators was essential
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to their own growth and development. That is, the ability of the individuals to make sense
of various data seemed to be inextricably linked to the robustness of these social
interactions. Thus, while individuals should be able to work through an inquiry process—
from data collection through evaluation of solution options—it is likely that the
professional learning experiences that permit individual educators to do so will
themselves not be individual exercises or solo journeys, but will make extensive use of a
variety of relationships within each educational context.
In a similar vein, some participants talked about how they did not need to have all
the pieces of information needed to make a decision as long as they were able to engage
in collaboration with peers who each brought critical information to the table. In these
types of responses, participants echoed the literature on distributed leadership (e.g., Park
& Datnow, 2009; Copland et al, 2008). Thus, while individual capacity cannot be
overlooked, engaging relationships that permit accurate and useful knowledge to inhere
in the social networks within a school is just as pertinent to constructing effective datarelated professional learning structures.
A Symbiosis of Culture and Structures
Finally, upon reflection, I determined that while the expanded framework
effectively identified the multiple levels at which data-informed inquiry happens in a
district, it did not adequately address the culture and structures that seem necessary for
constructively facilitating those processes. As social learning seemed to be at the heart of
much professional learning discussed by study participants, the expanded framework
would likely be incomplete without some discussion of the importance of supporting
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relationships across all the levels. Several study participants discussed elements of
relational trust in terms of data use. They seemed to benefit from relationships with
colleagues and leaders that were not threatening or blame-oriented. They noted that these
types of relationships helped them discuss data in ways that did not personalize data and
which allowed them to learn from one another. In some of the schools, this seemed to
aggregate to a school culture that valued data-based inquiry and in which educators
supported one another (including administrators supporting teachers) in learning from
data. This suggests that these types of curious, nonthreatening cultures are important to
fostering broad-scale data use.
However, it also seemed throughout this study that where these cultures existed,
there also existed concrete structures that helped create conduits for social learning
experiences. For example, four campuses had worked to adjust master schedules to
provide for additional collaborative time. However, at only two of those campuses did
participants talk about specific structures and tools (e.g., weekly logs, modeling by
leaders, data-oriented agendas) that helped facilitate data-oriented inquiry processes. At
the other two campuses (where time, but not specific structures, were provided), data use
was reported as more sporadic. In reconsidering the framework, I would also emphasize
that leaders must not only attend to the presence of multiple levels of needed learning, but
that they must also work to determine what kinds of formal structures and tools can
effectively support data-related professional learning. Once leaders start down this road,
data suggest (though more evidence is certainly warranted) that a collaborative,
supportive culture will reinforce good structures, and that effective structures can
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facilitate collaborative relationships that in turn contribute to a culture that positively
engages in data-informed inquiry.
Common Threads and a Developing Perspective
What did not change about the expanded theoretical framework is the common
thread that runs among the multiple levels of the broader organization. Specifically,
―learning‖ was, and is still, conceived of as a data-informed inquiry process that
empowers groups of learners as well as the individual educator to set worthwhile
questions, collect appropriate data, engage in meaning making, and apply these lessons in
ways that formalize changes in practice. Further, consistent with organizational learning
theory (e.g., Senge, 2006; Argyris & Schön, 1996) these changes in practice are codified
in some way so that the learning is not isolated, but available to be shared to broader
members of the organization. The process of learning underlies each level in the
expanded framework.
What has undergone a nuanced development in the expanded framework—and
what will shape my understanding of this work as I continue to study the data in this and
in future research—is that it is not the learning process that changes from level to level,
but simply the locus of that learning. For example, I had earlier noted that ―individual
learning‖ was one level of the framework. Now, however, I have come to understand that
this is not individual learning per se, but a data-based organizational learning process
applied at the level of the individual learner. Thus, there are similar processes (data-based
inquiry processes) that are wholly consistent with broader organizational learning
literature (e.g., Senge, 2006; Argyris & Schön, 1996; Argyris, 1976) and which are
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consistent with Supovitz‘s (2010) take on knowledge-based organizational learning, that
may be alternately located at the level of the broader organization (with central office
members constituting the ―learning group‖), the collective (with various sub-groupings at
the central office or campus level focusing on localized problems), and the individual
(with educators working through a data-informed inquiry process on a classroom-specific
issue).
Professional learning structures, then, must seek to empower each of these
structures (the group dealing with broad organizational issues, the groups working on
more localized, campus-based or content-based problems, and the individual educator) to
effectively work through a data-informed inquiry process. How policymakers approach
this task—of creating or uncovering structures and tools that best serve this purpose—
will prove essential in supporting educators at all levels of a district to engage in data use
practices that aim at continual improvement (e.g., Langley et al., 2009; Senge, 2006) and
that look to inform practice.
Future Research
While this study provides new knowledge regarding district approaches to datarelated professional learning, much more research is needed. Federal and state policies
continue to emphasize data use, data systems, and data-informed instruction (Hochberg &
Desimone, 2010; United States Department of Education, 2007; Means et al, 2009;
Wells, 2009), and as long as accountability systems require monitoring and reporting,
school districts will be charged with data use. However, how they go about that data use,
and how they equip their educators to engage in data-informed inquiry, could spell the
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difference between pedestrian uses of data that simply focus on accountability provisions
and robust uses of data that move beyond accountability to student-oriented improvement
and organizational improvement.
I know that a constellation of factors appear to matter in how data-related
professional learning is structured. Content matters, and the format and structure of the
learning matters. Social learning is key, and a range of data-related skills and
knowledge—if addressed in professional learning—can support broader and more
confident data use among teachers and administrators. Also, professional learning for
data use appears to necessitate a multi-level emphasis: District leaders must be able to
make data-informed decisions, but so too must individual educators and collectives of
these educators. Still, there is more that needs to be understood and explored when it
comes to these issues.
First, though I have posited a model for data-related professional learning, that
model is in its first formal iteration. Further study is needed to hone the model and to see
if there are elements missing. Also, the three areas that participants described as linked to
the quality of professional learning (timeliness, credibility, and resourcing) need to be
studied more so that I can determine whether these are, in fact, distinct characteristics or
if they are more linked to characteristics established in the literature than it appeared
during the course of this study.
Second, within the next few years, I plan on conducting research with one or more
districts regarding trial and implementation of this model, to determine whether it does
streamline professional learning while better integrating data use and general professional
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learning structures. To this end, I also anticipate developing a survey around some of the
factors that now appear to matter when assessing data-related professional learning
structures, including: (1) Range of skills and knowledge addressed; (2) Types of learning
structures; (3) To what degree data use is embedded or treated as separate from general
professional learning; (4) How planners conduct search; (5) To what degree data use is
―branded‖ for accountability or improvement; and (6) How broadly or narrowly
educators construe data use. This type of research would extend the work of the present
study while broadening the base of participants.
In the broader field, more research is needed on some themes that emerged during
the course of this study. First, there is existing work on ―distributed leadership‖ but thus
far there is no work that speaks to how a diffused model actually prohibits good ideas (in
this sense, with regard to data use) from emerging and being shared out within a district.
As leaders are challenged with improving teacher quality (e.g., Wei et al, 2009; U.S.
Department of Education, 2007; U.S. Department of Education, 2009b ) and with
effecting data use (Gallagher et al., 2008; Means et al., 2009; U.S. Department of
Education, 2009b), they will need to find ways to harvest the good ideas present in the
organization as well as ways to seed the organization with innovative ideas. While the
findings here suggest that more cohesive leadership is needed in terms of data-related
professional learning, more study needs to be done on this issue to say this definitively.
Second, more work in general is needed on the ways educators construe data use
and how these construals may correlated to whether educators are positive about data use
or hopeful that data use can improve teaching and learning. This issue seems to connect
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to how districts ―brand‖ data use, and if a correlation is established, a next question
would be whether district efforts to ―rebrand‖ data use can move the needle on the
percentage of teachers who buy into data use and want to use it collaboratively to
improve practice. If it turns out that greater buy-in to data-informed instruction can be
effected by leaders‘ talking about data more frequently in terms of improvement, rather
than using the ―fear factor‖ of accountability, organizations could see greater
improvement with a reduced impression that data use is a top-down, monitoring lever.
Again, I am far from being able to make this connection—as is the existing research—but
it is an area that begs for more research over the coming years.
Third, as noted in the previous section, I borrowed from Robert Marzano the term
―guaranteed viable curriculum‖ (e.g., 2001; 2003) and appropriated that for use with
regard to data-informed instruction. The present study adds primary research to a solid
body of existing research to delineate a few key elements that should be addressed in
such a curriculum; however, research that extends and hones this knowledge on what
skills teachers and administrators need in order to have good footing for data use will be
key. Also, as each district uses various data systems, and works from slightly different
policies and different leadership models, the challenge will be studying whether and how
districts work through this recommendation to delineate a data-related guaranteed viable
curriculum for their educators. Further, exploring how districts support educators in
meeting any expectations laid out in a district-determined guaranteed viable curriculum
will not only help facilitate the spread of best practices among districts, but will also
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inform state or federal policymakers as to how they might facilitate similar supports on a
broader scale.
Last, this study was conducted on three districts that were already interested in
data use, but they were not selected for being districts that were thought to use data well.
Repeating this study in a district known for data use, or identified as being highly datacapable, might yield different results or might solidify the findings of this study with
further evidence. Thus, it will also be important to seek out some various types of
districts (i.e., those that are known for data use, as well as some that may have little
expertise in data use) to see how those findings align with those of this study.
Conclusion
To many educators, data use may be largely about accountability. And, to be sure,
the accountability movement of the past few decades accelerated the need to collect,
organize, and report vast quantities of data (Wells, 2009; Beadie, 2004; Thomas & Brady,
2005; Kerr et al., 2006). But data use does not equal accountability: Accountability
represents one purpose for which educators must use various data elements. However, as
many educators across the three districts in this study noted, data use is also about
knowing students and their needs better, making more accurate and informed decisions
about lesson planning, assessments, student placements, and interventions. Data use can
also be about bringing educators together to collaborate and exchange knowledge that is
aimed at improving education for individual students as well as groups of students (e.g.,
Lachat & Smith, 2005; Young, 2006; Datnow et al., 2007). Thus, even if the
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accountability movement of the last few decades were erased, the technology of the
modern world would still enable and encourage the use of various data by educators.
In terms of policy—whether for accountability, special programs, or
improvement—data use is not fading away. And, because schools, school leaders, and
teachers are increasingly expected to use research-based strategies and to engage in datainformed instruction, it becomes critical that educators be equipped to be savvy, ethical,
and responsible users and consumers of data. Even if educator preparation programs were
addressing the full range of data-related knowledge and skills in rigorous ways, the way
each district chooses a distinct arrangement of data systems means that the district has
some responsibility for supporting data-related professional learning.
In this study, I found that while educators articulated remarkably similar
conceptions of what data-related skills and knowledge were important, and what
professional learning structures were most beneficial, many educators were still being left
to fill in numerous learning gaps via informal social learning structures. Districts were
not delineating clearly how they would support data-related professional learning, and the
planning that occurred was often fragmented and dispersed among many individual
leaders and departments. Because the districts used very few formal policies to codify
expectations, these multiple departments and leaders did not work from a common base
of knowledge or expectations. The result was that some needs did not get addressed at all,
and the good ideas and practices that occurred did so in pockets within the districts and
are not shared throughout the systems.
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It is my hope that the lessons of this study, and the recommendations and model
for data-related professional learning informed by the findings, will be of assistance to
district policymakers as they work to structure effective professional learning supports. It
is also my hope that the findings inform state and federal policymakers: As they construct
policies that leverage data use, setting forth tools, information, or models of practice that
can support educators in meeting expectations would be of benefit to those working to
implement policy. Guidance as to how educators can be supported in developing the
range of skills needed to engage in data-informed instruction could prevent district
leaders from having to continually recreate the wheel or innovate when there might be
known, positive practices that could be adjusted for context and implemented. All in all,
districts appear to need support in knowing how to improve the data use capacity of their
teachers and administrators: This study has provided some new knowledge aimed at
beginning to construct a portrait of what constitutes effective data-related professional
learning.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Interview Protocol, Key Central Office Personnel

A1. Can you tell me about a time you used data to address a problem? (was that
independently or with others? Why was that problem the issue at hand—i.e.,
personally/group selected, mandated from above, etc.?)
A2. What kinds of problems are campus personnel using data to address?
A3. Each year this district must make choices about what PL to offer, and how to
offer those. Can you tell me how this district goes about making those
decisions?
Probes: How are PD/PL needs determined, and how often are these
revised?
What gets prioritized, and who makes that determination?
What is centralized, and what responsibilities fall to the campuses?
How do they keep track of PD?
A4. Is data use-related PD/PL treated separately from general PD?
Probes: Who is responsible for determining learning needs related to data
use?
Are those the same or different people plan for and deliver data-related
PD as do the same for general or content-area PD?
A5. Are there specific federal or state policies that drive planning for PL in any
way? How so? (note: ask for enough info. here so you can look up the
policies they cite—i.e., ―Is there a specific part of NCLB? Is there a
particular division at T.E.A that has disseminated information on that?‖)
A6. Are there any other formal policies or procedures that guide how you plan for
or deliver PD/PL, in general or specific to data use?
Press—district policies? Handbooks? Where are these policies or
procedures located?)
A7. Has the district established any best practices or quality indicators for PD/PL?
A8. Are there any informal expectations in this district with regards to how PL will
be done? Is PL related to data use different?
A9. Who is responsible for any training or PL that might include data-related skills
or knowledge? (follow with ―anyone else?‖ until they don‘t name anyone
else)
A10. What role are campus personnel (administrators, instructional/data coaches,
interventionists) expected to play in developing or delivering PL to
teachers?
Follow-up: How are they equipped and resourced to play that role
effectively?
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A11. How do you get information on what campus administrators or teachers need
regarding data use-related skills or knowledge? From whom? (looking for
how inclusive or delineated the search process is here)
A12. What characteristics would you say are essential to the structure of a solid
PL/PD experience?
A13. What kinds of skills or abilities do educators in this district need in order to be
effective consumers or users of data?
A14. Whom else at the district level do you recommend I talk to about professional
learning or data-related professional learning?
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Appendix B: Interview Protocol, Key Campus Administrators

B1. Can you tell me about a time you recently used data, and talk about the issue
you were trying to address in that instance? Why was that problem the issue
at hand—i.e., personally/group selected, mandated from above, etc.?)
B2. What kinds of problems do you think teachers (administrators or teachers) are
using data to solve?
B3. Each year this district must make choices about what PL to offer, and how to
offer those. Can you tell me how this district goes about making those
decisions?
Probes: How do you communicate the needs of the campus to planners of
PD?
What is done with that information?
How do they keep track of PD?
B4. If I were a teacher or administrator new to this district, how would I learn to
use the data systems and to use data to the level that the district expects?
Probes: Who is responsible for determining learning needs related to data
use?
Are those the same or different people plan for and deliver data-related
PD as do the same for general or content-area PD?
If separate, is anything done at the campus to link or embed data use in
general PD structures?
B5. Are there specific federal, state, or district policies that drive planning for PL in
any way? How so? (note: ask for enough info. here so we can look up the
policies they cite—i.e., ―Is there a specific part of NCLB? Is there a
particular division at T.E.A that has disseminated information on that?‖)
B6. Are there any other formal policies or procedures that guide campus planning
or delivery of PD/PL, in general or specific to data use?
Press—district policies? Handbooks? Where are these policies or
procedures located—we need to be able to access those)
B7. Has the district established any best practices or quality indicators for PD/PL?
What about here at the campus?
Probes: If so, does the district take any measure of whether or to what
degree PD/PL at the district or campus level meets these quality
indicators?
How do they get ideas for PD or feedback on quality/usefulness?
How is this feedback shared with planners and providers, and to what end?
B8. Are there any informal expectations at this campus with regards to how PL will
be done? Is PL related to data use different?
B9. Who is responsible (at the district or campus level) for any training or PL that
might include data-related skills or knowledge? (follow with ―anyone
else?‖ until they don‘t name anyone else)
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Probes: If they named several persons: Do these persons have any common
plan or formal coordination in how they develop or deliver their PL
opportunities?
How are the persons at the campus level equipped and resourced to play
that role effectively?
B10. What characterizes the PD you‘ve learned the most from?
Ask for an example. Describe the context, setting, procedures, expectations.
B11. What characteristics would you say are essential to the structure of a solid
PL/PD experience?
Follow-up: Do your experiences with data-related PD in the last 12 months
align with those characteristics?
B12. What kinds of skills or abilities do teachers at this campus need in order to be
effective consumers or users of data?
Follow-ups: How do you know?
How and from whom do you gather information that tells you about teacher
needs?
B13. What are your needs as a campus administrator regarding data use-related
skills or knowledge?
Follow-ups: How do you communicate those needs to the district?
How does the district support your growth in those areas?
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Appendix C: Interview Protocol: Campus Educator Focus Groups

C1. How do you best learn a new skill?
C2. What characteristics would you say are essential to the structure of a solid
PL/PD experience?
C3. Think back to when you were first becoming engaged with using student data
to inform your instruction or otherwise affect your classroom. How did you
learn to do that?
C4. Think back to a PD/PL session you attended or participated in that incorporated
data use in some way. What was that session like?
Probe for activities, active/passive learning, job-related tasks, content
C5. Tell me about a problem you have used data to address. (was that
independently or with others? Why was that problem the issue at hand—i.e.,
personally/group selected, mandated, etc.?)
C6. What kinds of skills or abilities do teachers need in order to be effective
consumers or users of data?
Probes: What about you—What skills or abilities do you think you might
need to learn better?
Does anything get in the way of you learning what you think necessary to
fully use a range of data to inform instruction?
C7. If I were a teacher new to the district, how would I learn to use the data
systems and to use data in a way that is expected of me?
C8. We‘re talking a lot about data use like it‘s naturally a good thing—what are
your thoughts on that? Can data use make a teacher better—can it improve
teaching and learning, or is it just overblown?
C9. What PD/PL is offered at the district level, when, and who delivers it? What
about at the campus level?
Follow-up: What types of topics or skills have been addressed in these
sessions?
C10. How do district or campus planners of PD get ideas on teacher learning
needs?
Probes: Do they seek out feedback on quality/usefulness?
What do they do with that information?
What channels do you have to communicate learning needs?
C11. What would you say are the top learning needs at this campus associated with
data use? (ex-learning to use the systems, learning to collaborate around
data)
C12. If you were responsible for teaching your colleagues how to use data better to
inform instruction, how would you structure that learning? Why?
C13. We‘ve talked a lot about how you learn best, and what is currently happening
to support data use. What‘s missing—what would you change or add to
better support teachers to use an array of data to inform instruction
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Appendix D: Peer Nomination Form

Dear Educator:
As part of an ongoing study into the ways educators use and learn to use data, we would
like to identify some of your peers and colleagues who are able or expert data users so
that we can learn from their knowledge and expertise. Please help us identify these
persons by answering the questions below. Your nominations are anonymous: you need
not put your name anywhere on the nomination form, and simply nominating someone
does not in any way mean that persons nominated must speak with the research team.
These nominations simply help us focus our list of potential participants in a future focus
group. Thank you for helping us learn more about educator data use by recognizing your
colleagues who already have this kind of knowledge and expertise!
On the attached page, please list 1 to 3 persons who fit the following description(s). You
MAY list the same person more than once. You do not HAVE to list more than one
person for any descriptor, and you do not have to list anyone at all if you cannot think of
someone who fits that description. You may also opt not to participate at all in this
nomination process; there is no benefit for participation other than helping add educator
voice to the research on what works regarding data use and professional learning, and
there is no anticipated negative consequence for either participating or opting not to
participate.
Thank you for your willingness to help us better understand how data use and
professional learning work together in schools!
Regards,
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Data Systems and Data Use On Campus: Colleague Nominations
Please list 1 to 3 persons who fit the following description(s). You MAY list the same
person more than once. You do not HAVE to list more than one person for any
descriptor, and you do not have to list anyone at all if you cannot think of someone who
fits that description. You may also opt not to participate at all in this nomination process;
there is no benefit for participation other than helping add educator voice to the research
on what works regarding data use and professional learning, and there is no anticipated
negative consequence for either participating or opting not to participate.
1. The person I ask for help when I can’t get the data I need:
A.
B.
C.
2. The person on this campus who helps me when I have problems using the data
system(s).
A.
B.
C.
3. The person on campus who is great at using data to adjust what he/she does in the
classroom.
A.
B.
C.
4. The person who brings interesting data to a conversation, or uses data to pose
thoughtful questions.
A.
B.
C.
5. The person on campus who is the most excited about data use.
A.
B.
C.
6. The person who seems to understand all this data stuff and make it work.
A.
B.
C.
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